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Abstract

'litle: Simply Divine: .feminist aesthetics in three music theatre works of Elena Kats-Chernin.

This thesis examines and applies feminist musicological theory to lphis, Matricide, the

musical, and Mr. Barbecue, three musical theatre works by the Australian composer Elena

Kats-Chernin. It includes the following chapters: 1. Recent feminist excursions in

musicology;2. L'écriture feminine and musict 3. Operas by women in Australia: some

statistics; 4"The hysterical mother: Elena Kats-Chernin's lphis; 5. Matricide and the female

divine: 6. Mr. Barbecue and the masculinist challenge.

It opens with a survey of feminist musicological texts and examines discourses of

feminist aesthetics within the discipline of musicology. The second chapter discusses the

writings of French feminists and their concept of l'écriture féminine that has been attributed

to feminist aesthetics in literary theory. Since the 1980s cultural theorists across many artistic

disciplines have adopted the literary ideas developed by the French feminists. Musicologists

seeking a feminist perspective have been no exception. With this in mind, the writings of the

French theorists Hélène Cixous, Luce Irigaray and Julia Kristeva are explored for their

potential in enabling the deconstruction of gendered expression in the music of women

comPosers.

Consideration is also given to the social position of women in music and their access to

commissions from leading musical institutions in Australia.

The discussion of the music theatre pieces lphis, Matricide: the musical and Mr.

Barbecue by Elena Kats-Chernin reveals feminine cultural practice in music. Kats-Chernin's

collaborations with her librettists and the musical communication of their literary iarratives

provide further material to explore such expressions of female particularity.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction

' The aim of this thesis is to provide an appreciation of a feminine aesthetic in the

examination of three music theatre works by Elena Kats-Chernin: Iphis, Matricide, the

musical and Mr. Barbecue.

Feminist musicologists, including Renée Cox, Eva Rieger, and Susan McClary, have

argued for the feminine in musicl and this thesis pursues the feminist voice in music. In the

introduction to her article on difference in women's musical composition titled "l Recycle

Sounds: Do Women Compose Differently?" in the 1998 edition of Source Readings in Music

History Eva Rieger defends feminist approaches to musicology. :

No one would get worked up if one decided to study ethnological
differences in music of people living in different geographical places,
but when one suggests studying differences in music by people of
opposed sex, musicologists get extremely touchy. Yet sociologists
teach us that gender is one of the most important determinants of
human behaviour. (Rieger 1998:146)

Rieger proceeds to advocate the use of feminist intellectual tools in the discussion of

musical practice by women. She also refers to sociological knowledge about women's

experience, career parameters and social formation in musical practice. This thesis revisits

the arguments proposed by feminist musicologists in the last half of the twentieth century and

applies them to new works.

1. Renée Cox proposes a framework for feminist analysis in 'Rediscovering Jouissance: An Introduction
to Feminist Musical Aesthetics " (Cox 1991). Eva Rieger adclresses feminist aesthetics in her a¡ticle
'nDolce Semplice?' On the Changing Role of 'Women in Music" @ieger 1985) and '"I Recycle
Sounds': Do Women Compose Differently?" @ieger L9&S).Feminine Endings by Susan McClary
(McClary1991) caused considerable stir in musicological circles for its feminist criticism of works
from the musical canon. The feminist debate also ûnds expression in the following articles by Susan

McClary: her forward to Cathérine Clement's Opera, or the Undoing of Women that is titled 'The
Undoing of Opera: Toward a Feminist Criticism of Music" (McClary1988); her article 'Different
Drummers: Theorising Women Composers" (lr4cClary 1991) and her forward ro Cecilia Reclaimed:
Feminisl Perspectives on Gender and Music (Cook and Tsou 1994).



lntroduction

ln recent decades feminine aesthetics, or the idea of sexual identity inscribing itself into

practice, has also undergone considerable deliberation in the related arts"2 Literary theorists

have taken the lead.3 The notion of a feminine aesthetic has taken on particular significance in

post-structuralist French feminist discourses and in Chapter Two of this thesis the terms and

debates upon which they proceed are analysed. My hypothesis is that feminist aesthetics can

indeed be determined in music by women.

The focus of this thesis is upon music theatre works as these combine both textual

narrative with musical narrative providing for more plausible location of feminist ideas in the

text and the musical communication of those ideas. It is conceivable to locate feminine

aesthetics in abstract musical expression, a challenge that has been embarked upon by such

worthy scholars as Cox and McClary, the latter whc¡ remains in defence of musical

signification beyond the "purely musical" (McClary 2000:8). This contentious issue of

location of the feminine also extends to literary theory and attracts its own profuse critics.4

The difficulty of avoiding essentialism in the discussion of music by women pervades

feminist approaches. This is the problem of classifying one woman's approach as typical to

all women, with the resultant margianilzation of all women's creative efforts and relegation to

secondary status. In her criticism of essentialism, McClary refers to the long held view that

2. In the related ars, a number of signiûcant feminist critiques in the English language include: From lhe
Cenler: Feminist Essays on Women's Art (Lippaud. L976): In her Own Image: Women Working in lhe
Arls (fledges and Wendt. eds 1980)i Pqndorab Box (Calvert, Morgan and Katz eds 1984): Old
Mistresses: Women, Art and Ideology (Parker & Pollock l98l); Women Art and Power (Nochlin
1989): Feminist Aesthetics @cker ed 1985); Imagining Women: Gender Represenlations and Gender

@onner, Goo¡lman, Allen, Jones and King eds 1992). A number of feminist critiques relating to
performing arts and cinema have also emerged in recent years including: Alice Doesn't: Feminism,
Semiolics, Cinema. (De Lauretis l9%); Fabrications: Costume and the Female Body. (Gunes and
Herzog eds 1990); Kiss Me Deaàly: Feminism and Cinemafor the Momenl. (Jayamanne ed 1995);
The Explicit Body in Perþrmance (Schneider 1997), Writing on the Body: Female Embodiment and
Feminist Theory. (Conboy Medina and Stanbury eds 1997); The Acoustic Mirror: lhe Female Voice
in Psychoanalysis and Cinema (Silverman 1988); Women's Pictures: Feminism and Cirwmq (Kuhn
1993) to name a few.

3. Sources on feminism in literature date back to as early a¡¡ women have been writing. These sources
have been discussed in many feminist literary critiques such as The Maiwoman in the Attic: the
Woman Writer and the Nineleenth-century Literary Imagination. (Gilbert and Gubar 1979).

4. Rita Felske states: '"To attempt to establish a direct link between female psychology and "fluid" and
unsf¡uchrred literary form, however, leaves the critic unable to account for either the historically
determined causes of changes in literary style or large numbers of highly crafted and carefirlly
structured texts by women authors which cannot be adequately described in these terms."felske
1989:26)

2



lntroduction

and became composer-in-residence at the Peggy Glanville-Hicks house in Paddington,

Sydneyin 1996.

She has received numerous awards, including the first Raymond Hanson Prize, the

Frank Hutchens Composition Scholarship and the 1996 Sounds AustralianAward for the best

composition by an Australian composer for Cadences, Deviations and Scarlatti. An

accomplished pianist, she was awarded the Shadforth Hooper Memorial Prize for the best

student piano recital given in 1979 at the Sydney Conservatorium. Kats-Chernin has

composed soundtracks for several films and has written concert pieces for the Sydney

Symphony Orchestra, Sydney Alpha Ensemble and Ensemble Modern (Frankfurt) amongst

others" She was commissioned by the Sydney Olympic 2000 to compose music for the

opening ceremony and is regularly commissioned by major Australian organisations.

Kats-Chernin's professional career has brought her success that boasts a prolific output

through ongoing commissioning and, in 2003, she was awarded a Fellowship by the Australia

Council for the Arts. She has been the subject of many interviews, radio and television

documentaries.

In her personal life Kats-Chernin has suffered divorce, single motherhood, mental

illness in the family and financial stress. This thesis examines the impact of both the personal

and professional on her artistic decisions in relation to her music theatre works.

Thesis Outline

Chapter 1 is an overview of feminist discourses in musicology drawing conclusions on
common themes to have emerged.

Chapûer 2 is an investigation of the feminist literary concept of I'écriture Jéminine and
its relationship to musical aesthetics.

Chapter 3 looks at some of the statistics relating to women's opera production in
Australia in the 20th Century and Kats-Chernin's position in relation to this.

Chapter 4is a feminist critique of Elena Kats-Chernin's lphis.

Chapter 5 is a feminist critique of Elena Kats-Chernin's Matricide.

Chapter 6 is a feminist critique of Elena Kats-Chernin's Mr. Barbecue-

Conclusion and appendices.

4
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Sources

This study cites current ephemeral writings as well as personal interviews with the

composer. Biographical material is drawn from concert programs and interviews which

appear in such diverse media as newspapers, magazines, radio, television and the internet.

The Australian Music Centre's press clipping service has been most useful in this regard for

up-to date information in print on Australian composers. Direct contact with the composer

was established by telephone, letter, email and personal interviews over the time-frame of the

research and material from these sources has also been included. Similarly, interviews were

conducted with people related to the artistic process such as librettists. producers and

performers.

Musical sources jncludc autograph scores of thc composcrs works provided by Elena

Kats-Chernin's publisher, Boosey and Hawkes, as well as the Australian Music Centre

holdings. Audio-visual and audio recordings of performances of the works were obtained

from production companies such as Music Theatre Sydney and Chamber Made Opera.

Other musicological research which informs this thesis includes feminist writings in

musicology such as biographies of women composers, articles on women composers that

appear in anthologies, as well as issues of The Australian Music Centre's journal Sounds

Australian devoted to women and music (1989, 1993-4,1998).

Women composers' festivals held in Australia from the 1990s onwards have also

informed this thesis. In the effort to further promote the activities of Australian women

composers, several festivals have been held in Australia, Initiated by Adelaide based

composer Becky Llewellyn, the first was held in Adelaide in 1992. Since then two more have

been held (Melbourne 1995, Sydney 1997). The 1997 Festival, titled Resonances, featured a

conference and forum program convened by Sally Macarthur, with academic presentations on

women in music. The proceedings of the Resonances conference are published as Musics and

Feminisms (Macarthur and Poynton, eds 1999). It is an expansion of the proceedings also

published in Sounds Australian No. 51 (1988).

Other musicological conferences held in Australia from the 1990s onwards have also

informed this thesis. Feminism in musicology has received increasing interest in Australia

and during this period Musicological Society of Australia conferences have invited leading

5
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feminist musicologists as keynote speakers, including Elizabeth Wood (Brisbane,1991),

Susan McClary (Melbourne, 1996) and Eva Rieger (Adelaide, 1998). These conferences and

festivals also have also informed this thesis.

Sources on, and including, French feminist authors have been used for this thesis.

Authors cited include Hélène Cixoux, Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray as well as those who

influenced their writings such as Jacques Derrida, Jacques Lacan and Simone de Beauvoir.

Critiques of French feminism by Elizabeth Grosz, Rosemary Tong and Judith Butler have

been cited to analyse the debates of French feminism.
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CHAPTER ONE

Recent feminist excursions in musicology

To tell the truth, one is not born a genius, one becomes a genius and

the feminine situation has, up to the present, rendered this becoming

practically impossible. (de Beauvoir 1988: 58)

Since the period that has been termed the second wave of feminism or the reawakening

of feminism there has been a growth in feminist scholarship. This was the period following

World War II when the United Nations affirmed "the equal rights of men and women" in its

1945 charter followed by the establishment of the U.N Commission on the Status of Women'

Shortly after French philosopher Simone de Beauv oir's Second Sex (1949) was published,

translated and widely read. Thereafter the rate of growth of publications relating to the

ferninist movement incrcased steadily from the 1960s onwards,

There was a musical response to this growth in feminist literature. The proliferation of

historical studies on \ryomen composers during the latter part of the twentieth-century includes

dictionaries, discographies, editions, catalogues, collected essays, as well as biographies on

individual composers. This endeavour was often undertaken with the aim of redressing the

imbalance in music history of women's representation. The later manifestation of this

movement is feminist musicological scholarship that incorporates intellectual ideas derived

from interdisciplinary studies in feminism'

Elizabeth Wood's survey, titled Women in Music (1980), is a useful measure of the

number of pre-1980s studies of women in music, as well as being a springboard for further

research in this area. She notes that among the various sources available in the past there has

been a lack of cross-reference to interdisciplinary women's studies' She states:

Interpretation of music as a sociocultural phenomenon, a vlgorous

dialectic through interaction with other disciplines such as

anthropology and sociology, or critical, theoretical challenges to

traditional - if sophisticated - ways of doing musicology are few and

secondary to mainstream activity. (V/ood 1980: 283)

It is mainly through the studies of women in music in non-western cultures that such

interdisciplinary discourses are locatedl, since ethnomusicology takes its lead from

anthropology that itself derives ideas from a range of social sciences. Wood finds that cross-

disciplinary discourses also enter into American studies and nineteenth-century research into

7



Recent feminist excursions in musicology

music (Wood 1980: 283). In these areas she refers to the emergence of a new scholarship that

"identifies patterns of discrimination in the past and analyses how this has curtailed women's

career patterns" (Wood 1980: 290). These approaches take their methodology from early

feminist activists who advocated equal opportunities for women. The obstacles for women in

general are applicable to women in music throughout history and this can be supported by the

numerous examples provided by Wood and the various researches she cites. From the

evidence Wood provides along with the cited authors' findings it is apparent that the

recognition of women's creative contribution to music has been thwarted by entrenched social

systems. She argues for new directions in musical scholarship that take on the challenge of

political activism as well as for analysis that is linked to developments in feminist

scholarship. For its time, this survey provides a concise overview of the research to date on

women in music, and challenges musicology to review its approach in the discussion of

women ln muslc

Twenty-one years later a principal exponent of the "new musicology"2, Ruth Solie,

faced with the challenge of cataloguing women's involvement in music from the beginning of

time to the present in a short dictionary article for the New Grove Dictionary o.f Music and

Musicians,2nd Edition, titled "'Women in Music" (Solie 2001b). With clarity and precision

she traces the references to women musicians and composers dating from Boccacio's De

claris rnulieribus (c1359) to the present. Her article is prefaced by the statement:

As a contemporary category of enquiry, the study of women in mustc

is directly related to women's history, itself one of several scholarly

research areas associated with the systematic study of gender. (Solie

2001b:519)

Thus at the outset of her article she alerts the reader to the significance of gender studies to

this area of inquiry, thereby introducing the cross-disciplinary reference to the discussion of

women ln muslc.

1. This is evident in the work by Ellen Koskoff (19S7) and Baumann, Herndon andZeiglet eds' (1990)

discussed later in this chaPter.

2. This term has become accepted as the description for musicology that has developed since the 1980s'

particularly in American academies using the interdisciplinary approach.

I



Recent feminist excursions in musicology

According to the heading; Solie's article is divided into three sections:

I. Historiography; II. Western classical traditions in Europe and the USA; III. World music.

This division is based upon the common assumption in the English speaking world of the

singularity the Western classical tradition.3 Despite the inclusion of "world music", as a

header for the article, plus the promise in the preface that, "This article focuses on the

collective experience of women within Vy'estern and non-Western musical traditions" (Solie

2001b: 519), either at the writing or editorial stage this "world music" section was dropped.

There is no section in the published edition of The New Grove Dictionary of Music and

Musicians, 2nd Edition on "world music" in the article "Women in Music".

Through her research Solie finds plenty of examples of women performers throughout

musical history. Although there have been considerable obstacles to achieving professional

status in the musical hierarchy, there is still ample evidence of the contribution of women to

all areas of music-making throughout the centuries. However, in the compositional sphere,

women have suffered considerable discrimination. Solie states:

Among all the areas of professional music-making, perhaps
composition is marked by the deepest sense of emotional divide
between the past and present. In the nineteenth-century, class
propriety and attitudes towards the roles of women in public
stigmatised professional careers for some privileged women. (Solie
2001b: 530)

3. The term 'þorld music" has entered the musical literature as a replacement for the now politically
incorrect "etbnic music" that more lately is considered to have derogatory connotations. In fact the
term 'korld music" derived from popular musician Peter Gabriel's WOMAD (World of Music and
Dance) Festivals established in 1980 and his record company established shortly devoted to the
production of 'fuorld music". ln its early days the company featured fusions (another more lately
unfashionable terrn) of African village sounds with contemporary synthesised popular music thaf in
the 1990s and was aclopted by many Parisian-basecl African ba¡rds. An example of this genre is the
particularly successful experiment of Paul Simon (of "Simon and Garfunkel') in his Graceland
African Concert (1987). In the 1990s the '\vorld music" süage featured a combination of folk banks
and contemporary popular groups sharing the stage. In essence the terrn derives from populm 1980s
musical culture and has come into mainstrearn musicology as a more acceptable terrr for non-Westem
music. However, it is problematic in itself as is does not properly encompass the various non-Western
folk and classical üaditions that constitute the mainstream musical culture of many nations.
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Here Solie refers to the careers of Fanny Mendelssohn and Clara Schumann, who both

deferred to the composing men in their lives when it came to their own music composition.

Solie attributes this to their adherence to nineteenth-century notions of women's inferiority.4

Solie is also responsible for the article titled "Feminism"S in the New Grove Dictionary

of Music and Musicians, Znd Edition (2001b) that is prefaced by the statement:

Specifically, feminist musical scholarship sees music as both the
product and promulgator of a gendered social order. (Solie 2OOlb: 664)

This distinction of sex and gender is central to the academic feminist debate that distinguishes

bet\¡,een the biological "male and female" and social "masculine and feminine". The feminist

critique is therefore based upon the social role and options for women and, where this is

applied to creativity, it refers to the creative response to these options.

Solie argues that the diverse feminist approaches that include'liberal','radical',

'lesbian' , 'post-strucfural' , 'psychoanalytic' and 'Marxist' are neither mutually exclusive nor

necessarily in agreement with each other. However, they are more significant for their

contribution to the rewriting and re-reading of women's history by including the other half of

the relevant data into the dominant discourses. In this article Solie also considers the

importance of academic and political distinctions between'public' and'private' that have

relegated women and their creative efforts to the private and less recognised sphere. She also

alerts readers to the very thorny issues of the definition of 'women', particularly with

reference to women's social position in the West,lesbian women and women in other cultures

and the consequence of this to women's studies, critiques of the canon and feminist aesthetics.

Solie devotes half of her article on feminism to "postmodernism" outlining the seminal

influence of post-structural and deconstructionist theory upon academic feminism. On the

scholarly approaches to postmodernism she states:

4. Clara Schumann was a composer of some merit until she met Robe¡t and came to this realisation:
'I once thought that I possessed creative talent, but I have given up this idea; a woman mr¡st not desire
to compose- no one has been able to do it, and why should I expect to? It would be arrogance, though,
indeed, my father led me to it in ea¡lier day.." (l.treuls-Bates ed 1982: 154)

5. As the preface to the 2001 revised edition of The New Grove Dictionary of Music ønd Musicians Znd
Edition (Sadie 2001: viü) states the inclusion of feminism is an area of expansion for the Dctionary
along with other gender associated topics.
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All are centrally concerned with social processes that generate

meaning, with the role of differential power relationships in culture,
and with modes of representation. (Solie: 2OOII>: 665)

Thus she considers that postmodernism allows for multiple approaches to the critical reading

of 'culture' and inverts our notions of cultural absolutes" The problem that postmodernism

now faces is that it destabilises cultural practice through the process of inverting culture upon

itself and, in the process, causes problems with feminist analysis of cultural practice relating

to women. Solie states:

...the postmodern challenge to formalist musical analysis is arising
just when feminists are beginning to explore the musical encoding of
gender ideology and putative stylistic differences in women's music.
(Solie 2OOIb:666)

Solie therefore argues that the 'postfeminism' crisis has given way to a new current of

thought in gender studies that looks at both male and female experience in the analytical

process. Other ideas that are enlivening the feminist debate that are noted by Solie are those

of sex, gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity and social class.

In her article on feminism for the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd

Edition, Solie has touched upon the main issues for feminist scholarship in musicology that

can be traceable from the 1980s onwards. She illustrates how the earliest academic feminist

debates have impacted upon feminist musicology and argues that, despite the challenge of

deconstruction, feminist debates in musicology have developed to encompass new challenges

with great potential for the future of feminist musicological thought. Solie's view of the topic

is from the academic rather than creative perspective, that is, she outlines what feminism can

offer the musicologist rather than the composer. The influence of feminism on women

creating music is grouped into the section on activism, describing the process of women

organising themselves in promoting their music. However, Solie avoids the issue of a

feminine aesthetic that has become one of the most contentious areas of the feminist discourse

on women's creativity.

In the interim between Elizabeth Wood's catalogue on women in music and Ruth

Solie's Grove's article on the same topic many substantial publications on \ryomen in music

have appeared. Notable is Carol Neuls-Bates' Women in Music: An Anthology of Source

Readings from the Middle Ages to the Presenl (Neul-Bates ed. 1982), a valuable collection of
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source readings on women musicians and composers. Also, the collection by Jane Bowers

and Judith Tick, Women Making Music: The Western Art Tradition, ll50-1950 (Bowers and

Tick 1986) presents diverse and insightful discussions on women's role in music composition

and performance. similarly Diane Jezic's women composers: The l-ost Tradition Found

(Jezic 1988) seeks to unearth women's role in the history of music composition.

Within cross-cultural and popular contexts, a number of significant studies on women's

contribution to music emerged in the 1980s that have taken a feminist perspective as well as

using tools drawn from anthropology and sociology. Feminist musicology has benefited from

the resulting interdisciplinary cross-fertilisation. Jane Bowers and Urban Bareis compiled the

Bibliography of Music and Gender: WomeninMusic (Bowers and Bareis 1991) which details

the considerable cthnomusicological research intò the cultural practices of women in folk and

non-Western contexts

An important addition to this list is the collection of essays edited by Ellen Koskoff in

Women and Music in Cross-Cultural Perspective (1987). This work address women's

musical activities across a range of cultures, its essays focusing on women's musical

activities, genres, instruments and perforïnance efforts that have hitherto been ignored'

Koskoff's collection demonstrates that women have not been silent in musical

production and that music has often been used by women as a vehicle of challenge' Esther

Rotenbush notes the prominence of female composers of nineteenth-century hymnody who

sought, along with their suffrage and temperance allies, a radical "feminization" of American

Society (Roænbush 1987:177). Susan Auerbach's contribution on "'Women's Musical Role in

a Greek Village" argues that:

The free exercise of musical joy is essentially a male privilege, while

lamenting, the antithesis of music-as-joy, is seen as women's

expressive hallmark (Auerbach 1987 : 26)

This raises an aesthetic notion that may have ramifications for women's wider creative

contributions and could provide a fruitful area of research'

The other articles in Koskoff's collection draw parallels between the control of power tn

society and musical production. Karen Peterson in her article titled "An investigation into

Women-Identified Music in the United States" (Peterson 1987: 2O3-2I2) traces the
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development of opportunities for women in music that correspond to the changes in women's

social developments, but questions whether there has been a corresponding development in

musical innovation (Peterson 1987:211). Carol Robertson in "Power and Gender in the

Musical Experiences of 'Wornen" (Robertson 1987: 225-244) sets out to demonstrate that

cultural belief systems, devised and controlled by men, legitimise power structures in society

and have an impact on the gender balance in musical production. Robertson argues that

women's limited access to musical power structures have constrained their creativity. She

proceeds to outline a methodology for the study of women in music in a cross-cultural

perspective taking into account social authority, gender and access and notions of power,

gender and performance" Many of the questions asked in this methodology are equally

applicable to the study of western art music as they u." to music of tribal and folk cultures. In

her conclusion she states:

The study of women and of the ways in which they are affected by
their diverse musical experiences offers important insights on the uses

and abuses of power within our species. (Robertson 1987:243)

The Koskoff collection demonstrates how cross-cultural practices of women through

the centuries have resulted in the expression of alternative perceptions through women's

cultural conceptions. The collection also addresses many common feminist themes, ranging

from subversion of women through their social role in various societies to female musical

practice as a form of expression of a feminine musical aesthetic.

Along similar lines, the compilation of Music, Gender and Culture (Baumann, Herndon

andZeigler eds 1990) focuses on the role of women in music in diverse cultural contexts. In

her article "Considering the Gender Balanee in Religion and Ritual Music Among the Hmong

and Lahu in Northern Thailand" Gretel Schwörer-Kohl shows that superstition supersedes

scienoe in the curious beliefs surrounding Hmong and Lahu ritual music:

One reason for the exclusion of women could be that the qeej-player
has to deal with the spirits of people and animals. As Hmong women
are pregnant pretty often they may be afraid that the spirits will harm
their foetus or an unhappy incarnation would occur.
(Schwörer-Kohl 1990: 149- 150)

Women's creative roles and these kinds of habitual prejudices surrounding women

participating in music are not uncommon in various cultural contexts and are also traceable in
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pre-2Oth century Western commentaries on women and art. For example, Flavia Alya in

,,Victorian Science and the 'Genius of Women' " (1977) traces Victorian scientific theories of

women,s mental and physical capacities and finds many of the so-called 'scientific' theories

are actually based more upon superstition than sctence'

Henrietta Yurchenco is another contributor to Music Gender and Cultur¿^ She

introduces the argument that the male perspective as the source of attitude formation about

lvomen and that women's voice has been ignored largely because of the status attributed to

women,s work in society. In her article "Mean Mama Blues: Bessie Smith and the Vaudeville

Era.,,(yurchenco 1990: Z4I-Z5Z) she introduces the argument that the creative contributions

of women in the private and domestic domain receive the same low status associated with

fitany of their other rolcs. Certainly, until recently, they have not even been considered

worthy of attention, overlooking an entire dimension of social contribution. The value of

,public' versus 'private' cultural contributions is a theme which recurs in academic feminism

that focuses upon how women's contributions in the private creative sphere has relegated

their creative contributions to similar obscurity.

The collections of essays on music-making in cross-cultural contexts establishes that

women have made significant cultural contributions through their ritual and domestic music

making" In drawing attention to these contributions, researchers have uncovered a whole new

area of creativity and commenced the process of providing recognition to women's music

making in these contexts'

Gender-specific compilations and analysis can be considered feminist, even when they

do not draw directly upon feminist theory. In her 1980 survey Elizabeth Wood called for

..theoretical analyses that link the work of feminists in music to what is emerging elsewhere in

the new feminist scholarship" (Wood I98O:296). While earlier work on women in music has

focused mainly upon the historiography of women's contribution to musical composition

through the documentation of life and works, in the past two decades there has been an

increase in feminist criticism in musicology. It is possible that this concern with feminist

scholarship is a response to the call from Wood in 1980. It is more likely due to the

proliferation of feminist theories in the area of cultural criticism' The outcome is not only the

continued documentation of \ryomen's musical activities with feminist theories in mind, but

also the application of feminist analysis to the established musical canon'
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Eva Rieger was one of the first to discuss the notion of feminine aesthetics in mustc tn

any depth, in her contribution to Gisela Ecker's Feminist Aesthetics (1985) titled "'Dolce

semplice?'on the changing Role of vy'omen in Music" (Rieger 1985). The article opens with

a description of the history of women's role in music and traces the systematic exclusion of

women from composition in history. 'With regard to women's absence from the canon she

states:

There was no lack of' attempts to explain the absence of women's

contribution to artistic production by referring to her 'natural' creative

deficit. Yet the many forgotten and disregarded works by women still

hidden in the archives of music libraries prove this argument to be

false. The difficulties of tracing these works are increased by the fact

that many of the obviously unjustly neglected women composers

published under male pseudonyms' (Rieger 1985' 136)

Rieger proceeds to liken the conservative nature of the discipline of musicology to that of

theology (Rieger 1985:137), attributing this to the patriarchal structure of the institutions that

have supported high art over the centuries: the churches, academies and courts' Rieger

deconstructs the masculine worldview of German idealism and deduces that it impinges upon

notions of genius and creation resulting in the exclusion of women.

Rieger contends that the subversion of women can be identified in historical discussions

of sonata form where its dual themes are described in gendered terms. This is exemplified by

citing Hugo Reiman's definition in "Form", from the 1956 Music Dictionary MUsic in

Geschichte und Gegenwart, fhaLstates: "Two basic human principles are expressed in each of

these two main themes; the thrusting, active masculine principle (first theme) and the passive,

feminine principle (second theme.)" (Rieger 1985:139). Rieger's exegeses continues with

Reiman's binary analysis of the Sonata Form, wherein the 'art of a woman" which is

overpowered in the development section of the sonata, is given resonance and life by 'the art

of man' in the recapitulation rvhen he takes up her voice, or her theme' Rieger extends this

analogy to social attitudes of the time about the natural passivity and subordination of

women. Subsequent feminist critiques in the 1990s, most notoriously Susan McClary's

chapter on "sexual Politics in Classical Music" (McClary 1991: 53), have argued that female

subversion is symbolically implied in classical music and became the basis for such

descriptions of Sonata Form'
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Thus, gendered descriptions in the literature on music perpetuated the notion of the

,masculine, and 'feminine' in music. Rieger draws upon established musicological texts to

provide examples of'the masculine association with forceful, loud and strong music and the

feminine association with lyrical, delicate and soft music, which she considers a reflection of

the beliefs of the time regarding the natural passivity and weakness of women.

The secondary status of women as both performers and composers is attributed to

ideological and institutional barriers. While women have gradually gained training in many

areas of music-making such as singing, piano playing and other instrumental tuition, the most

elusive area of training for women has been theory and composition' In Rieger's discussion

of feminist aesthetics she does not deal with aesthetic theories of women's musical

expression, but more with the facts about the lack of women commentators in the past and the

lack of conditions favourable to women composers'

Rieger succinctly encapsulates the issues surrounding women in musical creation in this

brief but significant article. Her contribution to the broader field of feminist aesthetics is to

provide a feminist perspective to her specialist area of musicology. In doing so she leads the

way for the feminist musicology that emerged in the 1990s'

In the 1990s, feminist aesthetics became central to feminist musicology, with cross

ref-erence to postmodern discourses. At the forefront is the work of Susan McClary, Renée

Cox, Ruth Solie, Marcia Citron, Jill Halstead and Eva Rieger. The following survey of their

work looks at efforts to define feminist aesthetics in music composition alongside discussions

of women's representation in music, the analysis of musical form as gendered discourse, and

the role of women in music in relation to power and social structure'

Susan McClary's Feminine Endings: Music, Gender and Sexualifr (McClary 1991) is a

provocative and seminal contribution to the body of work in feminist musical criticism' This

collection of articles by McClary covers a range of musical topics from a feminist

perspective, from the discussion of "Construction of Gender in Monteverdi's Dramatic

Music,, (McClary 1991: 35-54) to the analysis of Laurie Anderson's and Madonna's

contribution to the representation of women in music. Most important are the insights

derived from McClary's incisive feminist stance and the repercussions felt in musicology
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today. She contemplates ideas recurring in academic feminism including marginalisation,

professionalism, gender encoding, aesthetics and representation of rvomen in music'

In her chapter "Getting Down Off the Beanstalk: The Presence of'a Woman's Voice in

Janika Vandervelde's Genesis 11" (McClary 1991:112-147), McClary delves into the area of

feminist aesthetics. She laments the lack of a female musical tradition upon which the

woman composer can draw her inspiration, teachings and ideas when she states:

However, for white, middle-class women aspiring to the role of

"composer", this strategy is not automatically available. History does

not offer separate women's culture, complete with styles or

performing institutions of its own, from which position a female

composer can bargain or negotiate, There is, in other words, no

traditional, women's voice. (McClary 1991: l14)

McClary's analysis of Genesis 1/ by Vandervelde describes the organisation of sound as an

assault of linear and assertive string playing upon the cyclic rhythm of clockwork which does

not conclude in a climactic explosion, but in a withering away into silence. She argues that

Vandervelde avoids the 'classical' solution to the climax in her piece Genesis ll and in doing

so deconstructs the binaries of the master narratives of musical composition.

McClary's argument is devoted to the construction of the climax in Western art music'

in particular Sonata Form, as a representation of masculine desire and conquest. She employs

an extended analogy of the phallic thrust of the beanstalk in the familiar fairytale Jack and the

Beanstalkwhich assists Jack in his conquest of the giant and, in McClary's interpretation, the

father figure. She argues that Vandervelde exposes the sexually violent nature of classical

form in Genesis II and rather than concluding with conquest the piece concludes serenely

with the material of the prologue. Whilst McClary argues that Vandervelde provides an

alternative solution to classical form, she steers away from essentialist arguments of how

women sound, paying heed to essentialist critiques stating:

For even though our obsession for classifying all music stylistically

might make us want to jump impulsively at the chance to codify the

distinctive characteristics of a "women'S music", there can be no such

single thing, just as there is no universal male experience or essence.

(McClary 1991:131).
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Nonetheless, McClary concludes that Vandervelde has provided an example of alternative

approaches to traditional musical narratives that may well only be possible from a female

perspective.

For her essay on Laurie Anderson, McClary pursues the sex/gender debate' She

addresses that notion of embodiment in the creative process and its significance to feminist

aesthetics.6 McClary argues that women have avoided drawing attention to the fact that they

are women in their music to prevent any negative stereotyping of their work' She states:

Music is generally regarded as a neutral - a neuter - enterpnse, agaln

because of the desire not to acknowledge its mediation through actual

people with gendered bodies. Some women composers accept this

po.ition and write music that is indistinguishable from that of their

male colleagues. Many of them chafe at the suggestion that their

sexual identity might have something to do with their music, it would

sound frail and passive - that is, would sound the way dominant

culture assumed wcmen were and should be. (McClaty,l99l:739)

This statement may be an assessment of the attitudes expressed by women in McClary's

experience. It is certainly evident from the responses by women composers to the 1980s

survey by Elaine Barkin.T Many of the participants in the survey expressed their

disinclination to have their gender associated with their music, some for fear that their music

would be associated with the secondary status of women in society and others because they

believed that their gender had no bearing on their musical composition. This notion of "aping

the misogyny of men" 8 in order to succeed is not new in feminism.

McClary's cogent contribution to feminist thought in musicology through Feminine

Endings provides a refreshing perspective on the history of musical composition in the

Western world. Her articulate style serves to invigorate musicological discourse. In addition,

6. This idea of embodiment has also been explored by Elizabeth Grosz inVolatile Bodies (1994) where

she Faces the subordination of the body in mainstream Westem philosophical thought and the mind/

body opposition that has become correlated with male/female opposition. Judith Butler has also

devoted much of her thesis on the subversion of female gender through the subordination of the

female body in Gender Trouble @utler 1989).

7. American composer Elaine Barkin published a "Questionnaire" in Perspectives of New Music (1980-

1981. 19:460-462) asking women composers to respond to a series of questions relating to their

experiences as women 
"ã^por"rr. 

Their responses were published in the next issue (1981-1982:

20:288-330.
8. Terminology borrowed from Smith in Misogynies (Smith 1989: xvü)
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her understanding of contemporary feminist discourse and application of feminist ideas to

musical analysis provides a fresh perspective on musical discourse. Whilst she clearly sees

the flaws associated with essentialism in music, she maintains a argument for a feminist

aesthetic that is based upon musical contribution by women.

The response to Feminine Endings has ranged from applause to outrage and

condemnation along with a signif,cant backlash in musicology against feminist approaches.

McClary's most offensive transgression against the musical establishment has been the re-

examination of some "masterworks" from a feminist perspective by using sexual analogies in

the discussion of musical texts.

McClary has been criticised lbr diverging too far from the path of musicology. Her

analytical abilities have come into question and her radical stance has brought resistance and

often emotional reactions. For example, in his response to McClary, Pieter van den Toorn

(Toorn 1991) considers the work an insult, He opens his assault upon McClary's by drawing

upon religious analogies to support his criticism of what he considers an irreverent violation

of the musical greats. He descends to personal attack calling her "contemptuous" (Toorn

1991: 280), "one-dimensional" (Toorn I99I:291) and an example of "feminist propaganda"

(Toom I99I:294). He objects to her reading of the Beethoven symphonies as expressions of

male sexuality and states:

Beethoven's music, deprived of its aesthetic "space", its measure of
autonomy, its ability to project something of itself, ceases to be

something distinct, unique, and transcending. (Toorn l99l:294)

It is highly likely that this is the one of the main purposes of McClary's reading. She has set

out to deconstruct the notion of absolutes that has surrounded greatness^ What concerns

Toorn is that she has the audacity to question the 'unquestionable' transcendence of genius

which has remained a hitherto unassailable essence of musical mystique.

Predictably, Toorn's assault on McClary degenerates into a backlash diatnbe about the

evils of the feminist cause beginning with birth control, equal opportunity and choices for

women. He comes to the defence of the male sex drive and devotes several pages to

complaints of feminists for which he can find no basis when he states:
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As a group, women can claim no special educational or economlc

disadvantage- (Toorn 1997: 299)

Thus, Toorn concludes that women's complaints are ill-founded, have no l-uture and dumps

McClary in the basket ol'a special and marginalised self interest group'

Ruth Solie comes to the defence in her article "What Do Feminists Want? A Reply to

Pieter van den Toorn" (Solie 1991: 240) where she examines the claims, assumptions and

complaints that have led Toorn to launch such an immoderate and global attack. Solie argues

that Toorn wishes to preserve that transcendental space that art occupies and that the "we" to

whom he refers is some kind of universal given which excludes plurality of thought and

cnüclsm.

Solie debates -I'oorn's argument against McClary's Beethoven analysis, concluding that

there is room for different forms of criticism, analysis and new approaches to listening to

music. She refutes his knowledge of feminist theory and alerts him, and others in

musicology, to some of the debates that have ensued which are relevant beyond the awarding

of civil rights and birth control to women. Her bemusement with 'Ioorn's analysis of sexual

politics and his belief that women have all they want prompts this reply:

Most of us who are committed to feminist work...believe that

scholarship plays a special role in interrogating the cultural meanings

of the pasì ánd the values that are transmitted today in the musical

worksweloveandplaytoourstudents'(Solie1991:410)

Assaults on McClary's work continued throughout the decade. The result of McClary's

work has been considerable alienation in some quarters, causing discomfort to those

committed to the musical establishment and its attitudes, while there are many who have

defended her for questioning the possibility of a gendered nature in music. what her lucid

and informed approach to music and feminism does achieve is to offer a new area of debate

and a challenge for musicology in the new millennium'

In pursuit of the issue of feminine aesthetics, Renée Cox, in her article "Recovering

Jouissance: An Introduction to Feminist Musical Aesthetics" (Cox l99l 331-340) outlines

how musical scholarship in the past has been resistant to analysis of the work of women

composers and musicians. She attributes this to related issues which tend to fall out of the

domain of musical research. She also establishes that music representing women, particularly
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in the case of dramatic music, has fallen into stereotypes. This point is also discussed at some

length in Catherine Clement's eloquent essay Opera, or the Undoing of Women (Clement

1988) and it is raised by McClary in her discussion of the "narrative schema of opera"

(McClary 1997:74).

Cox argues that dramatic music, song and programmatic music are ripe for gender

analysis, but that it may be more difficult with abstract music. With reference to Eva Rieger's

characterisations of masculine and feminine music, Cox discusses l'écriture féminine, citing

the French feminists authors Julia Kristeva, Luce Irigaray and Hélène Cixoux. She describes

Kristeva's notion of the feminine in literature in the following terms:

Kristeva believes that the source of' such wnting is the rhythmic,

presymbolic play of mother infant communication in the inf-ant's pre-

oedipal stage of fusion with the mother. when traces of this
jouissance - the pleasure of the pre-oedipal stage - arise from the

subconscious and are set against conventional modes of discourse,

feminine writing is the result. (Cox 1991:334)

Cox advances theories of feminine wnting as an example for musical composition and

refers to Luce Irigaray's definitions of feminine writing in the following:

Luce Irigaray has suggested that the continuity and openness of
feminine writing also reflect woman's sexual experiences: while

phallocentric culture is based on singularity, identity, and specificity,

women's sexual experience is indefinite, cyclic, without set

beginnings and endings. (Cox I99I:334)

Cox proceeds with the argument that music modelled in this way would: have more

flexible cyclical forms, deconstruct musical hierarchies, disrupt linearity, cÍeate dialectical

oppositions and avoid defìnitive closures. She proposes that sung composition could be

relaxed and non-verbal (Cox 1991:334). The problem with this kind of prescription is it that

may not at all appeal to women and, in fact, may never be evident in the composition of

women. Alternatively, these stylistic features may appear frequently in the composition of

men, or even be the point of departure for male composers,

Cox reads Laurie Anderson's song "Be My Baby" as an expression of women's

sexuality and suggestive of pre-oedipal concerns. She refers to McClary's analysis of Laurie

Anderson's "Langue d'Amour" as an expression of this kind of jouissance, then to Zwilich's

"organic" approach to composition with the conscious inclusion of goddess themes and cyclic
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principles into her music. Cox's conclusion calls for more scholarship in defining a feminist

aesthetic when she states

Scholars who choose to write on women and music will meet with

resistance, both outside the feminist movement and within it'
Tolerance of difference, and the offering and finding of support for

musical or theoretical expression and ideas, will be essential for
productive work in this area. It is through examining our experiences

as women, developing authentic musical and critical voices, and

listening to and supporting one another that a feminist musical

aesthetic will develop. (Cox 1991: 339)'

Thus, Cox's conclusion champions the idea of feminist aesthetics in music and aligns her with

the exponents of I'tícriture feminine in literature. Here she echoes Eva Rieger's call for

conditions enhancing women's independent musical development and McClary's seeking a

woman's voice in music.

Shortly afler the publication of Cox's work, Musicology and Dffirence: Gender and

Sexuality in Music Scholarship (Solie ed. 1993) appeared with post-structuralist writing as the

philosophical point of departure. Ruth Solie gathers the commentators at the vanguard of

what has been termed "new musicology" for an examination of gender and difference in

music. This diverse collection of essays is informed by Derrida's Writing and Difference

(Derrida 1978) and the post-structuralist intellectual climate within which he was operating.

In Solie's 'lntroduction: On "Difference"' (Solie 1993: I-2O) she outlines her aim in the

following statement:

To begin, I want to locate these issues of difference in the

musicological sites where they come into play; that is, in the

formulation of the most basic questions about what a piece of music

can express or reflect of the people who make and use them, and thus

of the differences between and among people. (Solie 1993:3)

Solie addresses discourses of "the other" that have emerged with reference to gender,

sexuality, race, social class and any combination of these factors which distinguish

expressions of difference. Postmodern feminist ideology is closely related to poststructuralist

critiques of dominant, totalizing structures and theories of difference. This notion of women

as "the Other" preoccupied Simone de Beauvoir in The Second,Se.r (de Beauvoir 1988) and

has become central to feminist discourses on difference and marginalisation. Feminism is

central to Solie's discussions of difference and she has engaged leading feminist
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musicologists including Judith Tick, Carol Robertson, Nancy Reich, Ellen Koskoff, Elizabeth

Wood, Susan McClary, Marcia Citron, Susanne Cusick and Carolyn Abbate. Informed by

feminist theories, their contributions concern further considerations of gender, sexuality and

power in music. Solie draws attention to the problems of'essentialism that have emerged

from discourses of difference and which are particularly pertinent to feminism. While being

unable to answer all of the negative charges against essentialism, Solie provides justification

on the grounds of the necessity to question difference for the purposes of engaging fruitfully

in ongoing post-structuralist debates. This introduction of post-structuralist thought to

musicology has itself enlivened the discourse on difference and otherness in music.

From this perspective, one of the more significant feminist studies to emerge in the

1990s is Marcia Citron's Gender and the Musical Canon (Cil,ron 1993). Citron sets out to

deconstruct the notions of' greatness and genius that she considers responsible for

systematically excluding women from the canon of musical greatness. She ascribes the

problem partly to women's lack of access to learning and the achievement of professional

status in music in the same way as occurs in other professions and the arts.

Citron's arguments focus upon the obstacles to professionalism for women in music,

drawing upon feminist discourse and include the examination of socialisation, training,

mentoring and reception of women's music. She concludes that the same social forces that

shape canon formation also construct societal expectations for women and have limited their

participation in the process.

In discussing the obstacles to professionalism in music, Citron reiterates feminist

arguments on women's socialisation, child-rearing, domestic roles and cultural perspectives'

She returns to the academic feminist argument on the significance of public versus private in

current notions of professionalism in the following:

Even today the Western paradigm of professionalism means public

activity, and we have seen how it has been difficult for many female

composers to fit the demands of their familial lives into the prevailing

public models of the professional composer. Alienation would be less

of a problem if the public and private figured less prominently in

notions of professionalism. (Citron 1993: 103)
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Thus, according to Citron, current models of professionalism require redefinition before the

woman composer can gain recognition. She does not offer an alternative, but states that it

should take into account the public/private dichotomy of women's experience. Given that

home life forms a large part of'women's identity due to their domestic responsibilities they

become removed from the public arena demanded by typical career path. However, rather

than take the burden from women's domestic responsibilities, Citron suggests a paradigm

shift in societal attitudes, namely, to accept women will take on domestic responsibilities and

can compose good music in the meantime. Unfortunately this assumes that time is a plentiful

commodity in women's lives,

Citron also highlights the significance of reception in the recognition and survival of

women's composition, and censures the discipline of musicology for disregarding women

musicians and composers. The wider issue of societal construct and aesthetic values are

central to the reception of women's music and Citron argues for the development of feminine

aesthetic values on the basis that women assume creativity from different social positions and

are therefore capable of offering different aesthetic solutions. Thus, what is really required is

not a process for the recognition of their value within the current aesthetic system, but rather

the development of an alternative system that recognises feminine aesthetic values. This

thesis works towards that goal.

Citron engages in the discussion of feminine aesthetics but, like McClary and other

feminist aestheticians, warns against any essentialism which diminishes the importance of

social context and individual difference. Whilst the problems of essentialism are taken into

account, sociological research indicates that cultural factors do lead to some form of gendered

style. Citron debunks the notion that women composers write in a particular style, that music

can in fact be gendered or that female biology is in any way linked to their artistic output.

However, she asserts that cultural factors are significant in the discussion of music by woman

and states that:

V/hat might be feasible and meaningful, indeed, is a theory that

considers gendered style mainly as an outgrowth of certain cultural

factors. (Citron 1993: 160)
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Here she inadvertently ushers Eva Rieger's, at that time unpublished (Rieger 1998),

observations on women's style where Rieger establishes that a number of general features can

be found to be common to the cclmpositions of women'

Citron also draws out some of the self-confessed stylistic considerations in her

assessment of the comments of women composers stemming from the Elaine Barkin

questionnaire (Barkin 1980-81 and I98I-2) tracing other proposed tendencies for feminine

style found by Cox and McClary. In an outline of sources and contexts of postmodern

feminism Citron cites McClary's references to the pre-symbolic (McClary 1988) as a

challenging proposition for musical analysis. Her summary of feminine aesthetics is largely

compiled from the research to date.

For her analysis of Cécile Chaminade's Sonata for piano, op 27 Citron interprets

thematic duality in sonata form in terms of the "masculine" and "feminine" which have

repeatedly appeared in historical discussions as outlined earlier by Rieger. Citron's premise is

that the ideologies of masculine and feminine are reconceptualised from a feminine

perspective in this sonata resulting in an aesthetic solution that avoids the subversion of the

feminine.

Citron's arguments are systematically based upon ideas drawn directly from acadeinic

feminism and the application of these ideas to musical thinking is timely. She has addressed

many of the concerns relating to barriers for women entering into the musical canon and

questioned the absolutes of musical greatness.

Jill Halstead also adopts a sociological approach in her discussion of women comPosers

in England inThe Woman Composer: Creativity and the Gendered Politics of Composition

(Halstead l9g7). In many ways Halstead arrives at similar conclusions to Citron, namely that

the obstacles for women composers rs a societal condition and opportunities for women

composers will only increase if societal attitudes change'

Halstead also adds another dimension to the discourse by documenting research into

scientific studies on women and musical creativity in the areas of psychology and

neuropsychology. During her discussion on music and aptitude she asserts that scientific

research in the past has 'proven' why women are less creative and intelligent than men' One
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of the oldest arguments for lack of female intelligence has been based on brain size.

However, Halstead cites research that proves that previous methods for measuring brain size

are not entirely accurate. Apa{ from this, even if it can be proven beyond doubt that female

brains are smaller than males, it has not been proven conclusively that the brain size is

directly related to intelligence, aptitude or behaviour. The conclusion that Halstead draws

from her examination of scientific data is that, on the whole, such data is generally used to

support theories of sex difference which disadvantage females. She concludes from

reviewing quite often contradictory research in neuropsychology and psychology of music

"that there is no firm evidence to indicate that women have a biologically-based lack of

musical aptitude' (Halstead 1997 : 24) "

She also examines whether sex differences in personality affect women as composers

and the theories on personality traits outlining commonly perceived male/female personality

characteristics. The commonly identified masculine traits are aggressive, unemotional, brave,

decisive, independent, strong, assertive, analytical, dominant and initiative; whereas the

feminine traits are identified as passive, sympathetic, nurturing, friendly, yielding, shy,

childlike, nutritive, submi ssive and sensitive.

Ilowever, the data cited proves that masculinisation, as defined by these characteristics,

occurred in the personalities of both males and females as a direct effect of higher education.

Also, the data prove that occupational interest has an effect on sex typing. According to the

various studies cited (Halstead 1997:57) artists generally proved to exhibit feminine

personality traits and this applies particularly to musicians. From this one could conclude that

women are best suited by nature to artistic behaviour and are well placed to excel in musio.

However, further studies cited by Halstead demonstrate that composers required masculine-

identified behavioural characteristics such as self-belief, conf,dence, conviction, self-reliance

and conceit:

For women who enter music, the path to low levels of achievement
may indeed be encouraged, so that their concept of femininity in this
area is never challenged. However, by the time a woman reaches the
stage of becoming professional, there is an increased need to exert
more masculine behaviour in order to succeed; at this same stage

females are also limited in their choice of female role models capable
of reinforcing the gender-appropriateness of professional
musicianship. (Halstead 1997: 59)
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Following this argument, Halstead proceeds to examine the experiences of a group of nine

British women composers to gain an understanding of women's position in the profession,

with particular reference to social/domestic issues. In doing so she acknowledges the danger

of generalising. She examines the issues relatìng to the status of women in Britain in the

twentieth century and highlights landmarks in the attainment of rights for women - the most

significant being access to family planning. She points out that the main area which has not

been effectively addressed is "women's socially plescribed domestic role" (Halstead,1997:

69). The statements cited in the case studies demonstrate that one thing that remains

unchanged, despite awarding a number of significant rights to women, is that women still

provide the mainstay of domestic and child-care work. This constant in women's lives,

particularly those who choose to have families, is the main contributing factor to inequality in

status and opportunities. Halsteacl's analysis of'the lives of the study group confirms this fact.

The common themes emerging from Halstead's field study is that the women composers

come from middle class famiUes. Marriage in all cases led to reduced compositional output

and in some cases the cessation of composition altogether. She attributes this to the unequal

distribution of domestic responsibilities and what she calls the 'invisible' work fitted around

paid employment. 'Whilst it has been traditionally accepted that women support men in their

creative endeavours, or any other ambitions for that matter, men tend to face

demasculinisation and denigration when they try to assist their wives by taking on domestic

responsibilities. To demonstrate this point Halstead refers to press articles about composer

Minna Keal, which portray her husband as a "handbag carrying" assistant "9 Gendered social

roles imply that women who become wives and mothers have a prime function as housewives

and can only be part-time composers relegated to composing in the kitchen. Ruth Gipps, who

became one of the most promising students of Ralph Vaughan Williams, faced such mockery

despite having published some fifty works, including two symphonies, by the age of twenty-

five.

The accounts of Halstead's study group demonstrate that child-care and domestic

labour responsibilities have fallen to women and consistently interrupted their compositional

work. Like Citron, Halstead examines why women have not been prolific in the professional

9. Here Halstead cttes Radio Times,2l-27 October, 1989.
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sphere in music despite traditionally having access to music education. Unlike other

professions, which have denied women training, music has been one of the few accessible

areas of tuition for middle class women. She traces the historical position of women in

relation to education and evidences that the biological argument has been used as justification

for the unsuitability of women for education. Historically, the employment of middle and

upper-class women was considered socially unacceptable, so an education for women was

basically in the area of superficially artistic skills and hobbies to be carried out in their spare

time. Vocal and instrumental proficiency has been a significant part of women's education for

centuries, but not theoretical and compositional studies'

Thus, the issues emerging from Halstead's examination of the education and

employment experiences of nine case studies primarily involved the transition from talented

music students to high-profile music professionals. Her examination of statistics on women

in music employment reveals that there continues to be a gulf between women in low-paid

musical work and men in high-paid musical jobs. Women are predominantly involved in

early music education with only a small number taking on full-time professional employment

music. Their access to high paid jobs in music has been limited and the apex of the musical

hierarchy remains male-dominated.

Halstead's analysis of examination trends in Britain over the past thirty years concludes

that women have been predominant at a secondary level throughout the period and only began

to dominate at the tertiary level in the 1980s, indicating that discrimination barriers in

ed'cation may be waning. However, Halstead's research in the 1990s still shows little change

in the top ranks of the music profession, indicating that increased opportunities in education

have not led to corresponding success in achieving higher-paid, higher-status employment in

the music arena.

Halstead proceeds to examine the influence of political bias and discriminatory

motivation on musical composition and research. Like Citron, Halstead emphasizes the

importance of the reception in the acceptance of women's music. Halstead notes that the rise

of feminism in music has not really caused major advances since it causes discomfort to those

committed to the musical establishment and its attitudes. Also, the fact that most of the

discourses about women in music are by women has enabled the establishment to dismiss

them on the grounds that they are the work of a minority self-interest group'
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Halstead finds that none of the women composers amongst her case studies feels any

sense of a female tradition. Outside her study 8roup, women composers have found benefits

from joining together in leagues and actively promoting the work of the group including the

Society of Women Musicians founded in Britain by Marion M. Scott in 1911, which was only

disbanded jn 1972. Nicola Le Fanu set up the Women in Music Organisation in 1987' In

America, the International l-eague of Women Composers was formed in 1975. Many women

composers feel uncomfortable about such associations because they may risk relegation to a

culturally inferior group and reinforce prejudice about their work. The study group and

examples from other women composers' statements all demonstrate that women feel more

comfortable if they can view themselves as token men and do not wish to be burdened with

the negative implications by being labelled a 'women composer'. 10

Halstead argues that a compositional genre can be a powerful indicator of composers'

place in musical life and access to institutions that can bring their music to public attention.

The idea of music as cultural capital 11 and its place in the construction of value systems

which privilege cultural superiority through music is drawn from the cultural theorist Pierre

Bourdieu (1986). With reference to this Halstead states:

The dimensions of a musical composition; its complexity and form;

the forces needed to reproduce it: its performance sphere and the level

of dissemination are all important factors in the potential 'value'

which can be ascribed to the work, regardless of its actual content"

(Halstead I997:I73)

She continues with the argument that the Western musical value system places symphonic and

instrumental music at the top of the hierarchy and folk and popular song, along with domestic

and small scale music at the bottom.

The opportunities, capital and education needed to create high culture

music- have traditionally been monopolised by the ruling group

(white, male, upper and middle-class)... (Halstead 1997 :I77)

10. This echoes the earlier findings of both Elaine Barkin (1930-2) and Citron (1993)'

11. See the discussion of "Music as Power" by John Shepherd where he states: 'TVithin the contemporary

industrialised world, music is conceptualised and managed either as cultural capital, the property of

those with power and influence, o, u, l"ir*" and entertainment, a diversion and disftaction for those

without capital." (Shepherd 1993: 51)
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Despite these difficulties women did manage to produce large-scale compositions at the end

of the nineteenth century. However, these were mainly choral works with religious

significance which made the choice acceptable in the social sphere. The fact that women

excelled in small forms and never achieved 'greatness' cannot be paralleled by the

championing of small forms by some late-romantic composers. For example, Schumann,

Brahms, Liszt and Schubert were all renowned for their small-scale works, but revered for

their large-scale compositions. The size, scope and pretension of Romantic compositions by

men gave rise to their definition in terms of greatness and genius.

The symphony is valued as one of the forms of greatness and the comparative deficit of

women's contribution to this genre has been considered indicative of their secondary cultural

and creative significance in music history. The complexity, size, duration and developmental

scope associated with the symphony are read to convey intellectual credence and value.

According to Halstead, the symphony's place at the end of the twentieth century is just

as important as ever in musical life as it is still revered for its complexity and large-scale

structure. Women's limited participation in symphonic composition is still evident at the end

of the twentieth century which is further evidence of the marginalisation of women in the

musical hierarchy.

In addition, finding performance opportunities for any large-scale work requires an

immense amount of organisation and funding. The competitive element, which is not part of

many women's socialisation, works against women having their large-scale works performed

or even commissioned. The composer needs to be in a position of considerable power to have

their symphonic works realised in public performances. Many of the institutions which are

involved in the performance of symphonic works have privileged hierarchical power

structures which are not easily penetrated by any composer, let alone a woman" The

composer relies on these institutions for the production of their works and for that to occur the

composer must come from a position of authority and respect.

Halstead also highlights the role of the printed score as having significant influence in

the realisation of large-scale works.12 Thu., to secure repeated performances of works and to

I2.T}Le importance of the printed score has also been discussed by Cifron (1993)'
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provide the opportunity for works to take a place in the musical performance repertory

requires that publishing contracts are secured. It appears that women have not been very

successful in the past in securing such contracts.

For her final analysis of women's musical creativity, Halstead sets out to answer a senes

of questions that she proposes to be central to the sex, gender and music debate. These are set

out below, as they are arguably one of the more successful atternpts to provide a methodology

for dealing with the feminist aesthetics issue:

1. Is the act of musical creation affected by the sex of the creator?

2. Is the act of musical creation affected in any way by the gender of the creator?

3. Does the musical creation reflect in any way the sex of its creator?

4. Does the musical creation reflect in any way the gender of its creator?

(Halstead 1997:2I5)

By dividing her questions in this way she draws a distinction between biology and

psychology and their influence on the composer. Using this methodology Halstead analyses

the theories of Freud and Chodrow on personality development drawing the following

conclusion:

The basis for psychological sex-differentiation in the area of
creativity is a far from secure one, since it is often unclear what is
real, innate or imposed. While such issues remain unresolved, the

assertion of any deep rooted sex-differences in the creative process

will remain without firm foundations. (Halstead 1997:225)

Therefore, Halstead argues that no conclusive evidence can be drawn from the various

psychological studies of creativity since it is difficult to determine at what point sex

difference is innate or imposed.

Regarding her second question, on whether musical creation is in any way affected by

the gender of the creator, Halstead examines various feminist theories and concludes:

In relation to music, both camps [of feminists] believe that
compositions by men and women will be different by virtue of the sex

and gender of the creator, which will unconsciously be transmitted to
their work through the psychological sensibilities they have
developed as men and women respectively. (Halstead 1997:226)
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Thus there is consensus, at least amongst feminist theorists, that certain psychological traits of

gender are imprinted on the music whether or not the composer is making a conscious effort

to do so.

Her next two points of investigation relate to how sex and gender difference translate to

the works themselves. In an attempt to answer the third question - namely, does the musical

creation reflect in any way the sex of its creator? - she states:

Identifying exactly what male and female, masculine and feminine,
musical expressions may be, unsurprisingly finds its starting point in
the parallels between musical and sexual experience. (Halstead 1997:

226)

To support this argument she draws upon McClary's analysis of Janicke Vandervelde's

Genesis 11as an expression of women's sexual experiences and Reneé Cox's location of

cyclical forms or avoidance of closures in her musical analyses. Both studies are accepted

here as legitimaæ examples of a feminine aesthetic in music.

The imprint of the gender of the creator on the work proves to be more problematic, as

what is evident in musical practice is that a whole range of styles and approaches are open to

use by either sex, There are styles that have been labelled masculine and feminine, and

historically there are traditional representations of male and female as discussed in the

foregoing feminist musicology. To what extent they are the property of either sex is

questionable. Also, to what extent they are imposed by masculine tradition needs to be

considered. The musical palette of the composer comprises all of these elements and

gendered choices may be conscious or sub-conscious.

Halstead's work is one of the more comprehensive discussions of issues that have been

raised this decade in relation to women's place in music. She has dealt with scientific myths

and examined psychological debates with sound reference and authority. Her

interdisciplinary work is well supported by her field studies with women composers. Her

conclusions on the inextricable influence of society on musical production reinforce the

principle that a wider sociological perspective is required in the study of women's musical

activities.
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Eva Rieger takes a more empirical approach in attempting to define a feminine aesthetic

in her article "'I Recycle Sounds': Do Women Compose Differently?" (Rieger 1998). She

argues that the existence of feminine aesthetics does result from sex role differences, based

upon sociological arguments that teach that gender is one of the most important determinants

of human behaviour. This is supported by pedagogical studies which show that the musical

preferences of girls and boys are different, as is their choice of instruments. She states:

Although we must distinguish between the theoretical constructions
of male and female, as can be found in ideologies and which have led
to a distorted picture of women, and the real differences, I believe that
the real differences, which are based on different biological, social,
physiological and aesthetic experiences of women and men in
patriarchal culture, are to an extent influenced by theoretical
constructions of female. (Rieger 1998:25)

That these theoretical constructions exist is a part of the traditional culture of women and is as

much a part of their present as of their past. What Rieger maintains here is that theoretical

constructions are difficult to ignore and, rather than redefining past traditions, women should

build upon them and reconstruct them for the present. Using the example of Clara

Schumann's piano variations on a theme by Robert Schumann and comparing her approach to

that of Brahms on the same subject, she argues that women artists and composers of the past

have acquiesced to male-defined systems and this has influenced their style and position in

compositional life.

Rieger argues that like men, women do not all compose alike, but finds several

"remarkable similarities" (Rieger 1998: I47) in compositions by women in the twentieth

century that she traces to social-historical conditions and facts. For example, Rieger's first

point is: "Many women have a special ability to create a maximum amount out of a minimum

amount of material, a sort of 'restricted aesthetics"' (Rieger 1998:147). Rieger is referring

more to the types of forms women use than to the musical ideas within. Following Citron and

Halstead, she highlights the historically limited access women have had to large scale forms.

The argument is that they have made the most of what has been available to them and while

they have had restricted access to say the symphony or the opera, they have certainly been

prolific in these other areas. She states:

It is difficult to judge whether women are struggling with a negative
burden or whether their ability to make the most of limited
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circumstances can also be a specific talent which is linked to their
social character, (Rieger 1998: I47)

Unfortunately, any attempt to find particular characteristics in the music of half of the world's

population does fall into the trap of essentialism as the above statement demonstrates. The

first question that needs to be asked is whether there is a specific female "social character". It

is certainly true that, historically, women have had restricted access to large scale musical

composition" It is also true that women have been socially restricted. V/hilst on the surface

such essentialism seems problematic, Rieger provides convincing evidence to support her

generalisations.

Rieger's other points are equally challenging and thoughtful and should be considered

in any analysis of feminist aesthetics in music. Taken out of the context of supporting

examples they are:

l. Many (women composers) have a special preference for functional music;

2. Communication is of primary concern to them;

3. Women composers are more interested in constituent substance than in

compulsive innovation ;

4" They often strive to overcome binary contrasts;

5. The aspect of "Ganzheitlichkeit" [the quality of being complete] means that they

wish to combine various fields of art, but also the whole of human being, body and

soul, Mankind (or'Womankind) and Nature;

6. They relate closely to their own bodies and the human voice.

Taken out of context, such statements can be considered conjectural at least and perhaps

essentialist. However, they do present useful points for consideration in the process of

conceptualising a feminist aesthetic in music. 'While exceptions are found, these criteria will

be discarded as refutable, but the examples provided by Rieger to support her contentions are

reasonably convincing. She provides evidence for the existence of these traits in women's

music to date, commencing productive debate about the feminine voice in music.

Some conclusions

The studies and debates that have emerged from the feminist musicological arena raise

important issues to inform this discussion of the work of Australian women composers,

namely:
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1" Socialisation has been and is still an obstacle to women's compositional

achievements;

2. Institutional barriers have been an obstacle to women's professional development

in composition;

3. Reception has a significant role to play in the acceptance of women's composition;

4. Women's choice of composition genres may be dictated by different opportunities

offered to them as women;

5" Women may have different aesthetic approaches to creativity due to their difÏ'erent

experience from men.

Common to the discusrsions to date on women's musical creativity are similar

conclusions about the negative effects of female socialisation on their music compositional

endeavours, particularly in the Western world. In the words of Cixous: "woman has never

(had) her turn to speak" (Cixous l99I:225). lnstitutional barriers, male dominance of the

musical hierarchy, lack of meaningful reception and reproduction of women's music, and

restriction to creativity in the domestic sphere of small scale forms have all been located as

the causes for women's limited success in musical composition. 'Women who have been

successful as composers or choose composition as a career path find themselves struggling

against these, as well as all of the other obstacles associated with being a composer"

Where the question of feminine aesthetics enters the debate the problems of

essentialism cause not only the composer, but also commentators to become highly sensitive.

To label anything as "women's music" immediately establishes a binary opposition which

implies a secondary status for women. Denial of women's experience and history has

obvious advantages in women's attempts to gain recognition by so called "universal"

principles and to achieve success as a woman composer. However, in doing so women

composers deny not only the significance of f'eminine inscription, but also the opportunity to

express difference in creativity. The ensuing chapters examine whether at the end of the

millennium and into the twenty-first century in Australia it is possible for the woman

composer to emancipate herself to the point of accepting her difference and expressing this

difference in her musical compositions.
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CHAPTER TWO

L' écriture feminine and music

The sharpest and most suitable point of feminist subversion brought

about by the new generation will henceforth be situated on the terrain

of the inseparable conjunction of the sexual and the symbolic, in order

to try and discover, first the specificity of the female, and then in the

end, that of each individual woman. (Kristeva I98I:2I)

As outlined in the previous chapter the notion of a feminist aesthetic in music beginning

with Eva Rieger's (1985) discussion of the masculine and feminine in music has its origins in

literary theory. The following looks at the theories, debates and terms on which these analyses

have proceeded.

Terminology relating to feminist aesthetics is drawn from fèminist discourses that have

their locus in literary theory. Literary theorists have taken the lead in the area of feminist

aesthetics with their attempts to define women's writing. The definition of a feminine

aesthetic has been particularly discussed in post-structuralist French feminist discourses

which propose new forms and styles of writing by women, or I'écriture feminine'

Since the 1970s, these ideas have been developed in the writings of Julia Kristeva,

Hélène Cixous and Luce Irigaray amongst others. Until recently these writers have been

classified as "FrenÇh feminists", but the more appropriate term "postmodern feminists" has

gained popularity due to their shared philosophical perspective with postmodem philosophers

such as Jacques Derrida and the neo-Freudian psychoanalytic theorist Jacques l-acan' For the

purposes of this discussion I will also adopt "postmodern feminists", mindful of the

difficulties already associated with this terminology'

While postmodern feminist writers differ on many issues, and sometimes disclaim

feminism altogether, they share a common valorisation of the feminine and criticism of

masculine domination of language and thought. This gendered domination clearly extends to

music and thus, the ideas of the postmodern feminist authors have been adopted into feminist

musicology, where ideas such as the marginalisation of women, women as "the other",

\¡/omen and difference, as well as feminine aesthetics are explored.

Postmodern feminist authors draw heavily on European philosophical discourse and its

recent manifestation in deconstruction and post-structuralism. Deconstruction, which is
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central to postmodern thought, traces many of its origins to the writings of Jacques Demda,

but belongs to a complex body of philosophical and psychological writings emerging mainly

in France. If deconstructionists have anything in common with each other, and with

feminism, it is their critique of dominant, totalising structures such as language and

knowledge and their celebration of the "otherness" that preoccupied Simone de Beauvoir in

The Second Sex (1949). This notion of "the other" became a major theme of'both feminism

and deconstruction, and was articulated in Derrida's remark: "Deconstruction is always

deeply concerned with the "other" in language" (Derrida 1984:123)" In deconstructionist

theories "the other" refers to the non-speaking subject, an idea derived from psychoanalysis,

with references to Husslerian phenomenology.

Derrida's theories had considerable influence on French feminism through his concepts

of identity' and 'difference'. A foremost English language authority on the topic of

postmodern feminism, Elizabeth Grosz, traces Derrida's influence to his identification of

phallogocentrism:

Derrida's challenge to logocentrism, and the structure of binary
oppositions on which it relies, has been recognised and utilised by a

number of French feminists to provide a powerful series of reading
techniques for undermining metaphysics or logocentrism in their
generality, and also in challenging phallocentrism, a form of
logocentrism in which the phallus takes the role of the logos. (Grosz

1989:31)

Thus, in the same way that Derrida took on the deconstruction of the dominant

philosophical discourses and logocentrism, the postmodern feminists took on the masculine

discourses and phallocentrism. In a sense the objective was similar" as was their point of

departure, since they were both attacking dominant ideologies. However, essentially the

emphasis is quite different, as are its outcomes" As Elaine Marks (1978) points out:

Of all the neologisms raging and colliding in Paris (spawned by neo-
Mamism, neo-Freudianism, linguistics, structuralism, and post-
structuralism) the most useful for both Luce Irigaray and Hélène
Cixous has been the vocabulary disseminated by Jacques Derrida.
Indeed, one word alone, "logocentrism," has served both as an

invective and as a method of analysis. Derrida uses the term to
disqualify and to deconstruct the mystification implicit in western
philosophical discourse. Irigaray and Cixous carry it a step further
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and use it to deconstruct the demystification implicit in
phallocentrism, in all of its linguistic manifestations. (Marks and de

Courtvron 1978: 841)

Thus, Derrida's point of departure is the deconstruction of dominant discourses, which ushers

the opportunity for different discourses. Derrida's use of dffirence has been a seminal

influence on postmodern feminists. Dffirence is a complex notion which has been described

as "the inevitable, meaning creative gap between the object of perception and our perception

of it" (Tong 1989: 223) and has been used by the postmodern feminists in their discourses on

the "feminine" and "mascul;ne". In terms of structural relationships in language, the

opposition of terms such as "masculine" and "feminine" only have significance in

relationship to each other and, in Derrida's terms, dffirance is the deferral of the signification

of this relationship. The idea of dffirance became particularly pertinent to Cixous, who uses

it to challenge patiarchal binary thought. As Toril Moi points out: "For Cixous, feminine texts

are texts that 'work on the difference"' (Moi 1985: 108) even though Cixous abhorred the

term l'écriture féminine, seeing it as it creating the trap of division into binary logic and

preferring to use the term 'writing said to be feminine'.

The discourses of power that the feminists struggle against are the same discourses that

Derrida identified in his deconstructionist theories. Grosz states:

His [Derrida's] focus on the irreducible textuality of discourses, their
resistances to singular meanings and monological readings, confirms
the interests many feminists have developed, not simply in women's
representation as the object of speculation and knowledge, but in the
metaphors of femininity, excess, materiality and play in the
production of knowledges - beyond the recognition of intellectual
sexism to a recognition of phallocentrism. He helps make clear how
these metaphors are necessary conditions for logo - and phallocentric
texts to continue their dominance. (Grosz 1989:37)

Here Grosz provides the reason for feminist interest in the deconstruction of the dominant

discourses as Derrida offers a model for the postmodern feminists to free themselves from the

singularity of thought or logocentrism defined by the Symbolic Order. The feminist authors

wished to liberate thought from phallocentrism - the unitary drive toward a single, reachable

goal and dualism in which everything is explained in terms of binary oppositions. Along with

Derrida, their main criticism was of the singularity of thought defined in the Symbolic Order.
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This notion of the Symbolic Order emerged from Lacan's reinterpretation of Freudian

psychoanalytic theory, and became a central concept in French feminist theory and its notions

of the Other" Building upon the structural anthropologist Claude lévi Strauss' contention that

every society is regulated by a series of interrelated signs, roles and rituals, l-acan developed

a theory of the Symbolic Order - a notion which came to the forefront in 1953 in his Rome

Report. Here Lacan proposes:

Symbols in fact envelop the life of man in a network so total that they
join together, before he comes into the world, those who are going to
engender him 'by flesh and blood'; so total that they bring to his birth,
along with the gifts of the stars, if not with the gifts of the fairies, the

shape of his destiny; so total that they give the words that will make

him faithful or renegade, the law of the acts that will follow him right
to the very place where he is not yet and even beyond his death: and

so total that through them his end finds its meaning in the last
judgement, where the Word absolves his being or condemns it - unless

he attains the subjective bringing to realisation of being-for-death.
(l-acan 1977:68)

Lacan provides a description how the child internalises the Symbolic Order through language

and in doing so submits to the rules of society. The symbols referred to are not icons, stylised

figurations, but signifiers, in the sense developed by Saussure and Jakobson. In reference to

this, Elizabeth Grosz states:

Lacan's emphasis on language and the symbolic provides a map or
grid of the requirements of a specifically patriarchal mode of social
organisation. He pinpoints processes that are of strategie value for
explaining the inculcation of patriarchal values, which may be

capable of being undermined or subverted in feminist critiques.
(Grosz 1989:25)

Thus one of the primary concerns of the postmodern feminists is relinquishing the

phallocentric Symbolic Order of language as defined by Lacan by changing the forms and

terms of their discourse. In her critique of [-acan, Elizabeth Grosz states:

The artist, poet, avant-garde transgressor is always male. Men alone

can occupy the (unstable) position of speaking subject within and

transgressive of the symbolic; he is the speaker/painter/musician who
subjects the symbolic to its own excesses and possibilities of
subversion. Only men can occupy this position because only men can
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acquire a guaranteed unified and stable position within the Symbolic
Order - a consequence of the decisive repression of their oedipal
desires. (Grosz 1990:164).

Grosz perceives L-acan's definition as problematic as the consequence of men's position

of stability within the Symbolic Order is that language of the Symbolic Order and its

internalisation of gender and class roles becomes accepted and reproduced, along with the

gender roles which also will be reproduced in fairly constant form. The consequences of this

for music is that internalised in musical language are the same gender and class roles that

exist in society.

Thus, the meanings and values in relation to gender which are a product of social

ideologies find their roots in family-based socialisation practices which are translated into

cultural practise" In defining this aspect of the Symbolic Order, feminist commentator

Dorothy Leland states:

For both Lacan and Kristeva, the Symbolic Order is the realm of
culture and language definitive of human being. Hence, entry into the

Symbolic Order is identified with the process of humanisation, the

assumption of social identity and social roles. What is essential to this
process is the submission of pre-social desire to the laws of
organisation and exchange within a sexually differentiated group.

Insofar as one successfully negotiates the passage from natural to
social being, the identity functions prescribed by the Symbolic Order
are inescapable. (Leland 1989: 96)

Leland targets the assumptions associated with entry into the Symbolic Order and

concludes that they are inescapable. This concept of social organisation extends beyond

language to influence all cultural constructions with the end product being the creative

artefacts of culture, including music.

Each of the postmodern feminist authors provides their own challenge to these cultural

constructions by offering alternative models. Hélène Cixous is primarily a philosophical

novelist experimenting with style and advocates a new style of writing for women that is not

limited by the rules currently governing language. Through this language, she says, it should

be possible to express subversive thoughts in a revolutionary language. She challenges the

dualisms that exist in masculine writing, in which dichotomous binary pairs stand in
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hierarchical relation and have their source in the imbalance of rnan/woman. Cixous

articulates the concepts of phallocentrism and binary opposition in the following:

By dual, hierarchies oppositions. Superior/Inferior. Myths, legends,
books. Philosophical systems. Wherever an ordering intervenes, a
law organizes that thinkable by (dual, irreconcilable; or mitigable,
dialectical) oppositions. And all the couples of opposition are
couples. Does this mean something? Is the fact that logocentrism
subjects thought - all the concepts, the codes, the values - to a two-
term system, related to "the" couple man/woman?

Nature/History,
Nature/Art,

Nature/Mind,
Passion/Action.

(Cixous 1981: 91)

The revolutionary language of Cixous has its source in the body and desire. She

believes that by liberating language from its rules and conventions and the linear singularity

of phallocentrically driven thought a new form of feminine expression could occur,

According to Cixous, phallocentrically driven expression does not allow for the multiplicity

of feminine sexuality and thought. She advocates new forms of feminine language to provide

opportunities to undermine the limitations of phallocentic thought.

Another significant theorist to discuss women's creative options is Luce Irigaray. She is

primarily a psychoanalyst seeking to liberate the feminine through the articulation of a

psychic unconscious which she believes is produced by culture. One of her main concerns is

that the tools for articulation, words and language are male. One of her strategies to

undermine this is to adopt the active voice rather than advocating gender-neutral forms of

expresston. With reference to lrigaray's theories of representation of women in other than

phallocentric terms Grosz states:

To reconceive of women and f'emininity in terms independent of men
and masculinity requires a major reorganisation of sexual, linguistic
and socio-symbolic systems, and indeed of desire itself. More
specifically, it requires reconceiving the f'emale body as a positivity
rather than a lack. (Grosz 1989: 110)

Her concern with lack is outlined in her text "This Sex Which is Not One" (1981), in

which she uses the term 'phallocentrism' to object not only to the over-valuation of the male

sex organ, but to the continuing submersion of women's autonomy in the notrns, ideals, and
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models as has been established in social systems. Phallocentrism treats the two sexes as if

they are but variations of the one sex. Whenever the two sexual symmetries are represented

by one, phallocentrism occurs. It occurs when the not necessarily comparable differences

between them are reduced to a similarity, which renders them commensurable, and, not

surprisingly, positions women as man's inferior, the 'castrated sex'.

According to lrigaray, patriarchy does not prevent women from speaking; it refuses to

listen when women do not speak 'universal' language, that is, as men. Women take up a place

in the Symbolic Order only as variants of men. In Freud's understanding, women can take up

a post-oedipal or symbolic position only in one of two ways: they can identify with men,

acting and speaking as if there were no difference, in which case they suffer from what Freud

calls the 'masculinity complex';or they can accept their'castration'and their'inferiority'to

men, and accept a symbolic position only through the mediation of men. Both positions are

phallocentric. Thus, Irigaray strongly disavowed both Freudian and Lacanian positions of

psychoanalysi s as phallocentric.

The Imaginary, which belongs to Lacan's basic sets of terms, is very important in

Irigaray's thinking. The Imaginary (Mirror Stage) belongs to the pre-Oedipal stage where the

child does not perceive its own separate image from its mother. At this stage there is no

absence or lack, no difference that comes about after the Oedipal crisis when the child enters

into the Symbolic Order of language and expresses in language a speaking position. The

entry into the Symbolic Order requires repression of the Imaginary and desire for the mother.

According to l-acan, to remain in the Imaginary is to become psychotic or unable to live in

society. For Irigaray the Imaginary is not a trap, but a way of bringing women to self-hood

and to a language that is not mediated by men. She conceives of the idea of the "feminine

f'eminine" which is beyond masculine representations of the feminine trapped in masculine

systems of meaning. She uses female sexual desire as the liberating non-phallic perspective

on the Imaginary. Like Cixous she focuses on the implications of the multiplicity of female

sexual organs in liberating her thoughts and words and expressing the female Imaginary,

While women are limited to the cultures and systems of maledom there are few

resources available for women to create as women. The strategy that Irigaray advocates is

one of mimicry. According to Grosz, Irigaray argues that:
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For this reason women must become familiar with the patriarchal
discourses, knowledges and social practices and tools against
patriarchy. Only through its own techniques can patriarchy be
challenged and displaced. (Grosz 1990: 133)

Thus lrigaray's position is to challenge from within, in the complete familiarity with the

rules and laws of the dominant discourse, that is, in Lacan's terms, to take on the "speaking

subject" on their own ground. It is only from a position of knowledge that the challenge or

proposal of alternative knowledge can begin. In this way alternative feminist texts and

expressions can occur and gain recognition.

Like Cixous, Irigaray's strategy for liberation of the feminine is related to female

sexuality and what she claims to be the multiplicity of women's sexual organs. Irigaray

advocated that, thlough the awareness of their sexual multiplicity, women can challenge the

singularity of the linear teleological phallic libidinal economy of men. She states in the

opening to her essay This Sex Which is Not One: "Female sexuality has always been

coneeptualised on the basis of masculine parameters" (lrigaray 1981: 204). She argues that

women's sexuality and pleasure is very different from men's. Consequently, women's

experience and forms of expression are different from men's,

Julia Kristeva differs from Cixous and Irigaray with respect to biological definitions of

"women" and "men". She believes that upon entry into the Symbolic Order a child has the

option of choosing to identify with the mother or the father. Moreover, she considers that

men can adopt a feminine mode of expression, just as women can adopt a masculine mode.

Using Lacan's framework, Kristeva draws the distinction between the semiotic and the

symbolic. She proposed that phallogocentric, that is, male-centred, thought is founded upon

the repression of the semiotic. The pre-Oedipal semiotic, as described by Kristeva in her

ground-breaking thesis Revolution in Poetic Language (1974), presents a challenge to the

symbolic in language and became a central concept for literary inventions of l'écriture

feminine (or parle Jeminine in Cixous terms). Here Kristeva identifies the semiotic with the

primitive, infantile, pre-oedipal drives, energies, rhythms and processes structured with

respect to mother. The concept of music as pertaining to the semiotic space and emblematic

of the idyllic unity of the mother and child has been suggested by Kristeva to provide the

primordial listening experience of the child and the prototype for all subsequent auditory
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pleasure, especially that which derives from music. Her use of the semiotic is described by

Grosz as being composed of non-signifying raw materials in this example:

It is an anarchic, formless circulation of sexual impulses and energies

traversing the child's body before sexuality is added hierarchically
subsumed under the primacy of genitality and the body becomes a

coherent entity. (Grosz I99O: 43)

The maternal space is thus characterised in a time-space very diff'erent from that of the

Symbolic Order. Whereas time in the semiotic is cyclical (repetitive) and monumental

(eternal), the time of the Symbolic Order is the time of history - linear or sequential time

directed toward a goal - a notion which she developedinWomen's Time (Kristeva 1981: 13-

35). Thus the kind of writing that is linear, rational, or objective and has normal syntax is

repressed, whereas thc kind of writing that cmphasises rhythm, sound and colour and permits

breaks in syntax and grammar are fundamentally unrepressed. With reference to Kristeva's

discussion of the semiotic in her essays comprising Desire in l-anguage (1977), Judith Butler

wntes:

The semiotic is described by Kristeva as destroying or eroding the

Symbolic;it is said to be "before" meaning, as when a child begins to
vocalize, or "after" meaning, as when a psychotic no longer uses

words to signify. (Butler 1990: 82)

Thus the semiotic stage is prelinguistic or the use of non-symbolic language. lt finds its

basis in sound and rhythm rather than meaning.

Kristeva also links subjectivity and intertextuality with 'the semiotic', 'the symbolic'

and 'the thetic'" The thetic is the threshold between the semiotic and the symbolic and

correlates to L¿can's mirror stage, when the child is able to distinguish itself from the world.

It is at this stage that the earliest differentiation between the signifier and the signified is said

to occur. This stage outlines the earliest separation between subject and object, which are

completely severed in the symbolic. The symbolic depends on separation from the mother

and the identification of self. Reason, logic, grammar, syntax, univocal meanings, the 'higher

achievements' of civilisation are found to be based upon the repression of maternal

attachment. The subject is therefore produced by this interaction of the semiotic and

symbolic. In the following, Kristeva explains this interrelation in terms of distinction

between'genotext' and'phenotext':
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What we will call the genotext will include semiotic processes, but
also the advent of the symbolic" The former includes drives, their
disposition, and their division of the body, plus the ecological and

social system surrounding the body, such as objects and pre-oedipal
relations with parents. The latter encompasses the emergence of
object and subject, and the constitution of nuclei of meaning
involving categories: semantic and categorical fields (Kristeva 1984:

86)

Thus, in this, context the genotext refers to providing pre-linguistic and pre-subjective, non-

signifying conditions for signification to occur. In later reformulations, Knsteva's genotext/

phenotext distinction is in terms of opposition between 'unity' (phenotext, the symbolic) and

process (genotext, the semiotic). 'Unity' is described as 'setting in place' signifying systems

and constituting stable social codes governed by collective rules and shared conventions.

Social institutions and representational systems (painting, music, sculpture, poetry, film) rely

on rule-governed coding of process. On this point Kristeva states:

The unity of state and family is achieved at the price of a murder and

a sacrifice - that of the soma, the drive, and the process. (Kristeva
1975:65)

This unity, she argues represses the soma, but can be unsettled, or overthrown" by

'artistic' disturbances and experiments in representation. Avant-garde practices at the limits

of signification liberate semiotic processes within symbolic production. Kristeva states that

art is the arena for this liberation:

Art - this semiotization of the symbolic -...represents the flow of
jouissance into language. Whereas sacrifice assigns jouissance its
productive limit in the social and Symbolic Order, art specifies the

means - the only means -that jouissance harbours for infiltrating that
order. (Kristeva 1984: 80)

Thus it is art that allows for the liberation of the jouissance of the semiotic and gives it

symbolic expression.

Kristeva coined the term "semianalysis" for her own peculiar approach to the point of

intrusions of the semiotic into the text. Through semianalysis the elements that destabilise or

transgress the unity of the symbolic are revealed. These, in Kristeva's view, are associated

with the infantile and pre-symbolic properties associated with the feminine. Semianalysis for

Kristeva is the route to uncovering the source of the feminine in the text.
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Kristeva draws a direct analogy between music and literature, particularly in her

drawing the distinction between the semiotic and the symbolic as it is manifest in literature.

She describes music as a "nonverbal signifying system" that is "constructed exclusively on

the basis of the semiotic" (Kristeva I997a: 34). In her two works, Revolution in Poetic

Innguøge (1974) and Desire in Language (1980), Kristeva undertakes a complex analysis of

the semiotic in literature, particularly with reference to the work of Mallarmé, which she

describes as an expression of the pre-symbolic drives relating to the maternal. In Kristeva's

terms, when language takes on non-signifying characteristics it becomes musical, bringing

forth the semiotic or feminine departing from the Symbolic Order of language. She states:

"...the "semiotic network gives "music" to literature (Kristeva I997a:50). Thus, for Kristeva,

when language becomes rhythmic and musical it relates to the semiotic, pre-symbolic drives

of the maternal and feminine.

Kristeva uses the writings of the symbolist poet Mallarmé to illustrate the semiotic in

language and in her Revolution in Poetic Innguage (1974) she states:

Mallarmé calls attention to the semiotic rhythm within language when
he speaks of "The Mystery in Literature" ["Le Mystére dans les

lettres"l. Indiff'erent to language, enigmatic and feminine, this space

underlying the written is rhythmic, unfettered, irreducible to its
intelligible verbal translation; it is musical, anterior to judgement, but
restrained by a single guarantee: syntax. (Kristeva 1997a:38)

Kristeva proceeds to draw upon an example from Mallarmé in her ensuing text to illustrate

the kind of obscure prose characteristic of his work. It is an excerpt that does not limit itself

to conveying a strict meaning, but presents an atmosphere through the sounds of words and

their various significations, with meanings obfuscated by their displaced context. It is in fact

an approach that features the musical in language.

Kristeva is generally hostile towards l'écriture feminine and refers to the 'masculinity

complex' where women disavow their sexual difference. She considers that women can only

write in two different ways: to reproduce/mime the familial and maternal role; or

'hysterically' - subdued, subordinated, derivative. She is more interested in questioning the

underlying structures, meaning and value of language, than just the naming and labelling" For

Kristeva, the notion of women's writing essentialises women and attempts to provide her with

a fixed identity.
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Judith Butler finds Kristeva's theories of subversion doubtful since they depend upon

the "stability and reproduction" of the paternal law in order to function (Butler 1990: 80). In

her critique of Kristeva, Butler states:

For Kristeva, the semiotic expresses that onginal libidinal multiplicity
within the very terms of culture, more precisely, within poetic
language in which multiple meanings and semantic nonclosure
prevail. In effect, poetic language is the recovsry of the maternal
body within the terms of' language, one that has the potential to
disrupt, subvef and displace the paternal law. (Butler 1990: 79-80)

Thus, Butler considers that Kristeva, in effect, places the semiotic in a secondary

position to the Symbolic and in doing so maintains the hegemony of the Symbolic.

Therefore, Kristeva's theories are not entirely effective and are in fact a rather self-defeating

form of subversion according to Butler. She prefers the following course of action:

If subversion is possible, it will be a subversion from within the terms
of the law, through the possibilities that emerge when the law turns
against itself and spawns unexpected permutations of itself. The
culturally constructed body will then be liberated, neither to its
natural past, nor to its original pleasures, but to an open future of
cultural possibilities. (Butler 1990: 93)

Like lrigaray, Butler's approach seeks subversion of existing laws from within the

Symbolic Order rather than seeklng oppositions and alternatives to that order. She argues for

reconstructing the laws in accordance with feminine opportunities for expression, and

developing models for future feminine cultural manifest¿tions. On this issue Hélène Cixous

also argues for a more revolutionary approach when she states:

If woman has always functioned 'within' the discourse of man, a

signifier that has always referred back to the opposite signifier which
annihilates its specific energy and diminishes or stifle its very
different sounds, it is time for her to dislocate this 'within', to explode
it...(Cixous 1991:229)

Thus, the postmodern feminists seek to liberate the feminine in male-dominated philosophical

thought. Although their strategies differ they are united in their desire to reconfigure the

operations the Symbolic Order of language to allow for difference. They seek to open up new

possibilities of expression and creation beyond the possibilities of phallocentrism.
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Elizabeth Grosz describes how it may be possible to apply Kristeva's concept of

"semianalysis" to music when she writes:

Like the history of art, the history of music too can be analysed in
terms of the ever-changing relations between the symbolic and the
semiotic. The symbolic represents the accepted rules, nonns, ideals
and goals of harmony, melody, pitch, tone and so on. It is embodied
in the pre-given categories regulating music - the form taken by opera
or the sonata - the nonns generating the canons of musical
'greatness'. (Grosz 198819: 32)

Grosz continues her analogy, taking the notion from Kristeva that in the history of

music there "have been disruptions which unsettle these norms" (Grosz 1988/9: 32). Such

disruptions could be said to reside with post-serial experiments that concluded in Cagean

silences. The deconstruction of musical norms has provided the space for alternative

approaches to musical expression and opportunities for feminine expression.

Postmodern f'eminism provides opportunities to tap the deconstructive impulse and to

seek what is outside of the Symbolic Order. Like women authors, women composers can be

seen to have been working within the norms of the Symbolic Order. The phallocentric system

has dominated musical expression, musical production and musical criticism. Women in

literature and art took deconstruction as the point of departure for their own experiments in

language and in the post-deconstructionist era mapped out their own pathways and inventions

in the effort to create a feminine imaginary space. Thus, the following critique examines

whether this expression of difference can occur in musical composition and what the

experience of women offers musical creativity.
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CHAPTER THREE

Operas by Women in Australia: some statistics

"Vy'hy are there no great women composers?... for the same reason

there are no female Nelsons" (Smyth 1933: 4).

3.1 Some data on musical composition by women

This chapter presents some statistics relating to women and their involvement in music

composition in Australia in the latter part of the twentieth century.l It seeks to illustrate that

the contribution by women to musical composition has not increased significantly, despite the

efforts of feminists to improve women's position in the labour force. lt also seeks to

demonstrate that women have not been particularly prolific in composing large scale musical

works, particularly opera, and seeks to explain this trend.

In the history of women's contribution to Australian composition their participation has

been marginal. Studies and statistics to date demonstrate thatAustralian women feature much

less than men in the compositional sphere. In Australia tn 2003,20 per cent of the music

available at the Australian Music Centre, the main repository of Australian composition, are

by women. Sally Macarthur's research bears out that in 1991 the Australian Bureau of

Statistics Census shows that approximately 20 per cent of Australia's composers were women

with approximately 17 per cent representation at the Australian Music Centre (Macarthur

2OO2:33).

This does not compare unfavourably to women's participation in composition in the

Western world demonstrated by the listings in such sources at The New Grove Dictionary of

Musicians (2001). Ruth Solie's article on "'Women in Music" (Solie 2001b) provides the

statistics relating to women's contribution to composition in the USA, finding that they

comprise about 10 per cent of composition teachers at colleges from 1975-6. This data is

outdated in terms of its publication, but is indicative of the position of women in the academy

at that juncture in the twentieth-century. More recent surveys and statistics on the progress of

women in the musical academies in the USA indicate that there is a small, but barely

1. Music composition for the purpose of this discussion refers to'Western music in the high-art tradihon.

Studies of women's inyolyement in popular, jazz,folk and other related genres may bear out similar

conclusions, but a¡e beyond the scope of this thesis.
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significant increase in women's tenure in the academic institutions of the USA. Solie finds

that between l97l and 1986 the percentage of women receiving musical doctorates more than

doubled from 16.3 per cent to 36 per cent, while in a similar time frame (I974-1986), the

percentage of women employed in post-secondary faculty barely changed (from 2l"4per cent

in l974to?3.3 per cent in 1986) (Solie 2001: 531).

Solie provides that for the period 1954-82 the number of recordings of music composed

by women on a principal label was about five per cent. She also cites a 1999 survey that finds

only one per cent of women being represented in the orchestral repertory.2 Solie refers to

equally lamentable statistics for British women composers, citing Nicola LeFanu's 1987

survey of the results of commissions by the Arts Council of Britain between 1973 and 1987

which indicated that of the fifteen per cent of women composers working at the time only

twenty-two received commissions in a pool of'three-hundred and sixty commissions. This

might partly be the result of not all of the fifteen per cent of women composers applying for

commissions during this period. Nonetheless, the monetary figure allocated to women was

around four per cent.3 Further to this, women were, according to l-eFanu, shut out of the 1987

contemporary music touring program at which one-hundred and eighty-six men were

represented (Solie 2OO1:531). Solie also provides the statistic that American orchestras in the

period 1998-9 featured only twenty-three works by women out of a total of 2292, that is, one

per cent. In conclusion she states:

The extent to which such inequities are replicated in other countries
has yet to be documented. (Solie 2001: 531)

As it happens, statistical data have been documented in Australia. Sally Macarthur has

collected data on the commissioning and programming practices of music performing

organisations in relation to women. In Feminist Aesthetics in Music (2002) Macarthur

undertakes gender analysis of Australian music held in the Australian Music Centre, music

performed and music commissioned in Australia. She finds eighteen per cent of the total

holdings of the Australian Music Centre by women, two per cent of the total music performed

2. Solie refers here to a survey by the Women's Philharmonic Orchest¡a (San Francisco) of the repertory
of 43 American orchestras in 1998-99 that found only 23 worhs by women out of a total of 2292.
(Solie 2001:531).

3. LeFanu provides the result that women received f7,000 out of the f 160,000 disbursed to composers.
(Solie 2001: 531)
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by women in the period 1985-1995 and, on average, 13 per cent of Australia Councila funding

f,or composers in the same period.

The Australia Council has also commissioned a number of studies on women in the

arts.5 There has been no detailed analysis of women's access to tenured positions in

Australian musical academies, but the Australian Bureau of Statistics has collected some data

about employment and participation in cultural activities. In the recent yearbooks, under the

section "Employment in cultural occupations", the Bureau lists music teachers and

instrumental musicians under the most common cultural occupations. The figures refer to

individuals who consider at the time of the Census these occupations as their main job. In

2OO2 the finding was that (according to the 1996 Census of Population and Housing) of the

7,113 music teachers, 4,992 were femal e and 2,12I were male. Under the same heading in the

2OO3 Yearbook, which documents the 2001 Census, the music teacher is classified as private

and of the 8,445 total 5,876 are female and 2,569 are male. This differentiation between

private and institutional is important as it indicates that women feature in the private sphere,

taking on around seventy per cent of private teaching. Generally this is the lowest paid casual

contract work with minimum benefits or security, Often the private music teacher has ninety

per cent clientele at the beginner stage with high turn-over of students. Moreover, should a

student have some success as a musicians under private tutelage they often move into the

conservatory or other tertiary musical training to work with specialists employed by those

institutions, On the whole the private music teacher has one of the least remunerated and

under-valued jobs in the musical world. The census figures in Australia indicate that women

have the largest share of this work. In her article discussing the characteristics that she finds

typical in music composed by women, Eva Rieger (Rieger 1992) refers to the "social

4. Australia Council is the Federal Government's funding and advisory body for the Arts. Generally
when a performer or performing group wishes to commission a composer they seek funding from the
Australia Council. This is not to say that some private individuals are not involved in the commission-
ing process, but on the who the proportion of these individuals is very small.

5. Macarthur has sourced the following in her thesis including: Gil Appleton (ed) Women in the Arls: A
Study by the Reseørch Advisory Group of Women and the Arts Project (Sydney: Policy and Planning,
Aust¡alia Council, December 1982); Women in the Arts: A Strategy Jor Action (Sydney: Policy and
Planning, Australia Council, 1984); Women in the Arls: Submission to the Australia Council Arts
Employment Inquiry (Canberra: Australian Govemment Public Service, 1985); Mira Crouch and
Jenny Loveric, Paths of Perþrmance: Gender qs q Theme in Professional Music Careers: A pilol
study oJ two orchestras (Sydney: Report to the Australia Cowrcil, 1990); and Victoria Rogers, Cora V
Baldock and Denise Mulligan, What Dffirence does il Make? A Pilot Study of Women in lhe
Perþrming andVisual Arts inWestern Australiø (Sydney: Australia Council, 1993)
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mothering" role of women in music that is a left-over from the nineteenth century and the jobs

available to women at that tirne such as teaching, governess and nursing. The private music

teacher is one of these roles and it appears from the statistics provided above that not much

has changed at the end of the twentieth-century.

The other category of musician listed in the Australian Census (2OOZ) is instrumental

musician. In the 2OO2yearbook it lists of the 5,533 instrumental musicians,1,325 are women

and 4,208 men. In the 2003 yearbook, of the 6,625 instrumental musicians, 1,555 are women

and 5,070 are men. Even though there is an increase in totals from 2002, in 2003 the

percentage of women involved as professional instrumental musicians remains at23 per cent.

3.2 Women composers and large-scale musical forms

Chapter I makes reference to \ryomen's limited access to large-scale forms that are

generally regarded as the critical determinants of musical greatnesr"6 Lutg"-rcale works that

have been particularly elusive to women have been the opera and the symphony. This has

been attributed to the fact that women have not had sufficient influence in the upper echelons

of musical networks to secure commissions and performances that require the use of sizeable

musical resources. Sally Macarthur's figures on gender analysis of Australian Music listings

taken from the Australian Music Centre CataloguesT of her thesis (Macarthur 1997: 408)

show the following percent¿ges according to genre of works by women: Vocal 29 per cent,

Chamber 18 per cent, Solo Chamber 16 per cent, Piano 33 pel cent, Orchestra 10 per cent,

Choral 13 per cent. These figures indicate that the highest compositional output by women is

in the area of vocal and piano music even though in both genres women's contribution only

represent less than a third of the total holdings of the Australian Music Centre.

In this list, next to piano music, which predominates as it is probably the most

immediate medium, is vocal rnusic composition. Eva Rieger attributes women's interest in

vocal composition to women having a close relationship to their own bodies and states:

6. This is central to Halstead's discussion of '"Tradition and Genre" (flalstead 1997: l7l ff) where she
argues that women's secondary cultural and creative significance is reflected in their limited produc-
tion of large-scale works.

7. The rime-frame is not defined, but it is expected that the cut off is in accordance with the rest of the
resea¡ch time-f¡ame of this thesis i.e.1995.
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Men are physically nonproductive, whereas the creative powers of
women are experienced in their own bodies. They did not experience
the rigid borderline between body and spirit as did men" The
confinement of women to the home also led to their composing
imrumerable songs in the nineteenth century. This tradition led to a
close relationship of the woman composer with the human voice. This
voice tradition is very alive today. (Rieger I992:I49)

Thus, Rieger finds two reasons for the dominant tradition of'writing f'or the voice in

compositions by women. One is the creative relationship women have with their bodies

ref"erring to their reproductive process, which may be contested as not all women expressing

lhemselves in the creative arts are mothers. That is to say women may become mothers and

not all mothers express themselves as creative artists, while some women may not become

mothers, but become creative artists. The second point emerging from Rieger's observation is

rnore convincing, on the argument for women being attracted to vocal music. The point here

is that in the nineteenth century women experienced confinement to the domestic and private

sphere and thus their creative efforts were also confined to the private sphere. This might be

attributed to the fact that the tools most readily available were voice and piano. Given

Macarthur's figures for Australia at the end of the twentieth-century, it appears that this

tl'adition has been maintained.

As discussed in chapter one of this thesis, the academic and political distinction of

"public" versus "private" has become an important idea in feminist discourse where greater

recognition is provided to creative production in the public sphere, to which rvomen have had

limited access. Other feminist musicologists, including Marcia Citron and Jill Halstead, have

also noted the predominance of women's production of vocal and piano music relating to their

confinement to the domestic sphere, as well as their opportunity to gain proficiency in these

lnstruments. Beyond this, women may have had opportunities to provide what Rieger calls

"Functional music" (Rieger 2OO2:I47) in which women were given what was considered

socially appropriate musical duties in writing music for the church, for education and for

amateurs. There is, however, no great tradition of women writing music for the public secular

stage, where most public recognition can be gained.

Opera is the case in point. In Elizabeth Wood's doctoral dissertation A History of

Australian Opera with Descriptive Catalogues (Wood 1979), she provides a catalogue of

Australian Operas written between 1842 and I97O. Even when we accept her definition of
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Opera is the case in point. In Elizabeth Vy'ood's doctoral dissertation A History of

Australian Opera with Descriptive Catalogues (Wood 1979), she provides a catalogue of

Australian Operas written between 1842 and 1970. Even when we accept her def,nition of

Australian authorships, the participation of women is small. Amongst the 99 operas listed, 15

are by women, that is 15 per cent. Of these, six are by Florence Ewart and four are by Peggy

Glanville-Hicks, both of whom are examples of prolific Australian women composers whose

work could be considered within an expatriate context. The others in the list include only one

opera by each of the following: Virginia Gabriel, Mona McBurney, Elaine Murdoch, Esther

Rofe and Margaret Sutherland.

In turning to the later part of the century the comprehensive survey of recent opera and

music theatre by John Jenkins and Rainer Linz titled Arias: Recent Australian Music Theatre

(Jenkins andLinz 1997) mentions 104 operas and music theatre works, of which 11 are by

women. This brings women's representation down to 11.44 per cent. Amongst the

commissions of the State and National opera companies this figure can be reduced further. Of

the 11 Australian works commissioned by the Australian Opera since its establishment in

1970, none have been by women with the exception of one of its workshop program pieces in

a gallery of eight.e The only opera by a woman to be accepted into this forum is Lindy by

Moya Henderson, based on the story of the trial of Lindy Chamberlain. Lindy was

workshopped in 1994 and completed in 1998. It received its premiere by Opera Australia at

the Sydney Opera House in October 2002.10

The Victorian State Opera staged Helen Gifford's 'mono-opera' , Regarding Faustus,

for the 1988 Adelaide Festival. This work was written specifically for the singer Robert Gard,

and required only a solo singer. It could be surmised that a line-up of several soloists and

chorus were not available to this composer.

8. Wood states in her inhoduction "An 'Australian' author is onc who, bom there, has written there or
who commenced writing there and, subsequently composing elsewhere, did not leave Australia at an

age rendering him/her entirely independent of his/her native training, experience or contacts." (Wood
1979:2)

9. The workshop is the Australian Opera's forum for new works which provides the composer with
resources rangng from two pianos to ten part ensemble.

10. It should be noted that the fust female musical di¡ector of The Australian Opera, Simone Young,
di¡ected the performance of this piece. Apart from the fact that female directors of opera compenies
are still a rarity it is interesúng that the only opera by a woman since the company's inception was
directed by a woman.
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The only other opera by a woman commissioned by a State company mentioned in the

Jenkins and Linz study is Gillian Whitehead's Bride of Fortune (Jenkins and Linz 1997 77).

It is based on a libretto by Anna Maria Dell'Oso and was produced for the 1991 Perth

Festival. Set in the early 1950s, Bride of Fortune tells of a disastrous immigration experience

from a woman's point of view. The V/est Australian Opera and the Perth Festival originally

commissioned it in 1988, but the premiere came three years later, delayed by funding

problems and revisions. Giliian Whitehead may not strictly call herself an Australian

composer since she was born in New Zealand, however, her contribution to Australian

musical life has been quite significant.

The following table summarises Jenkin's and Linz's data.

Table 3.1: Works by Australian women Composers: Total Australian commissions"

Company Composer

Australian Opera

Australian Opera Workshop Moya Henderson

Victorian State Opera Helen Gitford

West Australian State Opera Gillian Whitehead

Chamber Made Andrée Greenwell

Caroline Wilkins

State Opera of SA

Sydney Metropolitan

Calculated Risks

Seduc'tion Opera

Astra

Contemporary Music Events

Doppio Teatro

Canberra City Opera

Evos Liza Lim

Fairweather Productions

Going Through Stages

Handspan

lhos

La Mama

Native Rose Music Thatre

Opera Appollo

Ratio Work title

o111

1111 Lindy (1ee4)

1110 Regarding Faustus (1 998)

114 The Bride Of Fortune (1991)

219 Sweet Death(1991)

Arias (1993)

o11

ol8

ol8

0/3

0i3

ot2

o11

0i3

112 Bar-Do'i-Thos-Grol (1 995)

011

o11

o11

o14

o11

0/3

111 Wilde Alone(1995)

ot1Opera Queensland

Justine Goss
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214 A Scene from Chloe(1988)

Eleanor of Aquitaine (1984)

114 Café Fledermaus(1990)

ol1

ot1

1ls The Oresteia (1993)

111104
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Table 3.1: Works by Australian women Composers: Total Australian comm¡ss¡ons.

Company Composer

Seymour Group Moya Henderson

Gillian Whitehead

Playbox Robyn Archer

Sidetrack

The Sydney Front

Treason of lmages and Gogul Liza Lim

Total

* Jenkins, Jobn and Rainer Linz. 1997. Arias: RecentAustralian Music Theatre" Footscray: Red House.

The data above demonstrates that Australian women have not been well represented in

the repertoires of the major State and Federal opera companies. This is not to say that

Australian men composers have had their own struggles in receiving commissions and

performances of new operatic works, but that on the whole their success rate is better than

that of Australian women composers in this area.

The companies that are covered by Jenkins and Linz in their discussion of innovative

music theatre and chamber opera, are divided into 'Specialist', 'Other' and 'Ensembles'. The

representations by Australian women composers under these headings include Chamber

Made's commission and production of Andrée Greenwell's Sweet Death (1991) for the

Melbourne International Festival (September I99l) and Caroline'Wilkin's Arias (1993),

which accounts for two of its nine commissions. Also included are two works by Liza Lim.

The first is Bar-Do'i-Thos-Grol (The Tibetan Book of the Dead 1995) produced by Evos

Music, one of their two Australian commissions. It is a seven night performance cycle of

music and installation art featuring musicians from Elision Ensemble. Bar-Do'i-Thos-Grol

explores the seven-part structures of the Buddhist text dealing with the journey to

enlightenment as the soul experiences the transitional 'Bardo' state between death and

rebirth. The second is Lim's The Oresteia (1993), a 'memory theatre' in seven parts based on

Aeschylus. It was presented by Treason of Images, a company set up by Barrie Kosky for the

presentation of diverse productions. Subtitled 'memory theatre (opera)' in seven parts the

work is based upon Aeschylus' drama with music by Liza Lim, text devised by Liza Lim and

Barrie Kosky, drawn from Tony Harrison's The Agamemnon, Aeschylus The Oresteia, Sappho

The Stars andThe Moon.
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Under "other" in Jenkins and Linz's listing are the Playbox presentation of Cafe

Fledermau.r in 1990, with original words and cabaret music by RobinArcher.ll Thit

represents one of Playbox's three musical commissions. Also on the list is Wilde Alone for

OperaApollo, devised by actress and soprano Justine Goss. This Sydney-based company was

established by Goss and baritone Kerry Henderson in 1995. The work Wilde Alone includes

De Profundls by t-arry Sitsky and Hermit Songs by Samuel Barber. It cannot be considered an

original composition by Goss despite her significant creative role.

Under the chapter 'Ensembles' both works by LizaLim, The Oresteia and Bar-Do'i-

Thos-Grol, are mentioned again (Jenkins and Linz 1997: 135-6): In the same chapter, two of

The Seymour Group's commissions in a gallery of four are by women. They are Moya

Henderson's A Scene Jrom Chloe (1988) and Gillian Whitehead's Eleanor of Aquitane (1984).

Since Jenkins and Linz's Arias publication in L997,both lphis (1996) and Matricide

(1998) by Elena Kats-Chernin have been commissioned and produced by Music Theatre

Sydney (formerly Sydney Metropolitan Opera) and Music Theatre Melbourne respectively.12

Also during the period 7997-99 LizaLim composed Yuè Lìng Jié (Moon Spirit Feasting)

described as "a Ritual Street-opera in seven parts for three singers and nine

instrumentalists".13 Yuè Lìng Jié draws upon the Chinese story of the moon goddess, Chang-

O. Yuè Lìng Jié was commissioned by the Adelaide Festival and the Melbourne Festival with

the assistance of the Major Festivals Initiative, administered through the Australia Council

and was premiered at the 2000 Adelaide Festival. This brings the total of Australian women's

contribution to music theatre and opera to 14 in the last quarter of the twentieth century.

However, many of these works can be only be made to fit the traditional description of opera

with some difficulty.

Opera is not the only large-scale form from which \ryomen have been traditionally

excluded" 'Women's marginal position is also indicative in the symphonic sphere. A brief

11. Robin Archer has become internationally recognised for her performance of cabaret music. Anongst
her recent appointments are 2000 and2ûO2, Artistic Director of the Adelaide Festival, 2003 Artistie
Drector, Melbourne Festival. These festivals had the predominant themes of accordion music and
music theatre.

12. These works are the subject of the next two chapters.
13.Description and details of works by Liza Lim can be found at http://wwr4/.elision.org.au/projects/

oresteia/index.html
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examination of the holdings of the Australian Music Centre provides the following data. Of

the 69 symphonies in their collection, four are by women, that is around 7 per cent. They are:

Anne Carr Boyd's Symphony in Tltree Movements (1964) composed for the Patron's Fund

Competition, UK; Dulcie Holland's Symphony for Pleasure (1971) with the dedication on

page one "Written for the North Shore Symphony Orchestra and dedicated to its conductor

and my husband, Alan Bellhouse", first performed by North Shore Symphony Orchestra,

conducted by Alan Bellhouse, at St. Thomas Hall, North Sydney, 13 September l97l: Mary

Mageau's A Symphony of War and Peace for soprano and orchestra (1996), commissioned by

the Australian Broadcasting Corporations' Concert Department, for the Queensland

Symphony Orchestra, and Johanna Selleck's Symphony No. l: the four elements, earth, air,

fire, water [first movement] for the 1992 National Orchestral Composers' School. Thus, in the

Australian Music Centre's collection of'Symphonies only a small number are by women.

Not all large-scale orchestral works are defined as symphonies in the Australian Music

Centre's collection. They have also placed large-scale orchestral works under the definition

'orchestral works' and, in 2003, they hold a total of 1089, of which 115 are by women" Again

this amounts to around ten per cent, still a very small proportion.

The data available on women's compositional contributions to Australian music in the

area of large-scale form provides a recurring numeral indicator, that women's contribution is

only around 10 per cent.

3.3 Conclusion

In this examination of some of the data available on women's representation in

Australian opera and large-scale forms, I have not attempted to define why the figures are so

low" There are numerous labour study reports on women in the workforce and feminist

studies on women's limited access to privileged positions in the workforce. In the area of

music Jill Halstead (1996) had undertaken a thorough examination of women's limited access

to large-scale forms which is surveyed in Chapter 1 of this thesis. Sally Macarthur

(Macarthur: 1997) has also provided some sound arguments on women's marginalized

position in the Australian music scene. The figures cited above merely support the argument
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that position of women in music in Australia has not improved much in the previous century

despiæ the efforts of the women's movement in the twentieth century.

Elena Kats-Chernin's list of works to datel4 indicates that despite the obstacles for

women composers, she has been prolific in her output, largely in the area of chamber works

and solo and duo instrumental and vocal pieces. However, her orchestral output is also quite

significant, featuring Retonica (1993); Advance Australia Fair (a 3-minute orchestral fantasy

on the Australian National Anthem) , Cadences and Deviations and Scarlatti for chamber

ensemble ( 1995); Clocks for twenty musicians and tape ( 1993); Deep Sea Dreaming for three-

part children's choir and twenty-three instruments (2000), premiered at 2000 Sydney

Olympics' opening ceremony', Concertino for Violin and Eleven Instruments (1994),

premiered by Ensemble Moderne; Displaced Dances (2000), premiered by the Queensland

Symphony Orchestra; Fox (2OOO) premiered by the Sydney Symphony Orchestra; Heaven is

Closed (2000), premiered by the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra; two Piano Concertos

(1979 and 2001); Rockhampton Garden Symphonies (2001 & 2OO3), premiered at both 2001

and2OO3 Queensland Biennial Festivals of Music respectively, Wild Swans (2002), ballet for

soprano and full orchestra premiered by the Australian Ballet in2OO3 (Choreographer: Meryl

Tankard). This list indicates that she has not been under-represented in writing for orchestras

and that her access to high-profile commissions is relatively quite significant.

Kats-Chernin's success has also resulted in performances of her works in Austria, Paris,

Finland, New York and Germany. She has written scores for three silent frlms (Phantom

Chariot, Abwege and Menschen Am Sonntag) for European television, as well as music to

experimental films ôf Kirsten Winter (Clocks, Smash). Kats-Chemin's music was featured at

the Musica Nova Helsinki in March of 2001, where eleven of her pieces were performed. In

May 2002, she was guest of the Canadian organisation Soundstreams, represented by the

performance of six of her pieces. lli4id-z}Oz brought Elena Kats-Chernin's work to Darwin

Guitar Festival (Australia), Salzburg Festival (Australia) and Ruemlingen Festival

(Switzerland).

In the genre of music theatre Kats-Chernin has had four works commissioned and

performed to date, but none have provided her with the instrumental or vocal resources to

14" seeAppendixA
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qualify them as large scale works. Nor has she been commissioned by any major opera

company for a full-scale work involving soloists, chorus and orchestra. Kats-Chernin's

interest in the theatre and her desire to write opera will be explored in the following chapters,

as will the evidence of a feminist aesthetic in three of her music theatre works lphis,

Matricide, the musical andMr. Barbecue.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The llysterical Mother: Elena Kats-Chernin's 'Iphis'

It is impossible to defne a feminine practice of writing, and this is an

impossibility that will remain, for this practice can never be theorised,
enclosed, coded - which doesnt mean that it doesnt exist.
(Cixous, l98I:253)

Following Eva Riege¡who argues that the existence of feminist aesthetics results from

sex-role differences, based upon sociological aguments which teach that gender is one of the

most important determinants of human behaviour (Rieger 1985: 25),Elena Kats-Chernin'

Iphis,like any other musical composition, could be viewed as a product of particular social

and historical conditions. These include Elena Kats-CherninS social status as a migrant, a

woman and a single mother and the historical conditions under which women composers

work inAustralia. Thus, this critique of lphis seeks to determine to what extent Kats-

Chernin's approach to her frst opera is an expression of these social-historical conditions and

facts.

The following also seeks to demonstrate that the appeal for Kats-Chernin in the story of

Iphis is the relationship of the motherTelethusa with her daughte¡ Iphis. Telethusa has the

task of dealing with an unreasonable husband whose traditionalist and chauvinistic behaviour

causes her considerable grief. Iphis, howevqris liberated from the feminine by being raised

as a man. I speculate that at the time of readin¡lphis Elena Kats-Chernin would have found

enormous personal appeal and delight in the story which can be demonstrated by her

attachment to it upon her return toAustralia, having reading Ovid Metamorpllosls during

her studies in Germanyl

V/hilst Kats-Chernin maintains that, in the past, feminism never really concerned her in

that she had experienced enormous compositional opportunities, as well as the advantages she

felt of her experiences as a mother (pers. com. 1997), recent personal developments have

made her seriously consider the disadvantages of being a women in her profession. Her more

recent operaslphis (1997) and Matricide (1998) might be regarded as refrcting her emeging

feminist concerns. Thus, despite Elena Kats-Cherninb claims that she is not a feminist it is

1. Thestoryof 'Iphisandlanthe"istheûnalsectionofBooklXof Ovid's Metamorphasis
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contended that she has a deep-rooted identifration with the underlying principles of

feminism.

Although Kats-Chernin never became directly involved in feminist propaganda, her

success as a woman composer has resulted in her name appearing in this context. Her works

have been performed in concerts embracing the cause of propagating women'music and the

National Festival ofWomen's Music, 2gAugust- 2 September 200I, used her photographic

image on all of the promotional and program material.Apart from having a number of

premieres and performances of her works at that festival Kats-Chernin was also prdÊd in an

interview at the main forum of the festival. In that interview she discussed her embarrassment

at being profiled in this way above all of the other talented women composers iAustralia

particularly by appearing on the cover of the program. Howevçwhen asked to provide a

photographic image she agreed to provide the one that she considered the most appropriate

representation of her working life (Kats-Chernin 2001). The one she chose shows her

carrying a larye bag that she explained was used to transport loaves of bread, milk, other

shopping, scores, pens and all the tools of her compositional trade (see Figure 4.1).
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The bag-carrying practices of women have often been the subject of feminist writing

and in this pictorial gesture Kats-Chernin has again elevated the bag to its iconic status in a

woman's life. She also raised the domestic analogy at several points in the Festival interview

and stated: "Like my household,l like simplicity in my music and I am always trying to clean

up my music"(Kats- Chernin 2001). These domestic analogies have woven their way into

many other published interviews with this composer.

Kats-Chernin's status as a single mother of three sons might be considered a

contributing factor to domestic concerns being a priority in her life. Kats-Chernin became a

single mother when her marriage to her American-German husband broke down. He

remained in Germany and she returned to Australia in 1994.2 Sh" has three sons: Ilya (b" 24

March I982):Alex (whom she calls Sanya b.18 January 1984), and Nick (b. 19 April 1986).

Since returning to Australia she has supported her children with her income from

commissions and part-time lecturing.

A close look at Kats-Chernin's compositional chronology3 indicates that she became

more productive in the years following 1995, which coincides with her return to Australia and

single motherhood. Kats-Chernin claims that part of her non-productiveness in the ten years

prior was the result of the crisis of confidence brought on by her composition teacher, Helmut

Lachenmann, in Germany. She says:

He þachenmannl was a very hard critic and I always had the feeling I
was not good enough for him - and I could not shake off this
incredible over-respect for the teacher, which is a very Russian thing.
(Nicklin 1997:23)

Thus, she confined herself to writing for the theatre and film. Keeping her hand in this way

enabled her to at least continue composing, if not to pursue her career in the professional way

she may have wished.

Howeve¡ this period also coincides with Kats-Chernin's early child-rearing years.

Following her graduation and during the time she spent in Germany, her output is represented

by only one or two works per year. By 1994 and 1995 it becomes four works per year and, in

2. Although she says her marriage was long over by then (pers.com.2OO2)"

3. SeeAppendixA.
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1996, it expands to eighteen works including affangements. It is feasible that liberation from

early childhood duties contributed to the increase in her compositional profile. At the time of

writing lphis in 1997 her children would were aged 15, 13 and 11. It was during this period

that she referred to herself as not really being very domesticated:

It hasn't been easy for the children - why does your mother work non-
stop at home? And we can't afford a lot of things. It has been hard to
explain why I can't go to the parent evenings at school" (Murdoch 1997:

c5)

In2OO4 Kats-Chernin still survives on freelance work in part-time teaching and commissions.

This does not allow the luxury of devoting herself entirely to one aspect of her life and she

expresses some guilt, in the above interview at least, at the consequences experienced by

having children.

In September 1997, she experienced an extremely difficult period when her second son

was diagnosed with schizophrenia, and her eldest son was displaying vagrant behaviour" She

was required to take stock and devote considerable attention and time to her ill child,

transporting him to various mental health facilities and becoming involved in a number of

support groups"

Analysing the career path of any composer might bring to light similar obstacles and

personal difficulties not be reflected in the public record of success. The diffculties that Kats-

Chernin faces, which goes beyond the pecuniary diffieulties of choosing the freel'ance path of

musical composition, are the additional responsibilities of single motherhood and the

associated societal expectations of the mother as opposed to the father. Thus, despite her

denying feminism in her claims as a composer, it has been difficult for her to ignore the

consequences of motherhood in the social contract.

4"1 lphis: the librrctto

As a young mother in Germany living with a person Kats-Chernin considered an

irresponsible provider, she studied music and worked in theatre to pay the rent. It was then

that she become interested in the story of Iphis as a topic for a music theatre composition - a

project that she saw through to its completion. Iphis is Elena Kats-Chernin's first opera.

When asked by fellow composer, Sarah de Jong, "why opera?" she says:
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I suppose it's the idea of becoming Íhe IOOTo composer, of making a
big stage work - and I'm back in the theatre! (Kats-Chernin in Jong
1994:29)

Like many composers, Kats-Chernin believes that opera composition brings with it access to

sizeable musical resources and public recognition. Having trained as a pianist and musical

director for cabaret and theatre, she recognises the career significance of a transition to opera

composition and the associated power and privilege of having control of large musical forces,

as well as much of the theatrical process.

Upon her return toAustralia in 1994, Kats-Chernin discussed her idea of setting lphis to

music with her former composition teacher at Sydney Conservatorium, Richard Toop.a Toop

was highly supportive of the idea of setting lphis to the extent that he offered to write the

libretto" thereby providing him with a new creative challenge in the area of literature.

Toop is cited as wanting to write something amusing, different and with "no pretensions

of high art" (Pearce 1999:10). His stated influences are "Offenbach, the early Roman farcists,

Robert Graves, Hilaire Belloc, Ogden Nash, Louis McNeice, Gilbert and Sullivan and

Barbarella amongst others" (Toop 1995:1). He himself described it as a "pastiche of literary

references" (pers. com, 1999). The operatic models and allusion that he cites are "}y',ozart'. Die

Zauberflotø,' R. Strau ss: D er Ro s enkav alier ; Hindemith: D as N us chi -Nus chi ; Poulenc/

Apollinaire: Les Mameles de Tiresias,'Ravel: L'enfant et les sortilèges;Henze: Der

langwierige Weg nach der Wohnung von Natascha Ungeheuer;Ligeti: Le grand macabre"

(Toop 1995: 1).

The lphis libretto is structured as a situation comedy using the techniques of mistaken

identity and disguise in the unfolding of the plot, not unlike the tradition of opera buffa. If is

the story of a girl child born to a man who hopes for a boy and a woman who wishes for a girl.

The mother disguises the child as a boy as the father has threatened to murder the child if it is

a girl. In deference to the father, the mother allows the child to be brought up as a boy. This,

naturally, causes Iphis considerable grief and confusion and all goes comically awry on his/

her wedding day.

4. Toop u1 ¡foç rime was Chair in musicology at Sydney Conservatorium and furned away from composi-
tion towa¡d musicology during his student days. Kats-Chernin was his first composition student at the
Sydney Conservatorium.
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Richard Toop finds the contemporary relevance of the story in the sex/gender

ambiguity. In the following he outlines his plans for translating the story into modern terms:

The attraction of the story lies in the sexual/gender ambiguities and
antagonisms. In general, the libretto will follow Ovid,s story,
modifying it only to increase these ambiguities and give them a more
contemporary aspect. (Toop 1996:1)

In Ovid's original, along with the other poems in the collection that make up many episodes

of Metamorphosis, a common theme of metamorphosis or transformation is shared" Ipåis

undergoes a transformation from female to male to avoid the violent consequences of her

father's wrath. Richard Toop's contemporary solution in his original libretto is that all

characters undergo multiple and simultaneous sex transformations to provide comic relief for

the antagonism wrought by Lidgus in the drama,

One aspect of Ovid's story that has immediate contemporary relevance and is

particularly abhorrent to feminists, is the prospect of infanticide of female babies. It is not a

concern that relaûes only to the setting of Iphis in ancient Egypt as the practice still occurs in

twenty-first Century. The unpopularity of female children in China has increased since the

introduction of penalties for having more than one child and has resulted in the termination of

pregnancies as well as female infanticide"S Th" preference for male children in the one child

household is based upon the view that female children less value in traditional Chinese

society. This particular view of women also exists in many other societies and dates back to

Ovid's references to ancient Egypt. Howeve¡ it has particularly extreme ramifications in a

society where only one child is permitted. The result for China has been the overabundance

of female children in orphanages and high incidence of female infanticide. Thus, the

proposition of female infanticide to the contemporary music theatre audience has immediate

relevance to contemporary society and feminist sympathies.

In the story of Iphis, Telethusa, the mother, decides to conceal the sex of her daughter

fiom the father, Lidgus, to avoid infanticide. She is encouraged in this decision by Divine

5. I\ 1979 the Chinese Govemment introduced the one-child-per family policy in an effort to stem pop-
ulation growth. The policy included substantial loss of income benefits fo¡ families with more than
one child and the traditional Chinese preference is for boys.
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intervention. The advice from the Gods is humorously presented in Scene I in the following

poem to Telethusa:

V/e think a girl's inside your womb;
We'd hate to see her in a tomb.
She may grow beautiful like you;
Just now, we don't need baby poo.

Your Lidgus can't think on his feet;
Evade his rage with straight deceit!
Be sure he thinks you've had a boy:
He's blind he's dumb, he'll scream for joy!
Farewell: you think of us - we think of you.
When she most needs it, your child will have our blessing too.
(Toop 1996:4)

Thus, in the belief that she has the gods' blessing, Telethusa finds it justifiable to conceal the

sex of her baby from the father and trusts that her actions are sanctioned and divinely

protected.

Apart from the chauvinist views of Lidgus there are other aspects in the story of lphis

that indeed have contemporary relevance with regard to sex and gender. As Iphis grows up as

a man she performs outstandingly, both physically and academically, to her father's great

satisfaction and extreme pride. Lidgus is unable to recognise any feminine traits and does not

recognise lphis as a woman. He prefers to consider Iphis to be a reflection of his own image,

particularly considering her physical and intellectual prowess. In the first section of Scene 3

(titled ,"lphis's education as man") Iphis performs brilliantly in an examination by her tutors.

Toop describes the scene in his synopsis:

Throughout the scene, Iphis is adorned (and intimatelv weighed
down) by emblems of her 'education'. Instruction (perhaps in

Greek6, or a variety of languages) using very fast vocal delivery - like

FatherArithmetic in L'Enfanr.7 (Toop 1995),

This scene concludes with Lidgus, satisfied that his 'son' has adequately completed 'his'

education, announcing that 'he' is to marry as soon as possible in a hasty effort to secure the

family's fortune. Lidgus believes that Iphis is now a legitimate suitor for the daughter of a

6. Kats-Chernin prefers to use Jewish Rabbis for this scene incorporating musical ideas based upon

Heb,rew chant.
7. Toop is referring to Ravel's piece L'Enfanl et les sortilèges that he discusses as one of the models for

Iphß.
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wealthy family with 'his' fine physical and educational attributes. Even at this point in the

drama there is no inkling of recognition by Lidgus of the fact that Iphis is a women. The

reading is that either Lidgus is incredibly stupid, which we know he is in this intentionally

one-dimensional characterisation, or that a woman with access to the same socialisation and

educational opportunities as men can perform equally as well. Moreover, apart from Lidgus'

extreme stupidity, it appears that nobody has alerted him to the fact that she is a woman,

perhaps because the secret is so well disguised.

Inherent in Ovid's story is the sex/gender debate that commenced with Freud's

psychoanalytical investigations into sexualityS and has become central to the feminist nature/

nurture arguments. The rationalist contention is that there is no difference between the sexes

at birth and that all gender distinction is based upon socialisation. However, it is argued that

the social significance of the body and its functions cannot be ignored, and it is untenable to

assume that the body is completely passive. Moira Gatens is particularly critical of the

rationalist contention and writes:

I have argued that the conception of a passive subject (supported by
various behaviourist oriented assertations), central to the program of
degendering is demonstrably inadequate to account for human

behaviour and in particular, the activity of signification. (Gatens 1983:

lso)

Here Gatens argues that sexual signification cannot be accounted for only by behavioural

development, based upon her contention that there is no "neutral body" and that "gender is

not the issue sexual difference is" in the repression of the feminine gender (Gatens 1983:

145). The significance of the sexed body of Iphis is that it is devalued in her upbringing and,

despite her behavioural conditioning, she lives in a female body. This ultimately results in

adolescent crisis and sexual confusion.

Sexual confusion is central to the "Encounter and Love Scene" (Scene 4) which follows

the Education scene. This scene is based upon the arranged meeting of lphis and 'his'

betrothed,Ianthe. Toop's intention was that the scene be based largely upon mime and in the

synopsis writes:

8. Freud grappled with definitions of mascrfinity and femininity in his 'Th¡ee Essays" (1905).
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After initial timidity (the scene is basically wordless), they clearly
find each other very attractive. Lidgus retreats, but keeps a
voyeuristic eye on things from the balcony. Iphis and Ianthe become
gradually more enmeshed - Ianthe's discovery that Iphis too is a girl is
no setback! Lidgus concludes that things are about to go 'too far', and

hastily re-enters to congratulate them on their betrothal. (Toop 1996)

Thus, the meeting goes very successfully according to Lidgus as the betrothed couple have

'hit-it-off ' and will have the anticipated result of bringing a good deal of wealth into his

family. While the sex of Iphis has been a great issue for Lidgus it does not appear to be so for

Ianthe who is attracted to her despite the initial belief that she was being presented with a

man" The humorous consequences of Ianthe's acceptance of Iphis' sex are at Ligdus'

expense. In the libretto Toop provides abundant stage direction and very minimal script" The

following excerpt from the libretto constitutes the bulk of the scene with the exception of the

initial introduction of Iphis to Ianthe and the closing remarks by Lidgus" It demonstrates that

the scene is mainly based upon stage action and musical embellishment and the female

characters do not actually speak. The speaking parts are only the asides by Lidgus (see

Example 4.1).
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lphlo & lanthe: Ah*****

L: (as¡de/ woll, thats a sqrt. l'lì leaw ¡rou lwo together now Pøthaps I'll corne baok,

ln a while'

Exit {"idgus. tphis and lanths rëlßat fo opposita wa/ls

Tlro fol/owingl scsnado
movomont oaPabilitíes
It should bs c/aar tåat
ara greatly sftraotod fo onc' anolher. Devtd Hãml¡tan-like ^stty soft Forn'*
ambiønce.

- tion ts gtaduatly lås fwo necessprily
te of tis næl/s. S/o âpâil, but navÊr loo
close.

L: Come on, shs wont blto,youl lf yourlongueis so üed, lhsn louclr herl She

won\ mindl They like that sod of thing!

- Thøy gmduetly /parc ll¡e ¡va/ls, and mow ta apposlte s¡Uoo,of tq9 cuucÛt'

Ga¡neó A a¡vï¡íg - ñetrðsling fram ane anoth64 but n6vet foo far, Flrst hand
cont¿cts, tnìliatly a þ Serb¿ralla, ¿}f¡f lhen claspinB tlOflf/y'

L": That,s morc lilce ltl Pehaps I'll have something to tell hsr falher aftor alll

Porhaps we'll have a drink and oelcb¡alel Work out the finanoEst

they reongage.

L: (ro-ønterslThaf's going a bit too far û/¡ey hastrÞ defacå and rnotro apnrt

11

Example 4.1: Libretto, lphig p.11, R. Toop.

The use of the words "paternal/voyeuristic" in the above text conjure up Irigaray's reference

to the role of the gaze in defining the feminine. Silverman states:
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Irigaray even comes close to suggesting that woman need not go

through the mirror stage, and that she is repressed rather than

structured and sustained by the gaze of the cultural other. (Silverman

1988: 160)

Silverman refers directly to lrigaray's notion that "the predominance of the visual, and of the

discrimination and individualisation of form, is particularly foreign to female eroticism."

(Irigaray 1977:25)" This scene in lphis objectifies the feminine by basing the aetion upon the

visual, which as Silverman points out, is the manner in which woman is repressed. Toop has

drafted the stage action so that the female characters are mute, their actions objectified only

through the paternalistic asides of Lidgus. It is intended to be erotic, but this form of

eroticism is not female eroticism, but one imposed by the cultural other. By rendering his

subjects mute, Toop has not only repressed the female expression of desire, but also created a

scene that discriminates against female eroticism.

Further on this page, Toop refers to David Hamilton9, a photographer who generally

features young female subjects captured by the camera's gaze in private moments, often with

lesbian suggestion, silenced and in semi-erotic settings. On the previous page of the libretto

Toop also raises the spectre of Barbarellarj, Roger Vadim's space-bimbo who suffers

particularly perverse victimisation through the loss of clothing items. In both references the

repressing of the feminine through the gaze of the cultural other are the sources of their erotic

power" Thus, Toop's attempts to evoke erotic contemporary references with lesbian overtones

and the associated sexual fantasy are sourced from his perspective as the cultural other and, in

doing so, work to deny an opporfunity for the feminine expression of desire.

The ensuing scene represents Iphis in crisis, divulging to her father that 'he' does not

want to marry. Lidgus seeks an explanation as he cannot comprehend the problem. Iphis

demands her mother's counsel, which throws Lidgus into more confusion as he fails to see

what a woman could understand of such 'men's business'. In desperation he calls for the

mother, Telethusa.

9. Fngtish erotic art photographer living in St. Tropez, France whose works beceme particularly popular

in the 1980s often appearing as decorative prints. The erotic photos often have a dreamlike quality

with airbrushed images of two or more beautiful women in exotic settings with erotic overtones.

10. The 1968 cult classic directerl by Roger Vadim in which Jane Fonda as Barbarella never finds herself

in a situation where it isn t possible to lose at least part of her already minimal dressing (by Poco

Rabane) enhanced by voþtuous cinematography by Claude Renoir. The ûlm was produced by

Osca¡ Delaurentis"
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In the only moment of real character introspection in the libretto, Iphis expresses her

gnef and unhappiness at her tragic circumstances. She is in love with Ianthe, but their love

will ultimately bring shame upon their families. Thus, the masculinisation of lphis' body has

caused a crisis stemming from her own sexual confusion and the associated societal

expectation. Iphis takes one of her father's daggers from the wall just as Telethusa enters.

Ihpis blames her mother for her situation and upon threatening to kill her mother, Telethusa

on"" mor"ll ,urnrnon, the Gods to protect he

For this scene Toop envisages the Gods participating in the sexual ambiguities of the

drama, providing the following stage direction:

The Gods suddenly become visible on their balcony. Previously
male, they are now clearly male and female, or both bisexual.
(Toop \996: 13)

Thus, celestial patriarchy undergoes its own metamorphosis in Toop's version of the lphis

myth with the feminisation the deities. Despite the apparition and the assurance from the

Gods that all will be well, Iphis maintains her scepticism, but nonetheless agrees to marry.

The libretto becomes increasingly ludicrous during the wedding scene, in which Lidgus

insists that the couple consummate their marriage before the assembled guests as, he declares,

tradition obliges. As Lidgus becomes more menacing and the guests more drunken, the Gods

once more intervene and impose the metamorphosis. However, rather than turn Iphis into a

man they decide in Toop's libretto to "do the lot!" (Toop 1996:18). The stage direction that

follows reads:

They wave their anns, pull levers, or whatever else seems

appropriate. Chaos - flashing lights, multiple sexual transformations
of Iphis and Ianthe, perhaps of Lidgus and Telethusa (and the Gods)

too. Pandemonium and Close. (Toop 1996:18)

So it is not only Iphis who undergoes the sex change but everybody on stage. While in the

original, Ovid's aim was to avoid some form of violent conflict through the process of

metamorphosis, in Toop's reinterpretation the multiple metamorphosis results in a comical

pandemonium that is designed to undermine the importance of sexuality and gender coding"

11. The Gods made their ûrst appear¿rnce in the first scene advising Telethusa to conceal the sex of her

child from Lidgus.
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Already inherent in Ovid's tale is an undercurrent of feminist thinking which stands as

an early and visionary critique of the social injustice against women. I propose that this was

the initial interest in the story for Kats-Chernin" Iphis is provided a rare opportunity to be

educated as a man and achieves success both in education and physical performance, thereby

eaming patriarchal approval. Should her father ever discover that she is a woman his whole

world view would be shattered and his position in the social order ruined. It is highly likely

that he would have a extremely violent reaction. Thus, in Ovid's story this course is averted

by transforming Iphis into a man, the only solution to her confusion and the demands of

patriarchal society.

In his libretto, Richard Toop provides what he considers a late twentieth-century

solution to the problem. Sensing that appeasing Lidgus' chauvinistic views and conforming

to patriarchal expectations would not be likely to receive a positive reception in Australia in

lgg7, Toop provides an alternative ending of having all characters undergo multiple sex

changes. His idea is to collapse traditional notions of sex and gender and make a mockery of

the law of the father.

It is proposed that the initial appeal of the lphis legend for Kats-Chernin was based in

feminist thinking. It challenges traditionalist ideas of the feminine and provides an example

of woman's success in patriarchal society when provided with the same opportunities as a

man. It is also likely that, as a mother, Kats-Chernin identified with Telethusa's difficult

decision to protect her child at all costs from her inexorable husband, whose ideas have their

origin in, and are supported by, the traditional patriarchal order of society.

For Toop, however, there is an additional interest in the sex/gender ambiguities

emanating from the plot. In his version of the love scene he creates an erotic spectacle based

upon voyeurism. In his degendering of the Gods and revision of Ovid's conclusion he

provides a supplementary critique of societal expectations regarding sex and gender, by

satirising the significance of gender through the original intention of having multiple sex

changes on stage.
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4.2 lphis: the music

Kats-Chernin's musi c for lphis is equally eclectic in musical references as Toop's

libretto is in literary references. It is scored for a small orchestra based upon the twentieth

century chamber opera orchestra with a long and honourable pedigree dating from

Schoenberg's Pierrot Lunaire. It is made up of piccolo, bass clarinet, violin, viola, cello,

double bass, piano (= keyboard) and percussion (woodblock/cymbals/ hi hat/xylophone/

marimba/ side drum/ vibraphone or glockenspiel/ 3 cowbells/ crotales/ bass drum/ temple

block/ windchimes/ chinese block claves) and a cast of six singers (2 sopranos, lmezzo

soprano, 2 tenors, baritone). Kats-Chernin creates a mercurial musical setting for lphis, with

referenee almost every style that exists in the Western musical language, not to mention

klezmer, Russian folk and Latin tango. One critic aptly described the music in Iphis as

"Classical sampling" (Marshall, 1999). Overall the impression is of' light-hearted playfulness

and is already discernible in tlle one minute overture introducing the tragi-comic flavour in a

short musical moment.

The comic twist is something close to Kats-Chernin's personal experience, for there

has been no great divide in her life between the serious and the fun" In her interview with

Susan Schinberg for 24 Hours "It's got to be fun" (1997), she spoke of her days as a

Conservatorium student when, after hours, she was involved with the Darlinghurst

underground theatre scene and "Cabaret Conspitacy"" The latter was a loose assembly

featuring Fifi Lamour, Michael Matou, Boom Boom la Burn, and other figures prominent in

Sydney night clubs of the period. Kats-Chernin also practised comedy during her studies in

Germany. When she and her flatmates came to the point that they could not pay the electricity

bill, they devised the Red Hot and Blue cabaret which became a hit in cafes and performance

spaces around Germany. Kats-Chernin expresses some concern about the impression this

work had on her serious compositional profile and of this period she says;

You know sometimes I think I almost have a split personality. I use

my normal name for the "serious" stuff, but it was just "Chernin" for
the theatre, you know, where they put your name up. I can remember
feeling really guilty thinking, "I hope Lachenmann [her teacher] never
finds out!" (Schinberg 1997:30)

These experiences of Cabaret along and the influence of klezmer style still pervade her music

theatre scores to date.
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For lphis, Kats-Chernin devised a musical pastiche drawing on a range of traditions,

mostly evocative of the cabaret of Les,Sl.x and Kurt Weill's Berlin cabaret, but including

echoes of Vy'agner, Stravinsky and Mozart. She finds it justifiable at the end of the twentieth

century to use whatever style available when she says:

In my music there are all styles from the beginning of'the century to

today; all those references and quotations and hints, but not one style.

You can't anymore. (Murdoch 1997: C5)

To describe her blending of the various musical styles she enjoys using the culinary

analogy. "You mix the ingredients to get the right sound." (Jong 7994:29) and later:

Basically it's like cooking - you put in all the Russian composers tnto

one pot and they're all there in my music somewhere.
(Davidson 1997-8: 16)

Kats-Chernin also speaks in terms of scales and chords. Although she was tutored

within the musical framework of modernism, during her Soviet education the composers of

the Second Viennese school and their followers were by-passed, as they represented the

decadence of modernist composition. They were only later discoveries during her graduate

education in Australia. For her post-graduate studies she chose Helmut Lachenmann as a

teacher in order to engage in the extremes of modernism that she had been denied in her

earlier training.

For her first opera composition Kats-Chernin draws on the store of her earlier musical

influences without venturing too far into experimentation with new forms and ideas. Her

approach to lphis is based on traditional models of opera with an overture divided into several

scenes. She admitted that she found her first experience of writing opera challenging and did

not quite know where to begin (pers.com" 1999). Her first musical ideas were drafted onto a

Iibretto which she had pasted into a scrap book. These ideas became the sketches for

rhythmic and thematic elements which later became the principal themes of the op".u. 12

A close look at these sketches reveals the drafting process where the ideas for musical

rhythm, text emphasis, instumentation and musical themes are mapped oul In the following

critique these sketches will be examined alongside the final musical setting to see how Kats-

12. SeeAppendix B
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Chernin's ideas developed in the process of writing of her first musical. The first page of the

sketch shown in the following example (4.2) reveals her initial editing of the text with

notation of rþthms and musical ideas.

lFÍlrs

Seûnc..l:

: - .. Ittte¡ior saene - clark al.first. Litlgtstthe Fathefl ratìter suall in stÇlure (ar,Ìutt n¡¿tde ¡a jook scj.
crauch;ing: Telethusa (Thel,lothø). ot the hand, atctggeratedl¡t prcgnanl (likc a fertilitl-.eor/d*,rç.

-. tþ lhotgh this is anþt gradua$r rewqled - sia rs l¡dng on a high tctble, s[ab eta., The Gpds ¿¿ç lae,tttcr]
' v\ at'a higher level - e.g. on * balcenS' - and lnitialþ, pa¡'little Ðr na âttentiþtr rê u{?al ¡s happeni*g

belouN.

ì¡

Telethr¡sa: i I-iOg"*f Lidgusi fìtì-ryf Liclgust Where ure¡ou? I nee.d you brside mc. A.^--t
* Tu.., Te-te..-. Tè-tç\le... 1þ-t+.re-fe-telethusa? .ft -Lå,
'1 l' t [- I Ñrf

\\Fherc. u.erc Vou: ,r-,nça 1

B-b.buf i¡¡g fl1e foodl Paving the bills! Filling otn tsx retumri! l

Lictg¡rs! .., Thc ¡nole I srvell. the less I sôe,rf you! ,ó'lt1eu.&cyniag-rneÈ

Te-t*-Teletl¡usn i

(iy nov,, Ìhe enot't ið, of T.'s ¡tlegnarøt is nOOru,*n4 though srili norlx/dr: ¡re¡.rEø/e¿I. i.

($ ti ll o,lû qe,2d t Liclgurri I

T-t-t-Tiinofh¡.:r Qr rn¿n.Lre. r.es... Li-tri-hi.hidgus?

IJdgus:

T.:

L.::

T.:

L.z

. 
T.l

L:

Example 4.2; Libretto sketch, lphis, p1, Elena Kats-Chernin.
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This example at first glance seems to indicate that in the first line she has already edited

text cutting out the words "I can't see you" for the sake of brevity. Alongside this line the

word "drums" is written, suggesting the use of drums to accompany Telethusa, who is heavily

pregnant and insisting to have Lidgus, her husband beside her" However, in the final score the

entire first line is deleted and ultimately the scene opens with Lidgus' stammering. It could

be said that, right at the outset, Kats-Chernin has a musical picture of how these words will

sound when sung. Her sketch accompanying Lidgus' line takes the form of a. series of steps,

a possible visual representation of pitch movement up and down steps for his vocal line. In

the final setting his line is reduced nothing more than a monotone stammer that can be seen in

the later discussion of the score"

On the other hand, Kats-Chernin's pictoral representation of pitch provided for

Telethusa is a little curved line that snakes along, which is a direct contrast the squared steps

she provides for Lidgus. Thus, Kats-Chernin has already determined her characterisation of

the masculine and feminine in her sketches on the libretto draft by contrasting the rigid and

square pictoral option she provides for Lidgus with the flowing movement of the mother's

line. The rhythmic indication above Telethusa's line provides what appears to be indications

of syncopation that ultimately do not translate into the final setting"

Further down the page she provides rhythmic ideas for Lidgus'comments on

Telethusa's size with the text that she intends to emphasise underlined. She writes in the

margin next to Telethusa reminiscing about the night of conception "Strauss, much lighter

melody against one tog[ether?]". It is assumed that she is referring to Johann Strauss and

envisages the moment swept along to a Viennese waltz in this comment referring to the

lighter Straussian style. Certainly, at this point in the actual score, the music sweeps along

into a 6/8 rhapsodic waltz to accompany Telethusa's rhapsodising about the moment.

Somewhere between the final libretto and the setting of the text the decision was made

the change the text slightly to read "Have you forgotten our night of unending love" rather

than "Have you forgotten how we screwed all night". The gentler elision of the former

variation makes it seem likely that this was an edit by the composer. (see Musical example

4.3)
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Musical example 4.3: Scene 1 bars 39-44 lphis, Elena Kats-Chernin.

Thus, at the early stages in the composer's drafting there is a reference to a composer

fiom whom she can draw musical material and some echo of Strauss is discernible at this

point in the f,nal scoring. As has already been noted, Iphis is a pastiche of compositional

styles and on the first page of her first draft Kats-Chernin conjures Strauss. However, despite

what appears to be a postmodern pastiche of many composers' styles there is only one other

point in the first sketch where she refers directly to another composer. On page 18 of the

libretto at the wedding scene (Scene VI), she writes "Handel Messiah". (see Example 4.4)
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Example 4.4; Libretto sketch p 18, lphis, Elena Kats-Chernin.
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Iìandel's Messiah is the inspiration for Kats-Chernin's setting of the words, "tradition

must be observed", for which she suggests on the sketch a "galoppy demented version"" In

the final setting the music does imitate the dotted French overture style associated with the

earliest Baroque instrumental music, the Baroque Suite. (See Musical example 4..5)

ñ

Musical example 4.5: Scene Vl bars 315-318, lphis, Elena Kats-Chernin

As with the former reference to Strauss, this does not appear as a direct quote from

Handel's Messiah but aloose reference to baroque style. When Lidgus demands that

traditional social conventions be observed during the wedding scene, despite having made

them up on the spot, his music takes on the formality of baroque style, thereby sanctioning the

rcquest by invoking ancient practice. This idea is foreshadowed in the original sketches for

the scene and carries through to the final score.

Significant thematic drafting also occurs in the libretto sketches, for example, on page

four alongside the scene in which the Gods appear in answer to Telethusa's prayer for help.
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Kats-Chernin clearly drafts the musical themes to accompany the amusing poem to be sung

by the Gods 1 &2" (see Example 4.6):

I listened to you I lln going to

G.1.: Telethusa! 1o you, lve still'h¿ve mors to s*y

G,l&2: We {tinli a girl'o inaide yorr lvombt
WÕUrh¿lêto roe her in ¡ tomb.
Sh9 maV grow beautiful like ¡,ou:
Just norry, rvo donT rÍacd bab1"poo. )

4

C

( fi

( Lè
your ohilcl rvill hqve our blessing roo. -\zr

\.\

'l [: rt ß66rfrThe Birth

Ta dte right, Telethusa and ntidriw.s.. fo ¡åe tefi. btocked ofl'by a lotu box- l¡k¿ sfiveîure,
¡lwe should be something ltke o (i.old,¿n .Tee¡¡o¡ rclation hetween the
l¿b.our, and ín consìderable pain.

gly.
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tÌ7
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T

._r.¡r'.rr*à-.-i.._

Example 4.6: Libretto sketch p 4, lphis, Elena Kats-Chernin
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The theme drafted alongside the God's poem is lyrically shaped in accordance with

tonal principles. The notes accompanying the Gods' poem are "Pedal, unsyncopated". There

are also references to the use of the organ, that in the final score do accompany the Gods'

proclamations, but which stops playing for the song to Telethusa. The lyricism that is

associated with this drafted tune is maintained in the final score, but that is about all, as seen

in the following example (Musical example 4.7).

@

Musical example 4.7: Scene 1, bars 283-286,lphig Elena Kats-Chernin

The setting of the Gods' poem to Telethusa is introduced by lively march. They sing a

playful duet based upon a lyrical dotted rhythm tune with a syncopated orchestral

accompaniment featuring accaciatura flourishes generally associated with military marches.

The resemblance to the original sketched tune is somewhat lost and it appears that, in the final

setting, the composer opted for a more humorous and lively approach to the musieal

representation of the Gods.

Apart from drafting what is later referred to as the 'Lidgus fate motive', which will be

discussed in the following examination of the overture for lphis, there is no other significant
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thematic drafting in the libretto sketch. However, musical styles are drafted as are

instrumentation and rhythmic ideas. These can be seen in the following page of the libreltc¡

sketch (Example 4.8):

hurtsl Thetbings we

þt

Your etu'ld slìall have ou¡ blassing too.

Scene IIll Fducqfion

An open rtnn or cou¡tJnrd. with ¡,hiteboa¡d (or at
briddywith 2 Tutors, who are carrying an úrray

T1:

L¡

L:

T"I:

t,:

L¡

TT.:

I.¡

The ñgures ofrhetorio?

f*k-ffi*Simax - cornplexio - E¡:an llp,it'epku,pr'"

tr-

That sounds right to rne!

The major works of Piatp?

Protagorus.

c¡ío,
Gorgias,

T]q.ui"t A.
I lqro\rrhàt too!

,
Euclid!Sbow us a theo¡em of

¡guarï board. draxt atf.ørtic speeclt

*tJ þu*.+a

Example 4.8: Libretto sketch p7, lphis, Elena Kats-Chernin
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The first note on this page appears to be a curious reference to Russian opera in a note

that seems to read "Penny-Godinow". Whether this is a reference to the Mussorgsky's Boris,

or a friend of the composer is not clear, but does not really ultimately bear any relation to the

final setting, unless Lidgus'bad temper can be viewed as bearing some correlation to King

Boris' miserable plight.

Kats-Chernin then underlines the complaint by Lidgus "Ow, I've had a dreadful day"

with the note "birth sounds". His complaint follows the birth scene and in the final score

Lidgus does imitate the musical motives that accompany Telethusa's birthing cries. The

setting of these words in the final score is marked "with a lot of 'tragic' self pity". Thus, in a

bid to attract sympathy, Lidgus cries out the same motive the Telethusa sings to express her

birth pains. This idea is foreshadowed in the libretto sketch and taken up in the final setting.

The other skeûches on the page refer to instrumental ideas for the interlude between the

scenes such as "percussion and toys", "flute scales, unpitched". The interlude between scenes

two and three are not scored in the final musical setting of lphis, but is given the following

designation by the composer "Interlude 2 (between Scenes II and III) consists of toys, music

boxes, representing 'childhood"'. The flute scales referred to are brought in for the opening

of the Education Scene III in which the flute is scored to play a quick 9/8 introduction. For

the opening of this scene, Kats-Chernin sketches rhythmic points of emphasis on the text that,

in the final setting, sees the bulk of the scene set as rhythmic patter. Thus, most of the musical

styles, instrumentation and rhythmic ideas that have been drafted onto page seven of the

libretto sketch carry through to the final setting.

A closer look at the score of lphis reveals further significance of the musical sketching

on the libretto to the complete musical setting. The overture to Iphis employs the traditional

approach of acting as a microcosm of the drama to follow. For the one minute available Kats-

Chemin selects musical ideas that would most immediately convey the opera's narrative" The

one-minute is divided into 6 short sections named: Grave, Party, Romantic, Gods'Statement,

Prayer, Party 2. In a total of 33 bars the mood for the ensuing drama is drafted along with the

introduction of some of the thematic material crafted along traditional approaches to the

overture in miniature.
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The following table outlines the basic structure of the overture:

Table 3.1 : Elena Kats-Chernin, lphis: Overture - outline

The opening Grave 6 bar section, in2l2 (unmarked), features a descending two-bar

phrase in a musical-rhetorical reference to doom. It is in fact a direct musical reference to

Lidgus' assertion of his authority in the drama, which brings about the cause of the dramatic

tension intrinsic to the plot of the opera. In the first draft (the libretto pasted in the scrap-

book) the three chords that appear at the opening of the overture are sketched upon Lidgus'

statement in the libretto "I am the father, I am authority" (see Musical example 4.9)"

dhe lo*¿s åis'

Musical example 4.9: Libretto sketch p2, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin

The chords can be described in tonal terms as C minor - G minor - A flat major 7th with

the tonal designation i - vb - VI7. It is slightly ambiguous in the musical sketches on the

libretto whether the top note of the chord is f or g, but the fact that a pedal tone is held in the

upper voice in both the actual setting of these words in the autographed score and the direct

reference to them in the opening bars of the overture indicates that a pedal tone was most

likely conceived for upper voice in the original sketch. The three chord progression found in

the musical sketch is extended to four chords in the overture with the addition of the dominant of

C major that is a G major triad (See Musical example 4.10).

Jrt

Bar Key Time Section Dynamic Texture Themey's

1-6 (6) a (4t4) Grave mf p.perc,cl,vl
n,vla, vlc,db

Lidgus' "authority/fate" motive

7- 10 (4) D#/Eb (4t4) Party f Rhythmic dance-like. Cabaret.

11-16 (6) Alc# (4t4) Romantic Sub. p Lyrical/ sentimental

17-21 (5) E 414 Gods'
statement

slzlll Staccalo patterrÌhemes from
melodrama typical of silent
movies giving comic flavour.

22-2s (4) c Praying mf Arpeggiated rising

26-33 (8) EbID# Parly 2 f-tf Rhylhmic dance-like cabaret.
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þuo

Musical example 4.10: Overlure bars 1-6, Iphis, E. Kats-ehernin.

The underlying principle of this progression is a pedal tone in the upper parts above a

whole-tone descent in the lower parts, in thirds (minor - major - major -[major]). The two-ba¡

progression is heard first in C minor then in B flat minor and then in G sharp (A flat) minor,

that is a descent by whole tones. The bass features a two bar melodic minor descent from the

tonic to dominant" This sequence is repeated a tone lower in the subsequent four bars.

However, for the final chord of the section at bar 6, the sequence is broken to conclude the

section with the following sequence for the final two bars i - vb - VI7 - flatII? .

The bass progression is also linked, in that the first note of phrase two (B flat) is the

second note of phrase one, and the first note of phrase three (G sharp) is enharmonically the

same as the second note of phrase 2, as well as, the third note of phrase one, The clarinet solo

which emerges from the pedal tone G in bar 1 introduces the theme that Ligdus sings at his

statement, "I am the father,I am authority".

t 
---aa.

Irp h
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The actual setting of the words, "l am the father, I am authority" in the autographed

score is in the middle of Scene I at bars 108 - 115 (see Musical example 4.ll).

dp

@

P-*

P*o

ti

ffi

fr"¿

H

Musical example 4.11: Scene I bars 103-115, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin.
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Here the descending four-chord sequence reappears commencing on B minor instead of C

minor. The same progression that was heard in the first few bars of the overture now occurs

with the pedal tone in the upper parts on f' sharp and the lower parts descending in thrrds

while the bass moves from the tonic to the dominant. The sequence'of chords that return at

bar 108 are now transposed a t<¡ne lower than in the overture or the original sketch which was

first intended for the words.

At the appearance of the descending chord pattern in Scene I the two-bar sequence is

repeated three times once as an exact repetition commencing on B minor and then once a

semitone lower commencing on B flat minor transposed down an octave and f,nally another

tone lower commencing on G sharp minor. The final progression concludes on flat II7 (Amaj7)

lbllowing the pattern of the closing of the related section in the overture.

Thus, in the first two bars of the work the crux of the drama is expressed in the musical

reference to Lidgus asserting his authority. Upon first hearing it might be considered a

rhetorical gesture to tragedy with its slow descent of minor chords. However, upon closer

examination, it is a direct reference to the assertion of authority by Ligdus in the first scene of

the opera, whichdetermines thefate of his child and ultimately the cause forthe ensuingdebacle.

The mood does not last in the overture as it is immediately interrupted by a four-bar

section of music in 414 (unmarked) titled "PaÍty", with a snare drum providing the rhythmic

basis. This abrupt move into more light-hearted music guides the listener into the comic mood.

For the four bars of party music the metre has turned from the 'grave' minim metre to a lively

quaver dance. The snare drum connotes the street military parade, the light h-arted party band or

the circus, with echoes of V/eill and the Three Penny Opera, and introduces a macabre kind of

humour to the piece.

The snare drums rhythm based upon a crotchet followed by four semiquavers is a

lämiliar military beat. It accompanies the "party" theme in the piano and strings while the

woodwinds play syncopated rhythms. This also moves swiftly into the next section,

"Romantic",in3l4 time, marked "very slight". A tremolo in the piano upon F sharp

accompanies a dolcissimohightessitura melody played by the violin and clarinet. This musical

idea is derived from Scene I, where Telethusa reminisces about the love which brought about the

conception of lphis. This 6 bar section trails dreamily into "God's Statement" commencing at
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bafl7. For the first time a time signature 414 is appears in the score even though the earlier

material is clearly measured. The "Gods' Statement" section is a march like patter of rhythm

marked 'marcato'. All instruments are required to play non-pitched rhythmic statements for twct

bars which turns to staccato rising chromatic idea introduced by the bass. This is interrupûed by

the "Praying" section with ethereal staccato arpeggiated figures marked "slower"- a reference

to the music from bar 170 scene one where Telethusa invokes the Gods. The fourth bar of the

prayer section gives rise to a flurry of rising chromatic scale demi-semiquavers to introduce the

last and longest section of the overture: "Party 2", an eight bar section of party fanfare music

drawn from the finale wedding scene.

Thus, the overture to lphis could be argued to be as based upon traditional eighteenth

century models. For lphis, Kats-Chemin uses direct thematic links with the drama bringing her

approach more in line with classical approaches to opera overture.

Along with the feminist politics of the drama there is an interesting parallel in Kats-

Chernin's approach to the setting of lphis to what Eva Rieger describes as feminine

characteristic of "restricted aesthetics" in musical composition. Rieger states:

Many women have a special ability to create a maximum amount out
of a minimum of material, a sort of "restricted aesthetics." Although
women have composed in all forms and genres, ranging from small
piano pieces to the mass and symphony, they were, in the nineteenth
century confined mainly to parlour music on account of their social

status. They are skilled in writing music which can be performed
easily and are less experienced in writing music for its own sake. This
tradition prevails: songs, piano and chamber music predominate in
music written by women. It is difficult to judge whether women are

struggling with a negative burden or whether their ability to make the

most out of limited circumstances can also be a specific talent which
is linked to their social character. (Rieger 1998: I47)

It is with this notion of restricted aesthetic that I wish to ponder the lphis overture. Even

though Kats-Chernin has been given the opportunity to write opera, it is still a small ensemble

piece with limited instrumental and vocal resources. The opera is short and the overture is

restricted to the ba¡est minimum played by a very small instrumental ensemble. Some of the

lestriction in this case can be attributed Kats-Chernin's one-minute brief (pers. com. 1999) -
there was no curtain available for the first production.
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Howeve¡ when we venture further into her works, a restricted aesthetic has always

been present. This is not in the minimalist sense where a single musical idea is repeated

relentlessly with the slightest alterations, but in the sense of beginning with a single idea and

using it as the foundation for the entire piece. She stated, referring to an early piece

Reductions (1983):

These pieces represent my interest in reducing musical rneans to a
ba¡e minimum. (Kats-Chernin 1996a)

Many examples of this approach exist in her works. Tast-en (1991) for solo piano is

based around a single pitch, Coco's Last Collection (1994) is based on three notes, while

Retonica (1993) for chamber ensemble uses a single chord and Clocks (1993) for 20

musicians and tape is based upon a single metronomic pulse. lt could also be a chord

progression, which is the basis for the construction of Chamber of Horrors (1995) for ha¡p, or

Variations on a Serious Black Dress (1995) for piano or the Schuberl Blues (1996) for piano.

The D minor scale is the single idea is used for Transþr (1990) for orchestra, whilst her

earliest orchestral wclrk Stairs (1984) derives from a whole tone scale. Intervals also have

been used in this way in ProMotion (1995), written for the ensemble "Bang on a Can

Allstars"', which is based on the interval of a fifth, and in both Concertino (1994) for violin

and ele.ven instruments and Charleston Noir (1996) f or double bass quartet, which are both

based upon a major seventh. With reference to this technique she states:

My general interest, which has been with me since I started and hasn't
changed, is in minimising the material, reducing it to the bare bones,

and then putting a bit of flesh on it later on. That's why when you

look closely, sometimes the main material exists only as three notes,

or three chords, or one note, or one rhythm, something very tiny"
(Shaw, 1997:32)

The overture to lphis can also be said to embody a form of restricted aesthetics in its

presentation of the opera's essential material within a minimal time -rame. Whilst the entire

opera is rich with themes, its dramatic crux lies in the three descending chords for Ligdus'

ståtement, "l am the father, I am authority", which can already be found in the initial sketches in

Kats-Chernin's first draft of the opera. This is also the idea she chooses to open lphis and

which becomes central to the entire musical drama. Thus Kats-Chernin's approach to lphis

typifies the condition of women's restriction which in her hands becomes an aesthetic c,¡f

constraint.
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It could be argued that the most skilful composers can make the most out of'the least

amount of material. The obvious example is Beethoven's Fifih Symphony" Kats-Chernin's

music could be therefore considered the work of a very competent composer who skilfully

manipulates her musical ideas to gain maximum effect. Moreover, the restrictions she is

working under are considerable, apart from those which may equally apply to any composer

whether they be male or female. Kats-Chernin's overture to lphis could be argued to be more

traditional than many operas dating as far back as the eighteenth century as she here uses

direct thematic links with the entire drama. This brings it more in line, both in subject matter

and approach, to classical approaches typified by Metzart.

The additional factors which are pertinent to the restriction under which Kats-Chernin

is working as a woman composer, such as her status as a single mother and a free-lance artist,

cannot be overlooked in discussing her approach to composition"

While in a short spaee of time the overture may be construed to express what Rieger

<lescribes as restricted aesthetic, it could also be argued that this is a restriction encountered

by any composer working within the financial restrictions such as those of Music Theatre

Sydney productions. However, Kats-Chernin's commission fee was also at the lower end of

the scale for a full-scale work of more than 90 minutes and she was under pressure to

complete the work quickly [o move on to other commissions and sources of income. It is

evident from the score that she writes quickly, a characteristic that carries through to her other

scores. For example, in the lphis autographed score there are examples of her drafting ideas

in the piano part and then scratching them out (as seen in Musical example 4.11) and she has

found little time or opportunity to revise or correct any of her works once the commission is

fulfilled. Due to the demand for repeat performances of her work the original scores often

become tattered.13

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the original idea for the work resulted from Kats-

Chernin's readings of Ovid's Metamorpl¿osis whilst working in theatres in Germany. The

subject matter of lphis is rich in feminist politics and gender issues. The libretto is written by a

man so no claim can be made for feminist exclusivity. However, in composing her first opera

13.In 2000 she applied to the Australia Council, the Federal Govemment's arts fi¡nding and advisory

body, for a Fellowship to aarry out revisions and cataloguing of worls which were becoming

neglected in her own archives. Her application was unsuccessfirl.
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Kats-Chernin has contemplated such ideas as maternity, birth, feminism and lesbianism. The

librettist, Richard Toop has played a seminal role in the realisation ol' Iphis largely because of his

own musical intelligence and designs for the piece. An irony is that he has also been

instrumental in contemplating a feminist agenda in his drafting of the libretto for lplris. His

concerns as a man sensitive to Telethusa's difficulties have overlaid the libretto with other cross-

gender issues, such as transsexualism and homosexuality, pitted against the machismo of

Lidgus.

Toop considered that he drafted the characters as stock and one dimensional, but to his

surprise Kats-Chernin imbued the character of the mother with a depth that he had not imagined

(Toop pers com. 1999). Kats-Chernin found that the character of Telethusa provided an

opportunity to express the mind of a woman and a mother in a mad situation and says that she

wanted to give Telethusa a bit more of inner space as a woman something of the pain that women

experience and that she felt able to properly represent (Kats-Chemin pers com. 1999c).

The following sets out to illustrate how Kats-Chernin's musical characterisation of

Telethusa creates a feminine character from a feminine point of view. It is contended that

Kats-Chernin identifies more with the mother than any other character in the drama and as a

woman and mother herself has an intimate understanding of the experiences and struggles of

the mother in lphis" It also aims to illustrate how feminine musical language is the vehicle for

Telethusa's utterances. It is mindful of the criticism that can be levelled at any approach to

feminist aesthetics and the impossibility of being able to legitimately label any approach to

composition as either feminine or masculine, but argues that there are certain musical choices

made by Kats-Chernin in lphis that are indicative of feminine approach particularly with

regards to the characterisation of Telethusa"

Telethusa makes her first appearance in Scene I, described in the libretto as

"exaggeratedly pregnant (like a fertility goddess)". It is a scene between her and Ligdus. The

sparse orchestral A flat sounded only temporarily in the bass register and xylophone is the

basis for Telethusa's plaintive call to Lidgus, denoted by a rising arpeggio on A flat that

concludes with a nagging chromatic trill. Ligdus stammers his reply in an agitated response

characterised by patter on A flat in a repetition 'oTe-" of the first syllable of Telethusa's name.

She responds with a repeat of her opening three-bar phrase which extends as she asks where he

has been. The duet consists principally of these two musical patterns repeated, with the first
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more plaintive one associated with Telethusa and the second the annoyed response of Lidgus.

Telethusa's orchestral accompaniment is sparse and invisible. She speaks but is not heard. Her

vocal line is broad and plaintive yet she is not provided with orchestral support. Meanwhile

I-igdus is accompanied by menacing aggressive dissonances as his testosteronal temperflares at

the thought of the difficulties his wife has caused him. He become slightly more composed at

the "poco rit" of bar 28, when he states that Telethusa is large enough to produce a boy,

something that he considers to be a positive outcome" Telethusa reacts with a broad melodic line

featuring octave leaps broadening to lOths (b. 31) in a shriek of the works "Boy or girMt's

ours!" Her rising anger is accompanied by rising semiquaver minor chords alternating between

thehandsintheinthepianobasedonEmajor(eflat-e-f-fsharp-g)whichcadencestoC

sharp and acquitted by a fluny of descending sextuplet semiquaver minor chords (e flat -f - b --

bflat-g-eflat).

Varìous feminist critics have proposed that clearly aimed musical structure and

harmonic development in Western tonal music as encodes 'masculinity', and open-ended

structures, circularity in harmonic and melodic sense as representing the'feminine'. Renée

Cox has advocaûed this idea drawing on Luce lrigaray's theories when she ståtes:

Luce Irigaray has suggested that the continuity and openness of
feminine writing also reflect woman's sexual experiences: while
phallocentric culture is based on singularity, identity, and specificity,
women's sexual experience is indefinite, cyclic, without set

beginnings and endings. (Cox I99I:334)

The following theme which Telethusa sings at her first appearance in lphis can be certainly be

described as circular and open-ended (see Musical example 4.12).
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women's composition, it is thus arguable that a feminine aesthetic is indeed apparent in Kats-

Chernin's thematic representation of the mother.

Throughout the entire opera, Telethusa's motives can be described as being more

expansive in range and expression while Lidgus sings declamatory phrases with a limited

pitch-range, often marked "martiale". His first appearance in the opera can be provided as an

example (see Musical example 4.13).
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Musical example 4.13: Scene I bars 4-10, Iphis, E. Kats-Chernin.

The thematic characterisation of Telethusa at the outset is broad, circular and

harmonically ambiguous and clearly differentiated from the directional and limited emotional

range expressed by Lidgus in his monotonous vocal stammer.

ID
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The Hysterical Mother: Elena Kats-Chernin's 'lphis'

Following the opening dialogue which features the above-mentioned modes of

expression Telethusa alludes to the night of lphis' conception. Her vocal line again is a broad

open-ended melody commencing on the c and concluding on b with the melodic range of a

13th (see Musical example 4.I4).

Musical example 4"14: Scene I bars 39-49, Iphis, E. Kats-Chernin"

Already prefigured in the libretto sketches are the characteristics of this melody that are

closely related to the theme which accompanies Telethusa's first and subsequent appearances

in the opera. She is depicted as capable of expressing emotional depth through her broad

vocal tessitura, which is differentiated on most occasions from Lidgus'.

However, there are brief moments where Lidgus is drawn into her emotional realm and

adopts her melodic line. One such moment is at the closing of the first section of Scene I (m

5é-60). To harmonic adornment featuring a complex series compound chords, Telethusa

sighs in pleasure at the memory of the conception of Iphis. Lidgus is carried away by the

moment and accompanies her reminiscence, but with a more restricted range and only for

brief acknowledgement of the memory (see Musical example 4.15).
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Musical example 4.12: Scene I bars 1-5, Iphis, E" Kats-Chernin^

The theme that Telethusa sings at her first appearance also becomes her motif later in the

drama, as will be demonstrated in the ensuing discussion, takes on a circular and open ended

character" At its first occurrence it commences on the c" leading into an arpeggio on the c

minor chord with a full-bar turn and then ending on the major third" The idea is characterised

by major/minor ambiguity alternating between the major and minor third of the C scale.

Some feminist musicologists argue that women have the tendency to avoid the

directional approaches to form and have opted for open-ended structures which avoid

traditional points of climax. ra In lphit, Elena Kats-Chernin has chosen to represent the

mother, Telethusa with a recurring theme which displays circular and inconclusive harmonic

configuration. Considering the theoretical notions of the significance of the circular in

14. Here I refer to the analysis undertaken by Susan McClary of Janke Vandervelte's Genesis /1 (McClary

l99L: tI2-131) and Marcia Citron's analyses of Cécile Chaminade's SonataJor piano, op 21 (Citron:

1993)
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Musical example 4.15: Scene I bars 56-61, lphis, E' Kats-Chernin'

Lidgus accompanies her reminiscences, but sings a more restricted range of a 5th (F'-

C") cclmpared with Telethusa's melody spanning the 10th (E flat' -G"). Lidgus is drawn into

the acknowledgement of the memory only momentarily. The series of chords drafted in the

soore and underlay Telethusa's reminiscence of sexual pleasure at the moment of conception.

The series concludes on a perfect cadence. However, within the series there is no traditional

f unctionality, that is, it is more of a circuitous route through a number of sonorous chords,

deliberately drafted by the composer to express Telethusa's ecstasy and pre-symbolic

connection with her child.

Her reverie is abruptly intemrpted by the return of the "Martiale" section in a rondo-like

reprise of the earlier themes, that is Telethusa's circular melody and Lidgus' stutter motive.

The discussion then turns to the issue of the child's sex. Lidgus argues for the virtues of

having a boy and Telethusa argues for the acceptance of either sex. Lidgus announces: "A

girl would be the death of me" (bar 100). This is followed by a section where Ligdus asserts,

"I am the father, I am authority" (bars 109-115), to the descending grave phrase which was

previewed in the first six bars of the overture (as seen in Musical example 4.10)" The ensuing
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"Piu mosso" section presents a more animated Lidgus, enthusiastic about the prospect of

having a son singing: "If it is a boy, I'll praise you to the sky!". His tessitura extends to a

rhetorical flourish rising to the highest part of his range, c"' upon the word "praise" and

cadencing on d#" for the word "sky" (see Musical example 4'16).

This is the first truly passionate outburst f rom Lidgus in the opera, expressed by an expanslve

vocal melody over the range of a 10th. His excitement at the prospect of producing a boy is

accompanied by an elaborate orchestral flourish featuring the rising scale played by the

strings and rising pitch in the other parts mirroring the rhetorical reference to the sky in the

vocal part.

At the suggestion that the child might be a girl, Lidgus' mood darkens and he warns that

there would be severe consequences. He makes it clear that a girl would be unwanted with a

declamatory stutter to the accompaniment of sinister musical cliches such as very low-pitched

tremolos accompanying a sustained minor third in the flute and clarinet' He sings

"something very unfortunate will have to happen". The discussion ends with Telethusa's

invocation of the Gods.
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Musical example 4.16: Scene I bars 116-121, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin'
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The descending chordal chorale of bar 145 played by organ is a quasi 'musica antiqua'

passage is used to evoke religious atmosphere in the prayer scene. The chords at bars 145 -

148 feature parallel fourths, giving a fauxbordon character to the harmonies. (See Musical

example 4.17)
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Musical example4.l7: Scene I bars 141-152, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin"
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'felethusa's initial plea to the Gods is expressed at bars 143-144, upon Lidgus' suggestion that

there would be fateful consequences for an unwanted girl. Her cry commencing on B flat

ascends a major 7th to A', alternating with the trill on B' flat falling to the 6th of G' and then

rising a seventh to F" " In all the cry ranges a IZÍh. Telethusa admits to l-idgus that she prays

every night to the Gods for a girl, which he ignores and seeks her advice on how to pray to get

what he wants" Against the fauxbordon prayer accompaniment she sings, "speak fiom your

heart", in another broad and open-ended melodic phrase. (See Musical example 4.18)
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Musical example 4.18: Scene I bars 161-164, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin'

For the words "speak from your heart" , Telethusa expresses herself in the melodic phrase

C-# - C# - A'- E", featuring the harmonic ambiguity typical of her vocal lines. The C#

major harmony is augmented at the 5th, giving a relationship of a fourth between the E and

the A and mirroring the fauxbordon 4th of the organ accompaniment. Lidgus describes this as

"women's talk" in the ensuing phrase, but agrees to take on the woman's voice and do

whatever it t¿kes to make his prayers heard and his wish for a boy come true. Thus, in the

ensuing prayer scene, he imitates Telethusa's open-ended circular song, essentially in G

minor but commencing on the major sixth. (See Musical example 4.19)
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Musical example 4.1 9: Scene I bars 165-177 , lphis, E. Kats-Chernin"

The harmonic accompaniment, drafted in the piano part, and then deleted, features the

progression C major -A flat major -E major cadencing on G minor which, in relation to C" is
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an imperfect minor. Again the general effect is ambiguity of the major-minor relationship that

had become associated with Telethusa.

Lidgus is clearly uncomfortable singing in the feminine mode and his mocking

imit¿tion of her line is broken by an aside expressing a embarrassment in his characteristically

declamatory manner. At bar 177 (found in Musical example 4.19) his aside "this had better be

good" is expressed in both rhythmic and harmonic dissonance to Telethusa. She sings

lyrically in g minor, to be intermpted by the closing aside by Lidgus commencing on the

minor 7th and concluding on the unresolved 7th of the key.

The Gods respond to Telethusa's prayer, appearing to express disgruntlement at being

summoned to duty. In its first performance, by Music Theatre Sydney, the Gods are

theatrically depicted as fat, grotesque drag queens with red and green wigs who sit in the

balcony amongst the audience. They sing "Oh! No! Another disastrous human couple." They

take exception to Lidgus, saying that he looks stupid and are annoyed by his prayers for a boy

to make him rich, as well as by his superficial faith. They protest "fiercely" (b 228), against a

flr.ry of rising acciaccatura in the orchestra, that they have not heard from him before" (See

Musical example 4.20)
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The Hysterical Mother: Elena Kats-Chernin's'lphis'

Thus Lidgus'efforts to invoke the Gods by adopting Telethusa's feminine mode have back-

fired, and their agitated music expresses their annoyance at his insincerity. Following the

praying to the Gods scene Lidgus departs with his bad temper returned, claiming that the

praying was just the waste of time he had expected and he would go back to his tax returns.

The closing section of the scene features the Gods singing, in an annoyed patter, that

since Lidgus' faith is weak they can not do anything for him: "As a rule, we do not fool with

the genetic pool". Telethusa continues her prayers stating that if her daughter must die so too

must she. The Gods, despite their eagerness to have Telethusa brighten up the social afterlife,

inform her that they think she is blessed with a girl. However, they warn her to disguise this

fact from Lidgus. The composer's musical invention comes into play with the interlude into

the next scene, an off-key waltzreminiscent of Weill, to which Telethusa dances joyously.

Thus, in Scene I there are clearly two modes of musical expression, both masculine and

feminine, to characterise Lidgus and Telethusa respectively. The masculine in this case is

declamatory and one-dimensional, with a melodically linear directional characteristics" The

Musical example 4.20: Scene I bars 226-229, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin
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feminine is melodically circular and harmonically open-ended, often with extreme pitch

variation. There are points where Lidgus adopts the feminine mode of expression and, in

praying to the Gods, he reluctantly adopts the feminine mode or tries to "speak like a

woman"" For this moment Lidgus momentarily mocks l.elethusa's feminine mode, but

quickly resumes his declamatory masculine mode" Thus, in lphis the notional feminine and

masculine modes of expression that have been debated in feminist musicological literature

take on signifieance in Kats-Chernin's characterisation of her male and female characters.

Scene II opens with Telethusa beginning her labour on stage. This is a novel addition to

representation of women on the operatic stage" The three midwives included in this scene in

the original production are again fat grotesque mockeries of women. In fact they are

performed by men in short white nurses unif'orms with oversized red crosses and sporting

tattoos. The midwives act as tough prison wardens, barring the husband from entering the

labour room as the wife moans in pain. Lidgus is wonied, but reassures himself that the

painful cries are an indication that a boy is being delivered. Telethusa's range broadens

throughout the act as her birthing cries become more intense. This is demonstrated by Musical

example 4.2I.
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Musical example 4.21: Scene ll excerpts from Telethusa's line, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin

At the opening of this act Telethusa's sighs are represented by non-defined intervals (bars 1-

3). Her tessitura broadens in the subsequent bars 5 - 6 to the octave and close on the

diminished octave. Upon each return of Telethusa's birthing cries the interval broadens to the

tenth at bar 42, and subsequently to the l2th atbars 42 and 97. There is also a suggestion of

going to the extremes of the singer's range at bar 43, represented by a flourish in the score.

The final contraction is represented by a broad coloratura (bars 108-110) which ranges over

two octaves. (See Musical example 4.22)
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Musical example 4.22: Scene ll bars 108-110, lphis, E. Kats-Cherninin.

The only accompaniment is to the birthing mother's final contraction is the bass clarinet

trilling on the note B. Her final gasp is indicated by the triangular-shaped notehead of

undefined pitch, but clearly at the top of the voice range, occurs on the final beat of bar 110.

The orchestral forces build up at bar 110 to prepare for the birth. Following a minim rest at the

beginning of bar 111, Telethusa gives birth with a final cry, commencing with a trill on F#'

sharp and falling an augmented octave to to F natural. (See musical example 4.23)
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Musieal example4.23: Scene 2 bars 111-117, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin.

The harmonic accompaniment can be described as F major - F# major (here

enharmonically indicated as G flat major). The section closes with the clap of a thundersheet

and leads into a series of extremely loud Çfr) chords (F7 + 4), marked "triumphant", to signify

the succesful birth.

That Kats-Chernin chooses to dwell upon the cries of Telethusa's birthing could be

interpreted as an indication of her feminine concerns" However, the decision to include the

birthing scene can not be exclusively be attributed to Kats-Chernin as she did not write the

libretto. As far as birth the scene goes she states:

I don't remember who thought of the birth scene. But we both knew
that it was a "must section", which is a key to everything else that
happens afterwards. That is where the deception took its course.The
actual composition of it - I certainly hope that I did not do it very
naturalistically - we also were trying to get the comical effect and did
not want to dwell on the actual pain - just to show the way the
husband responds to this, in an exaggeratedly ignorant kind of way. I
knew that this sort of scene could carry the most extreme "gags", if
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they can be called that. I definitely wanted a wailing in the voice for
the birth sounds. Richard provided for the framework of this though.
(Kats-Chernin pers.com . 2OO2a)

Thus, in lphis both the librettist and composer considered the birthing-scene an important

inclusion. This is not typical for the operatic stage and, despite the fact that it is not intended

to be at all realistic, it is a representation of women's pain from a different point of view.

Vy'omen's pain has generally been represented as a direct result of her relationship to men

resulting in an expression of grief. In Opera, or the Undoing of Women (1988), Cathérine

Clément has traced the trend of the representation of women in opera as stereotypes cast by

male librettists and composers. Rarely is a woman cast from a female viewpoint as a wife and

mother. In the case of lphis, the pain associated with the birth is placed centre stage. The

intensity of the mother's contractions are vocalised musically and we witness the dramatic, if

rather comic, musical representation of birthing. This representation is novel in opera in that it

is a woman's representation of a woman's experience.

The scene continues with the father's persistent inquiry of the child's sex eliciting a

violent response from the midwives, that is accompanied by a noisy clatter of percussion. The

music turns darkly chromatic as the midwives demand that the child be named. A rising

arpeggiated G# minor melody marked "lyrically" is the setting for both mother and father as

they croon the child's name (See musical example 4.24).
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Musicaf example 4.24: Scene 2 bars 124-129, lphis, E- Kats-Chernin^

Telethusa's melody is the same as in Scene I at the praying to the Gods (See musical

example 4.I2),now a semitone lower. It is the melody that Lidgus refers to as "talking like a

woman" and the one chosen by the composer to express deep emotions. Kats-Chernin refers

back to praying to the Gods for the naming of lphis to allude to their supreme influence in

both the birth of Iphis and her naming. It also is a reference to her prayers being fulfilled'

A short chorale, similar to that in the overture, accompanies the Gods' blessing of the

child. The father then continues his complaint about the dreadful day he has had and how

much he needs a drink.

Kats-Chernin says that she was keen to expose Lidgus as a nuisance with his self-

seeking focus in his ambitions for a son (Kats-Chernin2OO2). During the birth scene he

expresses some sympathy for Telthusa's pain, but comforts himself by stating that that it must

be a boy either believing that only a boy could inflict such pain or that by focussing his

thoughts positively on this outcome that it will eventuate. Kats-Chernin had direct personal
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experience of exactly this kind selfishness. When asked about the creative conception of the

sÇene she offered the fbllowing:

Every time one of my children was being born, my husband promptly

got sick, so that he was the one needing tea and was in bed, while I

was trying to wash everything and look after the new baby and had to

call my friends to help - or just bring me food. I had my children at

home, with the midwife (by the way today I think that this was stupid

- I could have definitely used some pampering in the hospital). (Kats-

Chernin pers.com. 2OO2)

Thus, Kats-Chernin found a direct connection with the birth scene af lphis and clearly

identified with Telethusa, not only as a woman giving birth, but also one with an extremely

irritating hisband.

The uniqueness in this musical representation of the lphis myth is in its entry into the

maternal space" The pain and subsequent joy of motherhood have not, on the whole, been a

popular topic in the operatic repertoire. Whilst Telethusa's grief is partly a result of suffering

caused by Lidgus, it is her pain in childbirth that is given centre stage here in Scene 2. Whilst

Lidgus is outside the birthing chamber the audience witnesses a full aural and physical

enactment of the birth of lPhis.

At the next appearance of Telethusa, in Scene IV, she is called upon by Iphis to justily

the decision to disguise the girl's sex and cause her so much confusion. Telethusa's birthing

noises are referred to at bar 111, almost in referential leit-motf manner. The composer had

already conceived of this reiteration at the libretto sketch stage, where she underlines the

words, "Did you think of your daughter or only of being a mother", and writes in the margin

"Birth creepy midwives' music" (See Example 4.25).
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Example 4"25: Libretlo sketch, p.14 lphis, Elena Kats-Chernin

In the scoring of this scene Kats-Chernin incorporates the idea behind this annotation in

the libretto in the instructions to the singer. At bar 111 she writes. "imitating Telethusa's birth

noises"^ (See musical example 4.26)
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Musical example 4.26: Scene V bars 109-111, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin.

The composer obviously contemplated a direct musical reference to the birth of Iphis at

the libretto-draft stage of composition, but instead of using music of the midwives, of which

there is no particular identifying motive, she uses the birthing music in the final scoring. The

intention is to link Iphis' contemplation of her death with the moment of her birth, and the

consequence of that moment which has brought her to this point of grief and pain. The facr

[hat the music heard as the v<¡calisation of the final contraction now is the vocalisation of the

word "lie" associating the pain of the birthing moment with the pain the ensuing lie has

caused lphis. At the point where lphis is meant to enter one of the more joyful sacraments of

her life, her marriage, she experiences the enormous emotional pain caused by the lie,

expressed in the sounds that brought her to life" The expression of pain associated with her

birth now becomes the expression of her willingness to die.

Telethusa enters at the point at which Iphis is contemplating suicide. Telethusa is

identified on her entrance, singing her maternal circular vocal melody (as seen in musical

example 4.L7).
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fllusical example 4.27: Scene V bars 127-139, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin.

Telethusa's melody is remarkably similar to those of her previous appearances. This time she

sings through the interval of the 11th commencing on E' ending on B flat, this time with a

more directional harmonic structure, but still with some charcterstic major-minor ambiguity.

The definition in the harmonic structure underlies her more deliberate intent as she takes on

her maûernal authoritative role to intercept the suicide atûempt by Iphis. Now she pleads with

Iphis to stem her negative thoughts and actions. She is successful, and convinces Iphis to go

through with the wedding.

This mode of expression also identifies Telethusa in the final scene, Scene Vl. Her

pleas to Lidgus on this occasion are also expressed with her characteristic maternal motive. It

is the wedding scene and Lidgus demands that the couple disrobe and embrace before the

assembled guests to consummate the marriage. Telethusa intervenes singing her circular

motive to declare that Lidgus must be mad (see Musical example 4.28:).
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Musical example 4.28: Scene Vl bars 137-143, lphis, E. Kats-Chernin.
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'felethusa's appeal to Lidgus is now sung a tone higher than the first time she addresses him

using this melodic mode in the first bars of Scene I (see Musical example 4.5).l1is no longer

softened by a closing trill with attending major-minor ambiguity. Also, the melodic shape is

altered from tonic-third-octave of the original circular motive to tonic-sixth-octave

configuration that appears here", This configuration is reiterated several times to amplify her

anger at Lidgus. Telethusa's circularity turns directional and concludes with her declamatory

exclamation that he is mad.

Following her pleading declaration, Telethusa invokes the Gods once more. The Gods

place Ligdus in suspended animation while they ask the girls what they wish to do. They

suggest one must change, As mentioned in discussing the libretto, in Ovid's original the Gods

change Iphis into a man. However, the musical setting becomes very cryptic at this point, with

music obfuscating words. The scene closes with the departure of the married couple on a

mcltorbike waving farewell to the happy guests and parents. It is not really clear what the Gods

have done, but it can be assumed from the action that the girls have remained as they were" In

fact, at. the first performance some of the audience were left with the impression that both were

turned into boys . Music critic Jeremy Eccles wrote in his review for the Australian Financial

Review "In the original, the gods then cop out and turn Iphis into the son her father always

wanted. In the opera, it seemed that both girls may have have become boys - I can't imagine

why!" (Eccles 1997).I-ooking very closely at the score the text reads at this point:

God l and2: You must make the choice, you can't stay as you are,
surely you can see that one of you must change.

Ianthe: I.et me stay as I am make Iphis a man.

Iphis: Let me stay as I am make Ianthe a man.

Iphis and Ianthe: Perhaps the other way around! Why should we be
different? If we can't stay as we are make us both men!

Godl: V/hose prayer counts the most?

GodZ: They all seem good to me.

Iphis and Ianthe: Against the world. In life or death. Our love remains.

For the staged version the "finale" music accompanies the departure of Ihis and Ianthe on a

motorbike. However, in the autographed score another several bars set the Gods' words:
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Gods I andZi What shall we do then, let's do the whole lot.

However, the musical treatement of this text by the composer is crossed out in the facsimile.

A discussion of this edited ending with Kats-Chernin (pers. com. 1999) revealed that the

producers were unsure how it should end in the first production. The decision to cut the

original ending was driven by the producers as the original intention to have all of the

characters undergo multiple sex changes proved too theatrically challenging. The ending was

changed again for a revised performance by Chamber Made Opera in 1999, but the original

intention of the composer and librettist were not fulfilled, somewhat defeating the original

purpose of the ending as a deconstruction of notions of gender.

4.1 Conclusion

In this chapter it has been argued that the feminist politics of the story of Iphis was its

original appeal for Kats-Chernin. She had read the original from Ovid's Metamorphosis

whilst studying in Germany, where she was living in particularly difficult circumstances,

raising three toddlers and working to pay the rent and bills. She reports that her husband was

not very helpful during this period. She ultimately left him and returned to Australia. It is

contended that the lphis story provided her with the vehicle to express her feminist

sympathies. This story provides a perspective on the notion of a female being brought up as a

male and the opportunities and approval that are automatically provided to men in patriarchal

societies. It touches upon the nature/nurture arguments of academic feminism as well as

having contemporary relevance in its discussion of female infanticide. It is contended that

Kats-Chernin was driven by a feminist interest in the story, the reason she placed it above

other topics when deciding to compose her first opera.

The librettist, Richard Toop, Kats-Chernin's former composition teacher and musical

mentor, had an additional agenda in designing the text for lphis, that being to challenge

notions of sex and gender. To some extent this is inherent in the topic, but Toop amplifies the

idea through his sexually ambiguous characterisation of the Gods, and the midwives, and by

rearranging the conclusion of the story. The Gods are depicted as men dressed in drag, as are

the midwives. Also, rather than adopt the original solution of having Iphis metamorphose

into a man to appease the father and the societal expectations regarding the married couple,

Toop chooses to have all characters undergo multiple sexual transformations with the idea of
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ridiculing the importance placed on sexual identity in the drama. This choice was also based

upon the belief that offering Ovid's original solution to a late twentieth-century Australian

audience would have been considered inappropriate, as it would be viewed as championing

the authority of patriarchal order.

For the opera's first production, Toop's ideas for the ending were discarded. They were

considered too challenging to produce successfully, particularly within the restrictions of the

financial resources of the company. Thus, the audience at the time was presented with the two

girls, Iphis and Ianthe, departing on a motorbike, without any apparent gender re-alignment'

The music and words accompanying the originally intended transformations were cut from

the performed score. Consequently the intention of making light of sexual identity was lost

and, instead, the ending may have been viewed as championing lesbian love'

The critique of the music for lphis presented in this study demonstrates that there are

areas of feminine interest for the composer. In fact she musically developed the character of

the mother well beyond the original intentions of the librettist. Looking at the one-minute

overture within the theoretical context of Eva Reiger's notion of "restricted aesthetic"

attributable to women's musical compositions, reveals that considerable restriction has been

incurred in the process of writing lphis. Based upon Reiger's argument that women have

sought solutions to the restrictions on their creative efforts throughout the centuries by

making the most of minimal musical resources, the overture demonstrates that Elena Kats-

Chernin has been challenged with the restriction of providing only a one-minute musical

introduction to the drama. Her solution is to weave a number of the key themes from the

opera into the space of 33 bars to create maximum effect in setting the scene for the drama not

unlike the Mozartian classical operatic overture in miniature. Her compositional method can

be demonstrated as being based upon effective use of the smallest amount of musical

material. In lphis it is apparent, in the first instance, by the compression of the entire thematic

material of the opera into the one-minute overture. It is demonstrated that fhis modus

operandi is not uncommon in her compositions.

The musical critique also outlines two modes of expression for the main characters

Telethusa, the mother, and Lidgus, the father, that is, the feminine and the masculine' In

historical musicology the feminine mode is often associated with the weaker or secondary

themes and the masculine with the stronger or primary themes as can be found in early
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discussions of Sonata Form. However, in lphis the masculine and feminine modes of

expression do not take on these particular characteristics. In fact the themes associated with

Telethusa -the feminine - are often broad, strident and often exhibit great strength. This

thesis argues that the writing of the feminine in lphis takes on a feminine mode of expression

associated with the semiotic described by Julia Kristeva. The argument is that feminine

drives are not linear or teleological, but circular and open-ended. Kats-Chernin composes for

the feminine in exactly this way. The theme that becomes associated with Telethusa is a

broad melody that circulates between the lower and higher reaches of the range with non-

conclusive harmonic direction. It is contended that this feminine writing associated with

compositions by women in feminist musicology is clearly demonstrable in the writing for the

feminine by Elena Kats-Chernin.

Representations of birthing, as found in Scene II, are uncommon in the operatic

repertoire to daûe. Since birthing traditionally has been the business of women it is speculated

that it does not figure predominantly in men's consciousness as the cause for dramatic

representation. Both Toop and Kats-Chernin agreed that this was an important scene for the

opera even though it is not meant to be realistic in any way" The scene does provide a rare

representation of birthing on stage with a keen sense of satire. The musical setting of the

mother's birthing cries is not realistic, but is also not completely fantastic. As a mother who

has given birth three times, Kats-Chernin would be well aware of the pain of giving birth and

the associated vocalisation. Her musical setting of Telethusa's birthing provides a believable

scoring of the birthing cries that commence within a small range and broaden throughout the

scene to the ultimate birthing contraction. This is not to say that male composers could not

provide musical representations of birthing cries, but that they have demonstrated no

particular interest to do so and, if they did, it is questionable whether it would be as effective

as from the maternal perspective.

This is contrasted with Kats-Chernin's writing for the masculine, in this case for a

particularly chauvinistic specimen of man. The composer provides the character of Lidgus

with music that is declamatory, limited in range and abrupt in musical rhythm. There are

instances that demonstrate a broader emotional range for the character through broadening of

tessitura, but on the whole these are untypical. There is also the instance where, in the

praying scene to the Gods (Scene I bars IIO-77), Lidgus agrees to take on the feminine mode
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of expression to secure his own ends. However, this mimicry of the feminine is short lived

and articulated with some embarrassment, as is demonstrated by his closing declamatory

remarks at the end of the prayer set as a shoÍ dismissive musical phrase.

It is also argued that Kats-Chernin's musical characterisation of the masculine and

feminine indicate a feminine sympathy. She conceives Lidgus one-dimensionally, with

expression ranging from the "Martiale" speech-restricted stammer to bossy declamation,

Telethusa is provided with what both librettist and composer perceive as "inner space".

Telethusa is represented by a circular motive which feminist critics throughout the century

have associated with feminine composition. In this case the circular motive with tonal

ambiguity has been used by a woman composer to musically characterise the mother. The

circular melody that the character of the mother Telethusa sings in the opening bars of the

opera at Scene I recurs when she returns in Scene V to explain her actions to Iphis, and again

in Scene VI to declare Lidgus mad.

Beyond these characterisations the opera reverts to stock modes of representation such

as hymn-like "quasi-fauxbourdon" music for the Gods and the prayers to them, exotic tango

rhythms to represent carnal intentions, overblown Chopinesque high Romantic styles for love

scenes, and cabaret music for the celebratory scenes. V/ithin the setting, these stock ideas

recur as musical responses to the particular characterisation. Kats-Chernin displays

compositional intelligence in her first opera and a facility in the use of a wide range of
musical idioms. It is designed as a light-hearted piece and was not meant to go very far

beyond its original design, despite the fact that the subject matter has quite far-reaching social

implications.

Telethusa suffers deeply as a wife and a mother and this is expressed in her music. She

expresses her suffering in communication with her husband and daughter through a melody in

which pleads in a circular fashion to be heard through its extremes of range. But, through its

inconclusive harmonic direction, this melody does not become demonstrative or declamatory

until the final scene. Telethusa also expresses the pain of childbirth with her cries and groans

through a broadening tessiatura in Scene IL In this regard Telethusa expresses herself in the

only way that a woman can express herself within the symbolic order, that is, hysterically.

Telethusa is the character with whom Kats-Chernin admits she can identify and who, within

the piece, provides a site for the expression of difference.
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The librettist viewed the characters as stock but, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, did

not expect the level of character depth for Telethusa that resulted in the composition. The

maternal voice is represented by its circularity and wide compass. It has the ability to

envelope Lidgus' music momentarily for the prayer scene, yet it is not directional nor

harmonically conclusive until the final declamatory apPearance at the wedding scene.

In The Acoustic Mirror, Kaja Silverman undertakes an analysis of the role of the

maternal voice in cinema. She refers to the significance of the maternal voice in

psychoanalytical theory :

It has become something of a theoretical commonplace to
characteize the maternal voice as a blanket of sound, extending on all

sides of the newborn inf-ant. For Guy Rosoloato and Mary Anne

Doane, the maternal voice is a "sonofous envelope" which

"surrounds, sustains and cherishes the child." Julia Kristeva conceives

of it as a "mobile receptacle" which absorbs the infant's "anaclactic

faciliøtions." Didier Anzieu refers to it as a "bath of sounds," while

Claude Bailblé it is, quiæ simply, "music". (Silverman 1988:72)

Kats-Chernin's crafting of Telethusa's music can be likened to the "sonorous envelope"

refered to by Silverïnan. Telethusa's maternal voice is the first voice we hear in the opera and

the voice that surrounds the child and attempts to encircle Lidgus. However, as the

representative of the symbolic order, Lidgus ignores the maternal voice, just as the orchestra

does at its f,rst appearance, Despite its musical appeal, the maternal voice is treated as

incomprehensible babble, as it can only be within the symbolic order of language' It is

therefore argued that this particular approach to the musical characterisation of the feminine

and masculine in lphis is uniquely feminine. Also that, as a mother herself, Kats-Chernin

identifies with the imaginary space of the feminine 'semiotic' which in psychoanalysis is

defined as the realm of the hysteric.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Matricide and the Female Divine

The following critique examines the collaboration between the librettist Kathleen Mary

Fallon and composer Elena Kats-Chernin that resulted in a challenging ninety-minute music

theatre workMatricide, the musical (1998). This exploration <¡f the creation of the work looks

at the development of the writer's ideas for her text, ideas stimulated by advanced concepts of

contemporary feminist and psychoanalytic theory. Citing French feminist authors, Fallon's

intention in conveying some of their core concepts to the composer is clearly aimed at

providing an ideological basis for the composer's creative response to the evolving libretto.

In notes and essays addressed to the composer, Fallon conjectures and creatively

extrapolates on feminist theories, seeking to recreate a resonant, female mythology expressed

in the terms of a determinedly female aesthetic. But somewhere within the creative discourse

the intellectual gravity of such a project encounters a subversive reflection. Themes and ideas

of portentous gravity take up a cabaret masque in Kats-Chernin's musical setting. The

collaboration between these two women artists resulted in an experimental musical theatre

work that is a substantial attempt to lend an aftistic voice to a uniquely feminist perspective

on female relationships.

Elena Kats-Chernin's second music theatre piece, Matricide, the musical features

mother as the victim - and with brutal consequences. It must be seen as ironic then that the

work should be subtitled "the musical", firmly placing it in a genre of light-hearted

entertainment. This is despite the fact that the narrative is based upon a gruesome and true

story of the bludgeoning murder of a woman by her own daughter and her daughter's

girlfriend. This historical event took place in Christchurch, New 7,ealand, in 1954.1

The work's librettist, Kathleen Fallon is highly regarded as a feminist author and won

the Victorian Premier's prize for her novel Working Hot (1989). She has written for theatre,

opera, radio and television and has frequently performed her own works. Fallon has also

1. This story was also adapted for the frlm Heavenly Creatures, where it is given a more of a documen-

tary treahent. The film is based on the diaries of Juliet Hulme and portrays her meeting with Pauline

Parker and the development of their relationship up until the murder of Pauline's molher. It is

di¡ected and co-produced by Peter Jackson and released on Miramax Films in 1994.
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collaborated with composer Andrée Greenwell,2 authoring the text elements of the concert

piece l-aquiem - Tales from the Mourning of the l-ac Women (1999).

Fallon's interest in the story stems from her encountering it as a psychology student.

Over the years Fallon collected a body of material on the topic including court statements

from the girls, psychological profiles and press clippings" The idea and beginnings of the

libretto came from Fallon's time as a writer-in-residence with a group called Urban Blight

Detox Theatre in Sydney. It was set up by a woman in Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotics

Anonymous and funded by the New South Wales Health Department. Of this time Fallon

writes:

I wrote a script and helped the women write their own scripts. The

three couples stuff came from that as it seemed to me all the women,

in improvisation classes etc. talked, performed about their

relationships with their mothers. I got the idea of talcum powder,

flour etc. symbolising heroin/ the visceral, bodily warmth and

pleasure of the mother. I abstracted the psychodrama stuff they were

performing. In the end they went with their "mummy did this and

daddy did that and that's why I'm an addict..." stories (which was fine

and seemed to be necessary).(Fallon 2003: 1)

She had originally conceived of the work as a performance piece modelled on Beckett.

However, she decided to write the libretto for an opera influenced by the performances of

Melbourne based Music Theatre company Chamber Made'

The drafting process for the libretto of Mafiicide, the music¿l occurred between 1991

and !99'7, during which time Fallon issued four separate and distinct drafts to the composer'

These drafts were developed by Fallon in close collaboration with the composer. On several

occasions, the Melbourne-based librettist stayed with Kats-Chernin in her home in Coogee,

Sydney, to workshop their development of the plece.

Alongside her development of the libretto, Fallon drafted theoretical ideas outlining her

aesthetic intentions for this work. These appeared in the form of essays accompanying the

Andrée Greenwell is contemporary Australian woman composer who espouses a feminist agenda.

Greenwell was born in Melboume in 19Ø and has had considerable success as a performer and com-

poser. Her opera Sweet Death (199I) is based upon the novel by Claude Tardat. In it a young woman

wilf¡lly gorges herself to death. It is a sexual-political statement that has already prompted a feminist

reading Uy iioOu Kouvaras (1996). Greenwell also takes a novel approach to the Medusa myth in her

five and a half-minute video-opera clip for soprano and 3D animated snakes Medusa Head 09n).

¡
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libretto drafts. Many of these ideas are based in academic feminism and the following

examines the ideas and their sources. Fallon's original plans for the libretto undergo dramatic

changes in the drafting process and it is evident from the composer's copies of the various

drafts that compositional sketching does not take on extensive momentum until the final draft.

There are examples of musical sketching on the early drafts with some ideas transferring

through to the final draft, however much of the text in the early librettos is ignored by the

composer. It is not until the final draft is received that the composer takes on her usual

practice of pasting the libretto in a scrapbook and drafting the musical and textual ideas that

she intends for the final score.

The examination of the music lor Matricide, the musical, traces how the composer

incorporates the librettist's ten notes on musical ideas in the setting of the libretto. It is argued

that the composer was highly practical in her approach to the setting. She demonstrates her

professional efficiency in the composition of coherent musical work based upon what

emerged from years of editing verbose texts. The ten notes on musical ideas provide a

framework for the setting that Kats-Chernin elaborates with her musical improvisations upon

a wide range of styles from medieval chant to pop. The result is that for the final score Kats-

Chernin reverts to her familiar ground of writing for the theatre and succeeds in providing an

entertaining musical representation of the librettist's narrative fot Matricide, the musical.

5.1 Matricide, the musical.' the libretto

Matricide, the musical purports to be a musical written by the nvo fifteen-year-old girls,

Juliet Hulme and Pauline Parker, during an intense, supposedly lesbian, and highly creative

relationship, a relationship that culminated in the killing of Pauline's mother. Echoing the

central concept of Peter Weiss's 1964 play, The Persecution and Assassination of Jean Paul

Marat as Perþrmed by the Inmates of the Asylum of Charenton under the Direction of the

Marquis d.e Sade, in the notes preceding the final libretto draft Fallon writes:

The opera is a fantasy of matricide which the two girls later actually

carried out. It is set in a women's prison where Impassionata and

Chora have spent several years for murdering Chora's mother and is

performed by inmates. The audience is an invited and select group of
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prison officers, psychiatnsts, psychologists, family and friends,
bureaucrats from the Department of Corrective Services, Welfare
etc" (Fallon 1998:1)

Chora in this case is the Pauline character and Impassionata is Juliet. The script sets six

performers to play fbur couples. These are 'Ma[ricide couple' and three mother-and-daughter

couples: 'Bedroom couple', 'Kitchen Couple' and 'Bathroom Couple'. The libretto is

intended to be f unny and erotic, illustrating the highly charged psycho-sexual relationship of

the youthful murderers.

The libretto of Matricide, the musical is based upon feminist ideas as demonstrated in

the first instance by the subtitle 'conversion to the female gender', which is a direct quote

from the French feminist author Luce Irigaray. Apart from this, an overt feminist program is

evident in all drafts of the libretto and various essays accompanying them. Fallon includes an

essay expounding her ideas for the project with the second draft. In it she cites as sources

Luce Irigaray and Julia Kristeva, the Bulgarian psychoanalyst whose writings have appeared

within the context of French feminism. Fallon draws upon the concepts developed in these

theoretical writing as the framework for her ideas. She outlines her intentions for the piece

incorporating what later became the subtitle for the musical, and acknowledges her debt to

Irigaray:

A major task in gender politics is to construct a female imaginary and

symbolic. This is one thing I want Matricide to work towards. It is to
be a sort of ritualised rite of passage for girls into the cultural
feminine, something like a 'conversion to a female gender' to quote

Irigaray. (Fallon 1997: 6)

A closer examination of Fallon's essay demonstrates that she is well versed in the

contemporaneous debates of the French feminists. Her theoretical notes adumbrate her

deliberated intentions for Matricide to be a theatrical expression of these ideas. The cover

page of the essay consists of a series of quotes from feminist authors including Kristeva. One

particular quote is reiterated at the beginning of'both her first and second drafts of the libretto

(Fallon I99I-3 and 1996: 1), and indicates her desire to place it at the forefront of her

collaborators' thinking. It reads:

...- the body provides the unacknowledged and resistant input for the

functioning of all symbolic systems: its drives, its libidinal flows,
partial fragmented and spasmodic processes, not considered involved
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in the process of social reproduction but in fact the vital but repressed

feminine components are the foundations of all social production and

the sites for its radical upheaval and undermining. (Kristeva quoted

by Fallon 1997:2)

Here Kristeva elevates the role of the female body into the symbolic systems of social

reproduction. She sees feminine bodily drives as both integral to the processes of social

reproduction and also as the repressed but ever fecund site of revolutionary potential.

Kristeva's idea offers Fallon a conception of the role of the feminine in social reconstruction

- and therefore its potential for her own specific cultural construction. That the

consideration of the feminine bodily drives in the creation of artistic work allows for

revolutionary approaches and outcomes is an idea that Fallon seeks to convey strongly to her

composer in providing this quote at the beginning of both of the early drafts.

Other citations that precede Fallon's essay to Kats-Chernin have a common theme of

the role of society in gender construction and the role of representation in art through this

process. In these preliminary quotes she lays the foundations of a feminist manifesto and

signals its centrality to the creation of the Matricide libretto.

Fallon's essay commences with the section "preliminary notes/theoretical issues",

where she provides an explanation of the conception of Matricide, the musical. She begins by

relating a first-hand experience of the feeling of otherness that people of different races feel

outside of their own society. This particular event occurred over twenty years ago, when

Fallon was stranded at an airport in Singapore and experienced the disorientation of a total

outsider. She draws the analogy between this feeling and woman as 'the other'.

This notion of 'the other' is central to the debate of the French feminists, triggered by

the philosophical musing of Simone de Beauvoir tn The Second Sex" Fallon describes

women's experience as one of being outsiders in their own society, in the way that she felt

herself to be an outsider in that foreign airport. She considers a potential solution to the

problems of creating a women's space in this society to be through cultural construction of an

'imaginary'. Alluding directly to L¿can's Symbolic and Imaginary she writes:

It seemed to me it [sic] the only way to create any sense of this would be

in culture, in the real of the symbolic, the imaginary. (Fallon 1996:3)
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The Imaginary to which Fallon refers is a fundamental idea in Lacanian sets of terms. The

Imaginary is the pre-symbolic stage, that stage at which the child believes it is still a part of

the mother. It can also be called the pre-Oedipal stage and related to Freud's 'pleasure

principle'. The Imaginary is separate from the 'Real' of the Symbolic order, in which the

child is purported to separate itself from the mother and takes on the law of the father. The

meaning of the character Chora's name comes into full play here. The chora is a concept

drawn from Kristeva who in turn borrows the term from Plato, Kristeva uses fhe term at once

to indicate the semiotic stage and in other instances as a signifier for a moment prior to the

mirror stage and the symbolic. It refers equally to the mother and the infant and the oneness

or non-differentiation of the mother and the child. Kristeva describes it as "an unnâmable,

improbable, hybrid [receptacle], anterior to naming, to the One, to the father, and

consequently, maternally connoted." (Kristeva 1980: 133) However, in Lacanian terms, to

remain in the Imaginary and not to accept the law of the father is the social equivalent of

becoming psychotic, unable to live in human society. It is also one of the sites of expression

of difference - adopted by the feminist authors such as Cixous, Irigaray and Kristeva where

it is described as "the pre-Symbolic semiotic".

Thus, for Fallon, this Imaginary becomes the Real in her construction of a female

identity that she then offers as a strategic concept for the composer (Fallon 1996:4). She

proposes that in her construction of 'the real of the imaginary' she is creating the "female

divine". She acknowledges her debt to lrigaray, later in her essay stating:

I make use of the ideas of the contemporary French philosopher Luce

Irigaray's in this piece, especially her idea of the necessity to create a

'female divine'. She believes this is necessary for women to
participate fully in society and culture. (Fallon 1996:7)

This notion of 'the real of the imaginary' is Fallon's departure from philosophical thought of

the French feminists as the imaginary cannot, by its very definition within the Symbolic ordeq

be real. In Lacan's theorising, when the imaginary becomes the real it can only be a psychotic

state. As literature this can only result in incomprehensible babbling. In clear reference to

Lacan's Imaginary, Fallon later states in her essay:
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I want that which has been silent to speak and not only to speak but

Scream and sing. I want it to speak, scream, sing, not as hysterical or

some pre-oedipal, pre-linguistic semiotic but as legitimated cultural

production, (Fallon 1996: L2)

Though her characters Fallon aims to create an Imaginary that becomes Real in her

experimental cultural construction. She writes that her characters are designed to be female

constructions in the process of reconstructing a female symbolic' Her reference to Freud's

Totem and. Taboo (Fallon 1996:6) - where the primal horde of sons kill, cook and eat the

father (an act seen as the beginnings of human culture) - provide the plot of Mafficide, the

ntusicalwith its political impetus. The act of killing the mother and eating her here indicates

the birth of a female culture- She states:

In Matricid¿ I was trying to find a way to rid ourselves of the phantom

of the maternal through a ritual of killing and eating this Mother on

the levels that it operates, the Symbolic and the Imaginary, so that

women could then be able to relate to, and even love, the real mother,

just an ordinary woman relieved of the phantom of our projections, in

other words giowing up into full adulthood. full humanity. (Lynch

2000: 100)

Within this concept resides Fallon's view of drama as "adolescence restaged" (Fallon

1996:6). In her passage on this topic, Fallon describes adolescence as the passage from

infancy to adulthood when, supported by changes in physical appearance and sexual

development, both male and female gender identity take on their strongest construction. She

wntes:

(Fallon 1996:8)

By providing a site for articulation of female adolescence Fallon hopes to provide a site for

the insurrection of female subjectivity provided by the psychoanalytical model'

Matricide, the musical is intended to be the 'real thing' where the expression of female

adolescent emotions becomes legitimate, or provided with what Fallon calls "places" under

lhe heading 'materiality'. She states:
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This depression, passivity, narcissism, masochism, autism equals

gender ðonstruction, equals femininity it this culture so 'Matricide,

the musical' is gender tenorism to reclaim adolescence. What

happens can be seen as a conversion experience and a conversion to

the female gender in a phallocentric world where phallocentrism is.

(Fallon 1996: 10)

Thus she returns to the original idea from Irigaray of "conversion to female gender" that

appears in her subtitle for the Musical'

In Fallon's essay, this section on Materiality considers the representation of women by

men and what she terms the "technology of gender" - where the representation of women is

the product of "institutional discourse" (Fallon 1996:11). Her idea is that, historically, the

representation of women has been controlled by the dominant discourses perpetrated by men'

She refers to Foucault's discussion of the gendered female body as it is perpetually reiterated

by institutions and the family. Fallon claims that the ideation of Matricide, the musical

includes Foucault's four privileged figures or objects of knowledge' These she describes as:

the sexualisation of children; the female body; control of procreation; and, the

psychiatrisation of anomalous sexual behaviours as perversions, She suggests that this

framework provides the musical with a cultural form of the feminine'

Fallon's ensuing discussion of intimacy/sexuality in concerned with the cultural text as

a vehicle for exploring an idea of the power of women's sexuality in a separate space. She

considers the body's skin as a discourse and as the site for political struggle, stating:

This liminal space, this skin, borderland is where 'Matricide' is

situated. The struggles along this matrix (skin) are not simply

repressive or controlling of women but productive and constructing.

'Matricide' is the material of this struggle. It is the production in

process. (Fallon 1996:13)

Thus this idea of skin is not only the skin which is touched, becoming the expression of

rntimacy, but is the verbal expression of feminist ideas and creation of a area for entering

another's intimate space. This reference later becomes a topos in libretto where the skin is

touched, caressed, beautified and ingested.

Fallon makes reference to Kristeva's "semiotic" (Fallon 1996:13) as a space which can

provide options for musical expression by her characters. Acting on theoretical precepts

devised by Kristeva, Fallon crafts words carefully, often using them simultaneously for their
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symbolic meaning and their physical sound in the manner of the semiotic to which Kristeva

refers. The libretto also relies upon word-sounds and their inherent rhythms to lend musical

character. The language does not follow 'logical' order to create explicit meaning. [t is a

eollection of word-pictures and ideas juxtaposed to create an explicit vocal imagery.

Under the heading, "Place of female mystics and silence", Fallon discusses the

silencing of the female saints, witches and the first mother, Eve. She considers that the

attempts to find feminine expression by female mystics and saints was the cause of their

torture and silencing - the outcome being women's subjugation and need to seek permission

to speak from male authority. citing A History of women - silences of the Middle Ages

(edited by C. Klapesch-Zuber), Fallon writes:

The language of women is difficult to control because the woman, by

nature exceeds her limits. Language is an instrument of domination

and judgement. Language emerges unpredictable out of silence.

(Fallon 1996:14)

'Ihis notion of silence later becomes one of the principal ideas in Fallon's notes to the

composer (Fallon 1997:3-4). In order to express this and invoke the mystical space of

feminine silence she calls for silence in the text and music, creating spaces from which non-

verbal utterance can emerge.

Fallon concludes her essay with a summation of the ideas within the work:

To be true to its subtitle, conversion to a female gender, it has to be a

work with a double Sesture of deconstruction and reconstruction' It is

female childhood ('The place of chora') and adolescence ('Matricide,

the musical'), on the border between infancy and adulthood, nature

and culture, subject and object, rational being and irrational animal

[Grosz]. (Fallon 1996: 15)

Here Fallon reveals her original plan to sepatate the work into two sections. Indeed, the first

libretto draft, titled,"Construction Site" section 1, (Fallon 1991: 1-15) was originally designed

to be the "Place of Chora" and section 2, "Matricide - the musical" (Fallon 1993: l- 15), was

to signify the passage from childhood to adolescence. The "Place of Chora" ultimately

became integrated into Matricide, the musical in the final draft in Part I but also is woven

throughout the complete libretto'
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In a concluding statement Fallon writes:

I don't see 'Matricide' as creating or reconstituting an alternative

system but simply untying some knots and opening a bit of space up

in which a female subject can breathe easier. Unloosening the

parameters of paralysis. Suggesting Irigaray's female divine (Fallon

1996:15)

Thus responding to the opportunities provided by postmodern feminist thinking, Fallon seeks

an alternative site of expression of feminine difference, thereby providing women with

alternatives not present within a phallocentric Symbolic Order.

In her introductory essay, Fallon demonstrates that she is well-versed in the

contemporaneous debates of postmodern feminist authors seeking opportunities for feminine

expression in literature. In an effort to be faithful to notions of the creation "female divine" as

.iescribed by Luce lrigaray, she explores the wide range of possibilities provided by feminine

experience, as well as her own direct experience of otherness and difference. The essay seeks

to provide both the librettist and her creative collaborator with options for providing the

rmaginary space for their cultural construction of the feminine.

The libretto includes profanities which Kats-Chernin at f,rst found difficult to set (pers.

com. 1999). It can be placed within the tradition of black theatre or 'film noir' in cinema, in

which the intention is to shock the audience, or at least transport it from its middle-class

comfort zone. In music theatre, parallels can be found in such works as Greek (1988), based

upon the Oedipus legend and composed by Mark Turnage to a libretto by Steven Berkoff.

Berkoff is well known in his own right as a proponent of this type of shock theatre in his

works East (1975) Decadence (1981) Lunch (1983) amongst others. Parallels to this kind of

shock theatre can also be found in contemporary cinema, for example, the movies of director

euentin Tarantino, such as Pulp Fiction (1995) Reservoir Dogs (1992), in which the

characters are highly stylised criminals and are represented using offensive language, taking

illicit drugs and exhibiting particularly violent anti-social behaviour.

Fallon's interest in shock value can be found in a later essay titled, A Close Look at

Cloudstreel (Fallon Iggg). Here she refers to black American author Toni Morrison's

comment "I insist on being shocked". The essay is a critical attack on the Australian stage-

adaptation, by Nick Enright, of Tim Winton's book, Cloudstreel. In this essay, Fallon takes
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offence at the white-washing of Australia's colonial past in what she sees as a limp attempt at

addressing reconciliation. The play was a huge success, with sell-out performances during its

l99g Sydney and Perth seasons and receiving huge critical acclaim. However, Fallon relates

her direct experience of Aboriginality being herself a foster mother or adoptive mother to an

Aboriginal chitd to this particular post-colonial representation of Australian Aboriginal

history. She concludes her critique of the avoidance of violence or tensions in Cloudstreet

with the quote from Morrison. Her identification with Morrison's interest in shock value

carries through to her own work. Thus, the libretto for Matricide, the musical does not

eschew violence or bad language for the sake of preserving middle-class audiences'

sensibilities.

The first draft of the Matricide, the musical libretto, titled, 'Construction Site' (Fallon

1991) opens with the quote from Kristeva cited earlier in this chapter. She titles this draft,

Section 1: "The Place of Chora", dividing it into Kitchen Couples, Bedroom Couples and

Bathroom Couples. These couples reappear as central to the structure of the final draft' There

are no musical annotations on the composer's copy of this draft.

The second part of this draft, dated lgg3, comprises what Fallon calls "sketchy script

rdeas,, (Fallon 1993:2) and "half-baked ideas and bits and pieces of draft script" (Fallon

1993: 1). She titles the draft Section 2: 'Matricide, the musical' and includes further ideas for

ihe piece and some dialogue. None of this reappears in the final draft. There are no musical

annotations on the composer's copy of this draft either'

.The Fall (of Woman)' was to be Section 3 of the work which appeared as the second

part of the .Construction site' in 1993. The title of this section is taken from a painting by

Brisbane-based artist and long-time acquaintance of Fallon, Cernak. Fallon describes Z/¿¿

Fall in her first draft:

The Fatlis approximately six feet high and f,fty feet in length. It is a

thirteen pun"t painting, oil on canvas, painted in vivid, sub-tropical

technicolour. Cernak has, by ransacking the history of painting from

the Flemish school of the Van Eycks, through Renaissance, Bafoque,

to Expressionism, Symbolism and Surrealism, recontextualising the

work of Bosch, Rousseau, El Greco, Gauguin, constructed an

alternative representational system. (Fallon 1993: 8)
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The FaIl is represented in the following example as a series of plates, but is to be considered

as a continuous mural, with the layout indicated in the associated map'3

The FalI is surrealist and saturated with painterly eclecticism. It is based upon Old

Testament mythology with references to Judaism and paganism. The painting is, in the first

rnstance, a reference to the fall of Eve. This becomes a working metaphor for the artist to

explore Sodom and Gommorah, the casting-out of Satan from Heaven and the apocalyptic fall

of the Australian city, Brisbane. Cernak's painting is rich with postmodern visual references

both explicitly and implicitly ranging from Brugel to Gauguin.

The original intention for the presentation of Matricide, the musical was that after the

perforinance the audience would walk out into dark passageway illuminated only by small

iights strung into constellations based onThe Fall. At the end of the passageway each person

would have to draw aside heavy black curtains to enter a moving walkway which travelled

past Cemak's painting, hung with pegs from a clothesline behind a high chicken-wire fence'

Fallon writes in her notes to the program:

Viewing The Fatt was an intense, almost impossible, experience for

me. It verged on the initiatory in its corporeality: the right fist of my

brain slugging it out with the left. As a result I conceived the idea of

creating a context for The Fall, somewhere it could exist and breathe

- a companion piece - Matricide, the Musical. (Fallon 1998b)

Fallon conceptualised that a soundscape would accompany the painting, including the

sounds of a crematorium conveyor belt to accompany the moving walkway. Another

soundscape based on text would be played on headsets worn by the audience. Of the text/

soundscape she wrote:

sherree De Lys will create another soundscape for the passageway.

At this point I imagine archaic, guttural, primitive sounds and a text

created in collaboration with Cernak using her commentary on her

rich and complex icongraphy and symbolism plus text I create myself

during the workshopping process. The sentence, 'Please return your

torturers to the usherette before you leave' could be repeated in the

text. (Fallon 1993:8)

3. SeeAppendixC
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The audience was to carry torches through the dimly lit walkway which would illuminate the

painting giving "the powerful, nightmarish/dreamlike images some sense of the impact of

Lascaux-type rock paintings" (Fallon 1993:8). Fallon also envisaged damp earth and the

smell of vegetation in this section.

In the final draft of the libretto this movement along the passageway beside The FalI

occurs while the prelude is sung. By the tirne the final draft is developed there is a note at the

beginning of the prelude: "As the audience enters some are given torches. The audience is

moving along on a travellator besides the painting of The FaIl" (Fallon 1998: 4). A little way

into the prelude the following instruction appears:

The audience passes out of the passageway, off the travellator,

through heavy black rubber doors. Possibly laser scanners, bright

light suggesting some form of sophisticated, high-tech surveillance as

the audience is entering a prison. Audience enters a darkened sPace

and with the help of low level light and their torches, find seats.

(Fallon 1998:5)

The line "Please return your torturers to the usherette before you leave" is the final line of the

sonpt,

Cernak's painting did feature in the first production, as a mural behind a chicken-wire

fence. Howeve¡ it worked more as a backdrop to the audience socialising in the auditorium

at the end of the musical with the members of the creative team. Representing prison

searchlights, a moving spotlight scanned the auditorium and the painting. The figures in the

painting appeared as captives behind the wire. The soundscape did not eventuate in this first

production.

The second draft of the libretto for Matricide, the musical, that contains the full essay

on Fallon's theoretical ideas for the piece including the section of feminist theory, is prefaced

by a letter which includes the following statement:

I know it's ridiculously long but I just want to see what you respond

to, what excites you as a composer and then I'll try to work more

along those lines for the next draft. (Fallon 1997: I)

This libretto is crammed with directions for the director, singers, set and costume designers,

quotes from playwrights and feminists, a total 85 pages of text and script. Ten pages into the

¡
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script, the composer commences drafting musical ideas and editing text which, after another

five pages, Ioses momentum. Two of these ideas actually cany through to the next draft and

ultimately to the final score and are outlined later in this chapter. In the remaining 50 or so

pages the composer makes occasional text editions or comments, but no musical annotations'

Kats-Chernin saYs of this draft:

This is the libretto from which Kathleen and I worked together while I

was composing and she was changing words as we went on. (she

stayed in- coogee for a week. You know this no doubt) (pers. com.

2OO2b)

Almost none of the structure and very little of the text is retained in the final libretto. The final

libretto draft appeared as the Fourth Draft dated 1213198. This is the point at which the

composer commences her significant sketching of musical ideas. 4

5.2 Møtricide, the musical.'the music

Compared with lphis, the facsimile score for Matricide, the musical is neater and better

organised, indicating either that Kats-Chernin has become more confident and deliberate in

her opera composing or that she had more time to consider her writing or Matricide, the

musical.

Kats-Chernin's compositional method for Matricide, the musical remains the same as

for lphis. presented with the final libretto she pasted it in another scrapbook and commenced

the process of drafting the musical ideas. It reveals the composer sketching out musical ideas

in two types of pen, one a thin felt tip the other a quite thick one. The thick felt tip appears to

have been brought in for the composer's second dralting as it is used to circle, correct and

delete ideas which are written in by the thinner felt tip, as well as for drafting new musical

ideas.5

However, Kats-Chernin's involvement in the creative process in the drafting of the

libretto appears to have been much more drawn-out than in her collaboration with the author

of the lphis libretto. The lphis llbretto and its ideas were presented as afait accompli and the

4. Appendix D.

5. ibid.
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composer drafted her initial ideas onto the libretto which she later transferred to the musical

score. During the Matricide, the musical collaboration, Mary Fallon provided a number of

essays on her creative ideas and a series of librettos that appeared during the period I99I-

1998, thereby providing a long process of induction for the composer.

In her collaboration with Kats-Chernin, Fallon found a composer sympathetic with her

own activist tendencies. Whilst Elena Kats-Chernin plays down her radical side, her

activities in music theatre and cabaret are experiences to which Fallon refers to in a letter to

rhe composer where she states:

This set-up allows for the energy we talked about from your Cabaret

conspiracy days and the all-women projects of the late 70's and early

8O's. The energy of resistance, rebellion, anger that's been repressed

(sometimes for a life time), feral sexuality, drugs etc. (Fallon I997:l)

Despite finding this sympathy with the composer, Kats-Chernin actually came into the piece

quite late in the development process. In the endeavour to find a suitable collaborator for the

piece Fallon went to the Australian Music Centre and listened to recordings of women

composers. She settled upon sound-artist Sherree De Lys and composer Stevie Wishart, but

the collaboration fell foul when they found themselves at ideological odds' Fallon considered

i.hat the work could be presented as a play/installation, but after hearing performances at the

Melbourne-based chamber opera company, Chamber Made, she settled upon opera' It was

Douglas Horton, Artistic Director of Chamber Made at the time, who introduced her to Kats-

Chernin's music.

Fallon conceptualises in musical terms and her directions in the text are considerations

for the musical aspects of the drama. Her instructions to the composer are very precise in the

notes that accompany the libretto and its various drafts. She also had strong opinions on the

musical ideas that should be incorporated in the setting and makes specific reference to the

use of instruments and musical styles in her "ten notes" on musical ideas drafted for the

composer. These notes were a result of initial discussions that they had about the work. She

lorwarded musical toys to Kats-Chernin as well as forwarding tapes of women in childbirth,

stating:
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I hope Angela ¡61 plays them to the performers because it's the power

of women-'s voices that interests me. I am also interested in the

rhythm and pulsings of the birthing process that can be heard in them

(Fallon 1997:2)

Kats-Chernin played the tapes, but does not attribute very much influence upon her

composition. She states:

those tapes were very emotional and I could not listen for too long, it
somehow drove me to tears too much. so, I did not listen to all of

them. And, in any case, it was only for inspiration and I don't think

that I did too much of interpretation,...I always felt sorry for all the

pain that I could hear... and the final moment was very touching.

(Kats-Chernin 2002b: 1)

For Fallon, the tapes were meant to be of interest for the "power of women's voices"

and .,the rhythm and pulsings of the birthing process" (Fallon 1997:2)' On this oocasion it is

Fallon's concern with the birthing process that has demanded Kats-Chernin's attention' Just

as in her previous opera, Iphis, there is a also birthing scene on stage in Matricide' the

mt,tsical. In addition, the inferred maternal-corporeal relationship between the mother and

daughter is inherent in the subject matter for Matricide, the musical. A reference to birthing

does occur in part V bar 134, where the chorus is directed to improvise "sex breathing" or

"birth breathing" (see Musical example 5.1)'

6. Angela is the midwife who recorded the tapes of the women in chilclbirth forwarded to the composer

?ut"

ób

Musical example 5.1 : Part V bars 1 32-134, Matricidq the musical, E' Kats-chernin'

with the second d¡aft.
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Kats-Chernin employs the tango rhythm to accompany the saxophone for this particular

reference ûo birthing. The chorus is assigned the task of improvising an imitation of breathing

that is a cross between sexual and birthing breathing. It is a parody of birthing which the

eharacters have concocted within their drama. The scene continues with vamping the tango

theme as the chorus continues the birth sounds. This occurs while Impassionata narrates the

stages of dilation. The scene builds up to a noisy crescendo of birth cries and calls of 'Push!'

from the assistant.

For the second time, and for her second music theatre piece, Kats-Chernin' a mother

three times over, has been given the task of contemplating women's birthing. whilst in lphis

the birthing scene is more elaborate, it is nonetheless not intended to be realistic' It is' in fact'

arso theatrical parody rather than a rearistic dramatic portrayal of birthing. For Matricide, the

musicalshe is confronted with a series of birthing tapes provided by the librettist' a text which

implicitly fbcuses upon the corporeal in the mother-daughter relationship and a parody ol

birthing.

5.3 Ten notes on musical ideas

Fallon provided Kats-chemin with 10 "Notes to Elena of musical ideas" which were a

consequence of their discussions of the setting' These go beyond the general instructions in

r.he ribretto such as ,,The musicians stamp the foilowing out with their stiletto shoes" (Fallon

1998: 5); "Improvise in 'old language' and music" (Fallon 1998: 19); "Use of material on the

birthing tapes from the midwife Angela Baker"; "use of trash-trash-punk music" (Fallon

1998:24);"Birth sounds" (Fallon 1998: 80)'

The following considers Fallon's ten 'musical ideas' and whether Kats-chernin does

indeed incorporate them in her musical setting of Matricide, the musical'

Notel.Someaspectscouldbecomposedbetweenthenotes,keys,
ranges,i.e'intheunmanicured,uncodedwildspacesofthevoice,
bodY, PsYche.

On the whole Kats-Chernin adheres to the tonal mode of expression which characterises

her previous opera lphis. There is no key signature nor a particular key but' as in much of her

composition, the harmonic principles are essentially triadic and tonal with frequent use of
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potytonality. It is possible to find sections of the score where Kats-Chernin does depart from

prescribing the musicians' actions fully, allowing for improvisation between the notes as at

Part VIII bar 38 (see Musical example 5.2).

Musical example 5.2: Part Vlll bars 38-39, Matricide, the musìcal, E. Kats-Chernin

'Ihis section is intended to illustrate the hysterical frenzy which the Matricide couple has

whipped itself into before murdering the mother. The section calls for instrumentalists to

create musical hysteria for "as long as necessary". Apart from this diversion from traditional

notation, examples are rare and the score leaves little room for the spaces in between notes

-rhat are generally manicured to the finest detail.

Note 2. Because the idea is that the opera has been written by two
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becomingdepressedorpassive,soitisverySeriousgame'Thisopens
possibilitìes ior pasticñe, ironic, playful, humorous 'mock' opera,

theatre.

For this musical idea the librettist has the queen of pastiche at her disposal' lf anybody

knows the art of ransacking musical culture it is Elena Kats-Chernin' She has facility with

any number of musical styles and she uses them freely to create a wide range of musical

effects. This technique has already been demonstrated in her setting of Iphis discussed in

chapter 4 andis a technique applied freely in Matricide, the musical.

A plethora of musical styles can be readily located tn Matricide, the musical through

explicit indications in the score. Markings in the score include "Medieval dance-like" (Part I

bar 33); "Swing" (Part I bar 135; Part V bar 127; Part v bar 111); "Blues" (Part I bar

161);"Disco" (Part I bar186); "showtime" (Part I bar 411); "Tango" (Part II bar 106; Part VI

bar lT);"Aria" (PartIII barS)l"Choral chant" (PartIII barZ';Part V II bar 147); "Punk"

(Part V bar SÐ);"March" (Part VII bar7¿);"Waltz" (Part VII bar 90); "Bossa nova" (Part VII

bar 120);..Fanfare" (PartVII bar 136); "Charleston" (Part VII bar 244); "Polka" (PartVIII

bar 104); "Military" (Part VIII bar l24);and, "Religious" (Finale bar 11)'

Implicit in the score are anumber of other musical styles which include patter'

romantic, ragtime, pop and musical, amongst others' Most of these styles have become a

regular feature of Kats-Chernin's compositions and pervade her earlier music theatre piece

Iphis. For Matricide, the musical she creates a collage of 'mock opera' incorporating all of

rhe elements of ironic, playful and humorous theatre that the librettist and composer have

discussed in their plans for the piece. Contemporary pop styles are relatively new to Kats-

chernin's palate and are called upon by the librettist in Part 1 for the "Lice Girls" scene and

the Matricide couple scene set as part v bar 52 ff. Kats-chernin sketches a rap style with an

ostinato accompaniment typical of that style for bars 52-58 (see Musical example 5'3)'
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Musical examp|e 5.3: Part V bars 52-58,, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin

The ostinato is based upon rock rhythms and, to add to the percussive clang in the

scene, the composer brings to bear pots and pans and cowbells for the charavari effect that the

librettist calls for (see note 8). The chorus sings a rap-style patter to this accompaniment'

.fhis section is ultimately cut for the performed version.

Kats-Chernin also adopts pop style syncopated rhythm for her setting of the introduction

io the 'Lice Girls' in Part I (see Musical example 5'4)'
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Musical example 5.4: Part I bars 96-105: Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin'

For this section the composer provides the designation "'pseudo disco' material" under the

percussion line at bar 96. Chora and Impassionata sing a syncopated pop song accompanied

b1 a ,.band" featuring a saxophone playing in a pop idiom and drum kit playing a syncopated

pop style rhythm complete with roll.

Note 3. The 'Matricide' section between Impassionata and Chora ts

structured on the tensions in children's play i.e. think up a game, get

overexcited, game falls off. For example, in the first few minutes the

intimacy is intense (orgamic) [sic], this is followed be separation

(cleaving), then the 'abuse' of the grief there. There are also the

rhythms and tensions of seduction, foreplay, orgasm, childbirth.

Throughout the scenes featuring the matricide couple these tensions are enacted in the

script and reflected in the music. The sudden changes in mood reflecting the couple's short

attention span elicits a musical response. From the outset in Scene 1, where the scene is being
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set for the entire musical, the matricide couple explain why and how they murdered their

mother and why it is that they are now in prison' The scene follows the mood changes of the

gir.ls shifting from more rational justification of the their actions to anger to childish play' The

musical techniques employed here to illustrate these moods include change of tempo'

instrumentation, speed and voice quality. For example, in setting of the text "Chora and I

hated our mothers,, (part I bar 247) the composer provides the designation "Lyrically" for the

duo,s broad-ranging duet in romantic style. The chorus condemns them to reiteration of the

supposed words of the courts in a solemn mass chant accompanied by ofgan' during which the

girls are directed to blow raspberries and mimic the words.

Following the condemnation, the girls commence a childish dance on the words "vice-

versie, topsy-turvey, hocus-pocus, hurdy-gurdy". This is set as a fairground polka that

accelerates to the point where ,,they all fall down", The mood shifts as if to silence the frenzy

of the previous scene and Chora and Impassionata are directed to swing a stocking with a

stone in it. The only scoring is percussive thuds which accompany the sound of the stone

hitting the Motherdough (see ,oren notes" point 5). Following several bars of stone-swinging,

the girls begin to bicker over taking turns to a simple accompaniment by a toy piano' This

iittle fracas concludes with a minor orchestral frenzy,leading into a brief tremolo chorus

featuring bells, toys, whistles, strings and percussion to accompany the "spectacular vision of

the body" (Part I bar 330).

The broad-ranging duet returns for the bludgeoning of the Motherdough' as the mother

cnes .,Help, me,, and then to a "sudden tempo change" as the girls have a little panic about the

.,blood spurting all over our Sunday frocks". The scene continues with the bludgeoning and

concludes with the daughters passionately kissing as they sing "You take my breath away"' It

rs an intense setting featuring rising musical rhetorical sighs sung an augmented fifth apart'

part VIII returns to the matricide couple re-enacting the murder scene and eating the

mother. It features similar references to children's play that alternate with the more

clramatically intense moments that are suitably embellished in the music'

There are plenty of references in the libretto to "rhythms and tensions of seduction'

foreplay, orgasm, childbirth" and the composer makes a supreme effort to set them

appropriately. changing rhythms and tension is a feature of the score, with shifting rhythmic
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melodic and textural alteration occurring constantly. The composer sets the designated

moments of "seduction, foreplay, ofgasm, childbirth" scenes according to the script, but

provides an overall musical coherence in the process.

Note 4. The silences (See 'Notes' pp13-5 in second draft where I talk

about my ideas on the 'silence')

Fallon's reference is to her second draft, discussed earlier in this chapter, containing the

essay on her feminist intentions for the piece. There she provides her outline of the "Place of

female mystics and silence" (Fallon 1996: 13), referring to the silencing of the witches and

saints and the original silencing of Eve. She hypothesises on the absence of a feminine

language stemming from the fear of the power of language, citing examples of women using

silence as a protest against their being granted the right to speak and develop their own

language. For Matricide, the musical Fallon offers an alternative language emerging from

this silence. Musical silence is not a noticeable feature of the composition, except where the

composer lets the singers speak without accompaniment (Part II bars 181-182). In

comparative terms, it is a relatively conventional, through-composed score. There is the odd

example of a dramatic pause (Part VIII bar 113) but apart from this traditional approach to

silence there is no prevailing aesthetic of musical silence in the score'

The librettist has invented text for the matricide couple which incorporates her ideas of

alternative language and refers to it as the 'old language'. It is a made-up, private language

designed to express the couple's secret desires. Fallon describes the 'old language' in the

iollowing:

After the silence the singers create this 'old language' which could be

a sort of private language consisting of sounds and vocalisation (as

described in the 'silent Twins'. They were thought to be

communicating by private language but it was later found to be

English but with idiosyncratic speech rhythms and spoken extremely

quict<ty;. The twins, 'spoke fast and with many repetitions and such

áltered stress on individual syllables that the words took on the

opposite emphasis to normal. it was sometimes described as the twins

'tt"itt"aittg away', as stuttering', spluttering','speedspeech',
'stuccato'. (Fallon 1998:18)

The twins to whom she refers are from a book called The Silent Twins mentioned in her

second libretto draft in lgg/. This is closely intertwined with her concept of the "place of
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female mystics and silence" (Fallon 1997:13). She discusses how female mystics spoke in

tongues, as it were, because of their limited opportunities to access legitimate language.

Language aS an instrument of authority was not bestowed upon women and, she argues,

women sought other options such as invention of their own vocabulary and the use of silence.

For Matricid.e, the musical she uses these ideas as the basis for the performance of the

imaginary, or creating the space for the female subject as suggested by lrigaray's female

divine.

This suggestion is not taken up by the composer at the exact point in the score

correlating to this direction in the libretto but later, in Part III bar 40, where she marks a pause

and gives the direction "old language". Also, in part VII bar 151, the following direction by

the composer appears: "After silence Chorus makes stuttering speech-impaired autistics of

,old language' - Chora and Imp to floor." (Kats Chernin 1998: 97).

Note 5. The Mother. There are three levels of the maternal

The first is the level of the house (Mother house with the crockery,

cutlery, insinkerator etc. sounds of the kitchen, bedroom, bathroom

mothers.

The second is the more symbolic, abstract level represented by the

Motherdough.

The third level is the deeper Maternalpulse represented only by the

cry of 'help help help me' and the silences. It is our deep yearning for

mâternal love and expressed primarily in the music (as it cannot really

be spoken). This wells up tremendously during and after the killing at

the end but also wells up at different points throughout. Where these

points are up to You.

ilother House

The first level of the mother, the Mother House, provides the structural basis for the

drama. In Fallon's early draft of the libretto titled "Construction Site" (1991) she divides the

work into parts based upon three sites within the Mother House, making the following

divisions: Kitchen Couple Part I, Kitchen Couple Part2, Bedroom Couple Part 1' Bedroom

Couple part2,Bathroom Couple Part 1 Bathroom Couple Part2^ In the final version these

parts are rearranged and interspersed with each other to provide the following arrangement of

the parts of the musical:
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Table 5.1= Matricide, the musical=
Scene Structure

Matricide and the Female Divine

Part I Bars

51, S2, 53, 54 1-61a

Chora & lmpassionata 61 - 108

Mother '109 - 134

Daughter 135 - 151

Chorus S1,S2,S3,54 152 - 192

lmpassionata & Chora 193-389

Daughters 390 - 396

Mothers 397 - 404

Matricide Couple 405 - 426

Part ll Bars

Bathroom couplel 1-41

Matricide Couple 42- 88

Kitchen Couple 1 89 - 120

tvlatricide couple 121 - 182

Part lll Bars

Bedroom Couple 1 1-24

Matricide Couple 25-40

Bathroom Couple 2 41 -74

Matricide Couple 75 - 153

Kitchen Couple 2 154 - 163

Bedroom Couple 2 64 - 221

Part lV Bars

Matricide Couple 1-137

Part V Bars

Kitchen Couple 3 1-35

Bathroom Couple 3 36-51

Matricide Couple 52 - 144

Part Vl Bars

Matricide Couple 1-70

Part Vll Bars

Bedroom Couple 3 1-61

Matricide Couple 62 - 110

Bathroom Couple 4 111 - 135

Matricide Couple 136 - 146

Chorus 147 - 151

Kitchen Couple 4 152 - 164

Bedroom Couple 4 165 - 195

Bathroom Couple 5 197 (1e6
cttl\ - 224

Bedroom Couple 5 225 - 250

Bathroom Couple 6 251 - 259

Part Vlll Bars

Matricide Couple 1-17

Two Mother Daughter CouPles 't8 - 39

Matricide couple 40 - 122

Finale Bars

Matricide Couples 1-46
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Part I acts as a prelude in which all of the main characters make appearances

interspersed with a Greek-style chorus. The singers divide their roles between the chorus and

the characters. In part I the scene is set for the musical with the introduction of the characters,

rhe band and the main themes of the plot. Many of the musical ideas are also introduced here.

For the subsequent parts II - VII the action is divided into the three distinct scenes:

Bathroom (total 6), Kitchen (total 4) and Bedroom (total 5) interspersed with Matricide

couple scenes (total unnumbered 9). The exception is Part IV which is devoted to the Blessed

Virgin Mary. Part VIII is the Matricide scene followed by a short Finale featuring the

Matricide couPle.

The first level of representation of the mother occurs with her appearances in the

bathroom, kitchen and bedroom scenes. The focus is upon her dealing with the business of

rearing her daughter - more precisely the daughter's memory and imitation of her mother's

behaviour. For comic effect these scenes often become caricatures of motherhood'

At the first appearance of the mother (Part I bars 110-135) she sings in a pop-style

;oatter, alternating with a choir, about her looks and weight and the dieting issues besieging

rnodels, pop stars and movie actresses. Her comments precede "The Lice Girls" performance

which is a humorous take on the English a[-girl pop group "The spice Girls" with a pop-style

setting discussed under Point 2.

The mother's appearances as Bathroom, Kitchen and Bedroom Mother commence ln

part II. The Bathroom Mother scenes centre on her lessons to her daughter on cleanliness,

commencing at the opening of Part II for the Bathroom Couple I scene' Here the mother

iyricises about cleanliness and its virtues. she returns as Bathroom Mother in Part II bar 41

for the Bathroom couple 2 scene where she sings "little ears, little eyes, little face" etc' as she

washes her daughter parodying the doting mother at bathtime. However, just as in all the

scenes with her daughter, she actually attends to a fully grown woman adding to the satire of

her behaviour. This same doting chant returns for Bathroom Couple 5' with the musical

indication "Action gets more claustrophobic" (Part VI bar I97 fÐ' A similar link occurs with

the .,Bathroom couple 3" scene (Part V bar 36) where she sings of the benefits of feminine
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hygiene in the style of an advertising jingle to a boogie accompaniment (see Musical example

s.s).

Ð
'-i{Jù
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Musicaf example 5.5: Part V, bars 36-39: Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin.

The same boogie accompaniment returns for the Bathroom Couple 4 scene (Part VII,

bar 111) where the mother now promotes the virtues of rain-water for hair washing. The

Bathroom Couple 5 scene closes with the mother returning for another promotional outburst,

this time praising the virtues of "Mum" white-cake deodorant. It is marked "Sugary" and

features broad, confident leaps in the melodic line expressing her confidence in the product

ih¿rt is projected onto herself.

The bathroom scenes satirise the mother's concern with cleanliness that, in this

representation by the daughters, verges on obsession. In her second libretto draft Fallon

states:

There is in this some element of what Mary Daley calls the sadoritual
syndrome - compulsive orderliness, obsessive repetition and fixation
on minute details, which diverts attention from the horror. It is only
just one aspect though and it is conflated with love and passion.

(Fallon L997:38)

'fhe bathroom mother's obsession with cleanliness and the beauty routine that she attempts to

impress upon her daughter is the focus of the bathroom scenes.

The kitchen mother makes her first appearance in the Kitchen Couple I scene (Part II

bar 89). It depicts a reversion to child-rearing in a parody of an all too familiar scene where
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the mother entices her child to eat. The irony of force-feeding of children and the mother's

concern with her own over-eating set against the anorexia of superstars is not lost here. The

child in this scene is again performed by a fully-grown woman. At bar 105 a tango complete

with accordion and saxophone accompanies her luring "l've used your special plate" (see

Musical example 5.6).

o'{rú
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òb

Musical example 5.6: Part ll bars 1O5-9, Mat¡icide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin.

'Later, at bar Il4, the mother implores her daughter to "Wash it down", singing the first three

notes of ascending c minor scale. The threatening tone of this plea is produced by the musical

accents on the first beat of the bar and the first word of the phrase. This idea becomes central

io the next Kitchen mother scene (Kitchen couple 2,Part III bar 154). Again it is a scene

where the mother encourages the daughter to eat. Above an ostinato based upon F sharp and

D sharp respectively, played by the piano against chromatic bass line, the mother encourages

the daughter to "Wash it down" to which the daughter replies "It's got skin" (see Musical

,:xample 5.7).

--J
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Musicaf example 5.7: Part lll bars 154-161, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin.

The mother's imploring of her daughter to eat is based upon the same three-note ascent as in

the previous Kitchen scene, but now transposed to the key of F sharp minor. Here she sings in

r:ounterpoint with her daughter's descent the full scale range from the octave - 6th - 5th -
tonic and concluding on the minor 3rd. She then imitates her mother's rise on the first three

notes of the scale at bar 159. Both ideas are present in one of the earliest libretto drafts for the

piece where it appears as an ascent upon b minor (see Musical example 5.8).

the daughter triçs bur csr: t Èú.t^ Tries aSnin and u8ai¡r
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Mtrsical example 5.8: Second libretto draft p. 34, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin.
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This idea is carried through the to the final libretto draft (see Musical example 5'9)

MOTHER
Wash it down

\ -fl

Musical example 5.9: Four4h (and final) libretto p. 15, Matricide, the musical, E' Kats-chernin

on both libretto drafts the musical sketch is marked "bluesy".

This reference to skin is a topos which weaves itself through the drama making its first

appearance in Part lbar 54and recurring through the drama until the final scene for the eating

of the mother in the Matricide couple scene at bar 187 Part VII, where Chora sings "Skin

Hungry" as a repeated chant. The musical example cited above from Part III is directly

tollowed by the Bedroom couple 2 scene, where the mother attends to her ritual of massaging

beauty lotion into her skin. This symbolic preparation of the feast for the girls is also

connected to the skin toPos'

In the Kitchen Couple 3 soene (Part V bar 1) the daughter is represented as the

adolescent in the kitchen. In this scene the daughter expresses her negative feelings about her

relationship with her mother and her poor hopes for the future. The mother reassures her of her

commitment stating "I'll never be dead while you're alive"'

For the Kirchen Couple 4 scene the mother returns imploring the child to wash down her

food. However, this time the scene is fuelled with frustration as now the mother is much more

forceful. A tango rhythm accompanies the mother's more insistent patter which features a series

of declamatory intervals ranging the 1lth'

The kitchen mother scenes focus not only upon physical sustenance of the daughter, but

also upon emotional sustenance as represented in Kitchen Couple 3 scene' This is the only

scene in the musical where there is a level of communication between the mother and

daughter that reaches a degree of emotional depth. It is also the only scene where there is

some discussion of issues troubling the daughter. It is positioned slightly following the

midpoint of the musical, which is dramatically appropriate. All other exchanges are based

l,-''t
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,Jpon the mother's focus on her concern for the well-being of the child in terms of physical

health and appearance, in which the child is a recipient of maternal attention and instruction.

The first appearance of the bedroom mother is at the opening of Part III in Bedroom

Couple 1 scene (part III, bars I-24). In the librettist's first draft for the musical titled

,.Construction Site" the Bedroom Couple was conceived as the first part of the opera and

some of the libretto has transpired through to the final scene. The mother complains that she is

"Llgly as a house" - a conflation of the expressions "Ugly as sin" and "Big as a house". In

the construction site this reads "I always feel as big as a house - ugly" in the second libretto

draft the composer has made the textual change shown in Example 5' 10 that is later adopted

by the author in the final libretto draft.

4\
ffie almost touchin¡¡ us.

Morhen I O fr¡a. tj d,-'ù'

Example 5.10: Second libretto draft p. 38, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin

This scene is set as an aria marked "opera bel canto" in the first libretto draft which is

rrliimately set as a plaintive broadranging melody against quasi dramatic accompaniment in

traditional classical operatic style (see Musical example 5.11)"
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Musical example 5.11: Part lv bars 8-13, Matricide, the musical, E' Kats-chernin
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The mother's aria is based upon G minor spanning the extremes of her range d' - c"'. The

accompaniment is tonally matched with traditional cadence points. However, the overall

lyricism is disrupted by the clamouring of percussion in semiquavers, which at bar 17, is

adopted by the rest of the ensemble. This lyrical representation of the mother bemoaning her

size satirises the operatic bedroom scene where the heroine may have lost her love - or some

such other genuinely momentous cause for grieving in the intimacy of her private space. In

this case the mother mourns her appearance using the cultivated operatic musical rhetonc

otherwise reserved for more serious concerns creating a comic parody of the mother's

anxieties

ln the Bedroom Couple 2, the Bedroom Mother eulogizes about the benefits of

massaging her neck with her skin cream "LJlan Ulan" (see Musical example 5.I2).

Musical example 5.12: Part lll bars 1 64-1 67, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin'

Her major 6th minor 6th song of praise for the beauty product is accompanied by ethereal

arpeggiated aumentations of the F chord accompanied by celeste. Her expression of delight

and bliss-fi1led praise of her beauty routine incites a rebellious outburst by the daughter

against another of her mother's sanitation obsessions that continues until the close of part III

of the musical.
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.fhe Bedroom Mother retums in Part VII for the "Bedroom Couple 3" scene that opens

,with the mother crying, "He, He, He", which is marked in the libretto with the instruction

,,rubbing stomach as if pregnant". This is sung as an extended E flat major scale in the style

associated with the routine of singing wafïn-ups, as an elaborate musical gesture upon the

mother's unconditional love as illustrated in Musical example 5.13-

È*

It was argued in the previous chapter that Kats-Chernin's musical setting of the mother

'felethusa in Iphis had a circular characteristic and could be likened to the "sonorous

envelope" designated by Silverman as a theoretical commonplace characterizing the maternal

voice.T Once again Kats-Chernin employs a circular motive for the mother's expression of her

unconditional love for her child. The mother protests her love for her children as the scene

unfolds and the daughter asks "What could you ever see in me?". Set as a "tango" marked

.quite slow' she reminisces her love for her young children in a repeated tango refrain of the

?u,

,iÈ

Musical example 5.13: Part Vll bars 1-1o, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-chernin'

7. See paget22.
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words "I loved you kids so much when you were small potatoes". Then she declares the

breadth of her maternal love in a declamatory setting of "I'll never be dead as long as you're

alive". The composer chooses to give this emotional pledge the slightest ostinato

accompaniment (see Musical example 5.I4).

Musical example 5.14: Part Vll bars 43-53, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin'

This might be considered a rather pivotal statement in the drama, with the mother's

rleclaration of her perpetuity set against the daughter's plans to kill her. In this scene the

mother momentarily diverts from her obsession with cleanliness and beauty routine' The

mrnimal accompaniment has the effect of separating the moment as a contemplative one

within the context of the cacophony of the surrounding music and focusing on the mcl[her's

heart-felt emotion for her children.
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The mother does not appear in the bedroom Couple 4 scene which is reserved for the

daughter expressing hatred for her mother's painted face. In the bedroom Couple 5 scene, in

an angry outburst against her daughter's boasting of her sexual prowess, the mother belittles

her with the phrase "For heaven's sake, who washes the stains of your panties'..sheets".'

hankies" for which she provides her own reply "Me that's who who who who That's what I do

do do do do do Who do I do who do me do" to a charleston. Kats-Chernin's references to

American music of this period abounds in her repertoire with her numerous Rags and her

Charleston Noir for string quartet (1997)'

The Bedroom Mother is the intimate representation of the mother in Matricide, the

musical. Her appearances in the bedroom include expressions of her devotion to her children

and the associated sacrifices. The early bedroom mother scenes are the site for her most

orivate rituals such as regarding herself in the mirror and massaging her beauty lotions into

her skin. The third bedroom mother scene makes reference to her pregnancy and the

associated bliss. The final bedroom mother appearances revolve around her most personal

conversations with her daughter" It is on the level of bedroom mother that the most intense

communion with the daughter takes place.

Motherdough

Fallon has provided a description in the successive libretto drafts of the concept of the

lzlotherdough for the benefit of composer and other creative people working on the project'

The concept emerges in her second draft as the representation of the mother as a "larger than

life-sized puppet modelled on the Venus of Willendorf"' (Fallon 1993: 3) or a "voluptuous

fernale form made of white foam rubber" (Fallon 1993: 4) She states:

One of the benefits of this would be that it allows for the real violence

on stage as the girls club her to death and also lift it out of the 'real''

(Fallon 1993:4)

The Motherdough belongs in the 'Place of Chora'. Originally in Fallon's conception

this is the home or the three rooms where the couples perform. Chora is a concept taken from

plato and taken up by Kristeva that relates to the period of a child's life where the child has an

imaginary relationship to its mothers body. The pre-symbolic phase according to Lacan as

discussed earlier.
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This idea of the ,place of Chora' is developed in her second draft as a distinct aspect of

the piece that is performed alongside 'Matricide, the Musical'. Chora and Impassionata are

the characters in the place of Chora and they are represented on this pre-Symbolic level. The

chorus is the couples from chora. she states in her second draft:

During the Part I's of 'Chora" Impassionata and chora have very

little to sing and spend the time desperately trying to keep the

Motherdough in her 'correct' shape that is that of the Venus of

Willendorf. (Fallon 1997: 28)

Further into the second draft she provides a full description for Motherdough'

describing how it could be a mound of dough which rises and falls, is manipulated, eaten,

beaten, cavorted around by the mischievous couple who become progressively more sadistic

with it. She states:

They finish the piece by killing it, tearing it, eating it and offering it to

the audience in a kind of Dionysian orgy/Euchanst/sacrifice of the

Mass (of Motherflesh). (Fallon 1997:47)

In her final libretto Fallon expands upon the symbolic role of the Motherdough in the

lollowing description:

The bulging Motherdough represents the monstrous mother, an abject

body on the edge of non-existence and hallucination monstrosity. The

monster is the repository of all that we reject and fear - the

embodiment of abjection. It constantly threatens to overspill its

boundaries to escape containment, it is excessive. The grotesque,

overflowing body is the staple metaphor underlying the subversive,

communal laughter of camival. The Motherdough is obese, shape-

changing, excessive, monstrous, laughable, canrivalesque,

hallucinatory, abject, female, maternal flesh. (Fallon 1998:9)

The musical representations of the Motherdough consist of the percussive thuds as

Chora and Impassionata take turns at swinging the stone-filled stocking with the stone in it at

ùr: Motherdough. The first reference to the Motherdough occurs in Part I at bar 316 where

the thuds occur on the first beat (see Musical example 5' 15)'
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M¡sicaf example 5.15: Part I bars 316-322, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin.
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Later in the scene, at bar 359, the action of swinging the stone at the Motherdough

resumes, this time accompanied by the toy piano playing a melodic idea which features an

array of dissonant intervals including minor thirds, diminished fifths, minor seconds

augmented fourths and provides an eerie procession of notes above percussive minor sevenths

to accompany the bludgeoning action. The composer calls for an 'eerie sound' in the score

inarking for the double bass line which features chromatic descent on open strings and ends

on a high-pitched squeal on c (see Musical example 5.16).

Matricide and the Female Divine
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Musical example 5.16: Part I bars 356-36O, Matricidq the musical, E. Kats-Chernin.

taternalpulse

The "Help me", representing the third level of the mother, is sung by soprano 1 in the

opening scene and later in that scene by the mother duo. It returns in Part VIII, sung by the

morher 1 and mother 2 and finally, in part VIII, sung by the Motherdough. It is also sung by

the Blessed Virgin Mary in Part IV. The following example is an extraction of the "help me"

in its various musical settings in the musical (see Musical example 5.I7).
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Musical example 5.17: "Help me" examples, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin

In Part I the soprano sings "Help me" as a descent through g minor featuring plaintive

rise and fall of second intervals. This musical idea recurs throughout, sung next by the

Blessed Virgin Mary in Part IV and then by the Motherdough in the Part VII. At its first

appearance it is accompanied by a patter sung by the other three sopranos upon the words

"Kill mum".

Later in Part I, the mother sings the "Help me", but this time without pitch and marked

cJ' the composer in the score as "unidentifiably pitched scream". Its harmonic

accompaniment features descent in through E flat minor 7th -D flat7 +5+4 - A flat 7 and B

minor 7 giving a relationship within the section of I minT- VII +5+4 -IY +7 - Vaug+7" At

:he third appearance of the cry in Part VIII, the "Help me" is a more urgent plea as the murder

is being enacted. Here the cry is sung by Mother I and2 duo. For the ûnal scene marked as

'Requiem for the Maternal', the librettist gives the direction to the composer, "it is the

¡.rq
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yearning for that deep maternal love which is the Requiem" at which point in the libretto the

Motherdough voices the "Help me". At the libretto sketch stage the composer writes the note

BVM referring to the Blessed Virgin Mary cry "Help me" of Part IV. This moment in the

score is in Part VIII bar 67 as the Motherdough cries "help me please", reiterating the

rhetorical sighing, but this time to the thudding attack by Chora and Impassionata. It is the

exact same melody which the Soprano I sang in Part I for her cry for "Help" in diminution

with the alteration of the final G to G sharp, leaving the melody unresolved on this occasion.

It is also the music which accompanies the lament of the Blessed Virgin Mary in Part IV.

Part IV is devoted to the Blessed Virgin Mary and is framed by the "Help me" motive.

The Blessed Virgin Mary complains of being on a pedestal and the loneliness of tokenism.

She moans about the rubbish that collects around her and her old blue frock, her veil drenched

with tears and begs for an Yves St Laurent dress. The introduction features a clarinet melody

reminiscent of Mozart's K488 slow movement as the chorus sighs on beholding the image of

the Blessed Virgin Mary. She sings an aria lament which opens with the mother's cry "Help

me" transposing the "help me" sung by the mother in Part I bars 2I-24 down a third (see

Musical example 5.18). The pavane accomPaniment is reminiscent of Fauré:
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Mttsical example 5.18: Part lV bars 1O-15, Matricidq the musical, E. Kats-Chernin.
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The direct reference to the mother's suffering in the reculTence of the mother's "Help

me" motive provides an added dimension to the Maternalpulse idea. It is therefore not just

the cry of the matricide mother, but of the mother of all suffering and the universal suffering

of mothers. The Stabat Mater of the Blessed Virgin Mary takes her suffering beyond that of

ihe loss of her son and the eternal grief that she represents to the additional grief of being

placed on a pedestal in a bad frock and a mouldy veil.

The ensuing Blessed Virgin Mary aria is again reminiscent of Mozart. To plaintive

saxophone accompaniment, which could be mistaken as the clarinet of a Mozart piano

concerto, the Blessed Virgin Mary sings her lament which eventually becomes less decorous

and agitated as her language becomes more blasphemous and demanding. The aria closes

with the return of the "Help me" now transposed up a fourth. This scene provides musical

relief sandwiched between the cacophony of the surrounding scenes. For the initial

reverential atmosphere of the lament the composer has the opportunity to express her lyrical

arlistry.

The only other scene where the Maternalpulse is suggested is a short scene of "Mother

yearning" music, featuring musical rhetorical sighs based on the falling 2nd and 3rd.

Howeveç this scene is cut in the final performed version (see Musical example 5.19).

Musical example 5.19: Part Vl bars 192-5, Matricide, the musical, E' Kats-Chernin.
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Note 6. Maybe contralto parts for women. To create the power of

women,s presences, voices, bodies not dopey little soprano parts for
victims and muses.

The opera is written for four sopranos, but they are not given the opportunity to be

victims or muses. They shriek, scream, sing, talk, Iaugh, patter, moan and growl. The lack of

contrast in timbre produces a powerful impact. The unrelenting force of four high-pitched

voices without the relief of contrast creates an unnerving effect.

Note 7. The mouth may be conceptualised as just another sphincter

like the arse or cunt. Implications of this are enorrnous. Take it where

you like.

Further to this point Fallon writes in the libretto:

I see the dialogue in 'Place of Cora' as minimal, the mouth

functioning almost as another sphincter of the body, a sphincter that

emits a noise called language, singing. The bits of dialogue that I
have included here I see as basic material with which to begin

workshoping. (Fallon 1998:34)

The composer sets the words presented in the libretto, but there are points in the score

where she allows for the workshopping that is called for by the librettist. This direction is

rnore for the performers than the composer setting the voice for singing. The scene in which

rhe librettist provides this note follows a Kitchen couple scene in the libretto which is not set

and would have occurred following the Bedroom Couple 4 scene (Part VII, bar 166). In the

score it follows the 'trumpeting heart' scene which is discussed under note 10. There is an

lndication between these scenes by the composer that the chorus marked "stuttering,

stumbling, speech impaired autistics of "old language" as discussed under note 4.

Otherwise this notion of the mouth as a sphincter is more of a performer's direction that

is sirnply marked as "workshop" by the composer.

Note 8. Throughout script there are suggestions for musical styles

e.E. braggadocio, charavari, aubade, pattersong, the Mass, trash/

thrash/punk, torch songs, big band sounds etc'

These style suggestions are woven throughout the libretto as well as in the music.

Braggadocio is not a musical style but a style of speech, that is, bragging style. This is

ref,erred to in the libretto on page13 which the composer edits into page 12 inher musical
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sketching on the libretto. It is ultimately set as spoken text in the score, which in the final

performed version is cut as can be seen in Musical example 5.20.

3úf

ilr'Yr-

Fallon describes the second style suggestion charavari in the libretto:

Charavari/tin kettling - mock serenade of discordant noise made with
pots, pans, horns, after a wedding. It is also in the tradition of tin-
kettling - welcome home to newly-wed couple where pots and pans

etc are banged together. (Fallon 1998: 19)

The actual musical meaning is derived from the French and refers to a confusion of

sounds such as created by tuning an orchestra or where non-musical instruments are thrown in

with musical instruments creating extraneous noise. In the German "katzenmusik" (cat's

music) is often used in a context where mock serenades are made to people who have made

themselves unpopular.

In the libretto at this point the composer has sketched the word "pots" several times

against the words which follow Fallon's description of Charavari. Fallon suggests the

Charavari for the matricide couple scene where they speak in the "old language"'. The

composer describes this section as, "Chorus on pots and pans", for which she literally

observes the librettist's instructions and includes the indication for rhythmic banging of pots

@
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Musical example 5.20: Part I bars 48-54, Matrlclde, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin

lva
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and pans on the four crotchet beats of the bar which turn to quavers for the close of the

section

Fallon calls for the Charavari later in her libretto for the "The Charavari/tin kettling

Song of Anxious Crockery and Cutlery" (Fallon 1998: 33). The section provides an outline

for the action to follow Kitchen Couple 4 scene (Part VII bar I52 ff). Pots and pans are not

written into the score at this point. However, they could be used in the action on stage to

follow the dramatic indications.

Fallon also calls for the charavari in the final matricide scene where she states:

Chanted murderously (possibly as a a charavari/ tin-kettling, Big

Band sound of something like 'Diamonds are a Girl's Best Friend')
(Fallon 1998:43)

This is set as the matricide couple scene Part VIII, upon the words, "It ain't over till we

make the fat lady sing", for which the composer provides the instruction: 'toys, whistles, pots

to accompany the fanfare setting' (see Musical example 5.2I).

The Aubade style to which Fallon refers in her note is literally 'morning music' from

the French and is the genre associated with light cheerful inusic. There is no direct reference

to it in the libretto, but the librettist has indicated that there might be points in the score where

Musical example 5.21 : Part Vlll bars 49-52, Matricide, the muslcal, E. Kats-Chernin
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it is appropriate. Kats-Chernin finds the opportunity at the opening of Part II to set her own

version of the following libretto text:

smell how lovely and fresh, feel how soft and warm. They've been in

the sun all morning so they'll be full of heat. (Fallon 1998: 12)

The composer sets a revised version of the words as follows:

Morning sun smell how lovely and fresh, feel how soft and how warm

la,la,la,la. Morning sun all morning so they'd be full of heat' (Kats-

Chernin 1998:32)

These words are set with a trace of Alborada, which is the Spanish version of the Aubade, as a

song by the mother alternating with the chorus marked "Sugar-sweet". The music features

broad vocal gestures as the mother delights in the freshness of warm towels and the success of

her domestic planning (see musical example 5:22).
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Musical example 5.22: Part ll bars 1-13, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin.
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pattersong is another style called for in the librettist's notes and features regularly in the

musical. It makes its immediate presence in the opening where the chorus chants, "Kill

mum" (see Musical examPle 5.23).
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Musical example 5.23: Part I bars 14-16, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats'chernin.

The librettist also calls for pattersong in the following direction in the libretto:

Pattersong. use of material on the birthing tapes from the midwife

Angela gãter. Use of trash-thrash-punk music. (Fallon 1998: 25)

At this point in the score the composer elects to set the scene in rap-style patter (see

Musical example 5.3 discussed earlier) and accompanies her "Punk style" with "Keyboard -

(find some hard metallic sound dry brassy) or p-no (no Pedal!)" (Kats-Chernin 1998:74) and

,,percussion - choice of metal pots/pans/cans also cowbells." (Kats-Chernin 1998:74)' This

section is cut in the final draft and the first production'

The librettists reference to "thrash/tharsh/punk rock and bump and grind of strip music"

(Fallon l991:26)results in a section striptease music (Kats-Chernin 1998: 79) for the ensuing

bawdy behaviour by the matricide couple which turns to the birthing scene mentioned earlier

in this chapter.

The Mass is referred to frequentty in the libretto as an expression of ritual, mysticism

and the role of the Eucharist in the symbolic order. Fallon proposes "to provide the religious
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feminine with the power of the poetic and the assumed masculinity of performance of religion

itself'(Fallon lggT:12). she draws this idea from cernak's many 'religious'performances in

The FalL Chant in the style of the sung mass is one of the predominant styles featured by the

matricide couple. It accompanies their meeting in the 'old language' (Part t bar 28) and in

ceremonial moments associated with their pronouncements on their murdering motives (Part

VI bar 83; part VII bar 148; Part VIII bar 11; Part VIII bar 69). The Mass becomes the basis

for the finale as chora and Impassionata chant a moek communion scene. They ofTer the

audience to partake in the body of the mother that they are eating, which is symbolically

represented by the Motherdough. The composer uses the rhythm of sung mass for her

transubstantiation scene marked "religiously" (Finale bar 12) which increases in tempo as the

girls playfully sing "two, four, six, eight, bog in don't wait, transubstantiate" for the closing

bars of the musical.

Another music style referred to under this note is 'torch songs'. There are no direct

references in the libretto, but are a feature of the overall style of the piece is cabaret which is

so indicative of Kats-Chernin's general style and musical experience. She calls for "Dietrich-

style" marked "slower, sleazy" in Part I bar 141 as the daughter sings, "I love those young

new girls, frail and insecure". The Blessed Virgin Mary Scene might also be referred to as a

torch song as it is the only extended aria is the piece which not only has overtones of the

classical aria, but also the cabaret torch song.

The big-band experience is called for under this note on style and is created despite the

small ensemble. The constant whistling of the tin whistle by the performers on stage and the

clanging of the charavari percussion along and the toy trumpets and bugles add to the texture

of the instruments at moments when the big sounds are called for. One example of a big band

scene is at the end of Part I where the chorus announce their showtime presentation of

"Matricide, the Musical" (see Musical example 5'24)'
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Musical example 5.24: Parl I bars 410-41 4, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin.

"Ilris cliche of the showtime musical style carries through to the end of the scene atbar 424

and follows the character and scene setting which took place in the Part I, but reminds the

audience they are in fact at a musical that is, after all, a light-hearted affair.

Also the "fanfare" called for at the matricide couple scene (Part VII bar 136) where the

saxophone and piano on brass setting play a 3i4 introduction to a fanfare on the words "My

trumpeting heart, my trumpeting sex".

There are other more subtle suggestions of the big band such as the reference to

Gr:rshwin's Rhapsody in blue glissando in Scene III m I22 which is marked "á la Gershwin""

9. Instrumentation - use of toys (bird whistles, host tubes, toy pianos,

baby rattles, squeeze boxes).

The instrumentation is clarinet/bass clarinet/ saxophone, piano/keyboard, percussion

(xylophone, vibraphone, chimes, glockenspiel, marimba, drum kit, timpani, triangle, wood-

block, gong, ghost tube, tubular bells, cowbells, bell tree, tambourine, maracas, thunder sheet,

ratchet shells and stones) and double bass. The piano is an electronic keyboard with sampled

instrumental sounds and its multiple timbres indicated in the score include organ (Part I bar

26;PartIbar 225; Part I bar 241: Part II bar I44; Part III bar ll2; Part VIII bar 18), strings
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(part I bar 330; part I bar 276;Part III bar 8; Part IV bar 3; Part VII bar 165), flute (Part I bar

61; part III bar 15;PartIII bar 107) harpsichord (Part II bar 56, Part VII bar 230), accordion

(part I bar 105; part III barlí; Part V bar 10; Part VII bar 17, part VII bar 48), harp (Part IV

bar L9), brass sounds (Part VII bar 136) and bassoon sound (Part VIII bar 74)'

Toy musical instruments are designated by the composer at points throughout the score

to create the childlike effect specifically at the following points: "Whistle toys" Part I bar 65;

..vrhistles, toys, whirleys" Part I bar 311; "bells, toys" Part I bar 330; "Toy bugles" Part II bar

61; ,,Toys, pans, rattles" part III bar 141; "Hurdy gurdy rattles" Part III bar I2l; "Toy piano"

Part I bar 316 and Part II bar 163; "squeaky toy" Part VII bar 13; "Toys, whistles, pots" Part

VIII bar 51 and later in the scene at bar 111. The effect of the toys is to amplify the frivolous

and childish games of the matricide couple.

use of household appliances (vacuum cleaner, floor polisher,

mixmaster, insinkerator etc) crockery and cutlery, pots and pans

(charavari sections),

,,Kitchen appliance noise" is the composer's indication in Part III bar 204 while the

daughter sings "You are my always washing machine, vacuum cleaner, microwave' spin

dryer, refrigerator, white care, my every white goodess"'

For the opening of the musical against the patter "kill mum" the score indicates "Knives

sharpening" (Part I bar 17) in the percussion part to provide the accompanying rhythm as seen

in Musical example 5.25.
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Musical example 5.25: Part I bars 17-19, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin"

Pots and pans are used in the charavari scenes discussed above with the composer indicating

"Choice of metal pots/pans/cans also cowbells" in Part V bar 52 to accompany the punk style

rap scene or the "Pots and pans" that accompany the charleston at Part VII bar 243. There is

also the "Chorus on pots and pans" (Part III bar 75) mentioned under point 8 in the discussion

of the charavari style.

use of a fife band (primary schools in 50's and 60's had girl fife bands)
musicians must wear stiletto shoes as percussion instrument

The composer marks "Feiff band" (sic) at Part II bar 98 indicating that the style to be

imitated is to be played in three-part chords imitating the drone of a fife band (see Musical

example 5.26).
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Musical example 5.26: Part ll bars 95-98, Matricide, the musical, E. Kats-Chernin.

The librettist provides a number of points where the stiletto is used as percussion. She

states in the libretto, "The musicians stamp the following out with their stiletto shoes. The

performers also join in" (Fallon 1998: 5). This is faithfully adhered to by the composer at that

point in the score (Part I bar 89).

Later in the libretto Fallon writes "Stiletto heels disappearing into the emptiness"

(Fallon 1998:44) which is meant to occur at the end of the "Requiem for the Maternal".

However, this is not set in the score.

10. Use of simple technology e.g. loud speakers, microphones and
speaker boxes that are sprukers use megaphones (trumpeting heart,
trumpeting sex).

There no indications in the score for the use of technology. There is one example in a

libretto note calling for amplified licking (Fallon 1998: 40) which was not adopted in the first

production. There also does not appear to be any use of technology in the first production.

There are trumpeting sounds from the saxophone and brass samplings on the piano as

discussed under point 9.

On the whole Kats-Chernin has been faithful to the musical conceptions of the librettist

for the piece. However, the notes are not just designed to be a set of instructions for the

composer to fill in the dots, but are a detailed proposal based upon their collaborative ideas
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for the piece. The forwarding of the fourth libretto draft and notes was followed up by a

period where Fallon went to Sydney and stayed with Kats-Chernin while she drafted some of

the musical ideas. Kats-Chernin also held the librettist's musicality in high regard and there is

clear evidence that the musical notes were a guide along with the notes marked in the libretto.

She states:

...the opera was not easy to set, just because the libretto was not

conventional and not really straighforward narrative, as you know.

But Kathleen Mary came over and stayed here a week and we went

through it together, it was some time January 1998, I think, that

helped me a great deal, she is very musical and she also had a very

clear idea, how she wanted the words set. That is very helpful, when

the librettist knows what they are aftet. It makes then much more

sense in the end. (Elena Kats-Chernin: pers. com. 2003)

5.4 Conclusion

In this critique of Matricide I have set out to demonstrate that the collaboration between

the librettist, Kathleen Mary Fallon and composer Elena Kats-Chernin has resulted in the

creation of a music theatre piece with definite feminist aesthetic. In looking at the creative

process of the libretto it is clear that the librettist's ideas are firmly based in academic

feminism. The feminist intentions for the work reside in Fallon's ideological commitment

that is both informed by feminist literature and her involvement in the feminist debate' That

Kats-Chernin has found herself in collaboration with a librettist of such strong feminist

cc,nviction oan be viewed as either an accident or a natural progression for a composer who

shares a feminist viewpoint. Certainly there is evidence from her student days of involvement

with the alternative set of the "Cabaret Conspiracy" who challenged the patriarchal order of

the clay. Whether she would willingly consider herself a woman composer of feminist works

is still debatable. Matricide has in some ways forced her to reconsider these debates through

both the libretto and the various essays which were written by Fallon to accompany it. She

had as her tutor one of the foremost thinkers in Australia on feminism.

The examination of the musical composition of Matrícide as an expression of these

ideas demonstrates Kats-Chernin's ability to musically communicate the feminist narrative in

Matricide, resulting in an experimental feminist musical theatre piece.
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It is a welcome perspective for a composer who has been working in the patriarchal

domain of the Russian School of composition through to her mentorship under both Richard

Toop and Helmut Lachenmann. It brings to the repertoire a work which is entirely written by

women and performed by women for women. Fallon says:

I would like the first two or three nights to be women only audience,

as a gesturing back to these earlier productionsS and also in order to

experiment with the energies unleashed. (Fallon 1997:5)

As it turns out the first productions of Matricide were not only open to women. However, the

lemale audience response to the work, evident from the video of the first production, appeared

to be a great deal of hilarity and some obvious identification with the rituals of motherhood

being satirised on stage. The critical response to the work included comments such as "a

brave, inventive, twisted show."(Scott-Norman 1998: 76) and "full of life and humour"

(Burch 1998:14). Overall, the work could be considered a success in what it sets out to

achieve.

Aesthetically, the raw and bawdy behaviour of five sopranos behaving badly on stage

verges on the ridiculous. The topic of the musical also makes rather unpleasant and

confronting theatrical experience. The musicality of the composer and facility in writing for

theatre brings considerable entertainment value to the piece and, like her earlier music theatre

piece lphis, the work is rich with musical invention coherently elucidating the complex

ideology of the libretto. The whole notion of providing a serious topic such as the murder and

eating of a mother by her daughter and her daughter's lover as the framework of a musical is

a disturbing form of irony. However, to provide a serious setting, such as did the movie

version of the same story Heavenly Creatures,g might not allow the dimensions of parody

required by the librettist to convey her ideological discourse. In her program note for the

work Kats-Chernin wrote:

I use a tot of musical send-ups to follow the two main characters'

imaginary travels through centuries of cultural representations

(biblical, liturgical, advertising jingles etc.) creating their own worlds.

I tied to avoid sentimentatity and at the same time to achieve a certain

8 Here she is refening to political 70's events that they were both involved with in their student days"

9. See footnote I
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emotional depth and intensity. (The issues are after all, very complex
and serious ones.) I tried not to impose many rules other than, 'no
inhibitions': any style possible (yet practically we had the 'inhibition'
of having only 4 musicians) go to extremes with sudden mood

changes, "impossible" style breaks and so forth. (Kats-Chernin
1998c: 1)

This note sourced from the Australian Music Centre titled "Composer's hogram Notes" has a

curious handwritten note heading it that reads: "To Elena. Your 'answers' \ryere fine Elena.

Here are 414 words. Change anything you think needs it. Love Kathleen." (Kats-Chernin

1998c). The voice of the librettist is ,thus, present right up until the final presentation where

the composer is provided the opportunity to articulate her own thoughts for the piece that will

be offered as the written program note at the performance of Matricide. It is curious that the

composer did not have the confidence to articulate her intentions and experience of writing

the musical, which this note indicates might have been written by the librettist. As a musician

with a writer at her disposal she may have considered it appropriate to defer to the expert.

Ai'ter all, Elena Kats-Chernin's speciality is musical composition.

The deconstructive methods of postmodernism are not only apparent in Fallon's

libretto, but are echoed in the technique of musical pastiche that Kats-Chernin employs in

Møtricide. This compositional style feature of her work, apparent in her earlier musical

theatre work lphis as well as her instrumental pieces, matched Fallon's desire to create a

woman's space. Kats-Chernin's deconstructive method turn the master narratives on their

head in the way that Susan McClary has described in her essay, "Getting Down Off the

Beanstalk"(McClary l99I). With reference to composer Janke Vandervelde's deconstructive

methods, McClary describes how Vandervelde manipulates cyclic and teleological motion in

music to undermine the anticipation of climax and relief that has been established in the

master narrative of music. This "getting down off the beanstalk" is not exclusively available

to women and McClary cites several examples of its presence in the music of Phillip Glass.

She states:

One need not be a woman, in other words, to be gravely concerned

with getting down off the beanstalk. But the deconstructive methods

of postmodernism - the practise of questioning the claims to
universality by the 'master narratives' of Western culture, revealing

the agendas behind traditional 'value free' procedures - are also

beginning to clear a space in which a woman's voice can at last be

heard as a womdn's voice. (McClary l99l:123)
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The eclectic musical references that have become a hallmark of Kats-Chernin's style serve

Fallon's desire to deconstruct the master narratives well. Kats-Chernin's postmodern

approach adapts to the narrative Fallon is seeking to convey in Matricide, the musical,

resulting in a creative effort that is a bold and highly original expression of the female divine.

ri
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CHAPTER SIX

'A,Ir. B ørbecttre' and the masculinist Challenge

Following Matricide, the musical, Kats-Chernin's next music-theatre commlsslon

provided her with a contrasting challenge of a topic that has become the centre of the

reclamation of masculinist tenitory. The purpose of this chapter is to consider the musical

aesthetic solution Kats-Chernin provides to a musical theatre-work with a primarily

masculine narrative. It proceeds to examine the individual songs that make up the

composition for melodic, harmonic and style features and any evidence of a feminine

approach to the comPosition.

6.1 Background

In 2000, Kats-Chernin was commissioned by Northern Rivers Performing Arts,

regional New South Wales, Australia, to write the music for the work titled "Mr. Barbecue"'

The work was commissioned by Australian baritone Lyndon Terracini, who has built an

international reputation in Contemporary Opera and Music Theatre land has a commitment to

new Australian works. The libretto was written by Janis Balodis, another Australian who

also has a high profile as a writer, actor and theatre director for stage and screen.2 Th'

promotional material for the work describes it in the following terms:

Relationships, the mysterious pink substance inside the sausage, zen and

the male psyche ut" jurt a few of the themes explored through a cycle of

12 songs in Mr Barbecue.

t. Tenacini has performed many of the great baritone roles from the t¡aditional and contemporary reper-

toire. In l999,hewas awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Music Theatre by Central Queensland Uni-

versity. The following year he was awarded a Fellowship by the Australia Council for theArts and in

2001 he was awarde¿laoHonorary D. Univ. from Southern cross university. He was also appointed

Artistic Director and CEO of the Queensland Biennial Festival of Music.

2. Since renrrning to Australia in 1979 after teaching at E15 Acting School, Balodis has worked as a

free-lance writer, director and dramaturg for stage and screen. He was from 1987 to 1993 Associate

Drector and Literary Manager of the Melbourne Theatre Company. And the following year

Dramaturg of eueensland Theatre Company and then Artistic Associate in 1996. He was also

Member of Literahre Boa¡d of Australia Council between 1989 and 1992 and just recently Member

of Theat¡e Fr¡nd of Australia Council. He was Chair of Australian National Playwrights' Centre

between 1989 and 1991.
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Lyndon Terracini is joined in his 'backyard' by composer Elena Kats-

Chernin on piano and a five piece band: clarinet/saxophone, bassoon,

percussion, violin and doublebass.

Terracini's 'everyman' performs the great Australian barbecue ritual in a

visually spectacular setting, complete with lawn, paling fence and a full

size barbecue centrepiece. with gags, snags and backyard humour,

Mr Barbecue is a very funny and entertaining music theatre feast of a

performance. (Norpa 2OO4)

The tradition of the Australian barbecue and the folklore associated with the Australian

male taking over the role of cooking, but only meat and only outdoors, has become the topic

of recent theorising on masculinity. By tracing the contemporary male urge to cook meat at

the barbecue back to the masculine tribal rite of hunting, searing and distributing game,

reclamation of masculine purpose in suburban peacetime is legitimised^ The barbecue

becomes a site for the expression of masculine difference and for the segregation of the sexes'

It is also provides the space for concomitance in the company of men. In the 1999 Australian

Christmas books bestseller list, a favourite was a book devoted to the Australian barbecue

titled Meat, Metal and Fire (Thompson Ig99). It included text and photographs featuring a

range of'barbecue styles found during the author's travels around Australia. It is the third in

Mark Thompson's series of books from the Institute of Backyard Studies, which he

established with the aim of researching and celebrating 'traditional' men's business. His

other tirles are Blokes and Sheds (1998) and Stories from the Shed (1997) and Rare Trades

(2001). In theorising the ritual of the barbecue he writes:

Food is not the reason why we barbecue. It's the excuse to go through the

ritual of lighting a fire and searing flesh. Just to create the distant stirrings

of an ancient memory is an elemental source of satisfaction. The

Australian barbecue is a universal one-size-fits-all celebration that is

religious worship, tribal bonding and ritual ceremony all rolled into one.

It's the place where big lies and truths are converted into myth and legend.

That's the secret of a good barbecue. (Thompson 1999: ix)

With more than a hint of irony, Thompson elevates the status of the barbecue to spiritual ritual

and, according to his photographs and commentary, it is predominantly practised by men.

This proselytising on the ceremonial significance of the barbecue provides an alternative

social political significance to the otherwise humble act of cooking meat'
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The question which might be posed is: why would Elena-Kats Chemin, who as has been

argued in this thesis as a women with a feminine aesthetic sensibility, be interested in

composing a work of such strong masculinist intention? With reference to this collaboration

r,vith Terracini, Kats-Chernin states:

He makes you enthusiastic because he has so much energy. You want to

do great things, you want him to like what you're doing (Albert 2OO3:2O).

Thus the appeal may have been the opportunity to work with an artist with whom she

obviously respects and enjoys working. It was also an opportunity to collaborate with an

influential figure in Australian musical life. 3

Confronted with the topic of the barbecue, of which, as a migrant female, it is unlikely

that she has much experience, ancl a libretto that incorporates what are clearly masculinist

intentions, Kats-Chernin resorts to what she knows best, and writes a series of cabaret songs'

6.2 Mr. Barbecue: the music

The work is subtitled "A music theatre work for voice with ensemble". It is a set of

thirteen distinct songs for baritone, bass clarinet, violin, piano, bassoon, double bass and

percussion. The composer herself has played the piano for all performances to date'

,,Barbecue Rag" (No 8) is purely instrumental and No. 13 is an encore piece. The songs

appear in the following order:

t. Meat Metal Firea

2. Atphabet Cuisine

3. Vegetarian l-over

4. Men Are Like Cars

5. Tofu Song

6. Waiting For Wood

7. Sausage Song

L Barbecue Rag (Siegfried in his backyard Rag)

9. Dogs Know How to Live

3. Their collaborations continued following Mr. Barbecue and under Terracini's a¡tistic direction of the

2001 Brisbane Biennial Festival Kats-Chernin was commissioned to write her two 'Rockhampton

Gardeus Symphonies". Later she also collaborated with him in writing the score for the operatic film

The Widower (2004) fbr which Terracini performed the vocal part'

4. The title of the first song of Mr. Barbecue is identical to this book's title and might indicate that either

the librettist or the author had been influenced by the book.
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10. Impossible Men
11. My Father's EYes

12. BarbecueZ'en
13. Wrecked Eggs

The song cycle tracks Mr. Barbecue's disposition as he carries out his own personal

psychodrama at his backyard barbecue. He commences in high spirits, championing his

masculine supremacy, boasting of his vigour and sexual prowess. He then passes through a

ruminative stage, reflecting upon his failures and expressing frustration at his emotional

weaknesses. He becomes increasingly boorish as he indulges in the barbecue's liquid

offerings. The instrument of his potency becomes his nemesis and he eventually falls down

comatose. Returning from his delirium tremors, Mr. Barbecue wakes in a melancholic state

and his meditations conclude with mystical revelations ultimately seeking comfort in

spirituality. The barbecue is the means by which Mr. Barbecue demonstrates his supremacy' It

is the site where he conquers the element of fire, forges the metal and sears the flesh.

The range of Mr. Barbecue's emotions is underscored by a promiscuous redeployment

of musical devices. Once again in this score Kats-Chernin marshals a wide variety of musical

idioms with her characteristic postmodern musical eclecticism. Cabaret is the wellspring for

much of the musical thinking, but references to the master composers and popular music

abound. For example, to illustrate Mr. Barbecue's bravery as he conquers his barbecue in the

first song "Meat, Metal and Fire" Kats-Chernin makes a direct reference to Wagner' The

opening verse of the song introduces his barbecue philosophy:

Fire is a man's toY

He's a moth drawn to the flame

Fire's allure is mystical
And when it burns he blames the smoke

He couldn't see

Elemental fire burns
Elemental Earth turns into essential metal

Tongs and Weber's Kettle
Fire is man made use a knife to kill the beast

Metal's bite is practical
Weber's Kettle keeps the feast safe out of the fire

Elemental fire burns essential metal heats searing raw flesh magically into meat'

The verse is interrupted at section "H" (bar 47) by a musical interlude marked "Heroically!"'

In brackets at bar 47 the word "siegfried" appears above the violin part where the

instrumental section plays out a modified Wagner leitmotiv as can be see in example 6' 1'
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Musical example 6.1: No. 1, bars 4-l-5o, Mr. Barbecue , Elena Kats-chernin

The reference to Siegfried becomes significant later in the piece. Here it appears as allusion to

the heroicism of this particular character from Wagner's Ring, but it'is also a reference to a

leitmotiv that has become a modern day musical cliché for the heroic. Meat, metal and fire

are the earthly elements that connect Mr. Barbecue with his primeval purpose' Through his

masculine alchemy they are transformed at the barbecue and he f,nds self-actualisation by

conjuring these elements and exercising magical mystical powers of transformation of flesh

into food.

In performance, the baritone, Terracini, wears a Viking's horned helmet in direct

contrast to his casual shorts and singlet with waist chord carelessly dangling down his inner

thigh. The juxøposition of the heroic Viking and the backyard ocker add to the humour of the

performance.

The verse of this song resumes at bar 51 concluding that through the ritual of cooking

his meat man transcends his animal state to become human. Apart from the "siegfried"

inter.lude, the music is based on an aggressive and lively ostinato based upon the musical

ideas introduced in the first few bars. The ostinato rhythm is a syncopated rhythmic cell of 2
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quavers followed by a crotchet performed by bass clarinet, violin, voice, piano bassoon

double bass percussion (corrugated iron scraped with metal bar.) The driving rhythm

throughout the song is suggestive of the virility of the man at his barbecue and is reinforced

by his broad declamatory tessitura. These are interspersed with improvisations by the singer,

marked in the score as "Lyndon's impro with metal utensils", juxtaposed against the scoring'

By invoking Wagner, Kats-Chernin has, in the first song, launched the listener into

familiar musical terrain and in a brief referential moment conveyed the essence of Mr'

Barbecue's self-delusions. In his own backyard he sees himself as a hero battling the elements

and nature's forces. The humour in the reference is how far removed Mr. Barbecue is from the

heroic Siegfried in his gauche attire, secure and safe in his picket-fenced plot'

Drawing upon popular-song styles is also a feature of the Mr. Barbecue cycle' For

example, "Vegetarian Lover" is set as a lyrical love song based on the bossa nova'This

musical style, invented along the beaches of Rio de Janeiro in the late 1950s, often spoke of

love, the beach, and beautiful women, usually in insipid platitudes. The choice of this musical

style to represent the serenade to Mr. Barbecue's vegetarian lover is highly appropriate to the

scope of the stylistic source. "Vegetarian Lover" opens with a lyrical rising theme played by

violin and piano and based upon harmonic sequence reversing through a cycle of fifths, as

illustrated in examPle 6.2.
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Vegetarian Lover (3)
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Musical example 6.2: No. 3, bars 1'9, Mt. Barbecue, Elena Kats-Chernin.

The violin's sentimental rising melody, marked "molto vibrato, esspressivo" and, in

brackets, "soloistically", is echoed in the piano accompaniment, setting the tone for this
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torch-song romantic serenade to the vegetarian lover. The singer's entry is based upon the

same melodic material introduced by the violin. The "bossa, feel subtle" marked in the score

at bar 7 provides the indication for the mood of the song. As mentioned previously, the

harmonic scheme is based upon triadic harmonic descent through the cycle of fifths with

some elusive colourings on the 6th and 7th, commencing on G minor and ending on G7. For

the contrasting B section in this binary form, the tempo increases for the crooning on the

vvords "ve getarian lover".

The piece closes with the classic 'bossa nova' cadence with the harmonic shift V7-l-ll-

I. The score provides the performer with two options for perfofinance of the ending, the

second being slightly more elaborate. The first is a simple perfect cadence upon E. The

second more elaborate option re-routes the perfect cadence via II, typical of the extensions in

mid-twentieth century popular song and dance. (See Musical example 6.3)
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Musicaf example 6.3: No. 3, bars 37-44, Mr. Barbecue, Elena Kats-chernin.
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Kats-Chernin also introduces a simulation of raunchy music generally associated with

stciptease for the setting "Men Are like Cars". The introduction to this song features a

klezmer-style clarinet tune accompanied by piano, denoted by a dotted melodic rhythm

accompanied by syncopated triplet percussion shuffle as illustrated by example 6.4.

MenAre tiko Çars (4)
Elq¡Kisthmiin
Tst lanis Balodis

J-a r¡z

Vidin

Vocal

Bl'str

Doub¡èBåsE

Musical example 6.4: No. 4, bars 1-4, Mr. Barbecue, Elena Kats-chernin.

The text of the song is set to as a 414 boogie beat with harmonic shifts down the

semitone. Terracini's declamatory vocal line imitates a very Australian colloquial accent for

the interpretation of this song in performance. The F section is sung falsetto to represent the

lèmale voice" In performance the female is depicted by the performer donning an apron with
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fake female bared breasts. An instrumental interlude occurs at E section' featuring

arpegliated improvisation of the boogie'

Toillustratethecontrastinmoodtothespiriteddepictionofmenandtheircars'the
,Tofu Song' adopts a meditative mood. The "Tofu song" incorporates stylistic references to

Eastern music and features a mock-Chinese melody based upon the pentatonic scale built

upon the notes B-C# - E - F# - G#. The melody is accompanied in fifths by the piano and in

unison by the marimba. Both the parallellism of the harmonic texture and the use of the

merimba in the instrumentation add to the overall exoticism of the music' The melodic and

harmonic crafting is reminiscent of Debussy's many impressionistic echoes of the orient as

heard, for example, at the close of his sarabande from the Pour le Piano suite' Kats-

chemin,s stylistic impression is further enhanced by the rhythmic shifts between713-518-318-

5tS-6t8etc. (See Musical example 6'5)
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Musical example6.S: No.5, bars 1-7, Mr. Barbecue, Elena Kats-Chernin.
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The mood is interrupted with a contrasting more upbeat B section (bar 77) that moves

av/ay from the Asian stylistic characteristic to a simple declamatory half-spoken vocal line

accompanied by a four-bar ostinato F#-D-E-C#. The A section returns to complete the

temary setting of the 'Tofu Song'.

The blues is assigned to render the more raunchy setting of "Waiting For Wood".

Marked'oslow blues" with the baritone commencing slowly singing the blues at the bottom of
his vocal range as Mr. Barbecue starts lighting his fire. His level of excitement increases in

anticipation of the fire rising trigher and higher. The jazzy setting of his rising pyromaniacal

excitement is rhetorically represented by the melodic rising in the pitch of his vocal line

echoed by the increase in pitch in the accompanying instrumental parts. The musical

accompaniment echoes the increase of excitement through tempo acceleration, commencing

at slow blues and ending as fast swing. A musical climax is reached at the setting of "wings

of desire", singing d with clarinet trill on b"'flat. The sexual innuendo of the song is based

upon the play on the word "wood", an alternative colloquialism for man's sexual organs. As

the wood burning in the barbecue fuels the fire and grows higher and higher striptease style

music echoing the style of Song 4 ("Men are like cars") accompanies Mr. Barbecue's rising

excitement. The sexual innuendo of the text is emphasised in the performance of the piece,

with the garden hose representing the man's rising masculine excitement and the pun upon the

word'wood'enhanced by the performer gesturing toward his groin.

The highest point of Mr. Barbecue's excitement is reached at penultimate bar where the

baritone sings rising melody with a fermata on f, at the top of his range and dropping back to c

lor his last gasp before the fire alarm goes off. (see musical example 6.6)
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Musical example 6.6: No. 6, bars 63-66, Mr. Barbecue, Elena Kats-Chernin.

Thus the blues, the style with traditional African-American cultural roots that McClary

asserts "has most shaped our era" (McClary 2OOO:34), and that traditionally has been used for

the expression of desire and eroticism, are the basis for Mr. Barbecue's expression of both his

sexual and pyromaniacal desire in "Waiting for wood". As his exciûement increases the song

takes up a jazz swing beat with a more pacy underscoring of his rising passion.

A brief echo of Liszt is heard in the opening of "sausage Song", which starts out as a

lively dance. It takes up a rhythmic idea reminiscent of Hungarian folk song as immortalised

by Liszt in his "Hungarian Rhapsody" No. 2, based on the rhythms semiquaver - crotchet -

crotchet - crotchet and marked staccato as illustrated in musical example 6.7. The piano

inlroduces the theme which simply alternates between the semitone G and F#, and it is taken

up at bar 4 by the singer. The idea here being that is a quick, lively interlude that promises not

to take long, the stereotyped Australian male's sexual performance being equated with the
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cooking of a sausage. At the second system in the score the music becomes more mellifluous

featuring arpeggiation on C in the violin and bass clarinet as the singer's melody broadens in

a r,ångo rhythm.
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lt/lr¡sicaf example 6.7: No. 7, bars 1.1O, Mr. Barbecue, Elena Kats-Chernin.

At bar L7 the mood changes for another "Bossa Nova" section. The rhythm of the bossa

nova, already heard in "Vegetarian Lover", returns for Mr. Barbecue's rhapsodising on

CwBr{l¡
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methods of cooking sausages. At bar 49 this turns to a tango as his passion for the sausage is

expressed with Argentinian flair.

One of Kats-Chernin's favourite forms, the ragtime, is featured in "Barbecue Rag

(Siegfried in his backyard Rag)", a purely instrumental piece to accompany Siegfried's

mimed performance in his backyard as he mows the lawn, tidies the barbecue area, has a few

more drinks and generally ends up making a mess of the whole thing. It is also an opportunity

for Kats-Chernin to express her musical skill, and was later issued as a stand-alone piece

listed in the composer's catalogue.s Co-po.ing ragtimes is one of Kats-Chernin's favourite

musical pastimes and she has composed several books of rags. This style also makes its

appearance in her other works and references are discussed earlier in this thesis, that is, Iphis

and Matricide, the musical. The "blue note" is characteristic of the style and makes a regular

appearance in all of Kats-Chernin's rags. This "blue note" is the presentation of a tone and

then shifting down the semitone creating the blues wail. In Siegfried Rag this treatment of the

notes is introduced in the opening two bars with a shift in the melody from A# to A natural.

The bass line for the opening of the rag is a chromatic descent from B.

The basis for "Dogs know how to live", a song that opens with pulsating compound

rhythms, is a 1950s blues ballad. This stylistic idea is maintained for the first section of the

song, revolving about an A-flat tonality as illustrated in the following example. (See Musical

example 6.8)

5. SeeAppendix 1
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Musical example 6.8: No. 9, bars 1O-15, Mr. Barbecue, Elena Kats-Chernin.
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The B section of the song is a contrastin g waltz on the compound metre at bar 22 lor',a
dog's gotta do what a dog's gotta do". The composer places the note "woof woof" on the two

weak beats of the waltz representing the dog's bark (See Musical example 6.9). This is not an

instruction for the singer, but an indication to the instrumentalists that the two quavers are

meant to represent the dog's bark. The waltz style is indicated as a tempo marking by the

composer at "B" to avoid any confusion with the I2l8 of the preceding "4" section.
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Musical example6.g: No.9, bars 22-27, Mr. Barbecue, Elena Kats-Chernin.
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The A section returns with the 1950s ballad style at bar 3l to close the song. Using the

mantra is another reference to Oriental spiritual wisdom, a subject that weaves itself

throughout the song cycle, appearing in the first instance in the "Tofu song" and concluding at

the last song "Barbecue ZeÍt". A mantra is a musical chant that in Hindu and Buddhist

worship acts as the basis for a meditation. It is generally a short melody with limited pitch

range. The chant marked as mantra melody in the Mr. Barbecue" song cycle is, however,

anything, but meditative. Certainly Mr. Barbecue is going through some kind of meditation

on the idea that men are impossible, more as a contemplation of external ideas and a

therapeutic reflection on these ideas. However, his meditation is tinged with anger and the

shape of the mantra melody mirrors this. The "Mantra" marked in opening bar, that

commences with an augmented 6th moving to the'lth and concludes on augmented 6th,

creates an awkward melodic angularity that is far removed from the typical mediational

mantra (See Musical example 6.10).

Impossible Men (10)
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The mantra is a unison declaration by the voice and instrumental accompaniment. In

performance it operates as an instrumental introduction which the voice joins after several

repetitions. The repetitions of the mantra are interspersed with a percussion motive that

clrrtters in the instrumental section and on stage, as the impossible man 'bangs his drums' in

the form of tin cans. Mr. Barbecue refers to the "age of confusion" for men, and that

underneath every "tree-hugger" and'Jerk in a suit" there is an impossible man. The

inrpossibility of men, which is really more a reference to the mantra of female complaint, is

an expression of Mr. Barbecue's frustration with his masculine role. Confused by a role that

has lost traditional def,nition, Mr. Barbecue complains that whatever does he can't get it right.

The rigidity of the motive, with its obtuse intervals stubbornly refusing to alter upon each

repetition, is a direct allusion to the doggedness of the impossible man.

Sections of half-spoken verse are interspersed between the repetitions of the mantra

accompanied by rhythmic swing beat instrumental improvisations. These sections of verse

articulate the acts of impossible men, acts that Mr. Barbecue applauds as true expressions of

masculinity, but are on the whole socially unacceptable, such as, "cut meat with an axe",

"pour beer over their heads", "talk in grunts", scratch their runts", ignore their wives" and

"tell impossible lies about their sex lives".

The song is an expression of Mr. Barbecue's anger and frustration at his need to

suppress his true masculine urge to behave boisterously and selfishly in everyday life. The

barbecue site provides him with permission to express these urges and he concludes by

proposing a toast to impossible men. Thus, the mantra has provided the vehicle for Mr.

Barbecue to gain clarity of thought and enlightenment regarding his true purpose.

Paradoxically, his kind of enlightenment is almost in direct opposition to the nirvana that

Buddhist and Hindus seek through their meditations, just as the theme of his mantra is in

cc,mplete contrast to the simple mantras that generally accompany meditation.

As a direct and dramatic contrast to the violence of "Impossible Men", the ensuing "My

Father's Eyes" is an introspective, soulful ballad. Mr. Barbecue reflects on his resemblance to

his own father as he grows older and on the broader philosophical implications of his genetic

inheritance. The ballad is accompanied by piano in the style of popular ballad/song, a

plaintive violin joins for f,nal repetition of the verse. The thematic gesture is broad and

lyrical. The piano introduces the thematic outline in the opening bars based on a broad
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imperfect cadence upon F-C9 (I-V) with harmonic colour through the use of IITb or Tristan

chord. (See example 6.11)
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Musical example 6.11: No. 11, bars 1-1O, Mr. Barbecue, Elena Kats-Chernin.

The thematic outline commences with a quick movement through the octave via the 4th

and concluding the first bar on the 4th, then moving to the 4th below via flat 2nd and flat 6th.
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This thematic outline is adopted by the voice at bar 2. The same thematic material is

developed for the 53 bars of the song, as the narrative elaborates Mr. Barbecue's

contemplation of his genetic inheritance through the seasons of his life.

"Barbecue Zen" is also based upon the popular ballad style. It commences with Mr.

Barbecue in a state of despondency and hopelessness and turns to advocating the virtues of

Barbecue Znn.The song opens with a poignant alto saxophone solo that turns into a swing as

he becomes more eloquent. Mr. Barbecue's revelation that the barbecue is the solution to his

disillusionment with life, and his reference to Eastern religious dogma, echo the well-trodden

philosophical path for middle-class Western lapsed Christians in their quest for spiritual

[ulfilment. The application of his philosophical rebirth in the barbecue returns to the original

notion of the barbecue as a site for masculine rebirth. Eastern musical references as

employed in the "Tofu song" reappear. The song livens to a4l4 swing beat which dwindles to

a quite limp, largely improvised swing, with which Mr. Barbecue concludes his backyard

acventures and leaves the stage. It is an uncertain conclusion to the set of songs and leaves

the audience in doubt as to how to act. Has Mr. Barbecue left the stage for good and are the

audience free to depart? The ending has been so untraditionally downbeat that seems to

inCicate there is more. Mr. Barbecue does return for the real ending which is in this case the

encore piece, "Wrecked Eggs", a piece which is not scored and in performance is a short

conclusion to Siegfried's backyard adventures

Simple song forms such as binary ternary or rondo dominate the settings as has been

illustrated in the above examples. A more complex modified ternary is, however, employed

for "Alphabet Cuissine (sic)". This is a setting of a poem that proceeds through the alphabet

listing the animals that man can eat, and concluding that they can eat everything in the zoo,

r,vtth the one taboo, being "you", that is, humans. It is set as a simple childlike song in a

modified ternary formAAA'BAB'. TheA section is a chorale based upon the chord

progression e flat-A flat-c flat-e flat, i.e I-IV-VI flat-I which operates as harmonic ground for

the A section as seen in example 6.12. The chorale tune established in four bars is a simple

idea made up of the notes B flat - A flat -B natural- B flat, that is, stepping down a tone, up a

tone and a half, then down a semitone to return to the original note" This idea becomes the

basic melodic cell for the piece.
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Alphabet Cuissine (2)
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It/lr¡sical example6.12: No.2, bars 1-12, Mr. Barbecue, Elena Kats-chernin

Following the introduction, the same harmonic progression is repeated for the first letter

of the alphabet song and moves up a third for the second letter, concluding with an imperfect

c:adence upon the home key of E flat. The same harmony is sustained for the third and fourth

letters of the alphabet. The section is repeated for the fifth to ninth letters of the alphabet

L^
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song, simply indicated by repeats in the score. The letter J and K are given a varied setting of

the same harmonic pattern for A' section. The contrasting B section is actually marked

"Child's song" at"C" as shown in example 6. 13.

E:1 tHtd'$dv'
lLl [aa.aptqht)

Musicaf example 6.13: No. 2, bars 38- 43, Mn Barbecug Elena Kats-Chernin.

The Child's song features the progression C-D-Fm-C or I-ll-Vmin-l shifting up a

semitone tone at bar 52 to C#min-D#min-G#7-c#min. The chorale of Section A returns at bar

66 following a short transition back to the same harmonic sequence of the earlier chorale

based upon E. The song ends with a contrasting coda based upon the 'child's song' material

based upon V-1, F-C harmonic relationship.

The simplicity of the setting echoes the textual intention of a childlike recitation of the

al.chabet in this case with reference to meat suitable for barbecueing. Kats-Chernin's use of

restricted material familiar to her compositional method is appropriately brought into play to

musically interpret the simplicity of the Alphabet Song.

Overall the songs are an amusing entertainment upon the idea of the barbecue and

feature Kats-Chernin's effective deployment of her skills in writing musical cabaret. The

contrasting moods of Mr. Barbecue and his backyard delusions are musically embellished
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lvith recognisable stylistic references from popular twentieth-century song and musical, as

well as the odd reference to Wagner and Liszt. The restriction of the commission to one

singer results in a very lonely barbecue indeed. Mr. Barbecue's only human interaction is

r,vith the musicians who are situated on stage behind a picket fence, and such interaction is

mostly only to hurl abuse and empty drink cans. As a performer Lyndon Terracini mostly

succeeds in a convincing and engaging interpretation of the songs. However, given that the

barbecue is generally a social occasion, this dimension is missing from the work. That being

said Mr. Barbecue does succeed in capturing the idea of the man in his home as castle, living

behind the picket fence expressing all of the bravura and frustration of his circumstance.

6.3 Conclusion

The Mn Barbecue songs demonstrate that Kats-Chernin is an inventive and artful

composer. She succeeds in facilitating instant audience recall of moods and characterisations

through the crafting of familiar musical styles. The piece is infused with a rich store of ideas

lhat have become typical of Kats-Chernin's style, ranging from 1950s ballad, tango,

Wagnerian leitmotif, klezme¡ chorale, ground bass, and her hallmark ragtime.

Kats-Chernin is still working under a certain amount of restriction given the limited

intmmental and vocal resources available for the commission, and the reader is referred to the

discussion on this point in chapter 4 of the thesis and Eva Rieger's theories on restricted

aesthetic notable in the works of women. Certainly her restriction to another low-budget

music-theatre work that provides limited musical resources , that is, one singer and a small

orr-stage band, might be considered professionally frustrating. It is almost as though she has

returned to the cabaret stage where she started her professional musical career. She has, to

this point, been denied access to large-scale forces of opera, towards which she has expressed

interest in composing and which have been determinants of musical greatness as outlined in

Chapûer one and three of this thesis.

Nonetheless, Kats-Chernin's days as a cabaret musician have prepared her well for the

setting of music theatre where she learnt to quickly invent accompaniment to the action on

st¿ge and drew upon a rTrnge of musical styles. While she is restricted to commissions that are

limited by instrumental and vocal resources, she seems, for the present at least, to revert to the
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lamiliar and facile. At least Kats-Chemin's voice in composition is unique for its consistency

in writing successful pastiche.

The style of the songs is European cabaret, even though the subject matter is supposedly

Australian. Paradoxically, all of the collaborators come from migrant backgrounds: the

librettist Balodis is a first generation Latvian; Kats-Chernin migrated from Russia with a

Jewish heritage and her music is steeped in German cabaret tradition; and the main performer

Terracini is an opera baritone of Italian heritage. Thus, the piece might be considered an

idiosyncratic ethnic Australian multicultural utterance.

In composing Mr. Barbecue Kats-Chernin has not been given the artistic space to

express her femininity or build upon her experience of the feminist ideology strengthened by

her association with Mary Fallon. Ironically, Mr. Barbecue is based upon the new

masculinism and the reclamation of masculine territory emerging from Western male's

confusion about their role in modern society. It is questionable whether Kats-Chernin has a

great deal of sympathy for the middle-class Australian male's ennui at his backyard barbecue

ancl this adds to the satire of the musical setting.

The feminine voice in Mr. Barbecue is heard only in the composer's desire to transcend

beyond limited texts and instrumental options. This is not to say that her musical response in

Mn Barbecz¿ is limited as a rich store of musical invention lies in this set of songs. However,

the opportunity to challenge herself professionally has not been provided by this commission.

The subject matter itself, whilst amusing and entertaining, does not fit with Elena Kats-

Chernin's life concerns and it is contended that she feels closer to lphis 'Telethusa or

Matricide's mother than to the sad, lonely and disillusioned Mr. Barbecue.
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CONCLUSION

Towards a feminist aesthetic in music

This thesis has set out to demonstrate the presence of a feminine aesthetic in three

music theatre works by Elena Kats-chernin. The method has been to revisit argumeRts

proposed by feminist musicologists in the last half of the twenieth century and apply them to

these works. The thesis has arso examined the academic feminist arguments upon which they

proceed.

It has demonstrated that despite women's limited access to the performance and

production of their large-scale works in Australia, the composer Elena Kats-Chernin has

experienced considerable success in this area. The thesis traces aspects of Kats-Chernin's

career to date and discusses the influence of her experience aS a woman on these three music

theatre compositions. It is arguecl that her desire to write opera is not only that she is

comfortable in writing for theatre, but that writing large-scale works adds to her legitimacy as

a composer and to her professional status'

It is argued that the topic of Kats-Chernin's first opera lphis appealed to her feminist

sentiments. A closer rook at the music ror lphis demonstrates that there are distinct areas of

feminine interest for the composer. The discussion of lphis 
'otrínes 

two modes of expression

for the main characters Telethusa, the mother, and Lidgus, the father, that is, the feminine and

the masculine. In Kats-Chernin's characterisation of Telethusa there is evidence of feminine

writing that has been associated with compositions by women in feminist musicology'

Therefore, it is argued that this particular approach to the musical characterisation of the

mother in lphis is uniquely feminine. This is reinforced by the fact that Kats-chernin

musicallydevelopedthecharacterofthemotherwellbeyondtheoriginalintentionsofthe

librettist because, as she stated, as a mother herself, Kats-Chernin identifies with the mother

inlphis.InKats-Chernin,scompositionofthematernalvoiceasacircularmotivewithan

inconclusive harmonic ending she goes towards expressing the imaginary spaoe of the

feminine 'semiotic' as defrned by Kristeva'

The one-minute overture is discussed within the theoretical context of Eva Reiger's

notion of ..restricted aesthetic" attributable to women's musical compositions'The lphis

overture reveals that considerable restriction has been incurred in the process of writing'
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Based upon Reiger's argument that women have sought solutions to the restrictions on their

creative efforts throughout the centuries by making the most of minimal musical resources'

the discussion of lphis reveals that Elena Kats-chernin, l'aced with the challenge of providing

a one-minute overture to the drama, successfully manages to provide the musical essence of

the entire opera within this short time-frame'

The discussion of Kats-Chernin's second musical theatre work Matricide, the musical

demonstrates that Fallon's libretto is firmly based in academic feminism and that she was

keen to induct the composer into the process of creation of lrigaray's "f-emale divine"' The

thesis outlines how Fallon's feminist narrative finds musical resonance in Kats-Chernin's

sethng.

The discussion of Matricide: the musical also makes the connection to Kats-Chernin's

earlier music theatre piece, Iphis: that is, they both have central themes of motherhood and

birthing. The mothe r in Matricide, the musical is less an actual character than a construct of

motherhood and thus, the characterisation of the mother becomes a pastiche of motherhood

stereotypes. The birthing scene in this drama is similar to lphis in that it is a stylised

representation, rather than an attempt at realism. It is argued that Kats-Chernin's collaboration

with Fallon on this highly charged feminist project has provided her with an opportunity to

bring her own feminine experience to the musical setting'

Thus, the common feature of Kats-Chernin's first two music theatre works is the

musical representation her fem inist interests

The discussion of Kats-chernin's next music theatre commissioî, Mn Barbecue'

demonstrates that she has been provided with a contrasting challenge of dealing with a topic

that has become the centre of the reclamation of masculinist territory' Her engagement with

this subject has borne a particularly lively and entertaining series of cabaret songs and it

clearly demonstrates that not all of Kats-Chernin's compositional preoccupations are

feminist. Apart from her obvious enjoyment at providing the musical ridicule of Mr'

Barbecue,s masculine assertions, there was little opportunity for Kats-Chernin to express her

femininity or build upon her experience of the feminist ideology strengthened by her

association with Mary Fallon'
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The thesis set out in the first instance to locate a feminist aesthetic in the music of Kats-

Chernin by focusing on her music theatre works to datel' It finds that' indeed' some elements

of the music demonstrate this aesthetic supported by recent f-eminist musicological theories.

certainly Kats-chernin,s approach to composrtion demonstrates her femininity or at least her

status a woman and mother. she drafts quickly onto the libretto and then the score and hastily

fits in her composing around her household and child-care duties' She admits freely to this

and provides publicity portraits of herself wearing the bag that carries her compositional

tools, loaves of bread and milk for the family'

During the process of researching the thesis Mr. Barbecue appeared in her repertolre

which counteracts any proposal that Kats-Chernin's concerns are exclusively feminist" This

has never been the proposition of this thesis. However, it is maintained that while that

feminist concerns are clearly present in Kats-Chernin's aesthetic, this does not exclude her

from successfully engaging in creative projects that do not primarily focus upon these

concerns.

The discussion of Kats-Chernin's music bears out that her compositional technique

exhibits a facility with any number of musical styles that she weaves together to form an

eclectic musical tapestry. Cabaret style in the tradition of Kurt Weill may be a leftover from

her working as a pianist in music theatre as a student in Australia with the "Cabaret

conspiracy" and later in theatres in Germany. It is highly likely that this training has taught

her to draw themes and ideas from her infinite musical resources to accompany what might

have been going on stage at the time. This is the skill she brings to her first three major music

theatre pieces each of which is rooted in cabaret style. The clarinet figures predominantly in

the scores of Kats-Chernin's music theatre works; this could be a reference to her Jewish

background, and the influence of Klezmer. Kats-Chernin's Jewish musical heritage could also

be viewed as extending to the incorporation of Hebrew chant for the "Education" of lphis

scene (scene III). Her conservatory training in Russia based on the 'great masters'of

composition and the Russian composers sanctioned by the teaching institutions have provided

her with a solid grounding in music composition' This knowledge translates to her music

theatre works so that they transcend mere cabaret and have an overall coherence in her

Bearing in mind ¡h;rt Undertowwas produced in 1994 and more is possibly being contemplated as this
1

is this thesis being written.
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particular musical narrative. Whitst these features of Kats-Chernin's musical style can be

considered as neither feminine or masculine, femininity expresses itself in her compositional

method, choices and options.

This examination of the early music theatre works of Elena Kats-Chernin has not been

an attempt to promote the value of the works as time alone will determine their longevity and

appeal of the works in the repertoire, which is not to say that the composer is not highly

skilled and trained in this and other areas of composition. Rather it is an effort to unlock the

feminism in her musrc

As was demonstrated in the first chapter of this thesis, feminist musicology has moved

from activism to aestheticism, that is to say, the shift has been from bringing the compositions

of women to public attention to examining the work of women in terms of academic feminism

and locating how their work expresses their femininity. Feminist authors have also examined

the works of men drawing on the tools of academic feminism, causing some consternahon

amongst the musical establishment. These feminist excursions in musicology at the end of

the twentieth century have resulted in a backlash, a term derived from the similar response to

feminism in other disciplines to describe the attacks upon feminist's efforts. The result for

music is that women composers would rather not be labelled as such since for fear

marginality and the secondary status associated with essentialism' The evidence from the

Elaine Barkin questionnaire cited in chapter one, is that women composers would rather be

reviewed for their status as a composer on the same terms as men. Kats-Chernin, although

not totally refusing to participate in the feminist debate, has stated that she also would prefer

not to be assessed on these terms, However, what does become evident from the examination

of her working life and at least these two compositions is that a feminist aesthetic is

identifiable.

lt is therefore argued that there is value in adopting a feminist approach to the

evaluation of the work of women composers as it bears out the difference in the opportunities

for women in composition, and that the choices they make arising from their musical options

has an impact on the aesthetic outcomes. That is not to say that an examination of the work of

other Australian women composers, or for that matter women composers elsewhere, would

result in similar aesthetic outcomes, but that there would be evidence of an expression of

feminine difference resulting from differences in their musical choices' For example, the
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discussion of Kats-Chernin's role as a mother has been alluded to for its influence upon her

choices of texts and how she has chosen to set child-birth scenes. The decisions and musical

outcomes stem from a different psychological and social space to that of the male composer'

Women composers who do not have children, or who are not heterosexual, might also offer

alternative aesthetic solutions in their musical composition in the way that recent

developments in queer theory musicology have proposed that the sexual preferences of

composers have had an impact on their compositional choices and aesthetic outcomes.

Another factor that could be applied to aesthetic discussion of composition by women

and that is particularly pertinent to Kats-Chemin, is her difference in approach to the musical

narrative. When Kats-Chernin employs the technique of pastiche it results in aspects of the

familiar discourse being disrupted by an unsettling narrative. Feminist theories in musicology

that touch upon this notion have been alluded to in this thesis. The discussion of feminist

theories in chapter two outline the attempts by these authors to disrupt the symbolic order of

language and the dominant phallogocentric narratives. This thesis pursues this notion in

music and proposes that disruption to the musical symbolic order can be fbund in feminist

musical expression. This pursuit has demonstrated that the presence of a feminst aesthetic in

the works of Kats-Chernin provides rich potential for future discussions of musical

compositions by women.

This thesis demonstrates that a f-eminist approach to the works of at least one woman

composer reveals aspects of the music that are not evident from other forms of musical

analysis. It also demonstrates that there is space for development of feminist musicological

theory. Feminist musicological discourse is still in its adolescence, as indicated by the fact

that it only received entry in 2001 into the main English-speaking encyclopedia on music' The

New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Keynote addresses by feminist musicologists

have become more frequent at musicological conferences, as have symposium sessions'

However, feminist musicology has yet to be positively embraced by the conservatory and in

the teaching of music. Indeed, while the compositions by women still only comprise less than

lOTo olthe repertoire there is indication that maturity is yet to come for feminism in music'
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APPENDIX: A

List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

These two lists of works are compiled from three sources: Boosey and Hawkes

Catalogue; Australia Music Centre Catalogue; the composer's list of works on her shelf

The first list is in chronological order according to the dates of composition. This list

has been compiled to measure the composers output and to provide a quick overview of the

compositions as they have appeared to date.

This is followed by a complete alphabetical listing providing full instumental,

publication and catalogue deøils of the works. At the bottom of each entry in the alphabetical

list the catalogue source for the work is acknowledged. Almost all of the scores are in the

composer's library so her initials (EKC) at the bottom of an entry indicate where works only

in her possession only.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF V/ORKS

1978

Bienie

For the first School forYoung Composers, now ACOF

for orchestra

Chu

for trombone and percussron

1979

Chechyotka (tap dancing)

for trombone solo

Piano concerto

1982

ln tension

for 6 players
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List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

1983

Reductions
for two pianos

1984

Duo 1

for violin and piano

Stairs

for symphony orchestral

1985

Scales

Solo Januar
for accordeon

1990

Transfer
lbr symphony orchestra

1991

Tast-en
for piano solo

Naive waltz
for string quartet

1992

Totschki
for oboe and clarinet in Bb

1993

Clocks
for 2O musicians and tape (CD or DA88)

Retonica
for full orchest¡a

1. The catalogue entries show that this work appeared in 1985 however, the composer states it was

fìnisþefl i¡ a week or so before her son was born, in January 1984. (Kats-Chemin 2004b)
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1994

Clip
for percussion solo

Coco's last collection
suite, for two pianists and a dancer

Concertino
for violin and eleven instruments

Lamento the gestures
for piano and full orchestra

1995

Cadences, Deviations and Scarlatti
fbr 14 instruments

Chamber of horrors
for harp solo

ProMotion
for 6 amplified instruments

Variations in a serious black dress
for piano solo

1996

Advance Australia fairl Fantasy 2

for orchestra

Charleston noir
for piano solo

Gharleston noir
for doublebass quartet

Children's chamber ll
for violin and piano

Champagne in a teapot
for cor anglais with 13 instruments

Doo
for mixed choirs, text collaboration: Kirsten Winter

Kosky tango
fo¡ B flat cla¡inet and string quartet

Four rags for lan Munro
for piano solo

List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

2. 'lret rned this Fantasy on anAnthem" (Kats-Chernin 2OO4b)
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Gypsy ramble
for viola, cello and piano

Langsam
for soprano and ensemble

Furple prelude
for piano solo

Russian rag

piano solo solo

Russian rag

for 8 instruments

The Schubert blues
for piano solo

Smash
soundtrack to Kirsten Winter's experimental film

Twenty-five measures
for clarinet in B flat

Wedding suite
for flute and violin

Wild rice
for cello solo

1997

Charleston noir
for string quartet

Gone with the waltz
for 6 voices

Hemispheres
for 8 inst¡uments

lphis
opera for 6 singers and 9 musicians; libretto: Richard Toop

Russian rag

arr. for clarinet in B flat and piano

Shestizvuchiya: (russian : six sounds)
for piano solo

Sunday rag

for piano solo

Talk show: cycle of eight songs
for SAIB Choir; text Hilary Bell.

Zoom and zip
for string orchestra

List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004
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List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

1998

Alexander rag

for piano solo

Get well rag
for piano solo

Matricide, the musical
opera for 6 Sopranos and 4 instruments; text: Kathleen Mary Fallon.

Purple patch
for guitar solo

Skeletons in the Cupboard
for chamber ensemble

Stur in dur
for piano solo

Suburban rag
for piano solo

Umcha piece
for 5 percussionists

Sonata Lost and found
for piano solo

Zeerag
for piano solo

1999

Abwege
soundtrack to silent film

Backstage rag
for piano solo

Bottleneck Blues
for flute, clarinet in Bb, string quartet and piano

Combination rag
for piano solo

Le Gars
incidental music for theatre

N-tet Rag
for chamber ensemble

Page turn
for solo piano

Sarglos
alto saxophone, percussion, piano

Stigmas and Taboos
for bassoon and piano
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List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

Velvet revolution
for violin, french horn, piano

Why not
for clarinet in Bb, trombone, piano

A Little Piece of Gossip
for guitar solo -2000

2000

Barbara/O
incidental music for baroque ensemble

Deep sea dreaming
for childrens' choir and orchestra

Deep sea dreaming
arr. for children and piano

Displaced dances
piano concerto in 12 movts

lnterlude 2
for viola solo ( interludes one and two are renamed as "Rag Interlude" and "Tranquil Interlude

on an open D string")

Fox
for narrator and orchestra; text Margaret Wild

Heaven is closed
for symphony orchestra

Mater
for six voices and percussion

MsTaken ldent¡ty
for soprano and string quartet

TurnTableTurn
for soprano saxophone and jazz orchestra

2001

Vitalia's steps
for percussion, piano and toy-piano (version for two performers)

Piano concerto no. 2
for piano and orchestra

For Rosa
for string quartet

Twelve one page piano pieces
¿ìmong them: Almost a Blues, Mystery, No. 7, Russian Waltz, Play Properly, Smudged Mirror

Shapes, Lullaby

A Short Waltz
for piano trio
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List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

Rockhampton Gardens Symphony 1

for orchestra

The Bather
for 4 voices

Memoria! rag
Children and string quartet; text Chris Latham

Sand waltz
for wind quintet

Stilllife
for viola and piano

Un-labelled
for children's choir

2002

Charmer's Apprentice
for oboe and piano

Bleached Memories
for 4 guitars

Book of ragss
for piano solo

Character interludes
for flute and guitar

Mr. Barbecue
for voice and ensemble; text: Janis Balodis

Fatina
for violin solo

Saffire Rag
for piano solo

Torque
for accordion, piano and strings

Wild Swans
ballet score for soprano and orchestra

2003

Lotus/Vìrater
Opening ceremony for Rugby World Cup
for symphony orchestra

A-void-ance
for piano trio

3. Released as a book, however the pieces were written over the previous years, see Russian Rag, 4 rags

for Ian Mr¡nro (Kats-Chenrin 2004b)
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Bertina
for ensemble

Next, Please!
for baritone and ensemble

Rockhampton Gardens Symphony 2

2004

After Dinner music suite
for violin and piano
- A Nostalgic piece

- Bucharian Melody
-Cocktail Rag
-After Dinner Rag
-Melancholic piece

-Revolving Doors
-Peggy's Minute Rag
-Removalist Rag
-Augusta's Ga¡den Waltz
-Slicked back tango for bassoon or cello or violin and piano

Wild swans suite
for violin and piano (10 pieces)

Butterflying
for childrens' choir in two parts and piano

Butterflying
for childrens'choir in3 parts and orchestra

Colours of the Sea
for alto flute, cello and piano

Colours of the Sea
for piano solo

Economy Class Blues
for piano solo

Economy Class Blues
for bassoon and piano

Economy Glass Blues
for violin and piano

Half Moon Prelude (for Alexander Boyd)
for piano solo

Mythic
for Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra

Wild Swans Suite
for soprano and Symphony Orchestra (fSO-12 pieces)

Russian Rag
fbr flute, cello, piano

Russian Rag
for bassoon and piano

L¡st of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004
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List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

Nonchalance
for cello and piano

Nonchalance
for piano solo

Nonchalance
for bassoon and piano

Tremors, dreams, memories
(in response to the Bali bombing)
for piano solo

UndeËow
chamber opera

The Widower
music for the film

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF WORKS

Abwege- 1999
score to silent film of same title for ensemble (10 players),

cl(=6ç1¡' bsn(-cbsn) ; perc(2); pno; piano accordion; strings( 1. 1. 1. 1. 1 ).

1999 premiered by Ensemble Contraste, Frank Strobel cond.

Duration: 96 min.
Boosey and Hawkes

Advance Australia fair / free arr. [by] Elena Kats-Chernin. - 1996

1 facsimile score (16 p.);42 cm.
Solo piano; piccolo; 2 flutes;3 oboes; 2 clarinets; bass clarinet; 2 bassoons, contra-bassoon;4

horns;3 trumpets;3 trombones; tuba; timpani; percussion (2 players); harp; strings

(r2.ro.7.6.s).
Duration: 3 min.
Commissioned by ABC Classic for Adelaide Symphony Orchestra - Composer's note.

Difficulty: Professional.

Held in the Australian Music Centre (AMC) Library: Q7U.262lKNl I

Alexander rag - 1998
1 facsimile score (4 p.);2e x37 cm.

Piano.

Now published in Book of rags for piano (Boosey & Hawkes, 2OAÐ.

AMC: Q786.2/KAT 15

AlmostaBlues-2001
Piano.

Duration: I min.
Boosey and Hawkes

A Short Waltz - 2001
For violin, cello and piano premiered by Ian Munro, David Pereira and John Harding

Duration: l min.
(Arranged as "Clean p waltz" for violin/piano as part of 12 pieces for VLN-PNO
Boosey and Hawkes
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List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

A-void-ance -2003
Violin; cello; piano, in 5 movts

Premiered 2OO3 atRuemlingen festival in Switzerland,

Duration: 15 min.

Boosey and Hawkes

Backstage rag - 1999

I facsimile score (8 p.);37 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piano.

Duration: 4 min.

Now published in Book of rags for piano (Boosey & Hawkes, 2002).

AMC: Q786.2lKNr n
Barbara/O - 2000

Withdrawn from Boosey and Hawkes

Barbecue [sicl rag: Siegfried in his backyard rag-2OO2
1 facsimile score ([6] p.); 30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piano.

Movement no. 8 from Mr. Barbecue, a music theatre work for voice with ensemble

AMC: 786.2,KNf 2

The Bather -2001
For vocal quartet (SATB) and harp,

200 1 premiered VoiceSquad

Duration: 4 min.

Boosey and Hawkes

Bertina for ensemble -2003
2 guitars; clarinet; cello; marimba.

Premiered Darwin Guitar Festival 2003

Duration: 11min.

Boosey and Hawkes

Bienie/ Elena Kats.

1 facsimile score (26 p.); 50 cm.

Piccolo; 2 flutes; oboe;2 clarinets; bass clarinet; bassoon; contrabassoon; 2 horns; 2 trumpets; 2

trombones; bass trombone; percussion; strings.

Duration: 9 min.

Withdrawn from Boosey and Hawkes

AMC: F 1U2lKNl I

Bleached Memories - 2OO2

Premiered 2002by Guitar Trek,

Soprano guitar; classical guitar; baritone guitar; bass guitar

Duration: 11 min.

Boosey and Hawkes
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List of works by Elena Kats-Ghernin as at November 2004

Book of rags for piano - 2OO2

[NewYork]: Boosey & Hawkes, c2OO2.

l vol. of music (16p.);31cm.
ISMN: M-O5I-2Æ19-9 Piano.
Russian rag - Peggy's rag - Rug rag - Russian rag II - Removalist rag - Sunday rag -
Get well rag - Alexander rag - Suburban rug - Zee rag - Backstage rag - Combination
rag.

Russian rag: 5 min.; Backstage rag: 4 min.; Combination rag: 4 min.
Peggy's rag, Rug rag, Russian rag II, and Removalist rag: "For Ian Munro". Get well rag: "For
Sanya". Combination rag: "For Norma Marschke".
Russian rag commissioned by ABC Classics for recording on the compact disc 'Rags to riches'
by pianist Donna Coleman in April, 1Ð6
Composer's note. Peggy's rag, Rug rag, Russian rag II, Removalist rag were written during the

composer's time at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, and at the time of moving from the house.

lncludes programme notes.

Dates of composition: Russian rag 1996; Peggy's rag 1996; Rug rag 1996; Russian rag II 1996;

Removalist rag 1996; Sunday rag 1997; Get well rag 1998; Alexander rag 1998; Suburban rag

1998',Zee rag 1998; Backstage rag 1999; Combination rag 1999.

Four of the rags were originally known as "Four rags for Ian Mun¡o". These are: Peggy's rag,

Rug rag, Russian rag II, Removalist rag.

AMC: 786.21KÆf I

Bottleneck B|ues for flute, clarinet in B flat, string quanet and piano -1999
Withdrawn from Boosey and Hawkes

Butterflying for children's choir and piano - 2004
Latham, Christopher, author.
Description
I facsimile score (6 p.) ;30 cm.
Instrumentation: 3 -part children's choir, piano.
Dedication: "For the Kats-Chernin Choir" -- Caption.
Computer-notated score.

AMC: 782.7Y21KÆf I

Cadences, deviations and Scarlatt¡- 1995
1 facsimile score (27 p.);42 cm.
For 14 instruments: Flute/piccolo; oboe; clarinet in E flat; horn in F; trumpet in C; trombone;
tuba; percussion; harp; piano; violin; viola; violoncello; double bass.

Duration: 13 min.30 sec.
"Commissioned by Sydney Alpha Ensemble with the assistance of Performing Arts Board of
Australia Council."
Premiered 1995 Sydney Alpha Ensemble, conductor Roland Peelman.
Recorded onABC Classics Clocks CD.
Revised: l4.L0.96,April 1997 and 24. 10.98.

Duration: 14 min.
AMC: Q785.32191KN12

Chamber of horrors: for harp solo - 1995
1 facsimile score (4 p.); 30 x42 cm.
Harp.
"For Marshall" - p.4.
1995 premiered Ma¡shall McGuire.
Boosey and Hawkes.
Duration: 6 min.
AMC: Q787.95/KAT 1
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List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

Champaigne [sicl in a teapot
Cor anglais with 13 instruments.

corA; 1(=picc).0.EbCI.0--1.1.O.O-perc: log dr/BD/3 cowbells/SD/metalwind chimes/crot/xyl-
harp-pno-strings(1. 1. 1. 1. 1)

Premiered 1996 Cathy Milliken and Ensemble Modern

Duration: l0 min.

Title mis-spelt in caption.

Includes cadenza on 2 extra pages at end of score.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q788.53/KAT 1

Character interludes: for flute and guitar - 2002
1 facsimile score ([19] p.);30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Flute; guitar.

"Commissioned by Virginia Taylor and Timothy Kain with the assistance of the Music Fund of
the Australia Council" - Cover.

Includes 9 interludes.

Composed between 2OO2 atd2}O2.
Diffi culty: Professional.

Duration: 10 min.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 785.4I2lKNl2

Charmer's Apprentice for oboe and piane 2002

Premiered by David Nuttall and Susanne Powell

Duration: 12 min.

Eloosey and Hawkes

Charleston noir: for piano solo - 1996

1 facsimile score (7 p.); 30 x42 cm.

Piano.

Duration: 10 min.,30 sec.

"For Ian Munro" - p. 1.

Jean Bogan Memorial Pize, 1996.

Diffi culty: Professional.

1996 premiered Lisa Moore

Duration: 8 mins.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q786.2lKNl4

Charleston noir: for str¡ng quartet - 1997

t facsimile score (8 p.);42 cm.

2 violins; viola; violoncello.

1996 premiered Goldner String Quartet
Duration: 8 mins.

Boosey and Hawkes.

Q 785.7\4|KAT I (Performance parts available from AMC)
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List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

Charleston no¡r: for doublebass quartet - 1996

I facsimile score (10 p.);37 cm.

4 double basses.

"Commissioned by Tall Poppies with assistance of PAB of Australia Council" - p.10.

Written during the composer's time at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, Paddington, NSW
Diffl culty: Professional.

Premiered by AURA the Moores School of Music Contemporary Ensemble, dir. Rob Smith

Duration: 8 mins.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q785.7514/KAT 1

Chechyotka = tap dancing: for trombone solo / Elena Kats. - 1979

1 facsimile score (3 p.);42 cm.

Trombone.

Difficulty: Advanced.

Premiered 1979 by Simone De Haan

Duration:6 min.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q 788.93/KAT 1

Children's chamber ll- 1996

1 facsimile score (8 p.);30 cm.

Violiq piano.

"For Lisa Moore and Nicholas Milton" - Caption.

Written during the composer's time at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, Paddington, Sydney

Difficulty: AMEB A.Mus.A.

This work is on the AMEB Grade A.Mus.A" syllabus.

Withdrawn from Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 787.2lKNl I

Chu for trombone and percussion - 1978

Withdrawn from Boosey and Hawkes

Clip: for percussion solo - 1994

1 facsimile score (5 p.); 30 x42 cm.

Vibraphone; octave crotales; 5 temple blocks; Latin cowbell; Guiro; 32" timpani; 26" timpani; 1

pair claves; 1 med. yarn vibes mallet; 4 plastic mallets; 2 timpani beaters; 2 fr,nger

cymbals;2 paddle castagnettes; I double bass bow.

"Commissioned by The Seymour Group for Daryl Pratt's performance on2.IO.l994 with the

assistance of Perforrning Arts Board of the Australia Council" - p. I

"A slightly revised version" - p.1

Duration: 10 min.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q 786.8/KAT 1

Clocks: lor 2O musicians and tape (CD or DA88) - 1993

I facsimile score (73 p.);42 cm.

Flute (doubling piccolo); oboe; clarinet; soprano saxophone; bassoon (doubling contrabassoon);
horn; trumpet;trombone; 2 percussionists:I=xyl/glsp/BD/3tpl.bl/cyms/ chinese dr/crot/
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List of works by Elena Kats-Chernin as at November 2004

t.bells/stones/japanese wdbl Il=xyl/glsp/4tpl.bl/ cup chime/3chinese tom-t/anvil/crotl
t.bells; harp;2 pianos; 3 violins; 2 violas; violoncello; double bass; tape.

"Commissioned by Fentrum fur Kunst und Medientechnologie Karlsruhe 1993, for Ensemble
Modern" - Cover.

"Premiered Nov. 93" - Cover.

Includes performance note.

"Requires amplification for strings absolutely, for woodwind very desirably, for the rest ideally
as well" - Cover.

Premiered 199J Ensemble Modern.
Recorded onABC Classics Clocks CD
Duration: 21 min.
Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC Q 785.292r91KÆr t

Coco's last collection: suite, for two pianists and a dancer - 1994
1 facsimile score (21 p.);42 cm.

2 pianos.

Rattern I (Rattling - Sewing machine) - Rattem II - Die uhr (Ihe clock) - Hannon I -
Hannon II - Accordeon I - Accordeon II - Coco's lied (Coco's song) - Schloss
(Castle) - Schloss II - Schuhe (Shoes) - Schuhe suchen I (Search for shoes) Schuhe

suchen II - Klassisch (Ballett [sic]) - Marlene - Stolpere (Iripping over) -
Unsctrlussig (Undecided) - Walter - Schere (Scissors) - Elegy - Geister (Ghosts)

"Commissioned by Munchener Biennale 1994" -- p.1

Written for 2 pianists and a dancer.

Premiered 1994 Munich Biennale

Duration: 24min.
Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q785.6212/KAT 1

Cofours of the sea for piano - 2OO4

1 facsimile score (6 p.) ;30 cm.

Published
Grosvenor Place, N.S.W. : Reproduced and distributed by the Australian Music Centre, [20--]
Notes

"Short version for solo piano"--Caption.
Compositiondate: 2004.

This version for piano solo, 28 August 2OM. Originally for alto flute, violoncello, piano for
Meininger Trio -- Composer's note.

Computer-notated score.

AMC: 786.2/KAI 11

Combination rag - 1999
1 facsimile score (9 p.);37 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piano.

Duration: 4 min.
"For Norma Marschke" - Caption.
Commissioned by Norma Marschke - Composer's note.

Diffi culty: Professional (or close).

NOÌW PUBLISHED inBook of rags for piano (Boosey & Hawkes,2012).
AMC: Q 786.2/KAT 11
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Concertino fur violine und elf instrumente - 1994

I facsimile score (29 p.);42 cm.

Solo violin; flute (doubling piccolo); oboe; clarinet in Eb; bassoon (doubling contrabassoon);
horn in F; trumpet; trombone: 2 percussion (SD/tgl/crotales/t.bells/3 log drums/cow
bells/gong/chimes; hi hat/4 tpl.bl/gongicrotales/vib); piano; double bass.

"Fur Ensemble Modern" - T.p.

"Corrected 20 Feb. 1996" - Cover.

Premiered 1994Peter Rundel and Ensemble Modern.

Recorded onABC Classics Clocks cd.

Duration: 17 min.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q785.3219/KAI I

Deep sea dreaming - 2000

I facsimile score ([i], 51 p.); 42 cm.

Computer-notated score.

3-part children's choir; 2 flutes; 2 oboes; 2 clarinets in B flat; 2 bassoons; contra-bassoon; 2
horns in F; 2 trumpets in C; 2 trombones; tuba; timpani; percussion (4 players); harp;
piano; strings.

Duration: 7 min. 49 sec.

Commissioned by the Sydney Organising Committee for the Olympic Games (SOCOG), for the
Opening Ceremony of the Olympic Games, Sydney 2000. First performance by Sydney
Children's Choir and Sydney Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Simone Young at the
Opening Ceremony of the Olympic Games, Sydney, 15 September 2000.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q782.7541KÆr I

Deep sea dreaming: arr. for children and piano - 2000

1 facsimile score (19 p.);30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

3-part children s choir; piano.

Commissioned by the Sydney Organising Committee for the Olympic Games (SOCOG), for the
Opening Ceremony of the Olympic Games, Sydney 2000. First performance by Sydney
Children's Choir and Sydney Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Simone Young at the
Opening Ceremony of the Olympic Games, Sydney, 15 September 2000.

Ananged for children and piano, in February 2OO2, for the Sydney Children's Choir tour of
Europe.

AMC: 782.7glKA{13

Displaced dances - 2000

1 facsimile score ([i], 180 p.);37 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piccolo; 2 flutes; 3 oboes; 2 clarinets; bass clarinet; 2 bassoons, contra-bassoon; 4 horns; 3
trumpets; 2 trombones; bass trombone; tuba; timpani; percussion (3 players I: xylitom-t/
tubularbells/Korean templeblocks/mar./crotales/tamb/whip/belltree/guiro/maraccas/
fingercymbals/tgl II:logdrums/guiro/glock/crotales/cowbells/vib/seashells/tubularbells/
belltree/ tamb/met) ; harp ; solo piano ; strings.

1. Spin the wheel - 2. Dance of the moral finger - 3. Dance of reduced material - 4. Dance
of the missing links - 5. Dance of the skyscrapers - 6. Dance of naive thoughts - 7.
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Dance of smoothing the edges - 8. Chthonic melody - 9. Dance in seven-four - 10.

Country dance - 11. Dance of the intervals - 12. Dance of octaves.

Duration: 25 min.

Commissioned by Symphony Australia for the Queensland Symphony Orchestra, with
assistance from the Australia Council.

First performance by the Queensland Symphony Orchestra, with Stephanie McCallum piano,
conducted by Tuomas Ollila, at the Queensland Performing Arts Complex, 14 October
2000.

"Conected version 2llnlOO" - Caption.

Includes programme note.

Difficulty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q78,r''262l86lKNl2

Doo ; text collaboration: Kirsten Winter - 1996

1 facsimile score (10 p.);42 cm.

3 SATB choral ensembles; children's choir.

Duration: 6 min,

Commissioned by 4th World Choral Symposium for Sydney Children's Choir, Song Company,
Australian Voices and Sydney Philharmonia Choir - Composer's note.

First performance by Sydney Children's Choir, Song Company, Australian Voices and Sydney
Philharmonia Choir at Sydney Opera House, T August 1996 - Composer's note.

Written during the composer's time at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, Paddington, NSW.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q782.559/KAT I

Duo 1: for violin and piano - 1984

1 facsimile score (10 p.);42 cm.

Piano; violin.

For mandolin orchestra / Elena Kats. - 1980

1 facsimile score (6 p.);42 cm.

Mandolin orchestra.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q 784.7/KAT t

For Rosa for string quartet - 2001

2001 premiered by the Karol Szymanowski Quartet
Duration: 6 min.

Boosey and Hawkes

Four rags for lan Munro - 1996

1 facsimile score (14 p.);26 x 37 cm.

Piano.

Peggy's rag; Rug rag; Russian rag II; Removalist rag.

Now published in Book of rags þr piano (Boosey & Hawkes, 2OO2).

Written during the composer's time at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, and at the time of moving
from the house.

AMC: Q 786.2/KAI5
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Fox for narrator and orchestra / music: Elena Kats-Chernin; text: Margaret W¡ld. - 2000

I facsimile score (41 p.);42 cm.

2 flutes; 2 oboes; 2 clarinets in B flat; 2 bassoons; 2 horns; 2 trumpets in C; timpani; percussion
(2 players); harp; harpsichord; nanator; strings.

Duration: L2min.
"Commissioned by Symphony Australia, for recording by the Sydney Symphony Orchestra,

with assistance by... the Australia Council" - Cover.

First performance by Sydney Symphony Orchestra at Eugene Goossens Hall, ABC Centre,

Ultimo, Sydney, 6 October 2000.

2001 recordedABC Classics 2001

Difficulty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q78r''.22lKÆl I

Getwell rag - 1998

1 facsimile score (4 p.);26 x 37 cm.

Piano.

"for Sanya' - Caption.

NOW PUBLISHED inBook of rags for piano (Boosey & Hawkes, 2002).

AMC: Q 786.2/KAT 14

Gone with the waltz - 1997

I facsimile score (19 p.);30 cm.

2 sopranos; alto; tenor; 2 basses.

Commissioned by The Song Company with assistance from the Music Fund of the Australia
Council.

First performance by The Song Company in M for Murder at Access Contemporary Art Gallery,
Sydney, 2O Jlurire 1997

Duration: 5 min.

Difficulty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 783.16554/KAT I

Gypsy ramble: for viola, cello and piano - 1996

I facsimile score (26 p.);30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piano; viola; violoncello.

Duration: 13 - 14 min.

Commissioned by Perihelion, with the ûnancial assistance of the PAB of the Australia Council

- Composef's note.

First performance by Perihelion at Brisbane University, 10 August 1996 - Composer's note.

"RevisedMay 2001" - Cover.

Written during the composer's time at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, Paddington, NSW.

Also available in version for violin, violoncello and piano.

Diffi culty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 785.2813/KAT 1

AMC: 785.28131Ktr12
(Performance parts available from AMC)
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Heaven is closed - 2000

1 facsimile score ([i], 13 p.);42 cm.

Computer-notated score.

2 flutes (1st doubling piccolo); oboe; cor anglais; clarinet in B flat; bass clarinet; 2 bassoons; 4
horns; 2 trumpets; 3 trombones; tuba; percussion (2 players); harp; strings.

Duration: ca 17 min.

"Dedicated to David Porcelijn' - Cover.

"Commissioned by Symphony Australia for the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra with
assistance by... theAustralia Council" - Cover.

First performance by the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra, conducted by David Porcelijn, at the

Adelaide Festival Theatre, 13 March 2000.

Difficulty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q78l.2lKÆf 4

Hemispheres: for I instruments / by E|ena Kats-Chernin. - 1997

1 facsimile score Q2 p.);2I x 30 cm.

Flute/piccolo; clarinet in B/bass clarinet; harp; piano; 2 violins; viola; violoncello.

"Commissioned by Musica VivaAustralia for the 1997 tour [ofl Nash Ensemble" - Cover

Premiered 1997 Nash Ensemble

Duration: 12 min.

Diffi culty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC:785.24181KNr 1.

ln tension-1982

I facsimile score (28 p.);37 cm.

Clarinet; flute; percussion; piano; violin; violoncello.

Premiered 1982 Seymour Group

(NB. needs typesetting m/s pafs are substandard

Early modernist work - only typeset I requested for a performance)

Duration: 7 min.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q785.3416/KAT 1

lnterlude 2= lor viola solo - 2000

1 facsimile score (1 p.);30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Viola.

Duration: ca 2 min. 30 sec.

"For Debbie Lander" - Caption.

AMC: 787.31KËl I
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lphis / mus¡c: Elena Kats-Chernin; libretto: Richard Toop. - 1997

1 facsimile score (90 p.);42 cm.

6 solo voices, piano (reduction of instrumental parts).

Richard Toop after Ovid's Metamorphosis

25,M,2IBar
1(=picc).0.1(=bcl)-0.1.0.0.0-perc:wdbl/cyms/hi-hat/xyl/marimba/SD/vib or glsp/

3cowbells/crotiBD/tpl.bl/wind chimes/Chinese.bc/claves-pft(=keyboard)-strings(1.0. 1.1.1)

Duration: 70 min.
"Commissioned by Music Theatre Sydney" - Cover.

First performance by Music Theatre Sydney and the Seymour Group, at Bangana Studio,
Sydney, 3,5,6 December 1997.

Vocal score.

Diff,culty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q782.1/KAT 2

lphis: opera for 6 singers and 9 musicians / Iibretto: Richard Toop; music: Elena Kats-Chernin.

- 1997

1 facsimile score (167 p.);42 cm.

6 soloists; piano; percussion (1 player); flute; clarinet; trumpet; violin; viola; violoncello;

double bass.

"Commissioned by Music Theatre Sydney, with assistance from the Music Fund of the

Australia Council" - Cover.

First performance by Music Theatre Sydney and the Seymour Group, at Bangarra Studio,
Sydney, 3,5,6 December 1997.

Difficulty: Professional.

AMC: Q782.1/KAT 1

Kosky tango: for B flat clarinet and string quartet - 1996

I facsimile score ([i], 4 p.); 30 cm.

Computer-notated sc ore.

Clarinet in B flat; 2 violins; viola; violoncello.
Duration: ca 2 min.

Includes programme note.

Boosey and Hawkes.

785.44151Kñ 1 (Performance parts available fromAMC)

Lamento the gestures: for piano and full orchestra - 1994

1 facsimile score (76 p.);42 crn.

3 flutes (lst and 2nd doubling piccolo); 3 oboes; 3 clarinets; 2 bassoons; contra-bassoon; 4
horns; 3 trumpets; 3 trombones; tuba; percussion (3 players); harp; solo piano; strings.

AMC: Q784.262186/KAI 1

Langsam for voice and ensemble - 1996

Soprano; clarinet; viola; cello; piano.

Text based on fragments of Ruckert (PD)

Premiered by the Perihelion

Duration: 13 min.

tloosey and Hawkes
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Le Gars- 1999

Melodrama after a poem by Marina Tsvetaeva for two singers, three comedians and three
musicians.

World Premiere l2l9l1999 Theatre Vidy-Lausanne ETE, Lausanne

Duration: 60 min.
'Withdrawn from Boosey and Hawkes

A L¡ttle Piece of Gossip for guitar solo -1999/2000
Premiered Geoffrey Morris

Duration: 5 mins

Boosey and Hawkes

Lotus/\ñlater for symphony orchestra

2.picc.;3.corA.;3.bass cl.3-4.3.3;1-timp.; perc:marimba/tam-t;cyms/tom-t;tplbl/cyms/metal
wind chime, glck, crash cym-harp-piano-strings.

For the opening ceremony of the 2003 Rugby world cup in Sydney

Duration: 3 min.

Boosey and Hawkes

EKC

Mater - 2000

1 facsimile score (17 p.);30 cm. + I part (3 p.);30 cm.

6 voices: 2 sopranos, alto, tenor,2 basses; percussion.

Duration: 5 min. 3O sec.

Commissioned by The Song Company.

First performance by The Song Company in February 2000 - Composer's note.

"Revised3 Dec.2000" - p.l1
Text from the Stabat Mater.

Difficulty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 783.165251KËI I

Matricide, the musical/ music by Elena Kats-Chernin; text by Kathleen Mary Fallon. - 1998

1 facsimile score (155 p.);37 cm.

6 Sopranos and 4 instruments

cl(=þs1,.râx)pno(=¡sy6oard)-perc:marimba/xyl/glock/vib/t.bells/chimes/metal chimes/log dr
SD/BD/kick/ drumkit/tomti gong/knives/tpl.bl/wdbl sand bl/cyms/hi-halshells/maracas/
tamb/contrabass bow/ratchet/guiro/stones/bell tree/claves/crot/toy horns & bugle sounds/

fife/pots and pans/thundersheet - cb

Duration: ca 90 min.

"Commissioned by Chamber Made Opera with the assistance of the Australia Council" -
Cover.

First performance Novembe¡ 26, 1998 by Chamber Made Opera at the Allocated Space,
Southbank, Melbourne.

Difficulty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q 782.I4/KAT 1
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Memorial rcg I by Elena Kats-Chernin. - 2001

I facsimile score (12 p.);2L x 30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

3 children s choirs; piano.

4 min., 30 sec. approx.
Commissioned by the Sydney Children's Choir for the Sydney Children's Choir and Gondwana

Voices - Composer's note.

First performance (of version with string quartet) 25 January 2OO2by the Sydney Children's
Choir and Gondwana Voices at City Recital Hall, Angel Place, Sydney. - Composer's

note.

Originally written for 3 children's choirs with string quartet. This version with piano

accompaniment made 7 March2OO2.
Boosey and Hawkes.
AMC: 782.15/'lKNf 2

Mr Barbeque;text: Janis Balodis. -2OO2
1 facsimile score ([65] p.); 30 cm.
Computer-notated score.

Voice; piano.

1. Meat, metal, fire - 2. Alphabet cuisine - 3. Vegetarian lover - 4. Men are like cars - 5.

Tofu song - 6. Waiting for wood - 7. Sausage song - 8. Barbecue [sic] rag (Siegfried

in his backyard rag) - 9. Dogs know how to live - 10. Impossible men - 11. My
father's eyes - 12. Barbecue [sic] zeî - 13. Wrecked eggs.

Duration: 50 min.
"Commissioned by Lyndon Terracini with assistance from the Music Board of the Australia

Council" - Composer's note.

First perforniance 10 Apnl2OO2 by LyndonTerracini, and ensemble, at Lismore City Hall.
Presented by NORPA in association with The Queensland Orchestra.

Vocal score.

No. 8, Barbeque Rag, for solo piano, and no. 9, My Father's Eyes, also exist as independent

works.
Boosey and Hawkes.
AMC: 782.I41KNI I

My father's eyes ; text: Janis Balodis. - 2OO2

1 facsimile score ([4] p.); 30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Voice; piano.

Originally movement no- 11 from Mr Barbecue, a music theatre work for voice with ensemble.

AMC: 7832Y21KÆI L

MsTaken ldentity -2000

A dramatic monologue for soprano and string quartet.

World Premiere 3lISI2OOO,Adelaide Town Hall, Adelaide
Xenia Hanusiak, sop/Australian String Quartet
Duration:15 min.
Boosey ad Hawkes

Mystery - 2001

For piano
Duration:1 min.
Boosey and Hawkes
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Naive waltz : for string quartet -1991

1 facsimile score (4 p.) ; 30 cm.

2 violins, viola, violoncello.
AMC: 785.7I4|KNI2

Next, Please!- 2003

For baritone and ensemble

Clarinet; violin; piano; double bass.

hemiered by Sequitur, (Richard Lalli and pianist Gary Chapman)

Duration: 4 min.
Boosey and Hawkes

No. 7 - 2001

For piano

Duration: l min.
Boosey and Hawkes

N-tet Rag for chamber ensemble - 1999

Aversion of Alexander Rag for 10 players.

Cl in Bb; bsn; perc; hrp; pno; 2 vlns; vla; vlc; db.

Premiered N-tet players

Duration: 4 mins.

Boosey and Hawkes

Page turn: for solo piano - 1999

1 facsimile score ([i],9 p.);37 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piano.

Duration: 6 min.
"Commissioned by the Sydney Intemational Piano Competition 2000" - p.1"

First performance 4 July 2000 at Seymour Centre, for Sydney International Piano Competition

- Composer's note.

Includes progr¿ìmme and performance notes.

Diffi culty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q786.2/KAT7

Patina: for violin solo - 2002

I facsimile score (7 p.);30 cm.

Violin.
"For Jane Peters" - Caption.

"Commissioned by Jane Peters with the assistance of the Australia Council" - p.1.

"This is a slightly shorter version of the original premiered by Jane Peters, March 2002" - p.7

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 787.2IKNI 2

Piano concerto - 1979

I facsimile score (1461 p.); 45 cm.

Solo piano, 3 trombones, timpani, percussion (5 players), strings (6.3.3.2.1)

Duration: 15 min.
AMC: F 7U.262186/KAT I
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Piano concerto no. 2 - 2001

I facsimile score ([i], 125 p.);42 cm.
Computer-notated score.

Piccolo; flute; oboe; cor anglais; clarinet in B flat; bass clarinet; 2 bassoons; 4 horns; 2

trumpets; 2 trombones; tuba; percussion (1 player); harp; solo piano; strings.
"Commissioned by Tall Poppies Records with assistance from the... Australia Council" -

Cover.
"World premier 2001 at the Vale of Glamorgan Festival in Wales performance by BBC National

Orchesha of Wales. Australian premier performance by Sydney Symphony Orchestra,
pianisL Ian Munro" - cover.

Duration: 21 min.
Diffi culty: hofessional.
Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q'7U.262186/KAT 3

Piano plus one: nine contemporary works for piano and one other instrument by Australian
and South Korean composers - 1995

Footscray, Vic.: Red House klitions, 1995.

1 vol. of music (67 p.); 31 cm.

ISBN: O-ffi-23578-8
Red House Editions: RH 940.

Piano; bass flute (Dench); piano; trombone (Burt); piano; violin (Kats-Chernin).

Adieu senior / Bonu Koo - November mountain / Hyo-shin Na - mem(e) / Chris Dench -
November eighteenth / Warren Burt - Duo 1 / Elena Kats-Chernin - Quodlibet / Jae

Eun Ha - Easy mr¡sic / JoergTodzy - White wall / Nami Hong - Rain V / Sunhee

Cho.
Includes performance notes and biographical notes on composers.

AMC:786.21PIAI

Play Properly - 2001

For piano
Duration: 1min.
Boosey and Hawkes

ProMotion: for 6 amplified instruments / by Elena Kats-Chernin. - 1995

1 facsimile score (12 p.);42 cm.

Clarinet; percussion; guitar; piano; violoncello; double bass.

"Commissioned by Adelaide Festival 1996, with the assistance from PAB of Australia Council
for Bang-on-a-Can All-Stars" - Cover

Duration: 11min.
Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q785.34161KNr 2

Purple prelude/ E. Kats-Chernin. - 1996
1 facsimile score (14 p.);21x 30 cm.

Clarinet;harp; piano; violin; viola; violoncello; double bass.

Duration: ca 8 min.
Diffi culty: Professional.
(NB handwritten materials- possible candidate for typesetting at a later date)

hemiered 1996 Sydney Alpha Ensemble.

Recorded on ABC Classics Clocks cd.

Boosey and Hawkes.
AMC: 7a5.24l71KNI I
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Purple patch; for guitar - 1998

Fublished in Australian guitar miniatures / edited by Geoffrey Morris.

Footscray, Vic.: Red House Editions, 1998.

I vol. of music (55 p.);31 cm.

ISBN: A-9591342-I-6

Red House Editions: RH 946

Solo guitar for all works, except for: Matthew Hindson' s ' Velvet' , Mark Finsterer' s ' Blossom' ,

Warren Burt's ' At Lake Wartook' and Eve Duncan's 'Where a¡e you now?' , all for guitar
duet; and David Harris's 'Three guitars' for guitar trio.

helude / Rainer Linz - Purple patch / Elena Kats-Chernin - Haywood / Roger Pell - Ripple
/ Michael Atherton - Sans espoir / Felix Werder - Akkord II / Brendan Colbert -
Cycles / Caroline Szeto - Particle matter / Scott Mclntyre - Predicate / Rob Lovett -
Sono VI: plaka / Roger Dean - Pola¡ wandering / Stuart Greenbaum - Vamp / Michael
Ba¡kl-Q/RaffaeleMarcellino-Simplemusicl/JeffPressing-Anairisaserpent
/ Brigid Burke - Study: after Paul Celan / Rohan Phillips - Asymptotic freedom: V /

Ch¡is Dench - Soliloquy / Richard Vella - Cobweb / Peter Graham - Oubliette /

Lindsay Vickery - Dark / Michael Knopf - Contemplation / Thomas Reiner -
Scintillation / Ingrid Guymer - Pluck itl / Gerard Brophy - Objects, actions I, 1 /

Haydn Reeder - Velvet / Mathew Hindson - Blossom / Mark Finsterer - At Lake
Wartook / Warren Burt - Where are you now'l / Eve Duncan - Three guitars / David
Harris.

Includes general performance notes, biographical notes on composers and brief programme
notes.

AMC: 787.87/AUS 1

Purple prelude: for piano - 1996

1 facsimile score (7 p.); 30 x 42 cm.

Piano.

Duration: 7 min.
"Revised slightly 3.10.98" - p.7.

Premiered 1996 Lisa Moore

RecordedTall Poppies Purple Black and Blues cd

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q 786.2/KAT 6

Reduction l, ll, V: (for two pianos) - 1997

published in Four hands: music for two pianists
Footscray, Vic.: Red House Editions, 1997.

1 vol" of music (55 p.);31 cm.

ISBN: O-ffi-2358O-X
RedHouse: F.JI942.
2 pianists at I or 2 pianos (varies between works).

Reductions I, II, V / Elena Kats-Chernin - tema / Ron Ford - Private collection / Richard
Ayres - Tom & Jerry, number made audible / Paul Panhuysen - Ittrospezione / Louis
Andriessen - Soft tissue / Ross Hazeldine - rushes / Chris Dench.

"Seven contemporary works for one or two pianos from Australia and the Netherlands" - T.p.

Includes programme notes and performance notes for some of the works, and biographical
notes on composers.

AMC: 785.62I2IFOU I
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Reductions: (for two pianos) - 1983

1 facsimile score (16 p.); 30 om.

2 pianos.

"For Kathy Ryder and Richard Toop"

Includes 5 movements.

AMC: 785.62121KÆI I
s

Retonica: for full orchestra / by Elena Kats-Chernin. - 1993

1 facsimile score ([ii], 4p.);42 cm.

3 flutes/piccolo, 3 oboes, 2 clarinets, bass clarinet, bassoon, contrabassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets,
3 trombones, tuba, percussion (3 players), harp, harpsichord (amplified, doubles celesta),
prepared piano, 2 button accordions, strings.

Duration: 12 min. 30 sec.

"Commissioned by Australian Music Centre. Written for Stockholm Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, 1.993"

Premiered l99t Sydney Symphony Orchestra Edo De Waart- Cover.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q1U.zlKNl3

Rockhampton Gardens Symphonies 1 and 2 - 2001 and 2003

Text by Mark Svendsen

Symphony No 1 for tenor solo, brass band, orchestra, children's choir,

mixed choir, marimba band.

7 movements

Duration: ca 30 minutes.

Premiered 2001 Queensland Biennial Festival of Music, and repeated in the

Rockhampton Gardens.

Symphony No. 2 for tenor solo, mezzo soprano, brass band, orchestra, children's choir,

mixed choir.

7 movements

Duration: ca30 minutes.

Premiered July 2003 Queensland Biennial Festival of Music.

Boosey and Hawkes.

Russian rag - 1996

I facsimile score (7 p.);37 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piano.

Duration: ca 5 min.

Commissioned by ABC Classics for recording on the compact disc 'Rags to riches' by pianist
Donna Coleman in April, 198,6 - Composer's note.

NOW PUBLISHED in Book of rags for piano (Boosey & Hawkes ,2OO2).

Difficulty: AMEB grade AMusA approx.

AMC: Q 786.2/KAT 10
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Russian rag: [for I instrumentsl - 1996

1 facsimile score (9 p.);30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Clarinet in B flat, trumpet in C, marimba, harp, violin, viola, violoncello, double bass.

Duration:3-4min.
Commissioned by ABC Classics for Sydney Alpha Ensemble - Composer's note.

Premiere 1998 Sydney Alpha Ensemble

Recorded on ABC Classics Clocks cd

Written during the composer's time at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, Paddington, NSW
Diffi culty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.AMC: 785.5218/KAT I (Performance parts available from AMC)

Russian rag: arr. for clarinet in B flat and piano - f ggz

1 facsimile score (4 p.); 30 x 42 cm. + 1 part (2 p.):30 cm.
Clarinet in B flat, piano.

Duration: 3 min. 30 sec.

"Arr. for Peter Jenkin and Ian Munro by Elena Kats-Chernin, Dec. I9n" - Caption.

"Clar. part copied by Peter Jenkin" - pafi, p.2.

Diffi culty: Professional.

AMC: Q788.62/KAT 1

Saffire Rag - 2002

For 4 guitars

EKC

Sand waltz: for wind quintet - 2001

1 facsimile score (26 p.);30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Flute; oboe; clarinet; horn; bassoon.

Commissioned by the National Festival of Women's Music, Canbena,2001.
First performance by the Canbena Wind Soloists at the Gala Opening concert, National Festival

of Women's Music, ANU Arts Centre, Canberra, 3l August 2001.
"Revised Jan.2OO2" - p.26.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 785.43l5lK{l 1 (Performance parts available from AMC)

Sarglos - 1999

1 facsimile score (21 p.); 3O x42 cm.

Alto saxophone, piano, percussion.

Duration: 10-12 min.
Commissioned by Hannover Society for New Music, for Trio Accanto - Composer's note.
First performance by Trio Accanto, at Kleiner Saal, NDR (North German Radio), 25 January

2000 - Composer's note.

Diffi culty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q785.3613/KAT 1

Scales - 1985

Based on Duo 1 plus perc.

EKC
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The Schubert blues - 1996

I facsimile score (10 p.);37 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piano.

Duration: 8 min.

Commissioned by Roger Woodward - 1996 premiered by Tamara Cizlowska 1997

Composer's note.

Written while the composer was at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, Paddington, N.S.W.

Diffi culty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q786.2/KAT3

Shestizvuchiya: six sounds - 1997

1 facsimile score (2 p.);4Zl

Piano.

Withdrawn from Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q 786.2/KAT 1

Skeletons in the Cupboard for chamber ensemble -1998
Picc (- fl ). Cl. B sn.Trpt. Hn. Tbn. perc (marimba and other unpitched), Pno. Db.

1998 premiered for Sydney Alpha Ensemble

Duration: 5 min.

Boosey and Hawkes

Smash - 1996

For ensemble and tape Scoring 1. 1. 1.0-0. 1.1.O-perc:cyms/xyl/3tpl.bl/SD/3cowbells/stones- pre-
recorded tape-pft-harp-strings

Duration: 10 min.

Boosey and Hawkes

Smudged Mirror Shapes - 2001

For piano

Duration: lmin.

Boosey and Hawkes

Solo Januar: fur akkordeon - 1985

I facsimile score (5 p.);42 cm.

Button accordion.

"Fur Elsbeth Moser"

Premiered Elsbeth Moser.

Duration: 6 min.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q786.57|KAT 1
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Sonata lost and found - 1998
1 facsimile score ([26] p.);26x37 cm.
Piano.
I. (Sunglare on the roof of the house opposite my window) - II. Unfinished lullaby - III. Give

back that smile - IV. Chorale.
"For Lisa" - p,t26l
"For Lisa Moore with the assistance of the Australia Council grant" - p.tIì
Duration: 17 min.
Premiered Lisa Moore
Recorded on her Tall Poppies Purple Black & Blues cd.
'Unfinished lullaby' is computer-notated and also available as a separate work.
Difûculty: Professional.
Boosey and Hawkes.
AMC: Q786.2183/KAT 1

Stairs: for symphony orchestra - 1985
1 facsimile score (24p.);42 cm.
3 flutes; 3 oboe; 2 clarinet bassoon, contrabassoon; 4 horns; 3 trumpets¡ 3 trombones;

percussion (2 players); piano; strings.
Premiered 1983 Australian Youth Orchestra, cond C. Seamen 1985.
Duration: ca 6 min.
Boosey and Hawkes.
AMC: Q78r'..zlK{l2

Stigmas and Taboos - 1999
Basoon and piano (yet to be revised at the moment withdrawn)
EKC.

Still life - 2001
1 facsimile score ([20] p.):30 cm. + 1 part ([8] p.);30 cm.
Computer-notated score.

Violin; piano.
ln 6 movements. No. 5 titled'Tango', No. 6 titled'Archaic', others untitled.
Duration: 1l min.
Premiered 2001 Patricia Pollett and Stephen Emmerson.
Ananged from original work for viola and piano.
Boosey and Hawkes.
AMC: 787.21KÆf 3

AMC: 787.3lKNf 2

Stur in dur - 1998
1 facsimile score (4 p.);21 x 37 cm.
Piano; pianist's voice.

"Für Hermann Kretzschmar" - p.4.
Duration: 2min.
Premiered 1998 Lisa Moore
On herTall Poppies Purple Black & Blues cd.

Boosey and Hawkes.
AMC: Q 786.2/KAT 8

Suburban rag. - 1998
1 facsimile score (5 p.);26 x37 cm.
Piano.
NOW PUBLISHED in Book of rags for piano (Boosey & Hawkes,2}O2).
AMC: Q786.2/KAT 16
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Sunday rag - 1997

1 facsimile score (3 p.); 30 x42 cm.

Piano.

Now published in Book of rags for piano (Boosey & Hawkes, 2OO2}

AMC: Q 786.2/KAT 9

Talk show: cycle of eight songs; text by Hilary Bell. - 1997

1 facsimile score (62 p.);30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

SAIB choir.

1. Got a secret? - 2. Jingle - 3. Talk show - 4. Best friends - 5. Love song - 6. Oh my
God - 7. Murder - 8. Elegy.

under 20 min.

"Commissioned by Sydney Gay and Lesbian Choir with financial assistance from the Music
Fund of the Australia Council" - t.p. verso.

"First performed by Sydney Gay and Lesbian Choir on 14 and 15 February 1998 at Eugene
Goossens Hall, ABC Centre, Ultimo, Sydney, as part of the 1998 Sydney Gay & Lesbian
Mardi Gras Festival" - t.p. verso.

Some corrections have been made to this work, but this copy not revised.

Difficulty: High standard amateur.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 782555471KNI I

Tast-en: for piano solo - 1991

1 facsimile score (7 p.);42 cm.

Piano.

"Für Hermann".

"Commissioned by Hermann Kretzschmar" - Caption.

Premiered 1991 Hermann Kretzschmar.

Duration: 10 min.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q786.21KÆf 2

Torque -2OO2

1 facsimile score (76 p.);26 x 37 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Accordion; piano; solo violin; strings.

Premiered 2002 James Crabbe, Tama¡a Cizlowska, Richard Tognetti

Australian Chamber Orchestra

Duration: 15 min.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q78r'.7172|KAT 1
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Totschki: for oboe and clarinet in Bb - 1992

1 facsimile score (5 p.);42 cm.

Oboe; cla¡inet.
"For Cathy and Carol" - p. 5.

"Commissioned by Cathy Milliken with the assistance of Performing Arts Board of the
Australia Council" - Composer's note.

Revised 1998.

Means 'Dotsrin Russian

t992, rev. 1995, Premiered 1995 Cathy Miliken oboe Carol Robinson clarinet
Duration: 4 min.

Difficulty: Grade 8.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q785.812/KÄT 1

Transfer - 1990

1 facsimile score (32 p.);42 cm.

3 flutes/piccolo; 3 oboes; 2 clarinets; bass clarinet; bassoon; contrabassoon; 4 horns; 3 trumpets;
3 trombone; percussion (3 players); harp; piano; strings.

Duration: 12 min.
ìüithdrawn from Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q784.21KÆl I

TurnTableTurn - 2000
For large jazzband and soprano saxophone ssax.SopraninoSax.asax.bcl-3tpt.tbn.tuba-

gtr.perc. drums. marimba. pft-vln.DB
Premiered by Sandy Evans and the Australian Art Orchestra

Duration: 2I min.
Boosey and Hawkes

Twelve onÈpage piano pieces - 2001

1 facsimile score (25 p.);37 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piano

1. Rockhampton rug -2. Lullaby -3. Almost a blues -4. Little door -5. Russian waltz -6. Get
well -7. No. 7 -8. Mystery -9. Play properly -10. Drums -11. Smudged mirror shapes -
12. Cinema.

Duration: I2min.
Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q786.2/KAI 17

Twenty-five measures: for clarinet in B flat - 1996

I facsimile score ([1] p.);30 cm.

Clarinet in B flat.

Duration: ca. 50 sec.

"For Peter Jenkin"

Premiered Peter Jenkin - p.tll
Written during the composer's time at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, Paddington, NSW.

Difficulty: AMEB Grade 6-7.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 788.62|KAT 1
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Umcha piece - 1998

I facsimile score (iv, 4p.);21 x 30 cm,

Percussion - 5 players.

"Commissioned by Synergy with the assistance of the Australia Council" - p.1.

First performance by Synergy at Eugene Goossens Hall, ABC Ultimo Centre, Sydney, 24
October 1998.

Includes performance notes.

Diffi culty: Professional.

Withdrawn from Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 785.6815/KAT 1

Undertow - 2004

Chamber dance-opera for five singers and eight instruments

Music Text

Text by Andrea Rieniets(E)

Scoring cl(=6s¡, trbn, perc, kbd/pft, accordion, vln, vlc, db

World Premiere 212'712004, The Opera Studio, Adelaide, Juha Vanhakartano, director,
Conductor: Timothy Sexton, Company: State Opera of South Australia

Duration: 70 min.

Boosey and Hawkes

Unfinished Lullaby for solo piano -1998
See sonata - movement from Lost and found

Premiered in 1998 by Lisa Moore on Tall Poppies Black and Blue CD

Duration: 5 min.

EKC

Un-labelled for children's choir - 2001

Text Elena Kats-Chernin and Xenia Hanusiak

(NB no royalties need to be paid to Xenia Hanusiak)

2001 premieredYoung People's Chorus of NY City

Duration: 5 min.

Boosey and Hawkes

Variations in a serious black dress: for piano - 1995

1 facsimile score ([i], 15 p );37 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piano.

Duration: ca. 10 min. 30 sec.

"The first performance of this piece was given by the composer in 1994, Sydney Town Hall, in
a concert devoted to composers playing their own pieces."

Includes programme note.

Performed by Tamara Cizlowska

On Lisa Moore's Tall Poppies Purple Black & Blues cd.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q'786.2r75lKAT 1
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Velvet revolution - 1999

1 facsimile score (79 p.);30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Violin; horn; piano.

1. Hymn - 2. Freeze - 3. Fountain - 4. Mostly unison - 5. Jump - 6. Anarchy.

ca 15 min.

Premiered 1998 by Ian Munro, Hector MacDonald and John Harding

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 785.2513/KAT 1

Vitalia's steps: for percussion, piano and toy-piano (version for two peÉormers) - 2001

1 facsimile score (24 p.); 30 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Piano/toy piano, percussion/toy piano.

Duration: l0 mins

"Commissioned by and written for Evelyn Glennie. First performed by Evelyn Glennie with
Emanuel Ax and Margaret Leng-Tan at The Wigmore Hall, London, 18 March 2001" -
Cover.

"Version for two performers (Jan.2OO2)" - cover.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 185.39I21KAT 1 (Performance parts available from AMC)

Wedding suite - 1996

1 facsimile score ([i], 13 p.); 3O2 cm.

Computer-notated score.

Flute;violin.

Duration: 10 mins

"For Laura and Thomas on their wedding day, 2l September 1996" - p.[i].

First performance by Laura Chislett-Jones and Thomas Jones at the l lth Sydney Spring
International Festival of New Music 2000 - Composer's note.

Includes programme note.

A set of seven very short pieces.

Written during the composer's time at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, Paddington, NSW.

Difficulty: Professional.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: 785.4Ø.l2lK{f t

Why not - 1999

1 facsimile score (2 p.); 30 x42 cm.

Clarinet in B flat, trombone (or tuba), piano.

(NB this is a version of Russian Rag)

Duration: 2 mins

Recorded 1998 on Wergo Unceremonious Processions cd.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q785.2313/KAT 1 (Performance parts available from AMC)
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Wild rice: for cello solo - 1996

1 facsimile score (2 p.);37 cm.

Violoncello.
Duration: 8 min,
"For David Pereira" - p.1.

"May 1996" - p.1.

Written during the composer's time at Peggy Glanville-Hicks House, Paddington, NSW
Premiered 1996 David Pereira.

Boosey and Hawkes.

AMC: Q 787.4/KAT 1

Wild Swans - 2002

Soprano and full orchestra

Duration: 90 min.
Commissioned by The Australian Ballet
Concept and Choreography Meryl Tankard
Visual design (Illuminations) Régis l,ansac

First performance29th Ãpnl2DD2, Opera'fheat¡e, Sydney Opera House

Principal Conductor: Mark Summerbell
Australian opera and Ballet orchest¡a

Boosey and Hawkes.

Zee rag - 1998

1 t'acsimile score (5 p.);26x37 cm.
Piano.

Now publishedinBook of rags for piano (Boosey & Hawkes, 2OO2).

AMC: Q786.2/KAT 13

Zoom and zip: for string orchestra - f 997
1 facsimile score (24 p.);42 cm.

String orchestra.

Duration: 13 min.
"Comrnissioned with funds provided by the A.N.Z. Music Fellowship." - p.1.

Premiered 1997 by the Australian Chamber Orchestra.

Boosey & Hawkes.

AMC: Qi8r';7lKAiI2

2OO4 uncatalogued works

After Dinner music suite for violin and p¡ano
- A Nostalgic piece

- Bucharian Melody
EKC

Butterflying for childrens' choir in two parts and piano
With words by Chris Latham
Premiere on 1fth September 2O(u+"by Gondwana Voicesat the Angel Place in Sydney.

Duration: 2 min
EKC
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Colours of the Sea for alto flute, cello and piano
premiere due'August 2OO4 in Germany
Duration: 1lmin.
EKC

Economy Class Blues for piano solo f
For Marcel Worms
EKC

Half Moon Prelude for piano solo
For Alexander Boyd
EKC

Mythic for Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra
Premiere August 2004
Duration: 12min.
EKC

Slicked back tango for basoon, andlor cello and piano
Rusina Rag (also for clarinet, alto sax)
(Clean-up waltz)
EKC

Tremors, dreams, memories (in response to the Bali bombing)
Cocktail Rag
After Dinner Rag
Ruby Rag
EKC

The Widower - music for the film
Based on Læs Munay's poems

Presented at2OO4 Montreal Film Festival,2OO4 Melbourne Film Festival, and 2004 Brisbane
Film Festival.

EKC
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APPENDIX: B

Musical sketches for lPhis

This appendix comprises scans of Elena Kats-Chernin's complete original musical

sketches of 1996 on the libretto by Richard Toop for lphis. The composer's method of

drafting musical ideas for her first opera consisted of pasting the libretto text in scrapbook and

drafting instrumental, thematic, pitch and rhythmic ideas at pertinent points on the libretto. It

also displays some text editing demonstrating the composer's musical dramatic sensibility to

text setting. Many of the principal ideas drafted on the libretto at this stage were transferred

through to the final score as demonstrated in chapter four of this thesis.
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DoDt Í¿t hirn inl Thers l¡e is. lcok ar him" the idiotl lrnqak him dor¡mi Hir him riith
rveñhing in sighrl

Mlðntv¿s¡
Ith nothing to do rvith 1t¡g¡ lt's o me*¡ " ),cru tncn dont rveíú to see it! You,vc got rro :

And thot was it... cltwthd: nofhingl

ñ*r i"' dt4 -\aL- 
:

firnbutl lttooko tongtinwl /tronr'c.,) "llave ¡,orr forgoÍen how we
Howlr.elnybathcdins¡>ermnuclewear?" iar$, p't
A¡¡a¿¡oooourv,lll -. 

i ," :'.,, 1

T.:

'Ilf.¡

$$J f
L
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*-6,*

lïuro nr'ahrivc t ¡MT) tend lfsle#ta*d|,'. tÀd res¡ (lrÍI'l¿) ruz åv*¡ t$ the wøll, raisøg ökxål',
llatling at l,^idgus \tith towelï etc., w he læep* f,yiÐß ao ciihrå ol¡dr/

r

ßttg*thel)

MW.r

;,1ìi 
MT.r

IvfI.¡

L I-emein! Ihavc a riglrt to bç therçl Whrlr* up with you? I,rur,s modqn rrìan: I w¡¡rt
to sce ths birlhl I r¡n tho lìalhcrl Ouoh" that huril Our¡hl! Youlc rnad! Youþs all

*-#ï,'# i,ïi^{r,i"Yt:rf*fiug pssil \r{hnr,s up r.virlr him? strovc him off ï hop* he
broalßhib ncokf llit him loutr clorvn! öood! So nruch fu'bloody fatlrersl [ôök or¡q
ho'o up ngainl Kcep lúm ouf!

(huge, fnal shrieE endîng in - itr þllorwd .a
aceurred ) Aaaqaiíescooooouultruttlrwvt !

olr tåe b¡ð6kr .vterp,r sNr.ldcnþ,)
þ

*+ $istors, the ohild is born ¿rnd rto,ll, flre nroth*r fôo. No more noisçr 'llclEthug¡ has
esmûd !rù¡ rÞst!

l$ ìt"..,1
Is it.....t

t^: , 
lührrt orc 1'otl snying? Wlraf $rc yotr rvhispeting? ts it a boylr I hwo ø *oeþ

(tnd*tpe|tion. lre tnrge.rovø'rilra SlocÈ.r. an¡:l lc¡ndt herily ne(t të Tþlethum, complotaly

¿t*-* -*" Lt t

Ilushl I.Iustrl ll\e.ohild is rvoll, ¡l?r lþlotå#ra, soila
besuiifid.,..bonutiftrl"....

r|h! *.

(Th¿¿ n¡idwiv¿t ç^amëuBto him ní(À r:r- ltanuifi: wr*¡4wd ínþnt)

F[srg is r,our child " tfre boy you ctùnt d*sclve. you plgl Yi>ur duty is to
itstråisrÍewe{r 

ê_a-rl^*.*. bt{4tã{- "{r(windecÌ, ha$$1¿noudr I... 1.., (tri¿¡. tä r¡"v -,r'ùrÊ.r, gas¡rq) PNrl\plr$Ìrh, phhhbhhl^,,

¡Ìraff'rises ngrrdrr,ørÀsf Is?,.. is?..,..."

lphi*! Iphis! A pocfcvt. s¡rlendid choiccl À hrntlsomc 4*rna for oilhmsyx. for girl or
bov"At (afide) Not\¿rrL
ry{Uô'"..
lÞhiô-.- lloantook

.a?
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I ^ffi*d oriøusty) (ìv"thnr

-\^- upwiürl Espeoiully wornonl

f**

I necd a drùilç I netd a lot to tirink. I need lo ltrink

comen ap on theGods tn the balcony)

Musical sketches for lPhis

l¡urtsl ïho

5o

Ihc,flrurqisis
W¡snsho most nacdsit"
Your ohild ¡hdl hnvt +ur blssoingtoo.

i*Mtl*rtforr,ou, I-J-.
d"t")

- The figutes ofrlr¿.torio?

I¡ll
: Á¡udpfu - en*rh$^ 

7 
Climax - Complexio - Eplwralépsie - Spi*rophs -

- H¡,pc{$or-Parononrasin

î4ür^^ "^t

**) 1f*Ñ*

Scane IIh fxlucstþn

An apn rorlan or êôünyard, \dthr,hilaboard (ol, archaiø ec¿Nvatent). lphts, now ftt he" *u*, o"r*"* l ,

brtskþw{lh 2ïuters,' who sre cartying an øray of

ÏT:

I.¡

I;:

TT:

[.¡

L.:

T',l.:

I"r

Tlrnt sotrnrlsright to lnct

Tho Republicl A*Í^,*".*
#

I knor*tha¡tool
tl

Show us a thcororn ofEtulicl!
' '"' '¡;"'''"'
" (ga& ta boai'tì, clrüu's cttf'antb spued.t

. .:!:
i5t:¡.,
1.. l 

.;

, _,.ç¡q3r,
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*ò*

'lT.¡

L¿

Tt¡¡

TT.;

I.:

'l'cn gnc*t Rutùb ofthc Tnlrurd?

Rabbi Simuel barNdumä-
Rabbí Sirnó¡r ben Yohai'-..

ffi,tJhitrr* 
aro rhe $is F*** .' **:îJ

Ycrl Thmc good snd fhrt:ù bÀdl

trl
I.¡ Frinoiprtity,Aristoór*a¡Ï)srnocraollthe*curothegoorl,

":
TT.¡ &¡dthq bnd'Ì

ll/
'$rnnny, 

$iganohY mrd Annrohs I

Thnr boy oould bc Presidsntl Thonk hsnr,$r hc wwnt
I

llre lþedicûiorìo r>f Parndd*u*l "ú/F# f'
TIre $cr,perrl md lvlitlsfonoe T'he Fteur'de- lg.
Tho Ditid*d Cto*'1.

Tlp t Cñwu

n/fr..-T

¡,{*¡'""-.

I.r

TT

t,:

Tha Lnurcl tsrnnoh upon n Rook Jö
A Bishop Sutuçnded by $pcars. .Å^ filvord ond Cmru¡
Jl.bound Lion, ¡\ Monk i* llw Stlsaln,
A Bem Suokinghis Pau's"
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!i
Èl

It
Andtl¡çn?",.

Sodìum, lvlagneçium'
Âlumit¡it¡nu síliooe
Fhospl$rut, Sulfi¡r*
Gtrlgfinq Argor.'."

,Now, something heeviÈ.r I

I
iridiunu Plutinunu
6r¿..",

Ls

'r 
... , , tbafsfüdrelihç itl _l

lfT.;

L¡

T',[.;

I.*:

'lT¡

r
Nccn.,,

þ
T"L¡

f.¡

Tl.¡

I
I

t, tF

h

,".blu*Ury,
Thilliunt' l¡ad "'

Mona tikchi.q fatherl
t..

ûalileo? -/ Tfro) .l tt?3 
t*rin" cånv¡node, (ollisro'

- --?I thongþtthey rvorc Jupitcr'$ lni*lrs**el*!

Narne the fibrous Protoin* !

Áu-$, rä*rm, d,rossn ,,.

r\nd rha globul*r *$fr 
rt 

:r".- )

¡{tburnin' globulirt, tícmoglot n'

AII tl¡c cn¿ymcs tn<l honr¡ons*"'

That must be onoughl For"ger Ñe n*st fþw! Skip to tho end!

' .fe¡þ ntlit"r.iight uf "Finnrrgtrrr'¡ 
\'\'sktr"?

.ì,i .l'-,¡.,

.!
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lT.¡

I^:

I.:

L¡

TT.¡

[,;

(by ngw weighed down wilh rcreclûs etc' - struggles

sonrefúing fiße):

Çþx,o** 
ß'v É tl'? €l"r

\l'hgl do€$thâtnrç$n? f.TT
(g o s p s) n 

"lassc¡ts îhat sl**tfi;, C,**n"

So,mctinrq I wondsr sbÕut this stutll

Finally, finalty: Ths Worlôoooordirlg to Gòdo[?

(uuarly exhausted;) "to eveiÏ rv-$ùÐsi$tsrtt

oorrcspond þd*

(ettcourügtk!!) Sinrplot sinlplcr still.",

I'[ bs rich! Riehtlf

uncon*ciot¿s, rr¡ uÙtr¡*rJl¡ sql and drags hat <sut' îNumphan|

¿
o
I sìwtl-t-

on whiclt tphis is sPruwled,

;,À"L-r-'fu-

x

thoory^..\åelú'il

ths.ô

4-4*

*ää3j*- 
' 

â4 ê-'þ
a¡Jiom¿tio fonnuluti¡:nç of nun¡ber

!
TT.r

I,:

ll'1'.¡

\

"t

- slrrplø tpcrciottt. sann þbric u,ntl katigîigt; Ánd $atrty cvnvall2
ha{asleep, in a tong, vahln,¡rtotlr

ñ

or bed,
1t

¡

clont add upl
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*l f *

r
t/

þ,,4t*garmønt'

Iphisl lphis! Wuko uPl Wake tçl (coming cbsar) Wako up! I lurvc a

suçriso! You.lrave an súnirtr! Slre lu¡orvs lll about yo$ -t tôld hsr!

Iplds: ltl+dsts o vat, still half *ilee¡y' Sho'*""' She --**?

L¡ llþst oußidê) And is sho betutifrrl! \'
I wouldrrt mhrd rnYs'eltl" I

ouÍ donc y<lu prott*Mf I werc

Ìì.vc¡¡

Tolelhusa¡ (cffirøge, iratul t.idgus!

Ewnthouglr rnYu'if'o

{scornfvl naises fl'am af*ta$e)

Shç-****-{sfteoudrafl'thecouo'¡tr,r'oo'eat*tothacatxarf*ttthøst'franthø
etrtance, þcas tirø ruali) $h*-***-*'

fuit Lidgus. Iphtt *nd lanth.à ¡ìstre¡it to r4tpnsite walls

.,ì"ì,. ,,.
From heii'on, the sceng is vrsønlirt/l¡' rrT¡r'¿'¡l/es¡" apartl'ron øfatv

üdgue enters hand-iwhunrl v,itÉt I'gnthe, who is tltu*sod s-lnrilarþ ro rphis, dnd ttlsa seEms dactdvdly

h9r$o¡.s. 
{ * \

Lr Hercshsisl éardhernur¡o.., lterrttutrealenìhct l¿nt¡el Justtåkcelook*tltl*¡ust

bcautitull vouìrro"rJ ¡, p*ud of your.fnthärl ÍIâvg|lt I dcn¡ w*lttbr vou!

llø rtlpsrcs lanlheß hand: sùe reìltuls a li¡tle" W¡th /:ody strlt îw'nacl ra tå* w¿Il Jpåis ioals

it
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qlr¡--r{ k * ["- þ[-q fl,ç'L 
*

infi"om o robabþ on thi>
ïanthe co lisas (I..,Õht,..

anidity, interøsr, ørousal, and,fulfilnent. 'tpptopriùte 
ret *'tgÍú vø'yin& úegraes u/

detail¡r will dcpeú a!- the nime_md^
by the end af the seryenee tt {hou[ù ba
r. atd that they øre gr*atþ attrcctøcl to
amþience,

- Visualoommubiê¿,ttÒ'. is establirhed, without the tv,t nÈëeîs*rlly leouing th*conf nea ofdlre u,aIts. $lau' ther and apìu¡, b¡t n,¿r,ar tart stroii.

omu or¡ shs wont bito youl {f yourlorrgueb sotied, f.hon'lhey like thnt sor.r. of tlringl

nd ntövè t$ foppttßite øf .t

, ut nevër tov fîr. .{ii, t:a ì

'I}afsrnorc likc itl Perùs¡x ['ll hnr.ç *onrcthing totell her fnther oS", nll]per¡rcp w*
oan havs n drink ar¡d celçbr¡tet \\¡r¡rk out tlrc*finanoes!

\r)
),",

Y
\

}'
\k
.{L¡

$
\
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413
Sþeno,V:,Ë.vasions

lphiel

t.:

FathEr, Ttaçrl¡ yoUiW!S!4"

thal, after ell YYeVs Cone fnr ¡oul

. Thâfð notwhåt I meanrtdl. ¡f*-*u¡Ll¡ttt
ave to be so hst? \Mry csn't wE iu$ w¿fi, welt a

Jiffie?

of lt).

(Sffi¿ing)'IÏren þt me spoalcto trcrl She'tl underständ me better, and perhape

sheÌt hElp you underttand.
I

Vvhåt e strangd thlng to askÌ sltouìd your mothôr underutand

ürsrme? $he'e not a manl
It

Telethusa!
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t Íì, t,-,J, Wtt

... Or shall we the real worH: a stupid father, and a ochemìng

1

leülrr lc/olltug¡

f
T":

lpNe. ¡our fatherlthreatened ^...

My¡faürert A har¡ntees ldiot and his sperrnl whal did he know? Bulyotl'knewl
You.kneu¡!

(sofr, sotemn) lplris, the Gods havs promised me.."'

l.;

ffeo¡,lod) lphlsl tphlsl The Gods prdect met

Iåe,ôods suddont!¡ þcorne vrq,þ/c on lhelr balcony. Prew'ou.Sy rn¿lq th6y s¡Þ to9''

cloarty, malo: and. fama¡a, or both þfsexual'

ï
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1

eod3l

t.:

lphisl lPhisl

fåe deggeron hq¡selt)

(stfl lønlñed) lphis, you're madl Ðont anger theml They can *avu ¡¡ouÎ

ffirf

Why don't thoy kill me m¡¡d l'd klllthem, if I couldl

rphis, bs cëtmt lfr Atþ.t tl*,.-L

1.;

It 
r.;

GG,3

t,:

.sG.:

¡

öG.:

t.:

öô.;

t.&.ï":

tG.:

ï.:
lr:

GG.:

t.:

Whrrl WhY should I be'"'

lph¡6, you notl ûPr,is q ft/d(tênry,,bøemía¿f Havê you no falth in,uE?

I have no fa¡th in änyonêl êxcspt lanthô. And maybs thafe bEc*use'l hùrdly

\
And yet you love her. lphiE, you hardly knsvv us, yet you mey cometo lþ ue

too. ì
No cllânca of thatl vvhåt cân you do to help nre? Wtry *hould you even lry?
What am ltoyou?

You am yrur fathsfs daughter, but you äre your mother's too' $he hat always

tnr$ed us, andr¡ra *üall rx* abandon her" Long t$t, we geve her our Pl}miËê:
Farewell: you think of us 'wê thinK of Wu.
When sha mæt ne¿dç it, yrrur child wilt have our bleestng tôo'

Very prettyl Very touchingt lt hasn t done ma much çoodl

lphie, you try our patiencEl But we ohall keep our promise.

What willYou do?

Th4w will not tellyou nuu. $ut our actions will fulfil your innemocÉ dôslrôs,

The Gode be praisedl
That doesn t sound like muchl How cån you expeci me not to doubt?

lphle, har¡e just a llttle fallh, and you shall see. (Ihøyfeds away)

hoica do I hare? Thores nothin$ else. flo Ïekfltusc) At
ur life. I couldn't kilf o'tther of us no/r'..
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lnrutrdy) Thefll save You too-

Musical sketches for lPhis

I

Wtâ

.#, Ra.o pn¡, íUlv L": í üi,xtiî ffiií'miJtrtrffi
anywhere? (they nad) What did you decÍde?

t.:
GG#Ï.:

lphb has char$ed hêr mind. The marlage wiltproöêædl

lFfria, is thietrus? You st¡¡¡don't lmkvery happyl

Ëather, I rhalldo as You wish.

ucht
y-0ur'

I I\¡s
nloa

Fäthef, tlou Fr*ve anothEr eurgisa to come.

Lldgus, you havo another surprieo f'o como.

Ç*û-â ,!,* +rr^

\
\
ri

F^-"k

&r,*'vn
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qnËWÈt€lltìl\' .:'ì' l' jìl,ì.;,J" 
"-

IiÙrl¡c

Iårù¡c!

tphl"t

In¡rtlre¡

,{nuu,

In¡ithe:

rPI!û*:

Innthe:

Ipliù:

Iadl¡u:

Iph[*r

I¡¡rtl¡el

Iplil*r

I¡nthe¡

Ipliþ:

Itnthei

IpHtr

I¡ntho;

Iptlrr

I¡nthe:

Iphbr

r\ ì

1

)
\

wfurrr ørxic,rinrAing Jigi"ll't. )ìr¿f¿rþn c'rlr rcr .{pfui ir¡rd.l'nÐtlle, órùtn*.

Can nt bslicve thcrn'l

]ìo. \
Ctn u'ctntstt¡rum'l

So.

Þo th*¡* oore fbr ru?

\lho knou.s?

\\ ill they help ux?

Pur'Ìrnps the¡'ll u.v.

C*rr thev suc'rNcd?

åroblrlrlS; not"

Can r,r'e cscupæ?

\o.

\lïll aur p*rents ${to trÈ'J

){*.

Is ttrsre no hope?

Yus ÏIope, Bur nuthing *lst.

\**h¡t ehull wc do?

I{ope.

Nothing else?

i\o.

\\h¡t *lull rv* hopc tbr?

For our'lovs. Tlrot it rem¡rins- Linbrok*n^

t/*.-

\

i
T
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a 
r,rr*, ttstirnntbrg,xt*;*.hy,naitrilllater?! W-*¿Ilknuwrvh¿¡trve,rehere,rbrl

haPPv Prrirl \
Guects: Ttre ftappv puirl ldr*]'drind]

I.JrlgusrTotlæbridcslìnsptrertts|Ictwnttltc¡lalnorrgrnyltierrdsrrlrcod¡.!

Guest¡: I'o th* bridCs finç PüreN$l

Music-al sketches for lPhis

\6

hìì$ ùniçsdi Tlú* nrr¡st ba The lloppietl ôùyofrny litbl

lhw þ
¡h*t all rxill

ìì,',ì:ìïì.ï1il:ì:ffi¡ y *r 
il¿r.,! rv,,.4{ T,,_,.rr*

Csrvmouia! \fu.ric: årrer lidgus' fcfet/rl¡'t¿r' Lrnf'lte3 p<u'urtts' s'ro?'t'

&tdgusc 
: Coms' ¡tÀ '\xne 

hL drc tnomçnt

Iphlrflmrtrel \ïhrrtcvcrhuppcns *"\
Our lot'e relntms' {

Ptrtnt¡¡

Lltlgw;

Þår*¡tl¡r

Thio is ¡ spls¡tlid cclebrotiaü! <latglrtcr is lut"'kY ts ûtsrr1' iruo su*lr t hmil-vl

So tlxls ,,r'htrt iÙs like rc ki6s * rnanl Þitgusthrg: it ttsl'æ a*'flil! I Ìiope

ìt ugainÌ

rvoul¡ln't rmfit lÅE¡rl rrs our ùicnds! No Whut s bunclr't¡f ídiotsi

tho othet' gtte*ls turn ¡o d¡ent'Ôh*
'Hri:rfilr,¡nd:

Itre hrrPPy- r'ouPle!

a

ú

l¡¡rther
t

PrrenrdGotlxt

u. Tu Lirtgrsl To You all!

ov L"
,- \o*

{,,

úr3 Gu.: The happ¡'soupte! \ùdd bo happ¡' with eithu ofthernl lfappy to couplo;'-

ßy

go well!

rhaìr aPProla!)
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ås¿drr¡¿ thrcateningl

on.rvirh itl 11ç ç{¡¡l *ait

@ l,q

\

biclgus vou're dnnrl- ¡'ouire rnorl! I nsver iroùrd of su*lr ir tlringl

Ìo: no;s'e\.rrrct*r hcn¡d çfliuch c rhingl Stripping offfor rhess dru¡rtr ulü rnon:ì \'u
rÈ: nivcd

Tiù¡iäion mrur bc rs*pcct+tll lsrrl dtrt right')

d this sounds b*nù thrn rnostl

\o- nor¡iris one! l.:etetl

v T.:

føruorl \\ * rniglrt like to.icrin inl I thinli rvt u'ouìrfl

this is looking dangtrcuxl Dissstt'ousl Ws'd b{:$Èr Sot upstilrcl

/rtr,rld,r' nnr.l'rvapp eüt' an !:he balcon;'t t*,U-â¿r
rl

C-liildrin norv its tirm tbr the Oodsl Àpp**l to tlum! Pra-n- ro thcrnl Thcl'¡lone c¡n
lrclþ 1:ou1*\f 

È ùc;ù, Ir's rii*c Ìo sho$' u$ $furl you'rc made otì Oet tln r¡'ith itl ör elsc t¡\û'll ..,,

Tii Gtids:: Futtit -"-uur prunris*il

s gúrfi¿r¿,l' ol'Iid**u* czd rÂegrrld,rfs corlr¡r1 tts, b*t in*ldr}'r4non. ar i/
\

^ Wc helrr yuu, !\ hur do you rvi*lr? .rr

l"+Il; $'c <tiint'l¡¡rorv. \Ä;,: sislrthi* hud ner'er hlppened.

.OG,: The pos is pnsf - bç-n-ond ô¡r grü$pi ur onl-v shape rlrç ñ¡tur¿. \&'hxt do you with?

\\h¡¡ ¿lsc cí¡n rro¡ rvish? T,¡¡ ffie thc Õods . ühùt yôr cl|n do, you krrort btÉortliiüt
1i¿4ol tf].ouç.an if¡uucare"hralpw.orkìll usrrorulfnut te*V'auslðoWf$tô.

ririìsic'srdr/un{¡ ¡'t¿Trf¡' lo srr'ell å¿r¿'È jr¡ro t/rulbrugrortaù, l,ftÈ g¡¡ditr ås¿om¡t

Gç.i

\& hoae pru¡'-'crs ùouil m$.sr?
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ottorr¡ 1ryto understan'd: 1ïç can help' bur oannot choose' You

You oant stey $$ !oì Nr€' $urol:"]'ou Eee th{rt on* of 1'ou must

ülhoscËql'ss ùowll mo$t? I

#Ào

rnen!

'\

G"l: Thr,1, all ,ser.rn gxld to me.

.\goirnt dre u'orld,
h¡ litìlrn d,uth
Otrr lote rçuruins"

rErief 7t*xse)

(}.1¡ Wrut shull rvc dq tbcn')

ö.1&?r Lctþ do tht lotll

. flhe¡rw,i¡ttç o,-*pu/I ieyorr', or $ùats¡'e¡'e/¡'d $dÈt !r sppropriûte, (]/too.r'-Jkrs/ri4 lþùrs.
rrrltþIe renrai ran$ommtian.r of íphix *nd Iuntlte, perha¡tr af Lidgr,l,s an¿l T¿lerhusa (r¡nd

/re Çods7 taa, Pandenwnilrnr rrnd CIor.¿.,

\i

I
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APPENDIX: C

The Fall by Cernak

This appendix shows scans of the paintin gThe Fatlby Cernakl that was used by the

librettist Kathleen Mary Fallon as part of the conceptual setting of her libretto fot Matricide'

the musica, (1998) that was set to music by Elena Kats-Chernin'

Information about the artists that follows derives from the program notes accompanylng

the first exhibition of this work in October 1994 provided to the author by Kathleen Mary

Fallon.

cernak graduated in Fine Arts from the university of Queensland tn 1977 ' Prior to that

she studied for three years at the Kunst Akademie in Vienna' She has a Post-GraduaÛe

Diploma in Painting from Queensland college of Arts and a recipient of several grants from

the Australia Council Visual Arts Board. After some years painting in Sydney, Vienna and

Melbourne, she now paints and teaches from her studio in Queensland.

Her long term interest is in the history of the formation of patriarchal cultural images'

This has led to explorations in the various iconographic uses of art in theology and religion'

Continuing that concern she is currently pursuing a Masters Degree in Contemporary

Religion also at the University of Queensland'

Through her researches and experiences abroad, Cernak arrived at a perception which

has informed much of her subsequent approach to painting' Cemak was aged fifteen when the

original concept for The FalI cameto her. She started collecting images from her own life and

inheritance.

The Fattis a cycle of thirteen panels sewn (with eyelets) to form one complete circuit'

the thirteenth leading into the first. It is designed as an allegory of the artist's own "fall", of

the destruction of the fabric of meaning between the language and the image the artists uses'

Allegorically it traces a day and a night in the world of the flesh and the world of myth,

it uses keystone images from historical paintings where they deal directly with the fall

process, consciously or otherwise. Its allegory also follows the fall of the artist's home town'

1. The a¡tist's given name is Wendy but she does not use it professionally
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The Fall bY Cernak

Brisbane, simultaneously with the fatl and the flight of certain European cities in the war

between independence and orthodoxy'

psychologically the work is self-referential, the final portrait of "the artist" at number

thirteen, "The Ship of Fools" is an accurate record of the artist's as well as the human state

after enduring the passage from loss of "reality" (due to the conflict between language and

image which began with the artist's first creation) to the victory of the imagination (which is

not apparent until the circuit's fourteenth act, that is, connection between thirteen and one' is

undertaken.

Symbolic too are the thirteen panels themselves. They are the thirteen lunations of the

old year; joined they form the fourteen nights, seven waxing and seven waning of the moon;

they also read ontologicalty the first thirteen letters of the Hebrew alphabet and depend for the

main aspects of their composition on those letters and the platonic significance of their

corresponding numbers. In short, the thing itself is designed to subliminally invoke those

Indo-European traditions that underpin meaning in the language that artist uses'

Physically, the circuit took two painting years - resources were collected for it over

fifteen years prior to then, and two pre-mns in gouache were undertaken first in Vienna in

order to refine and personalise each image. Excesses, such as those that become The St'

Antony Temptations, were discarded. The resulting images bear homage to study and

enjoyment in Vienna of Bosch, Breughel, Cranach, Piero della Francesca' Piero de Cosimo'

Mantegna, Gauguin and others.

The f,rst two of the scans that follow provide a chart of the panels with accompanylng

notes. This is followed by a series of notes and sketches marked "gallery copy" which is in

turn followed by scans of the panels of The FalL
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The Artist (The Creator)

The Fall by Cernak
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Eve (The B¡rth)

The Fall by Cernak
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Lucifer (The Thief)

The Fall by Cernak
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Adam (The Birth of the Two Adams)

The Fall by Cernak
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The Fall by Cernak

t¡lt

I
ì

i

1

I

I

The Wedding Party (The Marriage at Cana)
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The Wedding Feast (The Sin Eaters)

The Fall by Cernak
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The Wedding Sabbath (Kitvel kodesh -Devarium Berelim)

The Fallby Cernak
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The Fall by Cernak

Sleep (The lnversion)
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The Vision (The Fall of the City)

The Fall by Cernak
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The Fall by Cernak

The Dream (Moerde - Fate - The WYrd)
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The Law (The Crucifiction of Language)

The Fall by Cernak
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The Fall by Cernak

The Fall (Kingship)

trO
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The Ship of Fools (False Dawn)

The Fall by Cernak
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APPENDIX: D

Final draft libretto, Ma,tricidp, the musicøl

This appendix shows the fourth and final draft of the libretto of Matricide, the musical

by Kathleen Mary Fallon upon which the composer Elena Kats-Chernin has drafted her initial

musical ideas. Similar to her process of musical sketching for her earlier opera lphis, Kats-

chernin pasted the finalised libretto in a scrap book and made musical notes drafting ideas for

pitch, rhythm, melody and instrumentation. As discussed in chapter fbur of this thesis some of

these ideas can be traced to the final score'
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Final draft libretto, Matricide, the musical

ivt¡ry,

Pteå.te ret$rn your torture"rs to rhe u$herette before you leave

tnnoce.nce or¡ its r'nay to the wheireh<ruse

inmoeence on its way to the tnadhouse

lnmocence on tts way to the staughterhouse

rnovlng:towards rnurder tike meat towards a ndncer

tcitlnrumkitlmu mkilknurn
mtìintti*mumUittmurÍrllik

hðlp help helP me

tretp helP helP me

all I can remember of ttre ohf tangtlage are the words¡ 'I Practice

witchcraft'.
and the an$weI of tt¡e ardent congregation, 'Y'eslÀnd we thank

you for it'.

let t¡s meet in the old language

a praycr will oPen

fuck the flesh and sPill ttre wine

me ears be licked clean so that I cun unda.stan

_/
Þ

the language uv blrds
let me 

^ootft 
uste tha llver arr spleen uv tbâ sÛrpent thd't rne

ears

{ . mUt shin, bonesi¡rerves' gut' hãrf;,

\fineernaits. o
b.t r
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Final draft libretto, Matricide, the musical

passe$ oul of the pass.agenæy, ilte travelatør,
rhrloug'h.$eavy black rubber doors. Possibly lase¡' scanner,s; t rig.l¡t

. :Ilght,suggesfing sonte form of sophisticated, high-tec"h surveÍIlance as

the audience is enrering a priscrn. ,Aucllence enfers a darkened sfxee

¿nd wirlr ftie heJp of loçv leve/ lighr ancl tåeir forcftes, frn¿fs se¿ts.

In rf¡e datkened space awarnan, lntpasslonafrt, cân behear.clwlriscün4

Sñe Js s¡Þt lit în,.the dat-k space. såe ls swinging a stocklng wrth a half
Þrick insicle it and hitting sonethÍng tlråf ¿ls yet can'r be

nra*es a dutt drud,)
h,'@1 <'('¿s=)

firf

tu, */*Poår'r..
. ittle girls whistle.

Jn the darkness the

Itt¿^ ö.u a/-{fl-*"{^t

'the.plays to begin
themselves

c/

¿

{
{ ather fctur

pe¡:t¡aps ¿Lço rfte rnusfci¿rns, s*ar"t w'hist/ing" It beconlôs a Þit

thlreârening. They are i¡r¿Jirziduall;, spç¡¡ !Ít, 'fhey intro<fuce
'rfier¡nselr¿es, 

J

I'm the one that did wdth fiiy
Fleaven [3r lmpassionata.

Ilellbe.nt Chora.
fnây w$ present The Licc Girls-

stâmp rhe following out r,r¿ith tfteil-stíIerno shoçs. l"fie
jotn in,)
eye-cândy arouncl

fiom right
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h"r/^ f4 ,"0 
8-"7Y3 o Y / */" r'à[^fas=-/.-

L-*- **ffilwomen ln ilre world fettfat"
ten kilos iust to stay hclt'. ['m Substance Âbuse lice.

Final draft libretto, Matricide, the musical

thtngs slnce the poury, swlzzjs-stick
Butenrin Nervosa Lice. llatrghter.

no,.fat chicks

vrn"*o f

Çtndy Çrawford says her wrists are dlfferent sizes and her ears

ar,e'out of attignment. ['m Generlc White-trash Lice. Mother.

CHÐN.A

Just moving the eye-candy around
andclock-wise from LetT

c,Honus
take me rnake me
stâr ìn rny own snt¡tf movle
no f¿t chicks

"wV

Lice.

rA v
GlrlGoo Bandbe
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Final draft libretto, Matricide, the musical

(Atl take turns sÍnging lines or phra'ses' playlng aroundì

from Paris wfth a new hair colour ancl l'm

V the future

over nuy fashic¡n*supermoclel inner-child

Apr,es Wea¡

mitk-fed lamb
bottle-fed veal

cltoRUs
*re Pain of autistic Barbie

on tip-toe
readyuaiting witling
the stiletto

t
IMPASSIONÀ'fA
(lndica tl'ng al I performens and ¡lr u'çfclarl's)

Matt¡ess actresses one ancl all'

1.
t'
I

I

I

ì
i

I

I
¡
I
I
I

I

WelcorrteyCIut:oand.especlallyourspecialGuestSpeciallstsin
forensic psychiarry, tnã toB lægal Peopte from the Þeparunentof

Cor,rective Services, the departrnent of Social S€wlces' your'

honof¡rs, yclur most honourables, your notables' your worshJps'

your tordshiPs, your eminence$' slrs, esquires ad nauseu"m' Otrr
-in¿rth*', 

(what's left c¡f them), fattrers, brothers and slsters,

fàmities and friends-

pitch. We know you wå'llt a sequence of ßsaty
pogo"r*, with meaning, followed by a hearty meal

we set the scene.

They sucked us in-

büt

à

ate
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Final draft libretto, Matricide, the musical

îì- kt--"

IMPASSIONÀTÀ

our murder.
and senteûced- Werre in iail where we

have rffit, motive, tlre rnurder

we subûiit to yot¡ accused are not

thor,ouglrty bad. Just elirty-minded
dirty*work.

little g,irls gohrg about theÌr

tMPÀa.sIûNar¡ and crlonÂ
r,ve'know what the Jäw is but we dou't recc4¡ni';e it

CT{ORUS

wesubmittoyouthattherewil$âgro$sreversalofmclralse$se.
Hrty,"rmincte.d llttle girts going about their dlrty-work'

TMPAS$ION.ÂT¿ and cÈIoRÀ

{Tfte five nssut}re wltlstlifig,, reachilrg a cres¿'e¡¡rfo fhqn rhe¡ìe Ir siJe¡ce

except for t}¡e thuds as borh Cho¡:¡r and Impassfurnara take fußLs Ío

swlng the stocking.)

SlIe¡rce

C}IORrt
(6rahs ar fhe stockingJ [t's my tum' dttttdSshe my motker,

? t¡

* t
\\

ì

irl
IMPAS"SIONATA

rrl,q-.Ir$f brick was nrY ide*'
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Final draft libretto, Matricide, the musical

"f¡
'.¡.t 

{rt)ì
the pretty pink stone ' F{h€path was mine' I knen¡

ÜÜ
ït.

(llî,Vmlnated by flashes of tlght front'flash llght catneras' and frotn

the,toruhe$ sofle of the audience arc haldlng, is a large pÍnk, rising-

dpugh, (cveryeas ted) Mother ín rlre shape of a venus af wllendorf'

she fþ lyìng on a fdible / bed.lt is roped off wlth s'eitrou' crirne-scene

tape, (ør yellow crepe paper)" T'his is wlrat tm¡:assÍc¡naûa and chora

äave lreen eaking turüs eo bludgeon. Throughaut the opera their

busJr¡ess li eo bludgeCIrt rhis mothefdough to death then to try to re'

coJ.rsÊ{uct her back tCI the ímage af the Venus. These assaults become

prcgræssÍvely nrore violenf throughout the perfarrnance, aftør lhe

ñnal bludgwning they rear blts aff her and eat , Ferhaps of'fering

sorle to the audíence as welL They manffest the yhythms of intimacy'

sepatatlon, anger. Iove, hate efc e,rpfBssed throughout'Mavicide' 'an

the motherdough.

b rË'e ,buhgÍng moJrerdough represenls fhe Ûlonsferous flÔtfier, an

abJ'ecgbdyontheedgeofnon-exisfenceandhallucinatfon
nronsCrosl ty. 'fhertcrnsfet'is tåe reposlnry of all tf¡at r¡¡e feject *nd

fear * ûJre embodimenf of abiectftin" /t con,sra ntly threatens lo overspíll

iùs boundaries to ë.scape r'jöntainfiëÍtf. If i$ exce"çslve. The grofesciue'

over,flowÍns bÐdy is the staple melÉlphor underlyirrg the subversfve'

dernnir4lâ I laughterof c¿rniyat. The motherdaugh îs obese, shape-

chgngdng, excesfive, ß¡orrsterous, Iaughæble, ca¡rrÍvalesque'
(**

hal lueinatory, abi ect,

r
IÈ{PASSTONATA

fsurlg ûogether)

tfte main obstacle in our Path. She

CHCIRÀ

lS. ung together)

Sbe'was t}¡e main obstacle in our

MOTIIER ÐUo(RePearJ
help hetp help me
help helphelp me

$*a

i
us.

,v
UÊ

þ.

sucked us in-

so7



Final draft libretto, Matricide, the musical

t0

tlÞtFrA$STONATÂ

.,hloq$..sptrrting all over our Sunday frucks

my meat

my murdef
me

'f: ï,

terribty dead. t ttünk she's hurt.

I
À

ureatnft"insicle me
murder:çSno remorse c

rMP'ÀSSIONl\TA
the
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Final draft libretto, Matricide, the musical

i,.

on âfid

and CIIORÀ

I give 1'6u Matricide - the

ì::

dre M's lnou
4);ø

we
DAUGII'T'gRS

eacl¡ other)

(
(Mo¡fterb sucft uP rhe worcfs fronl

you breathe uP att mY air
you breathe uP all mY air

MÛ'TftERS

fÐaughrer'.s suck uP the worcls

you suck uP all mY trreath

you suek uP all mY breatlr
r^

(ïhis isa batfrrcrofi sel <¡l"sonledsscrfpfion' z{lt ttre ¡rara¡rfulntalia

(f¡erl¡aps oversizecl) ""nn 
t¡stìhrulom a¡¡cl.t:altet cc¡ul¿J be usetY'in a

fe,ilslriser, a¡d ritualistit *uy e"g' bi¡¡ whiie bath nrafs and rowels'

targe whlleshaving rnug, lrrus& ¿rnd old-fashbnecl silver tâzor'

perfwmed**p, r¡**¡'J'a' deadtttanr' máke-up' cweezers"scis:sors efc'

itrc motherruns a l>ath fu)Iof hor* sreaming wåter' -lhe ciavghter is

sltrin¡¡, watching *"tO "'o'*' 
Mesmerised b¡' the met!rcdical expertise

of the mavements, thl elegance' the rirualisecl behavfour' rhe

efüciency- -9ñe fs putaty'á by herorm inrpotence in tñe fae-e of rl¡fs

$twl canpefence' l.he ¡n<rther carrie's huge white towels' n¡at' r'r¿asherì

ba¡hrc¡be. She buries lrct'face lr¡ rJlem and snlells rhem')
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Final dratt libretto, Matricide, the musical

ffi;ii:_ lovery and fresh. Fee[ row soft,and how war-n¡- ' ,

(Thn.rsdnstf.remineothedaughtersface,a¡r<Jholdìtlgtl¡entrlre¡elikea

clrlo¡,rrform drask. they have been repatlng thls every rJay since the

daughterr,uas born. ¡ln erorlc, pleasurable àuf also horrifying aspect

of brçarlrilr g ín each others alr')
'mornlng so theY'd be full of h

the towels in the morning sun'

(TIre nrother undr'esses the daughte r slowly and rnetlrocilcally' She

smclls each irenr of clothingas she rakes it ofr the tlaughter. she rÍes

the.daughter'rs halr up artd slowly and rnethadlcalþ r'r'*'rfres êvèry p^rt

of her nrleh soap s¡¡ds and a ¡vhite washer' AII rhfs êctioll gÛes on &s

ôrrfa continues.)

M,afr:içide Ç'ourpl,e 
I

lfxcJ¡en¡ent of twa'naughly'fittle girls playtngwirh each r¡r:frer in t¡e

"¡rr*o*. 
Ther,e's an innocrenf ruthlessness ln lt' lfte hysæl-ical

.j'

\
.,J

gl€.e, seiüâl ercite(ltenf, (

.+.*.(
Ê-"('

eyetashes råhe donm mY

even intestlnes as thÈY dreiP to Your

IMPÂSSIONA"TA

cheek touch mY breastftesh ä$ they

pâss

CHORA
yoür forklightrringfingers open clouds

in my vulva

TMFASSTONATA

raint¡ows arch fro¡n wall to wztll

-.-+-¿¿_ I
9É':#â' ) t
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Final draft libretto, Matricide, the musical

l3

clloRA
mlsrsilvertf¡readihg$ btackpubic lace

bteed. ingsúaitst'rail altovermy

rmoutlt

IMPASSTONATA

uebed

of bt'uise

s.r¡r cells tie thernselves

in oalrs
ï,ith gofdscartet silks

so many un*IlPrecious

S ,.' 
with gaYregal wi-SkbPws

tMp,AssloNATA and.

ourheartsarefriends

(trfsl-¿'-t ¡t^-**.\

æ4

,cuonÂ ÇHoRu$) (\

h

h¿a"tr
N"

I
{t

CIIORUS

there have been a million

âfiÌPt¡tÂtiòns

,--+-=
ffl+-

I

.t-:,

.cHORA

a mìmeioY o'f c oriringcorningifi ning

çl {- --fr¡ | ,r-{
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Final draft libretto, Matricide, the musical

l4

Kfnchea.Ço,,Eale

lA ¡notherda u$hter cauple begÍns going' about ffteír obsessive

U*io*uu. This c'ookin cauld perhaps have begun e¿rlJer"so Ír's mid-

nrea/. Co¿rki ng W bailed mea(, cabba¡p' po(:atoes' ¡roridge' milk and

tltespaceìsfullefthesnlellofcooking.lNB.ÇmeJlisveryrimpaltantìn
tbeúbofeof,Maulcide,andapeffumers:houl<lbeernployerttoCreate
nl,iesp these smells. Ïhe tnost pervasiva and hnparnant smel/ of all

shor¡Jd,,bet*resmellofmother'sbreastniJk')Tfiesetis'pc¡'ssiþlxa
coaple of very large whire goods - srove' frtdge" There Ís an

inclr¡ke.nafo r, uarÍaascruckery and cutlery' l'$ome of these coufd be

useclas musfcal instruclrteRt by the rnusicians.) whatever is used' if

¿tI mr¡scev entuatrIy fake on the aura of a type oflfetÌshÍsed

PüurphernaIÍa'

lhe daughter sirs at :the table, at a place $eÊ for fier' lfte mo(her

methoclleatlycu6me&t,nlashesW)tatoes'stirsvqßletables'etc'dten
;;;, i*u, t, het daughter. The daughter warches rfte rtcr¡alised,

or'edfcteb/e,,altmcompeîentprocúureswÍtltarth¡,prtrotltlnfensjty.)
W^L ü4- As" -

DAT}GTITSR

there's awild aÉimal loose in this house
' tlre{eis a wi'ld atrkncl loose in the house

theiers awild animâl lor¡se in the house

therets an animal loose in the house rJ

MOTHER
['ve used Your sPectal Ptate'

(The daughtêr tr¡ês but cantteâf' 
.rlies agaln and again' WftíIe cf¡e

nother watches wlth hypruttÍc intensity and several fimes pn*sents â

glass of mÎLft to the daughter saylng:-)

s12
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MOTIIBR
Wash it down.

When you say my name q'(
GHORA

Itnpassionata

.IMPASSIONÀTA

It stills my body in its troubles
its useless struggles
and when you say 'I love You'

CIIORA
I tove you Impassionata

TMP,.ASSIO¡{ATA

aI'I fheorgans settle.calm and silent
a¡rd when you säy'I w.ant yow'

\.^

Å *rârms aches to hold you

{"''
"x À"\

t

CHORÁ.
',, I hnant you

IMP'Â$SION¡{TA

tl¡e slún quittË inside

CI{ORA
O thou whorn my soul loveth where eloesf thou feedest?

IMPIASSTONATA

U-pon the alrnoncls and milk and pepper and honry I suck fror'n

thy breasts.
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c$oRus À$rNMATns

*nru; îä:ï1ffí'.î@E r t'-'
CHORÀ

'u¡g.are
.Uøpped

' ,ü¡ùùrt gtãrs

dþoüd to sPin together forever

,tÀ.

tvhat*s Your name?

r.I}ÍPA$$TONATA

two know each other then?

,IMFASSIONATA and cll()RÂ'

ca¡nattY

Silent Twlnsï

\**an1 \

wrî
,c

fçdropm - CouPJe
(fhe nrorher st¿nds naked'Sl¡e s rncls ln t'rcntof an oversized blue

flannelerte nígfrcdr'esa ($cftoes af aVenus by the Sea as såe stands

befiire ßhe b¡lroevtn g blue nlghtdre.ss' ) tlnder this nightdress is an

;;;;;;torJti','u""'s Babv Powdet' a bomle of otl orUlan and a

hair: brush. (Agaln and again tfte s¿rell')

The deugftter crou as her moùer ¿f¿ends

rc he.r tcilet-
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l'l

flhe mcrtJfet'srgnds as if she'carries the whole rve¡rld' the wüld of

;;e*ri* ab'urrdant*and pleasure' within her body" she raÂes from

il;;"t}rúisi,¿*"" her povrder, her oil and her bnrsh and besins to

rab'oìI of 'tllan èarcfu)ly à'd sensttously (but totallly unself-

eonsciously' pre<rccupiecJ) ":u l* smre
fagc.lùaÍåd- Jt's a¡ if the mother ís o

I r,üâr¡( to uchlev'e is tha¡ feelÍng we

"o*o"u 
ror¡chfilg'ffiat they are almost tauching us'Ì

L"
MON$ER
I ati,rlays'feel as ugly as a house' Feel as ugly as a hÔusc'

(Slre¡towty dlusts fier'se lf aIN over wifh tl¡e ¡rowcler' PÜf.T fiT the

nþlltdress.Brushesherhalrandthencreâ'¡tsface'Daughrerbread¡es
in þer air-)

Ma.trtrcide Ç¿aole

(Ouring flris rgllg[¿nqþrs srtrfl Chora anef lntpassÍonar¿ âct lÍke two

naughty, dae'mr¡nic iíGgids who are'd<;ing nrclies' rc¡ each orher

andgetfing$ßreandmoreexcitedancillysrerÍcal¿nd¿lso¡:owerful
and ettiø,Yiltg rhei¡' Pawer')

night tong verbal orgies

EHÛRÀ

',reenacÈng the sex lives of the saints

, 
'.\

ÇIIORUS
rûIhat other crimes have you committedt I

from the old language are the words' 'I

rvitchcraft'
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uP

CI¡ORT'S

and,thealiwer of flre ardent

T,D¡þç
rMPÀS6TONAT,A

'Yest Aud vr¡e thùk

Alena to-s¡¡rlply write rnusfc ',)

,,- little eYes .,; tittle ears ... little rnouth "'. etc I l"he

ilte daughter Presenß each

In

\

,mo.tåe¡'d¡¡es (hÍs r¡ver Ûhe wJrntre body and

part of hqr anatoriiy nevetf taklng her eyes

¡¡¡çufhl:ng.eagh uvord after rl¡e motf¡er')

off, her rnother''s fhce arrd

d,
flV.henevàr the daugþter shor'r¡s any sign of

or fhe nrother

,(TIre mother uses everY Piece of paraphem¿IÍa - the pumlce sfone'

hody brush etc. *She everr cJean.ç the daugbterk reerh in tåis

íntimacY.'l

n
t
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Ir{a.Midice (þüt Ie

clloRÂ and tmPlssloNATA
.(Ëharavafi/tfn keftting - ¡rrock ser:enade af discordanrf noise macje

wfû pofs, pans, hor.ns, after a w,edding. lt is afso in the tmdlatton of
fr¿'ftefe/ing - a çvetcome hame ?<¡

@n5 ê[c are banged togetfter. )

cauple nfiere pots and

lç

,"U G, us rneet in tha otcl

aPRYer n{[l oPen

"Fett"-vise in 'ald language'and

(,!lç*.,.

IMP'ASSIONA'TÀ

other cri¡nes h*ve you cornmltted?

the Cross

desecÍate the lfost
dance back to back

, ar ñÊhtl'aÌ h?nftt"e,rs-,

tr""î*!P

\ffiu*t-*-,

0

EffORA
the usage ancl abusage

of o$r precious Mother'I'ongue
Þ

(They t:ottt go lïtto rfie ,ol¿f fanguage,'sl nging iî inîÜ eac'ft arhe¡s

¡?roullr. lt's preverbal, gnrntq .$cr:e.aflt$, moan.s efcÌ

cll()RUs
lsorne ef possible cries tft¡¡l'ca¡r {rc heatú)

after flagellattcrn

\ ur,rcmsrick dlldc¡es

ilvtPÂ,ssl0Nr\TA
wlrat otlrer crimes han¡e yc¡u committed? 1å4. Ð

il^ tþ

Þúw

Irl,
t I {t-.,

94
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bl*
\l

2A

Mass

þ\h-'q f\ ,"lw

crirnes have You committed? //t

IMPASSTONA"TA

Mary weeps when tittte girlt whis$e

(

;::::-l:"'

cHoR.À
üþonSundaYswe ourselvei wittr ftlthy copulation with

the,,de¡"lls that are ink-you-buY instead of doing our

homeu¿o¡k; abort the fbetuses of farnilY

menibers; UPon Tfrurs ays we

titty.tu,te <lursetrves to abonrlnabte tennis; UPonL
' ulr**" after-the 'X-Flles'; UPon

other daYs we use the ordinary course which Nature PromPteth

unto us wtth hairbrush handtes, assorted fruit and vegetables

ll

they laughed at the devil and úre devll

they.sucked off the ctevil and the devil sucked

tlrey looked in the mirror and the mirror lcloked

'I

.t
I
I

I
I
ì

.1. l

r
ssss9$sssssss

l/rissed)
irr our spit
in our spit
in our Semtex sPittle

á4

(then all the Perfurmens and nruslcíans hiss)

/'
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7¡

ÀS INMA']ES
âFrest was bfought about by compres$lÇn of Mrs

as attelfrpts were H¡ade to push the dernon up

f,fo¡nherwCIrnb, throtrgh her chest ínto her neck ancl out of

I
TNiIPIASBIONATÂ
:try,hat ot"her crimeb have you committed?

((hqraand lrnpassianata try to outdo each other Ín 'badnassT

EHORA

scales 4rrc1 plucked
gutted and fucked
my:ssardian angel

TMPÂSSTONÀTA

g*ve.a.relief jotr to God )

orgies

L w)

the sex

t clICIRA and tnnpnssl()NÄ'rA
chanelted tfie Blessed Virgin Mary

Xlfcfien Counle

T',ATJGT TER
:(Repeared çwth Mathe¡) It's gctt skin"

Énf*plil
Jt

¡
XF

ÍF tnæa

Mou'unn
{ßepeated with Daughrer-) Everything's got skin.
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Tfie daugtrter rries to <trir¡k but is fcrrcing herself and ls revoltod' She

tftd$ to eat agalt't but can'r'

DAUGfITER
on Èhe tK)ftte? lcüþs()tlle,yf Can't you even read what lt $ays

marziPant vaniLla, mothor's breast rni¡k' t
sunlight soaP, aliirond
h¿vellost my sense oftoward nrotâer) Frangipannï, qâ$or $ügar'

smell. You are my alwaYs washing machine' vâcuum clcaner'

spln dryer, refrigerator. Mother l¡tlhi&ware care- MY every

\Àrtrite Goodess-

22

wt*'

cllo*A. ard lMPAssloNArA
cape ruhlch oPens 1o reveal a

(The ßVtr4 is wearing a long MatY-blue

súrnptrtous cunt Pai nìâd irifo fhe folcls' a s<rrt of .sPiri urøl dreg'

l"lxybe Paul CaPsis (who ls one of dle Dåutiflfêrs) coulcl be wearing

fltls,,as the Inrpassionata and Chora ?'lre'olcl language'

sinsing,hera/ds rJtl'r channelltrg' ]

help help hetP me I beg You
p
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2?

+,:)
arrd I'mg

tl^

I

I

L

l ¿ìnr too tirecl in the lc¡¡reliness of my tokonl.sm
pedastalled in all tlrese side t*hupels

so tired nf
F{Å

of walls
ta
of
ut
ralnbou¡-halod orì $ÊÍl!ffiglass
in cinnnnron buns aurd eggplant needs

Cìi-
o[ my dam¡r veil of tears Ylû b

C4'*'I
sick

alt
at thè of

even
aroulrd my feet
ckrn't keep
them off

+1.

r
symptoms turd stignrattsts scâbs

of foetid reliquaries,
fult of scr&ps

that e¡ren the r.,lt$

wcltt'f conte ât

help help help me I beg you

¡ X^¡a..**eq&Ub of my olcl blue frock
I wert an Yves St lauren( ...

I beg you

Ð-5þrç1

I
Ç¿¿/

.sl-h 1.4
,t{-t1

s¡ù-i ù
woe-

3.21
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14

euthenâ'$ia

L
the ,

,ø'

rìot perfectlY, PerfectlY,
dead than not Pe¡fectlV

per{ectlY Perfect -

$¿EvenchÊG$es 
have a skln

äy#iffi Jtst look at voursetr. ü \'*llL
lVTO:F..HER

I'll never be dead while you're allve'

DAUGIT1rER

Just look at Ycrurself' 
- 

tP {,tL
ÞAUOJITER
otrrfresh is soft poached egg. tt's the gr.adwrap that hotds tt

together.
You have mY skin-

I
t
*

.B
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bt0$!ËR
hYglene
tors

of 'hospitals
dvrays"be teref'ul
$o w.lsh
þê${eçS Your te6s

we¡,1

forthe srilsll
¡qs,the dr.earlftrl s'metl

and.inf,ect tlr.e safety ancl sectlrity ''

cf tlæ homç

(The m:other rakes the <faugfiter's hair out and jies it over the back of
rhe,bafh, brusl¡es it" massages c¡il inEo ít She then uses rfte basi4 ro

¡,rmsl¡.if wÍth water fratn a bucfte¿

!ê

lVf*r¡içlde üoupje

(Pattersong, Use of nraterfaf olr the tsirthing f.åpÕs fror¡r tfie mielwlfe

AngeJa,Baker. tlse of trash-¿'h¡asfi-punk musíc)

CTIORU$AS TNMATF^S

(reiping bum in toilet)
I"Ie¡l nre've n¡,n out of Stat. Ðecs.
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2<í

y.our clotltas off.' One of them had rubber gloves on and I asked

if theYvr¡e¡e golng to do a cavity search- They looked at each

trp,laughing. I was scared., I said; 'l don't want

off and they sald, ' 6et them off now c¡r we

of y0u.' I kept trying to move away front thern

at me ar,rd Pulling lr¡" år'a¡ t
'begins

assures r¡re slre c¿n te¿¡¿'h this 'dny

¡tMp..ngstoxnrl

: Íæi¡h/'tlrrash/Pun&

br"tt¡ 3cu¡d

¡.'oclt ¿nd lrumpand gnnd of srlp rnusiç) ù

C. .h''
t

v4

(
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tsls b.J*nq- lcri 3a*r -1ac-"w

grace*note
bud*v,ase

Bigeón-fralr

cHoRA and lnnpnssloN¡tTÀ (with
there ls HFiSthere
[co much grteÌffifunthere

.!
s
r

yo$r
sirs, esquires anel honourable sirs

>F*
oa its way to the whorehouse

lnnocence on its way þ the rnaelhouse

ye aII now for the great lnncxmce of thè
the swe€t fulnocence of the yearning flesh &w-
that poor sweefieedy

'l I

meâty good littte bçdv f,l--lr /y€
IMPÂSSTONA:I'A

---o. just ha$gtng dovwr

cttÖRt s
off tlre meflt hook

I glve you
rìi*
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lMû¡tSSlON¡\TA
off the meat hook of the mind

clloRA
töl (R"'¡r*or, dtl e¡tcl of this sectfon)

.9
tut

-{ì
t

(Pq¡fçr¡1en iúnprovise
acÖusfic ¿tiime-J'r '

blrd uapped ln nry thro$ is tenderness

bir<f trapped in my thr'<rat is tendemess

Á ' 'S'-
9=*e*{

,t

bi.q

the cry that
bursts the hear"t a¡rd

t¡reaks the bones of a
tilllng the rvhole acoustic dcrme

of heaven
Ì'
T

r¡¡:¡rurìtl 'okl. 'agnln. lhe

.v-!

'1)
Þ

i

\

3d.

The faithfulness of the human heàrt. Thât totr rlr
hc¡me.

üÊdLaeüo--Ço[&f"e

M(}T'HER
(Rubhíng sto¡¡acl¡ as if ptugrant) Re' lte. IIcl' l{e-

T}ÀTJ(iHTBN

Ile. I'Ie. lle. What coukl yçiu ever see in me, calllng me 'lre'? What

could you ever want with me? (A ¡ttotlt batring {ßâitrst ¿l ,igbl
butb.)

I
I

I
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(As she sings this the daughter has been n avinË closer to the mofher
wllo'e-o¡.dnues fo brtrsh her halr almost oblivious the daughter's
r4/þtds or,herprece¿ce. îl¡e ffiother is irnmersed in her onrn tfioughrs,

ln.her pwn bady. The daughser Ís ínelevant:, T'he clau¡¡hter begJns

barrfr¡gqg¡inst ¡nother like a moth - softly at firsr tl¡en rnore madly

a¿ddr,iven.
The daa,ghrerstops battÍng when the mother begins brushirtg the

daughters hair). ,

29

fl.rna¡1r r,hís so acåÍeve that alrnost sexual tfclcJe Tn the plr of the

stomach, sliding from sexual fo sensual ro somerfiing else. This can

someaimes hap¡;en when yöu watctt somebody else being *suched, as

lf yautåwn sbadow is beÍng sarokecl. lt's a fueling af being once

remsved. It is Ímportaøt, durìng rhe whole of the ftÍt'c'hen, bedtuom,

hattrrr¡om couples that there ís intense physicality that can never be

Iebelledbensuallty or sexuality but slldes In ancl ¿rouncl them but
f¡na!þ¡ ls somerbt'ng else enrirel¡ and we are perfotnt'ing /
dÍscovcrfng tfiat 'somcthing else entîrely' )

MÛ,ÏHER
I loved you klds so mtrch when you were $mall potâtoes.

DAUOHTPR

I was a clrild. I thought I was a monster, lPicftfng up ¡rowder and

shaÍing ìt vlolently all over ffothërk sltoulcfers and head. Usfng up

¡he enrir:e tin so tfiat tJre mother is grotesquely cavered in wf¡ite

Wwden lâe rn¿¡ther just stancfs resigned ?o it, martyred.)

MOTITER

I was a child. I grew intç a mônster.

DATJGltT'AR
(Sung togetåer with mother)
I was a child" I thought I was a monster.

MOilTIER

I'll ner¡er be dead as tong as you're alive.
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MOTTIDR

I've cried when ... and I've cried '.. and you'll never know how

much l've ,.. and I've cried when ... yclu'll never know..' the way

a mothet's heart ... cries ...

(fh€ mo¿i¡e¡. face n¡oves fram rtgidity ro pnde to tensitln to

sentime¿&fl!. The audle¡tce sl¡ttutd see tùe.se srruggles of conflIcring \
ernofion ln her face and b<tdy ancl also fhe frusfrafion ¿rucl petloels'ion"

of,all ahese stctes.) \

-"ri)
Tl' ï-r n

3(r

("'h.*,

)L"^o

vå/".^

IM}A.SSIONATA
I have scrubbed out my kldy
the hormr of its f'aithfulne$s
I am ruthless in my vigilance
ther€ rnust be

l^#
?¡

disciplture in the
dlsciplhe äl<lng

silence in the clrambers
silence along, the cq¡rrldors

¡l
CHORA
(cøIls neurapa per headlines as Impassfor¡.?¿a sing.s

I KILI.ßD MY MO"THIìR \,VH't{ A BRICK

Sveainß Standard, July 16, . 1954
STAYING PI.OTTND, CALLOUSLY PT.ANNEI)

\*r--
l4^

.'!
\I

^ìlr\'\ ,i'l
I

IJT
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:l¡

l^na. þ "t-

*(- o ß' botp

L.
\t^

{-

F

it out of
(

Lo t
,, d,^-to*

MÜTHER
t lqrowrain waterrs cold rlarting but it's the price you pay for

beautiful,forshinyhair.Iswearbyrainwater.tt.safunnythtng
Uuclet out in the yard and even if I can't

avlng rained it's always futl of rain water to

D-A,ttgtf,fER

ûr'erefs¡a witd a¡rlmal loose in the house

s29
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r .10 -*,idÀ-- 'Dear lord l'm scared
\rt$r"J breakdown. Someone
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l,! r¿

Silent Tr¿uins')

Bedroo¡n-Cour¿le

Iu
her. She is not

ls her

:-.
Jc<*

l{.".*,

t/.1
of

is

sr"L"r i'. 5
*rt 

I

L
(

rors.i i rLouu **- *\*r, ** _j2**lt::l:I string "..
(Rep€afs, there's a wtld ¿urlmal l¿lose ln thls house

DAÚGIMDR \
ged tö'hear you sav anyttrûne

loose in the hoïse.."

THE TWO ÙT()TT{ßR.DAI'GIITER COUPLEIi SINC TOCETTTDR

Mothers: to låy a hand <¡n your motlrer"
hters: the pleasure, the satlsfaction

Mothers antl daughter.s: That bitch brokc the skin. That t¡ì

ü1.

Mothers: llelp, help, help me" Help, help, help me.

Mothers and daughters: there's awitd animal loose in the house

there's a wÍld animal loose in the house

there's a wild animal loo.se ln the hou$e

there's an animâl loo*e in the hot¡se

{ b,'&*

o*

I Matricide Cau/l.he

tMPÂSTONATA

-erj

I'm sure you'll agree. One of us has to dle.

- ,p"\r.-- Ç-rw' *^^r'^rl¿
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bubb.y, I(noch at the door, peep fur, lift up the latch, walk in

l}ogghing lhe dar¡¡ghfers fc¡¡iehead, e¡,es, Rose and úroufh. Puttlng the

food inu Testing fhe tentper&ture of the faod with the her tctp [ip,

$'tpjng tllê.excess.,food ¡lrom aroand her daughters moufh.)

(The daughte¡ taftes as many f¡¡Õufl¡fuls as ¡rossÍbfe fhen spits the lot

av1 with.dl33usr. The ruotJrer fs furious, upseq defeated. The daughter

aakes qp fhe spoon and,'feeds the mother for a tìme'

A.ccþmpanitfd by ,The charavari / tln-kettllng song af Anxíous

Cr, ockery an<l Crlúlery'

?f¡e mot te¡' fr.nally grabs the plate and glass; 'lakes tåe p/ate t0 the

fnsinkerat<¡ r ancl.scmpes it off intet t:he unit, pustrring' it dtr4ar,

jaYl¡¡mtpg lÈ down, wif,h tt¡e long han<tled dísh scÖuref. lïhis grinding'

gabbì¡tng sawnd is very important ) As the nrachine gob6le.s the

davghiærche¡¿s as if she.fs actually eattng if. /t's t:he only rime the

daughter knor,ra the ¡noÉher is nof observing hel"

The mather $¡rns suspicÍous Iy, trylng ro cafch the daughter ouf, Þüf

rnisses; Sìåe follows the san¡e rüu'tine af chopplng nteâü srirring'

peetirrgpotatoes, shelling peas, nnsinq off, selwÍng out'

Sl¡e then servâs tfte daughter flre säffie meal again This svhale rhythm

of. preparatlan, cooklng, servi ng, i nti midati n gi, scräPing, ofÍ þas been

perfotrnedf¡und¡"eds of rimes, obsessive and seanrlessly, 'I'cstal

clausïrophobia. There is a build up in the fenslorl to an almast

¡nur.derous pitch (but thls does not exclucie fnoments of humottt'when

they almast enJoy the intimacy of theirrÍdlculotts antagonisrn eg

mûth€r pretënding daughter is a l¡aby).

MOiTHER

there's a witd animal lo<¡se in the house

The perfor.nrers shoulcj becon¡e aware af the pl-Ôce$s and procedure ctf

emational/lnternal sfares as if these are the dialogue. and the actual '

díalagueshould only be usäd when rhe infensity be*veen rfte palr

becomes intoferable. ( I see the dialogue in'Piace of chora' as

mlnímal, the mauth functÎonlng a/most âs ânother sphincfer of rhe

33
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tuJSt, a sphíncter ohar enlits a nolse called language, .slnging. The btts
of dlalogue thacl have included here I see as basfc msterìa, t"ifr¡
wåiclr co begfn taorfrshoplnd. Durtn9 the performance ffte inrcnslgr
and frrrstretion lnusÊ build up to the polnt where finally the ¡¡otJ¡er
eatc.åes ihe &ughtßt cfewlng (or the daughter reveals hé¡setf ro rhe

r.ratches in lear anddlsgust and fa¡cÍnarion
ntþ clrens. the motÍrer rlren fluaåes.every bit

. of faod dow4 t4e inslnfte¡:ator ln a frenzy whtle the claughcer,bf4ges,.
llre'fi<¡use'sounds buÌIct up. îhfs prupels tftern ir¡co Parc Z.

\
)
V

fedrioo¡n çeurrre

DÀU$fiTËR
T,hat h¿td, sainterf, palnted f'ace you irr$t wänt to smash your
fist i&to "..

.1

The daughrer sænds dlrectiy ln front of rÍe motÉ¡e¡:and ftroks Ctraighf
at Î¡er.

J t {t.. ¿ø{"'
I'm cold to the büre,wErnt

dÎed. to.deåth,.. defeated "- hetp me lcornri¿rnd/plea"/ said v"ery
agalnst her benerjudgenent; in lÊace of her fear of

vulnerabillty)

As fl¡o mocher ra¡ses her ârms ancl lxgins te¡ encirc.-Ie fhe d*ughte;;
the daughter f¡lcx*s her urrns by viclousþ raisfrg her ef!æws, The
powder flles up lhÍs fs repeated as many firne$ as rreccssa4r. ?he
violence in¿enciáied by the flyÍng whlte pawder,

DÂUGHTEII

... hold me,-

îfie morher rai¡es her ¿rnrs mechanically, tr¡ er¿brace the cla;rglrter
who rcpeatedly bÍo<'fts ebe niorherb embrace with her elt¡ows ¡ircrc
ø'nd mo¡e vlolently.
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Matrlçide çouple l^tu1

w:Ult to hear what they say

v+1*-
T"nffoi"iî'":'t*
cnoRUs

LÍÐ -

greed

L
utord greed word
¡l I

À

D 5 r'¡
greed

I

nemembered slience.
of

Ð
{- ,dco c

(During tt¡is all perfornrers and rnusicians starycl and ga*e above
audjence¡ head at imagines tot<:h oÍ"

into rhe.sflence of ft>r

Màternal l.ovel

Ba{hroom Cq"uple

MorrrßR -tþJ(Drylng the daaghter) .,. Uttle
(SIre repeørs ¿hece lisfs <tf bodily part$ Ënd the dauglrter hcsld up the
rrslevant bit t:o be drled. 'I'his fs repeated as the nlorfier c/exrclo.nbes.

creams and powders. The daughter s'onrelime$ ncntd.s a pan and
presents lt to tfie rnorhenJ

MOTIISR
Keep your skin bridal perfect"

I
I
à

I
=DFm n
ki-:m nsd s

ÞRrnn
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wÁife cake Mum deodoranc) For confìdent protectlon
be&t [he Mum Whitecake.

possJ:Þ/e on a'towel aod tf,len combs it agaìn and uses her fingers to
is finishgd she holds råe

fing ft to her Þreasrs m h
turplàçel),., i

DAUGüT.TÐR

ilve:not onl¡r made love to, but $a.tÌsfted, rnore treautiful. women
than hdever has. !\h e Çu
MOTTTER

oh for heaven's sake.
who $¡ashe.s the stains off your panties
wlm nnashes'the stains off your sheets
who washed tlre snot off your hankies
me that's who who who who
that's what I do do do do
who do I do who do rne do

llhis is a point where they are meeting âs woften tn some

francgresslve level. I want dialogue of this type (partlcularly I

Ilumor:eu,t ancl irreverentì to cut fhe ìntenslty af the pieces. I want
tfifs f,or it¡ucûuraf r€asofis but also to uncover r,hese mecÞanÌsr¡îs

whlch we emplay to claim oar separarefless and break the fntelrsiry.J

Bathri:oam ÇoEole

36

I

I

l
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l$lre"then ptits her on ûhe scales and weighs her^ nc¡afng tåe exrct

rueþ,ht 4r*¡¡:'in a lfttle book).

M'ünpii coJ ' Y("1 Wgi^nt- '\
lwâð.exâctly exactly,of MarÌlyn Munnre in l$lfittlp when I met

,youf ,futl¡rer.

fïhe Motfter: theD tafte$ a t*pe rnedsure and nleasures.{åarbrÅst¡ waisf.

lrips etc,,and,nôte$ cfiese down in the bcllJÍ-)

M¿úr'lcJde.,.,, Cougle

TMPÄ,SSICINATA

what is your name?

Ct'tOR¡l

lmpassionata
whât is your name?

IMPASSTONAl'A

-*;ç'þr
( from dark corners from shade¡ws and black ffiirrors

CHORUS lsinisteç vofc'e of propfiesl
yorn'p¿rst wtlt fin<t you t I
your past r,uilt find you 'L ^úyc,ur past heart will flnd you

þ,*þ- C/"-4

CT{ORA

I hear whisperings

*

I,
let myself
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1l
4'-.

'tjear lord I'm scared

breakdown Someone
Silent'Ìwins')

ßectrobm Çeiunle

Ir
her. She is not

t'"t tl r¿
is

She is having a nervol

nl*.' (Jrrou fro¡n'The ilrer ñs

5 strl"<r i.. '¿
Jé.\" \,

T
I

MCYTHEN.

It's
kr string ...

(ßepeats') there's a wild anirnal [c¡ose in tlds house

.\

fo\ anyttring .., seyingqrYseÌf
\'" 2"^*'*-z

I

DAIJ(}}TTBR

].r 
*-*ll,tlï¡tg:Jn.tt::stxt td'hðar vou savanvthÍng "'

longødfor anything...

fRepeatg there's a wilcf animäl I'oose in me no\¡se "'

'V.rÐ
L

I

TIIE TWO ITIOTHE.R-ÞAUGIITER COT'JPLAS STNO TOOETTIER

Mothers: to lay a hand on your mofher-
the pleasure, the satlsfaction

Mothers and daughters: That hitch broke the skin. That bitch

in.
Mothers: Help, help, help rne. ìIelp, help, help me.

b{others anrt claughrer$: tJrere'$ a witd auimal l(X>.se in üre house

thefe's a wild animal loose in the house
(here's a wiltt anlmal loose in tlre house

there's an animal loose in the house

{' þ'',
Matricide Cr¡uple

IMP¡ISSIoNA'TA
I'ln sure you'll agree. One,of us has ter die.

Ñtr' u^¡/T¡?Þ p4r,-t"

0*

\
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cHoRa { l{q0.
rhov,ing [owarcl murder
li,ke rneat towar<Is a rnincer

frf.-O *-\ þ -r.,- ."^¡.-

l3Ìhe &{ffhen couple, bedroom cauple ancl bathroom
arioûh€r type of perfo¡Tnance. Note- At this sfage therc are only two
couples to perform three couples. There tnay be sonre way ta
arnalganate thisT)

(Dudng this icing, shaving erc performance of the kirchen, bedroorn,
baûhroqrn couple.s whic h occur si m u ! taneousl y, the ÀfarricÍde couple
go.ìnto the real killing. The lclng, shaving €rc acrs as a, sart af back*
drop.)

æggûes-úr¿sple

o (This íefug erc is a re/ease from the frusffadon ancJ clausfi"opfiobir
ritl,ul *fi¿r has occurred up to this paint.lr rakes plaee as i$¡e .

MacfJcide cauple begin rl¡e re¿I killîng o¡r rlre Motherdough, Durlng
tfiis *ection the twa n¡orhers ancl tw<t daughters al.ço acå as the Chc¡¡us
udrene fr€cô.s.çary and possf ble.

,TheÅe,ugh ær js sranclingf naked, rhe r¿erthen fn an,aprcr¡ry Aolç!.s an,
oversized white mílcnlasrer bowt full of white icÍng. (?he snrell of'
whipped cream, vanilla, icing*ugar and swgar.ís srrong). The mother
ices tfie daugihten dellberately, nrethodically, fm¡xrconallï,as ff srre's
iei'ng a, rbk*. (l vûant tager rlre sense wtth ail rhesi rttuals, movernents,
ofa v.eryco firpetent adult in rt¡e eyes af a cftitd who ii amazed and
"awed.by the skill of an adult). the mathæ ices from fop ro bottom.
slre d¡en adds red cochineal food colouring ¡o the remainder af the
iclng fiJIs a rubber Ícing bladder and attaches a silver pipêr. (Agaln,
all,alrese rnaterials rake o¡¡ the aura of fetlshised para¡thenalta.) with
rhfs árÍg'lrt pink icing she ices printltive body pattems, psyclric nraps,
libldi¡lat p.athways and traces^ on the daugfirers fece, around he¡
b¡eacts and nipples, rlbs, around genitals, ou.tlin:ing ovarJes, Fatloplan
e¿¡Þes etc. Shq maps the body in a wãy sírnìlar rc trtbal ineisfon or

When she fÌníshes the mother
startlng at the feer ancl moving

ín inlti ation practices.

l'-+.---1:-

aÍl che icing
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40

ßohård the llead. I)uñng eflís tl,te sourld.ç of r'he ícing being squtxzed

from tlre icing bladde¡; the fickin g etc coulc! trc amplífied'ì

.Fgill4qqm ôrrunle

: , fi;-:il ppen
' : etre*tii{.q¡t sometimes see small c

:,tíiàttiirfls,facè and body' The daughter ls trylng fo'firrce the rnotf¡er (o

dài&imeth¡r4g agafnsr her vtill, to break her wiII" in fact. "l'hey are

, , ,i.., il*ff".g.r¡eir wi's agaÍnsteac, other., T\e daughter is tryírg eo n?ake

¡fie'¡n.orlrergiveherlov,e,sulrlenderablessingthatwíllgiveherher
body:and soul Þack $o thaq sl'¡e can grow up' lftus Éregíns the 'Dance \

,irfi*fo*rred Squçeee- ßox' in whÍch the motfier''s nouth bee'omes ¿ l
1.. saueed-bo* wcirked by the daughter' t:he ciaughtefs body becomqs a

J 
og'**oo* worked.by her own emotions and the nrorherfs ¡efirsals.

fnce) SaY ffiY deâr child "' saY it
daughrc/s hodY b<:gìns tta take ttq

MÛT}IBR
... If only you knew the love ... yoür father and I ." {'çentfmenral

arul auofdíng)

DÀIjCH'TER
Say lt .,,

MOTHER
... my deqr chtld..-

DA¡JCHTER

No ... no ,.. not like that .-.'tcpk at lne ."

.l
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MOTHBR
My deaf c.hild ... (The daughte.r rrse$ both hancls ro mould motherb

flouth.érnd face i¡lto cfesirecC contorfioûß. lhe mother repeäts what the

daughfer bas made h*r saY-)

lït¡ay keep tfiis up unrf/ cfte daughterk whole body and rfte mo¿fipr's

mouth form ane organism ehat begins È() move fnro Che 'f)ance of the

Tcrrtured.Çqgeeee-6ox'. The daughfer is ec's?atic thar shels nlarJe her

say it, and say' ir in the way she wants her ro" llren sfte becornes

furious.l¡er'âu're she's waited ta hear íf for so longand she a/so knows

tftarthe rnÕfåer:is camplying bu¡ her wrTl is nor being broken, sfie's

'lrurnoudng the daughter ' nothtng has changed, Flnally, tl¡ere is no

såüi$faction or cornfort f,or the daqghter ln tftis. .Sl¡e.is sfi/l ¿bandnned

and lost &¡orn herse/lÎl

DAUGHTER

.. say you have a dear sweet tittle face ... a beautiful face '^. say

pretty say pink say pretty littte pifik breast"r ... (tt's as íf tfiE

daughter's sex4afify has been lost in fhe r¡¡other a¡td Che's despera¡ely

trying to get ¡t þact, to find lt /tf rhr.s potr"rc It t¡ecoñes lrrelevanf

what tbe motâe¡- ls saying because rbe dau8hter ls fost in het awn

ûeeds, her own worsls and the mather ís,fust having ftermouth

opened and closed and maklng srrãrlge rnoanlng sounds) say ['m
right ..- say it (fooking âr tl¡e rnetlrer flA,ain in absoluæ fury).." I can't

pull myself $p by my own bootstrdps ônymore (defeate*f]'

']rlre daughrer is n*aIþ coRcu¡ned b.y die dant:e ncw. She's a chlld in

themiseryof a mnrrun and the fare, hands, b1dy, knees etc and her

âancls around fhe mctåer''s mauth âte conccrtinaÌng fffte a sqüs¡.€¿ß-

box. They are both making.st'âñge' squeeze'box soun<ls'

DAt}GHTER
nra ... me ... am -*me las if sound i.ç heing squeezed lram her)

MOTHER

l3reaks free) I aln mufnmyl f .rc¡rt nf crazy send up bt¡r fasct'stic and

r:hilIlng too. She's reclaÍrníng her power and aurhority n'fiieh js

terrl$dng. ,shaking the daughr:er, xncl rlre cfaugfireÍ's t¡eeçfs''SHtt
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efernands, olf wÌth ff¡e ease or a large anirnal f)ic*Ìrrg offa ¡resky

i¡T$ßcr.)

}{OÏHDR
... tfrere...
there is a wild animal loose in the house ""

thie daughær down an a bìg, white rcwq:Í'and

'p¡:or6aíls, rÐ euc,'fienllair off wl,th lar'ge .cil.vrsr scissorc then s[e father.r

,"'up ir¡ a big shevlng mvg with a large sbaving l¡rus^h. $he fathen tfiql
1 ;'''r '1 d&ttgfiterþ'enc¡r'e þocly wttlt whlte sh¿ving suds ¡ncf witl¡ rfrelafg-e

rolal.fåsf¡ioaed slfvcr sfiave¡, shavgs every hal¡ off the

even Þer scalp- -Sl¡e,er¡en u'res tweezels to twecìze any

,stray h¡úrs araund åer breasfs ot navel'

daughîcr's trcdY,

nøsal hair o¡

!
I

.c
encf) ì am wâ(ching â-n accíde&t' t arh the accident' I

an operatiÔn âfld that Ôperarion is my life' (Eve

Langley\. I am all pain skinned in bandages'

Ð^UOH'rßR
My body is its own ßäP

('The motherstarfs Frutt r¡g rnake-up on the claughtert Érce')

Daughter
... disappearing into itself.

MOTHtrR
And now a tittte bit crf tippy. Whtt a câ(ch"

(l'he mothers{eps tracf< ro suwey /rer ta/ol* - her sl¡aved' bafd mnde-

up daughtercPread on fhe towel.)

M(}THER
llol\l¡:.

f¡
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4t

Matrlclde Caqple
llhis occurs while the cou¡rles are icittg, sl¡aving efcÌ

I&lP,ASSICINATA

we do

CT'IORA

it ain't <¡ver

ri$

sing

'æ-

þ*, +{'-
bk¡od debt

C t
lr

tD

lChçnted murclêrcusly (¡nssîl>ly as charavari 1 tÍn-ketrling Êig &rncf
s<>ur¡d of scrmetJbing lîke 'Dlamoncls alre a Çirfs ßest Friend,)
(Chora vfde.¡rs the klliing..She's a Stringer at f'fte scene af every ct.ime,
sellfng her foonge þ some Rea/ii¡y ?"V slrnw or nrakfng a Snuff Møvie)

REQUIUM T()R'ilITE MÀ'TDRNAL
(Conrposer note: ir is tåe yearníng for thaf deep nraterna/ Iove whìch
is the Requlm)

MOTIIORDOUGT| STNGS'f}IN'HDLP I}TE'

(the sound of ¡le n¡otfterpulse / yeamlng - po.rsitrly to a composirlon
consfruc¿ed an the souncl of the n¿>thetdoug,h lteing pumn¡elecl, flre
s<luads of tlre 'house', tlte delivery crles of the mother gÍvlng hînh -
¿IJ sou¡¡ds tl,roughaut wh<rle piece rlrat åaye fxren nrorlrer ale
sampled and ¡eu6ed ln sc¡¡¡lc way hercr - expirlng aÍ¡., rhe dyi¡tg brcath,
tlte moment the mother and tl¡e Mother and fhe Gc¡ddess nuly dtes
anú we tnly flnatly in a meicifu/ eu¿henasÍ{ kilt her - (he yearmfng we
aII hav'e, the deep yearning far che cosmlc bliss of Mother love - as
¿fescrJberl by Father Becle Gríffitfi - r*¿t wf¡i¿'h ftas heen rerïo¡Jsed.
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expelled, denlecl, totturetl, severecl fiom ¡he nrn.çr'tllir¡e' (he

¡ra0r"iirr.clry, Ieaving the rational, the col<f, ce¡¡lurie.s cf ovetwhelnting

Fou¡er:¿nd terrnr (es¡reciatly the t"hurch) to defeat '-. mix'ure of
'harrlflc,cafloorl vialence and deep fer/er(}n¿?¡ re<¡tlltrnt - ends n'Jtll

44

of stille¿rr.ps here/s cli,sappea rlng lnto the crnpttness)

help help me please helP me
as heirrg brutalty

$v rrt

'[here is in hqr (same sty)
dårkness' lafter

she is m)'mother

,\

IMFASSIONA:I:A and
smash into the stars

thud nofhtng
flat daisies

CHORU.S
(to rhytll¡¡t of ¡he killing)

rFor all your lot¡e, for all

t

TúÛ

j For all the things You do
rlTo make each day more

tl,t'pleasant

For all those wher are near to You
We hope this shc¡ws our love and

When your special daY is here
With wishes for Your haPPiness

On your special daY ttris Year
Motlter's Day Mum

CTI()RA
(vicfeoing the killing,. )
it'tl be a real bloodairdgutse^r
box clffice bunrson seatser

exclu$ive rights

I

?
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h 3.r,tt
cnoRUs
kill mum.kill, mum kill mum kill murn (repeat)

si¡[[.J n.L*--

nrease e Ú Yftl-r¡rs3 å erL'le1
wfrort {Ls.help helpme

cnoRus
mumtlikmwdltkrnumllik il rt n filt

ì
I

lßath g¡rts go into fi¡e sffeoce but Chora coJnes r¡t1 olr i[ Imqscianata
doe.çnlL The nrurnill&n¡r¡rnllíIi sc¡und of a remrd ¡/ayecf bactwards is

f¡¡e tÌrìst souncl beard. )

what the Jaw is but we don't recogni.se it

so ìt's true ¡rou re*lly can't get by wlthctut your

IMPÂTASIONÂT.{ I th sJlence Ís,retfling in for Impassionat*)

out of the Vast

of llarkne*s

r¡s do lt your honour Your

I côn hear someone brea(hins inside *"(ta. L- T 
b*&5

yourlordship
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.1õ

7'' ciloRus
.*¡gum,llfk mum

)^Jflik mum tlik nrum llik rnum llik

U^A'þ
accomPlislrment
acff)rnÞlishment
with aur ofin hands

ancl c¡tu own sharetl

lng'- ¡{-*c'*

.{iq¡¡.'l' r-" i)

ï'

l/r^ ^"

\
¡6

U
s
.J.

(

C
C breath

¿o.*\H.kft s*"ti'nù.'È' r\i,,

rl'ool

a

t into tlrc Hancls of Lustlce'

r^now the
L i , ¡tu.ut

Jâw must ferllow
1

Cause

they rNant us to

cry over milk
we've sPilt

1

now theY vl'ill

test our mctal
{-" *+Jc¿\ "-

h", - rbr.l+

<¡urselves
we wilt see if they irüve the stomachptrnrp fot'us u
we have forrned outselves

in the teeth
of vottr absolute oppos¡tion

*"'*iU see if theY have the

r*Þ&rP¡¡¡Íì
ä*;î;;td animal loose in the house

ibt¡tc thei sact"ecJ

s of the Cross)

.tt n
q̂,

ho.st theY cfance a
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\tj
u d* trcHCIRA

âccept this mess

btess tl¡Q¡neal
swEll the rankr Lád,
partÁkê¡ Ç|'Þ4-l*
transubstantiate

tiþ take thisätrúeat ét+ À- A*-
the proof of the puddtng's in the eaûng
this fs the ferrbidclen fruit
of the living hee"^hee ha*ha shetre-shehe mllk tree

*/-
cüonu$
two, four, st¿ elght
boË irl don't nnit
uansubstantiate (r*o

lgiv:ng iî fo auclíence rcr eatj

{- &
JtÉ

b"1

(,4r exír) ,

Please return your tôrturer$ to the usherette befbre you leave

ù iú,,t/'!t, :, ïi., *, "t;{ Q,
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